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ForeworD
By Roger Nichols

When a recording artist I produced heard a great song on the radio he would turn to me and say.
~I was going to write that 8ong!~After reading this book my reaction was, NI was going to write this

book!" Well. I am glad Bob beat me to it because it looks like he did a much better job than I could

have.
What places this book head and shoulders above the rest is the attention to useful detail.

Instead of some hyperbole. the reader can actually put these methods to good use. The descriptions
of bow to perform a task are augmented with the reason that you should perform the task. ot just
how downward compressors work. but when and why you would waDt to use them. Science is
meaningless without art.

How do I tell if the digital signal is 16 bit or 24 bit? What does noise shaping do? Should I mix at

96 kHz? How do you make something 3 dB louder when it is already lighting up the over lights?
Should I mix to analog or digital? How do I set up my speakers for mixing surround? Which weighs
more. a pound of gold or a pound of feathers? These are some of the questions that Bob answers in
aclear and concise style.

Bob enters each mastering session with his eyes wide open. Each project is unique. and each

mastering session will require a unique approach to bring out the very best results. Bob's musical
background helps him select the proper tools for the job. Knowing that a string quartet record does
not require the same approach as the Back Street Boys record is half the battle.

Every day clients ask for louder and louder CDs when they come to a mastering session. It is

very hard to find Hi- Fidelity COs these days. Now that you can do your own recording to a digital
workstation. buyyour own multi-band compressors and burn your own CDs, who needs

mastering? My answer is that ifyou record your own projects at home, you need mastering more
than the producer who works with the top engineers in the top studios. The key is outside
reference. No, I don't mean that your neighbor came over and said, "Hey, that sounds really great!"
Imean reference to other projects. and reference to other engineers who have worked on great
sounding CDs.
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Bob does an excellent job of dispelling the myth that the louderyou make your CD, the louder it
will be on the radio. Read this part more than once. Once the reality sinks in, then maybe we will
have more viable candidates for aBest Engineered CD Grammy, instead of having to choose a CD for
the Least Offensive Engineering award.

The professional mastering engineer works on material from all corners of the music business.
This is the last stop before the CD hits the radio and the record stores. The smartest thing any
mixing engineer can do is leave the final loudness tools to the loudness professional.

Limiters and compressors should be treated just like firearms. There should be guides for the
proper use and classes you must take before you can own one. That class is here in this book. After
you read this"audio firearms manual" you will have a much better understanding of the mastering
process. You will know when and how to use these tools yourself and when to leave it to the
professional. Treat every compressor/limiter as a loaded weapon, and don't point it at anyone
unless you intend to use it. It's the LAW!

I get e-mail quite often from independent artists who are recording their music at home and
want to know what gear to buy to help them mix before they send it to me for mastering. I tell them
that the first piece of equipment they should buy is Bob Katz's MasteringAudio, The Art and the
Science.

Roger Nichols
Miami, August ~oo~
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InTrODUCTIOn

Mastering is the last creative step in the

audio production process. the bridge between

mixing and replication-your last chance to
enhance sound or repair problems in an

acoustically-designed room-an audio

microscope. Mastering engineers lend an

objective. experienced ear to your work: we are

fImiliar with what can go wrong technically and

estherically. Sometimes all we may do is

DOlhing! The simple act of approval means the

Dis ready for pressing. Other times we may
kIp you work on that problem 80ngyOU just

IlOUldn'tget right in the mix. or add the final
touch that makes a record sound finished and

pbyable on a wide variety of systems.

Approach of this Book

The mastering studio is the place where

czperience in the musical art is combined with

the science of audio. but the dividing line

Iletween art and science is nebulous. and so my

Itook constantly tries to integrates the art and
1he science.

Technology changes so fast in today's world;

rexample. no one predicted that a rapid

liferation of digital cameras would threaten

once-mighty Polaroid Corp. Five years after

this book is published. one-third of its technical

information will be outdated. Ten years from

today. one-third or more of its technical

information will be obsolete. But old-fashioned

craftsmanship and attention to detail will always

be in demand. I hope that even fd'ty or one

hundred years from today, mastering engineers

will still be considered crafts persons. I hope

that the artistic and procedural information

provided herein will always be precious to

students of the art of audio mastering.

Attention Gearheads

This book is designed to help you learn to

make informed decisions on your own; how

audio equipment works, and what happens

when you turn the knobs. Just about every day I
get a letter like this one from engineers asking

me to approve or bless their particular list of

equipment;

D~ar Bob, I always master with aSis

baom-boh brond compressor and

~quolizer, then I follow it off with Q

touch of 0 Fronifros enhonc~r. On th~

n~xt pass I use 0 Coromba tool to

maximize the sound and th~n

Whosizots dith~r b~for~ going to CD.

Please tell me what you thin~ of my

choic~s? Sincerely, Georheod.

"

0.' ....
... b • ~
sarc...r. ,..
_,"-_lie
sar too,lMI_
ctfIbI ......

celltricl ..
Mr.-w••, ....-_...._..,..
--'litelltr ilto- ,.
.. fialI diet __.. -.
tile Mum..&pair
.ayM. '-It. GIld........ "..,.
.ffeewa



I usually reply. politely.

If there is one essential piece of
information you can get from this book it is this
aphorism written by master engineer Glenn
Meadows.

D~Qr G~Qrh~Qd, your ~quipm~nt list

sounds pr~tty ~xt~nsiv~, but much

mor~ importont is how you us~ it. For
~l(Qmpl~, som~ of th~ g~Qryou

d~scrib~ would b~ ~ntir~ly inQppro

priQt~ for som~ Icinds of music....

quality and principles of operation. While this
book is definitely for gearheads (in the sense
that it has lots of glitzy pictures and description
of gear designed to produce good sound).
serious engineers who want to improve their
techniques will also find out how their devices
function. Audio principles never go out of style.
but models of gear will always fade away.

The theories and background covered here
are what I consider to be the minimum nec
essary to become a competent audio engineer in
this digital age. I do not include any heavy
mathematical formulas in the main text (you
will find more thorough explanatiOns in the
footnotes). There are plenty of good founda
tional basics for beginners. and the most
experienced digital design engineer will find
useful detail. r include practical examples at
every stage; but if the going gets difficult at any
point. simply move to the next section. As you
grow in experience. when you revisit those
sections you may have skipped everything will
seem less abstract. I try to define any special
terms the first time you meet them; terms can
also be found in the glossary (Appendix 15) and
in the index. Just like a weU-sequenced record
album. the chapters in this book were designed
to be read sequentially.

Glenn's
statement also
applies to the
amount or
setting of each
knob or control

within your equipment. There is no magic
threshold, or EQ setting. or ratio. or preset that
will turn ordinary sound into magic. Sonic
magic comes from the hard work you put into
usingyoUI tools (musical magic can only come
from the music itselO. The truth is that in a
typical mastering session. each tool makes only
an incremental improvement. and the final
result comes from the synergistic totality of the
tools working together. In these days of mass
gear- marketing by competitive manufacturers
there is too much emphasis on the glitz. fashion
and style of the gear rather than on its sound

O$Monog' I~ .. b•. ,r, Th. M one
:m)1lung tha' "ill bt Ots" In aU IlhUll' 'IS.

dro!rM 0ptrarorlo dewmUle what it
«d ro bt done and prllM best combination

mort Impor1anl than \Chat tooLs art !.!Sed
GU"i \h:AOOY.O
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ATaste ofThis Book: Chapter by Chapter

Part I (11 the book i. calle-d Preparation.
The mastering engineer has tremendous power.

and "'ith that power comes great responsibility.
Although it is possible to turn an ordinary mix
into a glorious-sounding production. sadly it is
also possible to ruin a piece of delicate music by
applying the wrong approach.

Chapter I: 0 Mastering Engineer is an

Island. outlines the steps taken in producing a

rerord album. our mastering philosophy.
...·orkflow and procedures.

Ch.tpter 2: Connecting It All Together,

presents the block diagram of a mastering
studio and a general equipment deSCription.

Chapter 3: An Earientation Session, shows
how we develop listening slcills.

Chapter 4: Word lengths and Dither, is a

Simplified explanation of one of digital audio's
technical mysteries.

Chapter 5: Decibels for Dummies,
describes how level meters work. the myths of
normalization. and how to effectively interface
analog and digital equipment.

Chapter 6: Monitoring, demonstrates the
need for accurate monitoring and proper room

acoustics.

Part 11 is called \1a.ateringTechniques. the
important techniques and processes we use in a
mastering session.

Chapter 7 shows that PuttingTheAlhum
Together is a critical art and science.

Chapter 8: Equalization, differentiates
EQ practice for mastering from that used in
traclcinglmixing.

Next comes ourdynamW:s trilogy: HowTo
Manipulate Dynamic Range For Fun And
Profit. in three parts. ChapteJ'S 9-11, covering

dynamics processing. theory and philosophy
fromA-Z.

Chapter 12: oise Reduction, includes
both manual and automatic noise reduction
techniques.

Chapter 13: Other ProceSSing, includes

such tricks of the trade as MI5 processing.
classic and not-so-classic specialized analog
and digital processors.

Part Ill: Advance-d Theory and Practice,
begins with a two-part series: How To Make
Better Recordings in the ~I st Century,
Chapters 14-15.

Chapter 14: Monitor Level Calibration,

shows how to set up and calibrate a stereo or 5.1

monitor system. and how to use the simple tool
of the monitor knob's pos~tion to help judge

,3
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Digital AudiO

requires les5
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program loudness and quality.

Chapter 15: The K-System, is my proposal
for a ~lst century approach to metering and
monitoring to help us produce more consistent
and better-sounding recordings.

Chapler 16, AnalogAnd D;gllal S;gruU
Processing, describes some of the analytical
tools we use to look at sound and investigates the
non-linear relationship between equipment
measurements and auditory perception.

Chapter 17: How To Achieve Depth and
Dimension in Recording, Mixing and
Mastering, studies the powerful classic
techniques for obtaining space and depth in~

channel stereo so as to make an effective move
on to surround.

Chapter 18: High Sample Rates, Is This
Where It's At? tells us why it's still important to
use a high-bandwidth system even though our
ears are only good to ~o kHz (on a good day!).

Chapter 19: jitter: Separatingthe Myths
From the Mysteries, is a direct and definitive
layman's explanation of the topic.

Chapter ~o: Tips and Tricks, digs into the
practical aspects of makingAES/EBU and
S/PDIF work for you and prOvides other little
known tips to ease your audio life.

'.

Part fV: Out ofthe Jungle, presents some
of my personal conclusions.

In Chapter ~1: Education, Education,
Education, we get to preach what we practice!

Chapter ~~: At last, is a contemplative
poem, my hopes and dreams of our musical and
audio future.

Part V: Appendices contains some very
useful information. including:

How to prepare tapes and files for mastering
Radio Ready, The Truth, largely written by guest
authors Robert Orban and Frank Foti, with
contribution by Tardon Feathered. shows how
radio processing severely affects our mixes and
debunks for all time the myth that super~hot
recordings sound better over the radio

I Feel The Need For Speed. a comparison of
transfer speeds

Recommended Reading
Glo88al)'
Audio File Formats

Plus, visit the digido.com website for an
online companion to this book:

An Honor Roll of great-sounding Pop COs, newly
compiled for this book
URLs and websites with mastering resources

Now that you've had a taste. let's begin
MasteringAudio...





CHaPTer 1

No Mastering
Engineer Is

An Island

I. In The Beginning
This chapter is about the philosophy of

masteriogand the mastering engineer's approach to
audio. We begin by reviewing the place of mastering

in the overall scheme of producing and manufac

turing a record.

The Record Album:
from Conception to Finished Product

In the beginningwas the word (and the music).
And that shall never change. But consumer formats

do change, and I'm going to miss the Compact Disc
when it becomes obsolete-.-it is probably the first

and last proCessional audio medium that can be
created. nurtured and mastered by a single
individual. The CD is much easier to produce than
the LP. because computer technology has removed
forever the words rewind and razor blaM from our
working vocabulary. But now even the simplest

DVD-Ademands a team effort. specialists in audio.
video (menus or stills), and interactivity. And

quality control (or multichannel requires great time
and attention to detail.

--
"'"'" .,,,,e
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The preceding figure outlines the major artistic
and technical steps in Compact Disc orSACD
production. from the conceptual beginning,lhrough

to the finished technical product.

The song composition and overall conception of
the album takes shape ina gestation period that can

last for years. with contributions from the artist. me
producer. the record company A&Ror all three.
Then arrangements are written. musiciana are
hired. and the artists go into the recording studio or
on location (or the recording to multitrack.. This
may seem terribly antiquated to those who can
record an entire -virtual orchestra~ in their project

studiO. but my personal hope is that the rich art of
musical collaboration. with musicians actually
playing together -live.- never goes away.

Traeltinc... in the not~so-distQntfuture

The accepted medium for the multitrack
recording is rapidly becoming the computer hard
disc as a replacement (orupe-based (onnats.ln the
not-so-distant future universal storage will be so
large. and Internet communication so speedy. that
the need for a local physical multitrack - machine

may eventually entirely disappear. A single central
server will provide all our computing and audio
needs. The artist will be able to fly from Seattle to
San Francisco without carrying anything. plug into
the Internet. and continue overdubbing! However.
before this can happen. Internet bandwidth to the
home and studio will have to increase by a few
orders of magnitude. This also means that the mas
tering process will involve the mastering engineer
simply accessing the relevant tracks from the cen
tral server instead of being sent tapes by FedEx.

Chapter 1 18

Mixinc
After the traclcing is complete the producer.

artist and mixing engineer produce the mix of each
song or section of the work.. If mixing to stereo.
the mix goes to two tracks. but even then it may be
divided into severa12;-track.sttms so that the

mastering engineer can tweak the interrelationship
between leads and rhythm if it proves necessary
after mastering processing. or in the light of the
reference monitoring at the mastering house. If
mixing for surround. the mix may go to six or more
tracks; and if divided in stems. the vocal. rhythm
and lead stems may we up 18 or more tracks!

Editinc o.nd Premasterinc
The nen step. edding. may he carried out at

either the recording studio or at the mastering
house. It is followed hy prtrnastering-. which is the
official name ofour profession. to distinguish it
from the technical mastering that takes place at the

plant (though everyone calls 118 rnasleringenginters
for short). Premastering can include the artistic and
technical tasks of sequencing (putting the album i.n
song order). dynamics processing. Jeveling.
equa1Ua.tion. noise reduction. even some m.ixing.
described in detail in later chapters. Naturally. the
output medium ofprernastering is officially called the
prerna.ster. but we usually label it master.

At the Plo.nt
At the plant. the premaster is used to create the

glass master- an ephemeral product that actually
gets destroyed dUring the production process! At
many plants. glass mastering is performed in a class
10 clean room (or better) by engineers wearing
white -space suits- {affectionately known as monkey



SUIts). But an alternative is that some plants
boust their LBR& Oaser beam recorders) in a self
contained clean room that can be loaded up in the

morning by one suited individual and run all day
.... ithout intervention. just observation through a
P1exi~as window. The LBR is a multi-million dollar
maclunt mat takes the digital information for the
IIWter, encodes it· to the proper format and then

lends an encoded laser beam onto a light sensitive
emulsion applied to the surface of a 9.5- glass disc.
Tht on-off laser pattern generates a series of pits
Ind lands after the emulsion is developed. The
eo.Jlrd glass disc is then moved to another clean
room. where the emulsion is sputtered with a fine
me el alloy in a process called metaUi.zation. Next,

the plate is put in a vat where an electrical

~ is applied. allowing the surface to be plated.
ma process called ekdrofonning. After plating, the
mew plate is peeled off and the glass surface can be
cleantd and reused for a new master.

This first metal plate is called the father and is
tbt inverse of the ftnal CD (pits are lands and vice
versa). For small runs. the father can be used

directly as a stamper. But for any significant
quantity. the father is electroformed to create a
/MIMr (which is the inverse of the father) from

which many stampers can be produced. Each
8tamper goes into a press, where a clear polycar
bonate disc is inserted and molded. Afterwards, the
disc is metallized with an aluminum reflective layer

(gold can be used in specialty pressings) and coated
l\itha protective lacquer. finally. a silk-screened or

•...- ....-.I'.. ,,,,,h.d.. [FM .........tolion.nd ~tn)rC<lrTedion In!ormallon. The
.-cl _ ""....,..et d'K.<>oI OVD ~"C<lcb"lla looyou.d lK~ of thia book.
",""", ""..._ ..n be '""nd In Apptnd... '0.

offset label is applied to the top of the disc. which is
then packaged with booklets into the CD boxes by
automated machinery. Every element must be
carefully inspected for defects-booklets must be

properly trimmed. cardboard seams must not tear.
CD surfaces must not be stained. labeling sbould
look: clean. and the CD itself must meet the proper
tests for pit depth and spacing (e.g. jitter and RF
output tests). It's an exacting process but ....

DVDs Qre even more eomplex
Although prodUCing a DVO or DVO-A is very

similar to producing a CD. it requires a much
greater magnitude of precision. This is because a
one-sided DVO contains about 7times the
information density ofCD. and thus costs more. in
the creative, technical and manufacturing stages.
The creati.ve department has to generate the

graphics and menu copy and the plan for i.nterac~

tivity weD in advance of the authoring stage:

furthermore. all of these elements might be in
constant nux until the reference audio track: has
been firmly edited and mastered. Fi.na.l1y. at the
plant, DVOs require much more stringent QC
standards than COs. especiaUy because of the
delicate bonding process for a multi -layer DVO.

11. Mastering Philosophy
and Procedures

for every good mastering engineer. meticu
lousness and attention to detail is the norm. not the

exception. We've always been called upon to keep
careful track of a project from the time it arrives
until it becomes the final product. Days. weeks,
or perhaps years later, if revisions are called. the

'9 No Ma8terin( Engineer
IaAn Island



Attention to detail. The last 10 %
of the job takes 90% of the time.

client has a reasonable chance of ascertaining which

processes were used by consulting with the
mastering engineer. At RCA Records through the
80·s. analog tape box labels included ~dash

numbers" (e.g. -1. -2. -3). for each copy generation.
and a card catalog carefully logged the tape's status

and which one

was the correct
masler to use for
LP or Gauetle
duplication.
When masters
were sent for

disc cutting. the cutting engineer inserted a written
log indicating the Pultec or other equalizer settings
they used. left/right channel gains. and so on.

Today. the situation is far more complicated
than simply looking in a tape bo][ for cutting
information and marking the bo][ with the
generation number. Audio-only projects may arrive
in multiple forms. from OATs to Pro Tools Hard
discs to CD ROMs to an.aJog tapes. Projects may be
two channel or multichannelsurround: they may
arrive as full mixdowns. partial mixdowns (steDl8)
or combinations. The definition of what is the
Master becomes even more vague. since
multimedia projects may be finished at the audio

mastering studio. or authoring added at some studio
down the road. Metadata (see Chapter 15) including
watermarking may be added during a later authoring
stage. further complicating the situation.

But one thing has not changed: it is the respon
sibility of the mastering engineer to ensure that the
audio quality which leaves the mastering studio is

Chapter I :to

the same quality that will be represented on the final
medium. We must be familiarwitb what may happen
to the project wben it leaves our office. and we must
familiarize the producer with what is necessary to
preserve the audio quality. I believe in the concept
of the Mastering Studio as the Mothership. the

coordinator of audio quality. and perhaps more. if
we've also taken over the authoring duties. I In these

days of Multimedia. DVDs and SACDs. it is possible
that the sound we mastered may be further
manipulated by a video engineer. or by some
individu.a.l who is not slcilled in audio production
which is truly counterintuitive.~ All the more reason
for the mastering studio to take on the Mothenhip
role.

Now. let's examine the steps. tools and
processes involved in mastering a project.
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Every mastering engineer has a different
approach. but the object of all logging is to be able to

Ill. logging
Preparation Lor

As we have seen. a multimedia project may have
video elements. graphics. menus. etc. CD Audio
projects are usually a lot simpler. Here is a sample
preparation log of a CD project. containing
information about load-in. load~out. and any
revisions.

reconstruct what was done during the mastering
session so as to make revisions or changes easier. In
column I I put my notes on the original sources
(with client's comments in quotation marks to
distinguish from my own). column 2 is used for
loadout notes. and column 3 for revision notes. Of
particular interest is the monitor gain which is
logged. and tbe setlings of the processors. NOle that
most of the digital processor settings are digitally
stored in the processor's memory and then saved OD

noppy disc or Sysex dump or other medium. If
analog processors are used. we make verbal
descriptions or pictures of the positions of the
controls (e.g.. ~band four boosted 2 clicks at 4.7
kHz. Q. 0.7-). In this revision. since settings for
the TC 6000 were changed for tune -5. the noppy
disc for the TC contains two files. one labeled
revision 2. for a complete historical record. During
loadout. I use a fully-automated technique
controlJed by a MIDI sequencer: the only processor
with a manual setting in the above master is the
Cranesong HEDD. whose ~tapeM control has been
set to position -s.

At our studio. an automatic computer network
tape backs up audio logs and sequences as well as all
the mundane items such as word processing and
accounting. Since computer systems and processors
are evolving at Roadrunner pace. we also keep a
high~resolution capture of the master just in case
processors. applications or operating systems won't
recover the old settings. Some clients are insisting
on analog tape safeties. since this seems to be the
only medium exempt from the technical
obsolescence ironically known as progress.

..._...,--~
.--' n.,./.,.--- ..._ TC
lIOOO _._.__...~,.
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PQ Lists
The name PQ comes from the letter-code

abbreviations for the information contained in the
subcode of the Compact Disc. The P nag is the most
primitive nag; it changes state to indicate the
beginning of a new track. The Qsubcode contains
infonnation such as timing and program length,
copy prohibit or pennit. emphasis condition. and
ISRC codes (see Chapter ~O). most of which will be
stored in the final disc's TOe (table of contents).
The written PQ log is actually a redundant log, since
nowadays the master medium contains all the tracks
and an electronic version of the PQ codes. In the old
days: the replication plant would take the written
jnformation from the PQ log and enter it electron
ically into a PQ editor. since most mastering houses
did not have a PQ editor. Today, while most
mastering houses generate their own PQ codes, all
responsible replication plants still require a written
PQ list. This is the only place they can see the names
of the titles. and engineer's comments. Mastering
engineers appreciate good quality control
procedures after the master has left their
possession. A reliable plant will cross-check all the
information in the written PQ log against the
electronic version on the master medium, and call
the engineer if there are any discrepancies. An
exceptional plant will even note noises they hear or
over levels. and ask for engineer's approval before
pressing. Sadly. this has become very rare. so the
burden for quality control has fallen heavily upon
the mastering house.
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':Audio CDRs make good sources for
mastering. but not good output
masters, ..

IV. Mastering Output Formats
While we can accept recordings in nearly any

IIrmat. only four media are suitable to be used by
.. replication plant for CD-Audio (CD-A), DDP

(Bile Description Protocol. OD Exabytt 8 mm tape).
JlCJl-t630 (on 3/4~ video cassette), COR (Orange

look. write-once media), arSony PCM-9000
Upbeat disc. As of this publication. the PCM -1630

IIrmaI is rapidly becoming obsolete. and the PCM

9000 never look offand is also considered obsolete.

OfaJ] the above fonnats, the PCM-9000 was

probably the most reliable. Almost as reliable and
DlIt popular is the DD?, which can he duplicated at

fXandgreater speeds (not necessarily producing
bettersound quality. see Chapter 19). The least
reliable is the audio CDR. first because its error rate

11 not as good as the DDP, and also because it is

.uly susceptible to fingerprints and mishandling.
ADAT is generally Dot considered a suitable
_urn for glass mastering. though one or two

pmtJ have adapted their systems to work with

tiaterode OAT. The master must be recorded in one

eoatinuous pass. without stopping. under the

_trol of a computer. Some recording engineers
IIkmpl to deliver -masters M on CDRs recorded on a

Dnd·a]one CD recorder. but this is usually

-.atis(actory because of the inaccuracy of the track
points. inability to put separate track end marks

which creates extra-long track times). and E3:t
errors introduced every time the recorder stops its

laser (breaking the ~one continuous pass~ rule).

CDRs make reasonable sources for premastering (I
like Ihem better than DATs). but not good masters

»rglass mastering.

The master

medium which may

take over is the DLT

(Digital LinearTape).

It has much higher

capacity. typically 40
to 80 gigabytes. In theory. the DLT can canythe

DDP protocol. and could take over from Exabyte.

but no one has implemented it.'

DLT is the specified medium for DVD and DVD-A

masters. Another up-and-coming medium is a

CD-ROM or DVD- ROM with DDP image files.

since the CD-ROM has excellent error correction.

More masters are now being sent to the factory via

high-speed Internet lines. which brings up legal

questions of just what medium is the physical

master.

V. Picking the Right OAW
By the mid -80'S Sonic Solutions Digital Audio

Workstations (DAW) had taken over the mastering

field. As lOOn as engineers discovered the virtues of

non-linear editing. and a workstation that could

integrate PQ codingwith audio. they quickly

abandoned their slow Sony OAE-3000 editors.

Sonic workstations use a powerful Source-to

Destination editing model that many editors prefer,

have extremely high data integrity (prodUcing

clones of the source when not processing). and can
make those Nimpossible~audio edits through the

use of a very flexible crossfade editor. The crossfade

:l3 No Muierin«' Enpn«r
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"The Customer is Always Right. "
- DALE WNEGIE

editor is the main reason why Sonic and its brethren
are very popular editors in the classical music field.
We'll see the editor in action in other chapters. To
this day. only a few other workstations or software
programs have been qualified or dedicated to
mastering: Audiocube, Pyramix (Merging
Technologies). SADiE. Sequoia and Wavelab. SADiE
has recently caught up to Sonic with converts. and
Sequoia has garnered a good number of dedicated
users. SADiE is now the only workstation to
incorporate a dedicated SCSI (hard disk) bus, which
makes it very stable and free from operating system
interference: you can even purposely crash
Windows and SADiE will keep on cutting a CDR.
The race is not yet won, since not each workstation
has the ability to do multichannel and high sample
rates with equal facUity. and not all manufacturers
offer an upgrade to OVD-Aand SACO authoring.

Other criteria appropriate to picking a DAW
include software and hardware reliability and
economic stability of the company_ Consider the
number of man-years that have gone into software
and DSP development and make sure that
development is ongoing. Five man-years is the
minimum time I would consider required to make a
powerful. dependable mastering program. Be wary
of marketing promises: if the product does not have

thefeatures you want today. don't buy it on the basis of
-real soon now. 

Find out if the
company has fast
and efhcient
technical support.
Askifthereisan

upgrade policy. Another valuable approach before
buying is to get feedback from users. especially
those doing similar work. Is there an established
user base and support group?

All these criteria raise the short-term purchase
price of a good workstation. but greatly lower the
long-term cost of ownership.

Don't Be Go Complete Bithead
Far less successful are engineers who attempt to

perform mastering on software platforms not
specifically dedicated to mastering-largely because
of lack of integrated PQ editing. low data integrity,
low sound quality. inflexible editing. and so on. If
you are going to dedicate yourself to mastering. you
must get a dedicated workstation. These
workstations have other attributes besides data
integrity: high calculation accuracy, which translates
to low distortion. They all implement proper
dithering (see Chapter 4). and high precision.
with the highest precision award going to the
Audiocube (64-bit floating point) or Sonic
Solutions HD (48-bit fixed point). which yield
excellent-sounding equalization and noise
reduction algorithms. But don't be a bithead,
because all things are never equal. the skill of the
programmer can turn everything around-one
programmer's 3~ ~ bit float can sound better than
another's 64-bit (see Chapter 16).

VI. Mastering Procedures

Mastering With or Without a Producer Present?
Mastering engineers are independent beasts

and can master quite comfortably without a
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produl.Tr or anist present. Once there was a certain
type of mastering engineer who had a specific
sound -ifyou went to that engineer, you would send
"aIIrU~,and get her sound. But there are very few
(if any) of those lrinds of mastering engineers. and
the reason is quite plain: every piece of music is
U.D.Ique. and requires a special approach that is
sympathetic to the needs of that music and the
Deeds of the producer and artist.

Agood mastering engineer is familiarwitb and
romfortahle with many styles of music. She knows
how acoustic and electric instruments and vocals
llOund, plus she's familiar with the different styles of
music recording and mixing that have evolved. In
addition. a good mastering engineer knows how to
fUe a raw tape destined for duplication and make it
lOundlike a polished record. Upon listening to a
tape. agood masteringengineer should be able to
teU what she likes and doesn't like about a
rttOrding, and wbat she can do to make the
rttOrding sound better. Then, by sympathetically
li!teningto. and worlcingwith, the producer, the
eDKin«r can produce a product that is a good
combination of her ideas and the producer's
IntemiODs, a better-sounding product tban if the
engineer had simply mastered on her own.

The besl masters are produced when both the
producer and the engineer solicil feedback, use
empathy, courtesy, and understanding, and are
willing to experiment and listen to new ideas,
My approach is to welcome and encourage the
producers' input for they are the ones most familiar
lo'ith the music and what they want it 10 say.

If the producer cannot attend the maslering
session, then we'll have discussions prior to and
during the session of how they perceive their music,
and how I think it sounds. Sometimes it helps if the
producer sends in existing COs as examples of their
tastes. Then I'U send a reference or evaluation CD
prior to the final mastering. Usually by that time we
are enough in sync so there is no need to produce a
second reference, or just some minor changes.

Weeks or even months prior to the mastering
session. an exceptional producerwiU send a
preliminary mix to solicit the mastering engineer's
feedback, because there are things which are better
fixed in the mix or not possible to fix in mastering.
We don't hesitate to suggest a remu if there is a
severe problem. The better the mix, the better we
look! How much can the sonies of a mix be improved
in the mastering? I like to answer: about a letter
grade, which can turn a Bplus mix into anA plus
masterl

The MQSterinl Worteflow
The mastering engineer's worldlow comprises

editing. cleanup, leveling, processing and output to
the final medium. Every engineer has a unique
approach, using analog or digital processing or a
hybrid. Currently, most engineers work with OAWs
in very much the same way we worked before there
were any OAWs3: First. we take the source for each
tune (e.g., OAT, COR, Masterlink. AlFForWAV

file), and process one song at a time. If that source is
digital and if analog processing is to be used, we
send it to a high-quality D/A converter, pass it
through one or more analog audio processors and

2S No MuteriD« EJi«in«r
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lit ltft: I~finltr Variaria~5o~ a

Mafttri~, T~tmt, ~ou, t~ompltl of

appr<x>c~tl to audio malttri~,.

In this variation. allleveling, fading. processing
and equalization has already been accomplished.
and the DAW is only used for assembling and
spacing. which is a very efficient approach. When we
reach the end of the tune. if it requires a fadeout and
we missed it. instead of reloading the entire song we
may backup before the fadeout. do a simple punch
in on the workstation. perfonn the fade. and then a
matched edit. Chapter 4 tells why this 16-bit file
should not be further processed. What this means

is that. in Variation 1. if the client orders any
revisions. the engineer must repatch the entire
chain. reset the processors. make any processing
changes. and re-record/replace the old destinalion
file with a new one.

possibly control the level. EQ. or fade via a
customized analog mastering console, The signal is

then passed to a high quality AID converter.
optionally through various digital processors.
dithered to 16 bits. and then recorded into the DAW.

We then move on to the next song. resetting
processors until the best sound is achieved for that
song. And so on as illustrated in Variation 1of the

figure at left.

Often there is no real time ~load in. ~ since

sources may arrive as high resolution or high
sample rate computer files on CD ROMs or other
media. and can be loaded at high speed directly into
the workstation (Var. :I). The mastering engineer
then has to listen to each tune to get the feel of the

whole album and check for noises or other problem
that may need fixing, She

may begin by putting the
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material in order, cleaning up heads and tails,
perform fadeouts and spacing, and then proceed as
U1 Yar I, except she uses the workatation as the new
·source· as well as destination. In Variation 3. the
III1Steringengineer waits until the final output to
dither. which gives some flexibUityto perform fade
msmd fadeouts on the final DAW file and perhaps
IO~ leveling. (Although most of the leveling

d have been performed beforehand to avoid
cumul.1tive loss of resolution). After digital limiting,

Is cannot be raised, only lowered,

aod eqtWization should not be performed on a
prtViously-limited signal. as the peak protection
will be undone. Digital filteringof any type can
Quse overloads on a digitally limited signal. because
d creates higher-level intersample peaks. Thus it is

to rtturn to the source and reprocess in order
Iochangt levels betw~n tunes.

With the increasing number of high sample rate
projttts. another variation is to use two
workstations, one to play back the high sample rate
IIoIterial, the other to record a sample-rate-

Dverted and dithered output for CD prep. Yet

mother variation is to use upsampLing followed by
"-nsampling (Va.r. 4-). Even if the source material
• ready for CD at 44.1 k.Hz, it is well-known that

digital audio processing and conversion at a higher
ntesounds better (see chapters 16 and 18). The
engineer may reproduce tbe source material at the
lower rate, feed an upsampling sample rate
eom'erter (abbreviated SFC, SRC), then perhaps
DIAconvert using a high-resolution, high sample
pte D/Afor analog processing, then record tbe
..ttrial into a high sample rate AID converter for

optional further digital processing, then finally
downsample and dither (iftbe result must be 16
hit). If the source material is at 44.1 k.Hz. a CD can
be cut in real time using this chain. But two steps
(and two DAWs) may be necessary iftbe source
material is not recorded at the target rate, since
most DAWs can only work at a single rate. First. the

material is stored at 24 bitsl-W.I Kon the new DAW
file, then it is dithered in the last step to the 16-bit
master medium.'

Material that arrives at multiple sample rates
(different songs at different rates) is particularly
problematic. often necessitating sample rate
conversion to a common rate before the mastering

can get started.

Tune by Tune or fu.lIy·Automated?
All of the above descriptions have one thing

in common, they follow a tune by tune approach
to mastering. Le. master one tune. reset the
processors, tben move on to tbe next one. Although
engineen have been making excellent albums using
this method for years. an increasing number of
digital audio processors are remote~controllablevia
MIDI (Vu. 4-). which permits them to be automated
and thus completely integrated with the workflow.
Most engineers already use some sort of automation
in tbeirwork, since advanced workstations provide

automated equalization. leveling, fades. dynamics,
and even automated plug-ins. If a revision is

requested. tbe mastering engineer can save tbe
previous EDL (edit decision list) and instantly make
changes in tbe amounts or timing of the

• 0.... Wliquo worb!a!ioll. (Seq1OO..,,) perm,tt wonall( It~ nl.......w~.
00 oll1y one wwUhllOll illlftdedJ
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workstation's internal equalization. The MIDI
technique extends this ability to the outboard
equipment. For me this is a revolution-finally I can
work with the album in the making in a comfortable,
fluid, non-linear manner. I work with a song until it
is cooked. save the parameters in the memories of
the processors. and then move on to the next song
without having to capmrt to a OAW file. I save those
parameters in another processor memory, then
return to near the end of the previous song and play
the two together with the MIDI automation
foUowingalong. nondestructively. This makes it
easy to integrate two dissimilar songs, e.g. if one
ends big and the other begins soft and easy (more
details on this technique in Chapters 7and 10). I(s
also non-linear-having the conten of the whole
album in development makes it possible to revisit
and reprocess any portion of the album. For
example, we may make a great c!iIllaJ[, then recheck
the first song in context and reprocess it if necessary
without having to reload or recapture. FuU
automation also permits special effects-for
example, as we approached the cliIllaJ[ on one tune,
upon the entrance of a big vocal chorus, I created
MIDI-automated changes in the K-Stereo Processor
that increased step by step the spaciousness and
depth, producing a gigantic sound in the final
chords. After we're satisfied that the album sounds
good, we then go back to the beginning and cut a
COR reference in real time with full automation.

The biggest advantage of full-automation is the
ease of revision, especially if you have a critical
clientele. Processing is always applied in a non
destructive. non-cumulative manner; anything can
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be undone without going down another generation
or forcing a reload. Another advantage of this
method is that the raw. unaltered sources can be
immediately compared with the master and
demonstrated to the client. We try to ensure the
master is better than the source in every possible
aspect; it's a sobering moment ifwe discover that
the source is beUer than the processed master. in
which case-back to the drawing board!

One sonic advantage of this method is that the
highest resolution processor can be used to change
gain. Thus, the MIDI automation accomplishes the
changes in levels from song to song. I often use the
output gain of the mastering compressor, since the
40-bit float Weiss has a more transparent-sounding
gain change than the OAW or any other device in the
chain, and this also avoids additional OSP. The
biggest disadvantage of this method is the amount of
technical mow- how and concentration required to
run a MlDlsequencer and control the parameters of
external equipment.

Here'. how the MIDI-automated chain is
hooked together;

The audio resides in the mastering OAW on a
PC, for example, SADiE, which feeds a series of
external rack processors. and returns back into
SADiE. With SADiE or Sonic SolutioDS, the CD
master can be cut in real time using this routingif
the source audio is at 44.1 IcHz SR.

The timecode master is SADiE, and this
timecode feeds another computer, in this case, a
Macintosh running a sequencer called Digital
Perfonner.



-. ...

DlriNI~1II11etIO~, lIartd to tit, masteti", DAh'. Perfnrm" a~!o,"atfJ both n{"nlll dn,cti ..,11 HIDlllod plUl-'1II lIeMI olllutboar<l procnsGrs to tlte
_c ~lhl!'<lII, (orut/lllpl" SADiE.

The MfDl instructions are fed from
Perfonnerto the external rack processors, and in a
cute trick. automate a native plug- in, the Waves C4.
implemented directly in Performer, illustrated in

the above figure. We treal the C4 functionally as
another rack device external to SADiE. Native

processors are not always used in mastering. but I've

created this illustration to show how it can be done
even when the mastering DAW does not support
"live" plug-ins.

~9 No MuteriJlt Enpneer
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"Ifa single unacceptable tic or noise is
discovered anywhere in a master, the entire
full-length master has to be remade and
listened to/evaluated. There is no shortcut. ..

VII. Media Verification,
Archiving/Backups
Listening Qu.ality CDntrol

At the end of the project, the art of mastering
has to turn back into a science. In larger mastering
studios. this is performed by a separate QC
department. The QC engineer must have
musicaVartistic ears, technical prowess. but also a
lot of common sense: the project has already been

auditioned by the mastering engineer and producer
and all the noises presumably were accepted.
perhaps even welcomed as H part of the music.~

If a single unacceptable tic or noise is discovered
anywhere in a master, the entire full-length master
has to be remade and listened to/evaluated. There is
no shortcut. During the QC pass. we have to utilize
3S many objective criteria as possible. For example.

a critical listener
using headphones
is bound to hear
more noises than
someone using

loudspeakers.
Does this mean

that we have to use headphones to verify a project?
If the monitoring acoustic is less than ideal, then QC
must be performed with headphones, but the
loudspeakers in a critically-designed mastering
room are more than adequate. Mastering engineer
Bob Ludwig has reported that headphone listening
becomes essential when the number of channels
multiplies. Potentially embarrassing noises or
glitches hidden in the surround channel when
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auditioned on loudspeakers become quite audible
when that channel is isolated in a pair of
headphones. To complicate the situation even

further, one consumer may be auditioning all
channels using surround headphones while others
will be hearing stereo reductions (folddowns).
Clearly. we have to give much greater attention to
detail, and costly time to evaluate a final master in
surround, even to the point of requiring 3-4 hours
to QC an hour program. including any extra passes
necessary to check a folddown! We than have to
decide how to deal with each noise that is
encountered during QC. We follow the practice
of noting the timecode of each offending noise,

then checking with the mastering engineer
and/or producer to see if the noise had already
been accepted.

QC also includes verification that the proper
songs are in the proper place, based on client
supplied lists of the song lengths, lyric sheets, etc.
We must ensure that the correct master goes out for
duplication, and must be especially wary of
misidentifying individual COs of a multiple-CD set.
With the advent of authoring and OVDs, more than
one QC may be needed, including the final
watermarked and MLP'ed' master. And with
electronic delivery comes the legal issues of which
"physical master" has been officially evaluated.

Objective Media Verification/Error check
Digital media are susceptible to data dropouts

which cause errors, which is why all the digital audio
storage formats, OAT, Exabyte, PCM-1630. and OLT



tapes. and optical discs, COR and DVD~R. utilize

error correction algorithms.· Uncorrected errors

result in glitches, clicks, and other noises.

Normally, when playing a digital tape or disc, we do

not know the amount of error correction which is

occurring. It can sound great, but the tape or disc

could be near dying! If the error correction system

is working very hard, the next time that tape is

played, a speck of dust or head alignment problem,

or simply wear and tear. will cause a signal dropout

during playback. Our job is to look behind the

scenes using speCialized measurement tools.

Listening alone is like having a doctor look at the

patient without taking his temperature. So media

verification is a thorough internal examination.

There is also the issue of errorconcealment.

....,hieb is the last defense mechanism in digital

playback. If the error correction does not work,

that is. ifthere is an uncorrectable error, then the

playback machine uses an interpolator. The
interpolator looks at the audio level before and

after adropout and supplies an intermediate

replacement. If performed well. error concealment

can sound very good. but professionals never

Ilse amaster medium that is so degraded. On the

PCM-1630, error concealment can be turned off.

and the result is an audible mute that purposely

lastS a second or more. to call attention to itself.

• IUtdd_ Ioo_r. ,.n...lly do !lOt ""quI"" 'ITOr~""fO'n'Iion. tince their
...... 1'11...'" cn",mclJ .malI.
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_",* tho .JTO. ",,~ioll. y"" enuld IM: 0"" hi' 'WIlJ from f.Uu"" and .....
bowu.n..IIUl'"'''' an crrt>r-pronc d.... pI.,... ,he"" enuld be an in',,,,,,,
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The PCM-1630 system uses an evaluator known

I,," 1as the DTA-'2ooo. and each plant and mastering

facility decides on objective criteria for accept-

ability. For example. some houses reject tapes with MyTH,

eRC (Cyclical Redundancy Check, correctable An audio
errors, aka soft errors) counts over 50 in any minute. loadbocklnull test
or over '200 total on any tape. Other houses accept shows the integrity
up to 300 or even 400 CRCs in an hour. though this

of a CD Master.
is considered exceptional or rare. and an indication

of poor master tape quality. Of course. any 1 I
uncorrectable error is cause for rejection of a

master.
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Exabyte drive reports: retry
level of 0 percent, and an error
level of 0.0443386 percent

This error rate is within the
factory standard for a new
drive.

Delivery Job Complete
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The Clover system is a popular CDR media
evaluator. The most critical criterion for CD-A and
CDR quality is called BLER (Block Error Rate). A
very good CD can have a BLER as low as 10. yet CDs
will still play with BLERs of 1000 or even above
which illustrates just how robust the error

correction system is for CD-A CD ROMs use an
additional layer of error correction. One conser
vative mastering house's standard rejects any CDR
with BLER over 100. or any CDR with an E32

(uncorrectahle) error.

For Exabyte tapes. reports can get as complex as
a multipage document showing error count in each
block. or simply a one paragraph total report
indicating error percentage (see figures at left) .
Many mastering houses will reject Exabytes with
error percentages over 0.1 %. though 0.2% or even
0.3% error is quite acceptable, as long as there were
no read ~after-write retries in the error report.

Other QC Issues
The responsibility for QC must be accepted by

someone, but the movements of technology and

economics are making it difficult to guarantee
standards. The PCM-1630 has obtained legendary
status for its sonic quality. and it also forces glass
mastering to be at IX speed, where the master may
be auditioned. thus gaining one critical stage of
QualityControl. However. the 1630 technology is
now old enough to be causing concern about its
reliability and many plants copy from 1630 to
Exabyte to avoid problems during expensive glass
mastering.



Backups? We don't
need no ba&*9 u.

There ia usually no press proof except when very

~qw.ntitiesare pressed. There used to be a
tilttning room at each pressing plant where masters
Wit auditioned prior to glass mastering. But now
when the master arrives at the replication plant.
wbrther in physical or electronic fonn. it will likely

beropied highspeed to an Exahyte tape orto the
bctory'scentral server. and there is no auditioning
duringglass mastering. The day has come when the
bomeconsumer is the first person to audition the

product! Every project needs a Mothership to get
through this mess.'

Since human QC at the plant seems to be
decreasing. especially for electronic delivery. I
propose that the approved electronic delivery have
an error-detecting format built- in. as used by
programs like ZIP for the PC and StuHit for the Mac_

Ouopening. an error will be generated if a stuffed
med~ not contain the identical data that was used

IOcreate it. Using such a cod«! rn.a.ster can confinn
thal the me remains intact through all transfers up
10 the point ofglass mastering. The Meridian
LoaIeu Pac.kingformat (MLP). used for the DVD
A. ill se)(~correctingmedium. but its cost and
mcodingtime make it overkill for simple stereo

,,<k.

IIcIrupsIArchives
After a project is finished. we wait until the

dientbas approved the master (usually by listening
to. copy of lhe master). We then may wipe the
material from our hard discs. but not before saving

10 ),l,ke ColhM. ()ow TG ()ow W.pule. N"""mbu toO'. """ to...,,,,,,,
... tho. IolUlO"'" ....d.bo>onI. £0. ~., ............ "'""'_.

the logs on hard disc with all the material. and
making an in-house audio backup on some fonn of
computer tape. The in-house backup is mostly in
case a revision is requested within a reasonable

time since as we mentioned. digital technology is
constantly changing. Some record labels require
full backups of the masters. often on Sonic
Solutions Exabyte tapes. or some other aceeptable
archive format.

The critical
difference
between a backup
and an archive is
that an archive is

made to a medium
which is supposed to last a long time (30 years or
more). However. I wish good luck to those who have
to decipher those multi +formatted ones and zeros;
will the equipment still be around to read them
even ten yean fTom now? Computer manufacturers

seem bent on obsolescence and equipment turnover.
which makes the idea of full data-recovery
frightening. TechnolOgical evolution is a serious

issue.
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CHaPTer 2

Connecting
It All

Together

The Principle of Consistent Manitorinc
The following page shows a block diagram of the

audio connections in the ideal digital audio

mastering studio. The heart of this studio is an
integrated AlDJA system CD. typically 6 to 8
channels. Since our clients expect us to make
consistent quality judgments. we audition all digital
sources and pressed media through this single
converter. Unfortunately. this principle of
consistent monitoring has been subverted by the
advent of new copy-protected media such as DVD~A

and SACO. whose players do not have digital
outputs; thus it is not always possible to proof the
final product through the same D/A converters that
were used for the mastering.

All channels of the AIDs and 01Aa are housed in
the same chnsi.., with i.nternal clock. connections

designed for minimum jiner and immunil)' from
external jitter. In Chapter 19 we willleam why this
is the best arc.h.itecture for minimum jitter. With a
jitter-immune system. the mastering engineer
avoids chasing ghost8 and non-problem problems.

Routine It All
The router@. switches all digital80urees and

destinations in any combination. A 16 x 16 router
can be u~d in a smaller studio or one dedicated to
stereo production. but at least 3~ x 3~ is required
for surround work. The Z-Systems brand of routers

can switch virtually any type of signal and support
multiple sample rates and different synchronizations
in the same chassis, can be configured Cor different
voltage and impedance standards. and thus can
be used Cor AFSIEBU orS/PDIF (~channelsper

3S
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(j)lntegrated AID/A system,
preferably in one box with
a master clock buss feeding
all converters

Monitor
System
(2 to 8
ch.)

processing

___~ To WC
inputs
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Individual setups can be saved and named for
each project. For example. in this project. a stereo
loop begins at the DAWand returns to DAW, Sonic
Solutions M3/M... feeds the ZSystems digital
equaliter. which then feeds TC System 6000 inputs
Ih. for further processing. then to POW-R dither.

and back to Sonic inputs 1..3/4-. where they are
routed to the SCSI CD recorder or master tape
machine. This router setup also handles ':it-channel
monitoring. and prOvides an auxiliary loop path to
and from the DAW and a reverb unit (the Sony V77).

In my mastering studio. the TC System 6000

functions as the central AlD/Aconverter. calibrated
digital monitor level control. Folddown' control.
master clock. and insertion between digital points
and analog processors. In other studios. some of
these functions are relegated to the analog
monitorlIine-stage

p'eamp@.which
follows the monitor
DAC. but my line-stage

preamp just serves to
check the direct sound of

~og-onlysources

(such as turntable or
tape deck).

The ~talmonitor
selector Q). is a smaller
router (8x8
recommended) which

takes any subset of the
32X3':it and routes it to
the monitoring DAC.

nnection for a total of 64 in and out at any
I...an! sample rate) or Dolby E (8 channels per

nnmor) or Dolby Digital (6 channels). MADI
1Jple channels) or encoded formats such as

P3. t'\o'en to distribute wordclock. Possible sources
destinations include OAW(s). tape:. GD(R).

tal compressors. equaliters. AID and 0/A
D\~rUrs. and so on. One digital source can be
led to multiple destinations. but any digital input

anonly accept a single source.

Complex chains with analog or digital

mponent8 can be created at the push of a button.
nee the analog processors are connected to the
nverters. and the converters are connected to
erouter. Forexample. this figure shows the

'bcintosh computer-based remote control for a Z
mms 16XI6 router.
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which can be routed from any digital
source. The bitscope serves to
double-check the bit-integrity of
the source. confirm that dither
appears to be functional. and that
there are no extra bits due to

hardware or software bugs,

I usually connect the meter and
bitscope to the same router output.
Pictured are two examples of
common meters used in mastering.

I. Block Diagram and Wire
Numbers

When construCting a mastering
studio. begin with a detailed block
diagram. insening wire numbers
from a separate wire number list.
00 the oppOSite page is an example
block diagram. witb wire numbers
in parentheses.

Proper grounding and wire
layout techniques are critical.~ A
modem-day digital mastering

Do~LDIldll'u Htl". 11'. Ulttm,/)'ul",,1 du' la IM dual-ItalfS, l1li1 I
..,bbl, ...rh tDIIi", 'z a -Itl<ldll'u /11""'101",· li,," it d/1ft 11« tDITtItJt....111
Itl<ld/ltJI all." Mttft dIefl a JtDlldord VU _ •.

This allows AlB
monitoring or comparison
ofany two digital sources,
such as ~before~ and

~after" mastering. Digital
Domain manufactures a

Digital monitor selector
called the VSP (see pboto
on page 37), that allows
instant AI8 selection of
any two stereo sources.
and can preselect from 6
choices.

Normally. the
converters perform best on internal sync. but when
doing video, the conveners must slave to the
wonicloc.k which comet! from the NTSC to woniclock
convener{§), and we have to depend on the quality
of the convener', PLL to reduce jitter, explained in
Chapter 19, A wordclockditltribution amplifier <ID.
feeds multiple wordclock lines to the OAW, OAT

machine. CD transport,

and some processors
which support wordclock
input. Otherwise, we must
depend on AES black or
signal-canyingAES to
synchronize the ancillary
digital gear.

Other imponant
eqUIpment includes rJ). a
bitscope (see photos this
page) and digital meter,
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studio may contain only a few analog processors. so
it is easy to put all the analog gear physically
together in its own rack. at a distance from clock
mterlerence. AnaJoggear used for mastering can be
customized for minimaJist signal path. removing
trmf,formers and superfluous active stages.
$Omrthingwhich is not advisable in a large analog
.w.dlO where ground loops are more difficult to
ch.uedown. I avoid analog patch bays. as they only
deteriorate over time and their small contact area
eoDlributes to contact- resistance-distortion.

prtftrring to use instead individual short
mterconnect cables.

Some masteringstudios have constructed

custom mastering consoles. which insert analog
elements at will. My approach avoids a mastering
console. since all the analog gear is patched
manually. and the monitoring functions are
aJ.orbed by a custom-built analog monitor selector
and l~· Icontrol. Every mastering engineer has his
t"ffl nriation on these themes. The digital
equiv.uent of a mastering console is accomplished
bra combination of the Z-Sys routing. the digital
monitorse1ector. plus the re System 6000. which

hasinlernalstereo and 5.1 processing including
fold do'll'tl. some internal mixing capability. analog
digital insert points and a remote control with a tiny

acoustiC footprint. Some mastering studios use

digital mixing consoles for mastering. The DAW
alsocontains some routing and can be used as part

of the console concept.

....JtMOW St1Nl"' .....
d,~ ..tII..".~ on
po~~tIIua.
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Tools that we're missing: Customized
and special-purpose gear

One tool that I am missing is a more ergonomic
method of routing. Instead of a crossword-puule
routing matrix. I'd like to see specialized software to
control routers that illustrates the audio chain the
way we think. from source to output in a straight
forward linear fashion. Acompany called
Crookwood has created modular control systems
for this purpose.

, row ........... tb<alMhtylOlab.~or_-....",_,
~1O,".............<-),'lVe_IhooIO"'Ip-m.....,.w
.....,.oI·S,'~IO_aM!·_IO_·

'" SeeAfopu<lu: 10 lor" J>ded rud.....
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CHaPTer 3

An
Earientation

Session

I. Introduction

Ear training is really mind training. because the
appreciation oC sound is a learned experience.
Stereo imaging is an illusion that some people still
don't get! The first listeners to Edi800'S acoustic

phonograph felt that its reproduction was indistin~

guishable from real life. It is only with each advance
in sound reproduction that most people become
aware of the shortfalls of the previOUS technology.
For enmple. whenever I work at a very high sample
rate. and then return to the ~8tandard~(+4.1 kHz)

version. the lower rate sounds much worse.
although after a brief settling-in period. it doeSD'1
sound that bad after all. [See Chapter 18]

AB we become more sophisticated in our
approach to listening. we develop a greater
awareness of the subtleties of sonic and musical
reproduction. We can also grow to like a particular
sound. and each of us has slightly diHerent

preferences. which vary over the years. When I was
much younger. I liked a little brighter sound. but
from about the age of :ito.l've tended to prefer a
well- balanced sound and immediately recognize
when any area of the spectrom is weak or over
present. It's also important to recognize that a
frequency emphasis that's too strong for one
musical genre or song may be just right for another.
as we explain in Chapter 8.

A mastering engineer requires the same ear
training as a recording and mudngengineer, except
that the mastering engineer becomes expert in the
techniques for improving completed mixes, while
the mixing engineer specializes in methods for

+,



"Make passive ear training
a lifelong activity. ..

improving the mix by altering the sound of
individual instnunents within it. AB we move into
the era of mastering from stems (sub mixes. or
splits of a larger mix, e.g.• vocals, hass, rhythm),
there will be more overlap between mixing and
mastering. since the
mastering engineer
will also then have
some control over
individual
lostnunents or
groups.

Ear tTainingcan either be a pusive or a hands
on activity. Passive ear training goes on all the time
rwhat a tinny speaker in that PA systemM

), while
active ear-training occurs while your hands are on
the controls. Make passh--e ear tra.ining a lifelong
activity--eIercisingyour earlbrai n connection
regularly will increase your ability to discriminate
fine sonic differences. Practice being consciously
aware of the sounds around you and identifying
their characteristics. Acousticians can't help
judging the reverberation time of every hall they
enter. Too much ear-training practice can ruin the
enjoyment ofa musical program or a good
relationship. so rule number one is not to tell your
spouse every time you notice the surrounds in the
movie theatre are set too high or the left tweeter is
blown! However, when the program material is
sufficiently boring, work on ear-training. For me
it's a curse that hits subconsciously at the strangest
moments Cwhat a boxy-sounding reverb chamber
they're using-).

Hands-on ear training is the process of
learning how to manipulate the controls ofan audio
system to arrive at the sound you have in your
head: this is also known as developing Mnd to tar
coordination. Witb practice, you can learn to get

there quicldy and
efficiently. Before you
work on a piece of
music, try to visualize
(audiolize?) the sound
you are looking for; you
should have a definite
sonic goal in mind. I

received a mix from a musician who is a (ine jau
bass player. It was obvious to me that he bad not
listened to the mix over a variety of playback
systems. for the bass sounded muddy. indistinct.
and uneven. the last thing a bass player would want
to hear. and the instnunent was also much too loud.
Fortunately the bass player agreed with me on all my
judgments. I diagnosed this as a case ofsmaU
spt.aur near-fkld-~tis and it wasn't long before I
found the cure with equalization and dual- band
upward expansion (explained in Chapter 11).
Sometimes we don't know how we're going to solve a
problem, but having a clear goal keeps us from
fumbling.

Speakinc the Lanruage
The classic chart folded into the front cover was

hand-drawn in 1941 by E.J. QUinby of room 801
within the depths ofCarnegie Hall.' We've
reproduced it for the benefit of musicians who want
to know the frequency language of the engineer. and

, r·... "'""'c.....,fl! tl>ot TOO•• but "would IN: LIl ....U.-.1Ifl ud>eolopcaI...,..,.
loflndOlllwho I!../. Qumby_
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Earientati.on
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what others call lower treble. Notice that we have

far more descriptive terms for areas tbat are boosted

as opposed to those which are recessed. This is

because the ear focuses much more on boosts or

resonances than on dips or absences.·

Afew subjective exa.mples
With an equalizer, the sound can be made

warmer in two ways, by boosting the range roughly

between 200 and 600 Hz: or by dipping the range

roughly between 3 and 7 kHz. These two ranges Corm

a yin and yang, which we'll discuss in Chapter 8.
Another way to make sound wanner (or ita converse.

edgier) is to add selective harmonica, as described

in Chapter t6. Too much energy. and/or distortion,

in the 4 to 7kHz region can be judged as edgy,

especially with high brass instruments. Equalizing

in this region can exaggerate or de-emphasize the

harmonic distortion of a preamplifier or converter.

The term presence is associated with any sound that

is strong and clear. which ohen means a strong

upper midrange. but too much presence can be
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Although it helps an engineer to have played

an instrument and to be able to read music. many

t\!cc(ssful engineers can do neither. Nonetheless.

tbty art not handicapped because they have good
pitch perception, can count beats and understand

the musical structure (verse, chorus. bridge...)

ttryweU.

rmsn~cbanisa~phic

representation of the subjective

terms we use to describe excesses

ordenciencies of various

frequency ranges.

for(ogineen who want to speak in a musical

bn!!"'I!'. Sometimes we"ll say to a client, ~rm

boosting the Crequencies around middle C, ~ instead

oC" .around 250 Hz~. Learn a few of the key

equinlents. e.g., 262 Hz represents middle C, 440

..Aabo\·e middle C, and then remember that an

octave is a 2X or t/2X relationship. For example, 220

Hz is the frequency of A below middle C in the

equal-tempered scale. The ranges of the various

musH:al Instruments will also clue you to the cbarac

tenslics oC sound equalization-next time you boost

at around 225 Ht, think of the low end oC the English

born or viola.

Excess of energy is shown
&hove the bar and a deficit below.

The bar is also divided into eight

approximate regions. There areno~
standard terms for these
diviSIOns: wru.tsome people call ,.- --

the upper bass, others call the

~~rmid.range: some call the upper midrange



fatiguing or harsh. If the sound is edgy, it can often
be made 8weet(er) by reducing energy in the 2.5 to 8
kHz range. Too much energy in the 300-800 range
gives a boX)'sound; go up another third octave and
that excess is often termed nasal. A deficiency in the

range from roughly 75 to 600 Hz creates a thin sound.

Ear Training Exercise -I:
Learn to Recogni:r.e the Frequency Ranges

Learning to recognize frequencies is an exercise
in the perfection of pitch perception. To have perfect
pitch means that you can identify each note
blindfolded. At concerts ifs a neat trick if you can
identify the frequency of feedback before the mix

engineer. But this ability is not just a trick: if you
learn to identify the ranges by ear, this will greatly
speed up your performance at the equalizer's
controls. There was a time when I practiced until I
could automatically identify each 1/3 octave range
blindfolded, but now my absolute pitch perception
is between 1/3 and 112 octave, which is about what
you need to be a fast and efficient equalizer. Start
ear training with pink noise and then move to
music, boosting each range of a 113 octave graphic

equalizer until you can recognize the approximate
range. Get a friend to boost the EQ faders randomly
and give a blindfold test. Don't be dismayed if
you're only accurate to about an octave. This will get
you close enough to the range of interest to be able
to "focus" the equalizer the rest of the way.

Ear Training Exercise -2:
Learn the Effects of Bandwidth limiting

Less-expensive loudspeakers usually have a
narrower bandwidth, as do lower-quality media and
low sample rates (e.g. the 22.05 kHz SR audio files
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often used in computers). Train your ears to
recognize when a program is naturally extended.
and when it has been bandwidth-limited. It's

surprising to discover how much high end filtering
you can get away with, as can be heard when old
films with optical sound tracks are shown on TV.
Most musical information is safely tucked away in
the midrange. the only frequencies that remain in
an analog telephone connection. My career in
television began when telephone landlines were still
the primary means of network transmission. and I
soon learned that a 5kHz bandwidth takes away the
life and clarity of the sound. even if all the informa
tional content is there. Those were not pleasant days
before satellite transmission and ISDN opened up

network television sound to high fidelity. Practice
learning to identify these effects using high and low
pass filters on various musical examples. As for the
bottom end. the human ear tends to supply the
missing fundamentals. This can be observed when
watching an old 1V show that's been dubbed and
filtered too many times; you may not notice the
voice is very thin-sounding until it's been pointed

out to you. Anotherway to study the contribution of
the low bass range is to turn your subwoofers on and
off, or listen to historic acoustic recordings.

Ear Training Exercise -3:
learn to Identify Comb Filtering
About the only advantage of the English system of
measurement is that the speed of sound is a nice

round number, about 1000 feet per second. or even
more approximately, one foot per millisecond.
When a single sound source is picked up by two
spaced microphones, and those microphones are
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c(IInbined into a single channel, audible comb
fl1ttringwill result if
• the gain ofeach microphone is about the same and

the microphones are identica.l or similar models.
When one mike's gain is reduced at least IQ dB, the
comb filtering becomes audibly insignificant.

• tht rdative mike distance from the source is in
the critical area from about 112 foot (~150 mm)
through about 5 feet h'5 M). At 5 feet. the
alltnu.ation of the more distant mike's signal also
reduces the combing effect.

Comh-fiIteringcan occur anytime a source and
IlSdelayed replica are mixed to a single channel. The
abo~'c figure shows the frequency response resulting
when the source and the delay are at equal gain. The
ftMlca.I divisiona are 3 dB. From top to bottom-a
deiayof3 ms (approximately equivalent to a 3

feethM path difference), I ms, and 2 ms. In real
life, the reflection (delay) will be diffused and
somewhat attenuated, so the comb-filtering effect
will be less severe.

It's amazing how many engineers think they can
flJ[ the reflections from a singer's music stand by
adding a piece of carpet. But carpet has no
meaningful effect in the range below about 5 kRz.
and as you can see from the figure. that's where the
major problems are. Another example of comb
filtering is when the sound from an instrument
reaches the microphone both directly and also via
reflections from the floor. Nearfield monitoring is
inherently inaccurate because the sound from the
speakers reaches the ear directly and also via a
bounce off the console top, yieldmgvery uneven
frequency response.

+s E'.arientatiOD



"Did you know that wearing a
hat with a brim puts a notch in
your hearing at around:? kHz?"

Television and
film soundtracks
provide excellent
laboratory exer

cises in learning
how comb-

filtering can
mutilate sound, since the proper operation of a
lavalier microphone depends on indirect sound,
including reflections from nearby surfaces. Listen
to the weather report blindfolded and create a play
by-play based on your ear's perception of where the
weatherperson must be: "Now she's crossed her
hands on her chest, about 3" below the lavalier
microphone. Now she's turned around to face the

blue screen, about ~ feet away. Now she's uncrossed
her hands and is walking away from the screen.
She's sitting down at the anchor desk for the
discussion and you can hear from the hollow dip at
500 Hz that her mike is about a foot above the desk.
Uh-oh, the mix engineer has opened a second
microphone and the anchonnan's voice is leaking
into her mike from a couple of feet away."' The ear
really begins to notice comb filtering when the delay

is changing, for example, the classicflanging effect
when an artist sways to and fro in front of a
reflectingmusic stand. That's why the best music

stand is none at al1~ open-wire stands are second
best and careful placement does the rest.

What does comb-filtering have to do with audio

mastering? The answer is that learning to identify
its effects is an excellent earientation exercise. The
figure shows that comb filtering is extremely
difficult to remove with an equalizer. And a
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corrective equalizer would be especially problematic
in mastering since the equalization affects the
entire mix. not just the instrument that needs
fixing. ldeallycomb-filtering should be prevented
before the mix gets to mastering by using acoustic
know-how. Unfortunately, comb-filtering problems

are more common than you'd believe. By the way.
did you know that wearing a hat with a brim puts a
notch in your hearing at around ~ kHz? Comb
filtering is all around us. To hear comb-filtering
right now, talk into your cupped hands. then take
them away while still talking. Learn to recognize the
effect blindfolded. Or walk into an announce booth
with your eyes closed, talk into the window and see
how close you have to get to it before you notice the
coloration.

EarTraininc Exercise -4: The Sound of Great
Recordings well·reproducedj Perception of
Dynamics, Space and Depth

Many mastering engineers are privileged to
work on a wide variety of music throughout the
week; there's never a dull moment. Train your ears

to recognize good recorded sound in each genre.
Start by becoming familiar with the sound of great
recordings made with purist mike techniques, little
or no equalization or compression. Learn what wide

dynamic range and clear transients sound like
captured and reproduced, which will help you
recognize limited dynamic range material when it is
played. The percussive impact of real life is the
standard that can never be bettered. It's an exhila
rating, incomparable live experience to stand

directly in front of a live big band. Next. compare
the depth which can be captured with simple miking



ttehniquts and which is lost when multiple milcing
isured.

Eat TtGininr Exerdse -5: The Proximity Effect Game
Take the opponunity to experience and

rrltr ' ['f' the sound of live. \UUI.rnplified music. I'U
nmor forgtt the wonderful artist who broke into

l'~ in my mastering room. There's no greater
pnVllege than to receive a private. live unampliIied
ooncen given just for you by a world -class vocalist.
Serk out those rare opportunities. Listen to your
amger rebtarsing without a microphone; check out
tbt ul mu tonality. clarity and incredible dynamics
ola\l)l~ that'ssinging and projecting.

t'low compare that natural sound with

engineers' use of proximity effect. which is the
inmase in bass response when a directional
microphone is moved closer to the source. Most
remrdtd pop vocals have greater lower midrange
uxI presence than real life. The trick is to use just

to make it sound ~super-natural"but not

moody. thick. sibilant. bright or edgy.

Ear TtGininr Exercise -6: The Sound of Overload
Many amplifiers have their own unique sound,

probably attributable to subtle differences in
barmonic structure. When solid-state amplifiers
mdri\tn into overload. they clip. the round part of

ratr' .utput waveform starts to square off. Clipping
IU (orm ofsevere overload; some amps (particularly

tubtamps) overload gracefully. and can be used as a
form of compressor. making sounds fatter when you
push them past their linear region. Others clip
drastically, producing lots of high. odd harmonic
distortion. Learn to identify the sound of overload
III all its forms, analog tape reaching saturation,

analog tape in severe saturation, overdriven power
amplifiers prodUcing intermodulation distortion,
optical film distortion (as in classic 1930's talkies).
and so on. As a first trainingenrcise. study the

saturation on pealcs ofa classical or pop recording
made from analog tape versus a modern all-digital

recording. You may prefer one type ofoverload to
the other. As a benefit of this ear-training, you will
begin to learn the characteristics of each piece of
gear you encounter; become a master of the gear
instead of it mastering you. Soon you 'il discover
some rare digital gear that overloads more gently
than others.

Ear Tra.ininl Exereise -7: Identify the Sou.nd. Qu.a.lity
of Different Reverb Chambers

Artificial reverb chambers have progressed
tremendously over the years. Become familiar with
the artifacts ofdifferent models of reverbs. Some

models exhibit extreme f1utw' uho. some SQund very
fiat. while others produce an e.xcellent simulation of
depth. We'U learn a bit how they accomplish this in
Chapter 17.

Non-Exereise: Recognize Bad Edits, Wow and Flutter.
Pola.rity Problems

Bad Edits, I'm so paranoid I sometimes think
I can hear edits at concerts! But seriously. an

experienced mastering engineer should be able to
recognize a bad edit in a tape. where the ambience
or the sound is panially cut off, or the sound
partially drops out. I don't have any specific
exercises to recommend except to apprenticel
practice with an experienced editing engineer who

will listen to Y0ul" edita and point out their faults.

+7 Earitntation



Wow and Autter: Wow and flutter are caused by
speed variations in recordings. and are no longer a
problem with digital recording. But mastering
engineers are often called upon to restore older
analog recordings. So to enhance your perceptual
acuity. make a cassette recording of a solo piano.

and compare it side by side with a digital recording
of the same instrument.

Polarity problems: Learn to recognize when the
left channel of a recording is out of polarity with the
right. Reverse the polarity of the wires to one

loudspeaker and become familiar with the sound of
the error. which is characterised by thin sound and a
hole in the middle of the image. This will also help
you 10 recognize when some inslruments in a mix

are out and others are in polarity.

In Summo.ry
£Orientation should be a lifelong activity and no

one can become an expert in one feU swoop. These
exercises will help get you up 10 speed.
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CHaPTer 4

Wordlengths
and Dither

I. Introduction

This chapter is about (pick one),

a) the smallest. most subtle. insignificant
problem in digitaJ audio

b) the biggest. most imponant problem in
digital audio

Ifyou piclc:ed both a) and b). then you are
correct. Audio engineers must learn bow to deal

with and take advantage of wordlengths and proper
dithering, but we must also keep our problems in

perspective. If everything else in a project is right.

then proper dithering is very imponant. But illbe
mix isn't good. or the music isn't swinging. then
dither probably doeSD'1 matter very much. If we

want to get everything right. and maintain the
sound quality of the audio. we need to pay panicular
attention to the topics of this chapter.

11. Dither in the Analog Domain

In an analog system. the signal is COntlnuolU, but
in a PCM digital system. the amplitude of the signal
out of the digital system is limited to one of a set of
fixed values or numbers. This process is called

quantiz.ation. Each coded value is a discrete step.
For example. there are exactly 65.536 discrete steps.
or IIQlues available in 16-bit audio. and 16.777.~16

discrete steps available in ~+-bitaudio. To calculate

the approximate codable range ofany PCM system.
multiply the wordlength by 6; e.g. multiply 8 by 6 to
get +8 db for an a-bit system. So the lowest value
that can be encoded in 16-bit is 96 dB down from
the top; in 24-bit it's 1+4 dB. In a moment we will
introduce the concept ofdither. but ifa signal is
quantized without using dither. there will be

+9
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Remove the 0.25 volt signal and apply dither to
the input of the ADC in the form of a completely

random signal (i.e.. noise) centered around 0 volts.
Its peak amplitude randomly toggles the LSB of the
ADC. The output of the ADC will be a stream of very
small random values. However, the average of all
these values will be zero.

point (in time), the O.~5 value ofour analog
source is added to the random dither value. The
output stream will again look like a stream of very
small random numbers. but guess what? The
AVERAGE of all those numbers will now be...you
guessed it. 0.25. We have thus retained the
information that was previously lost (even though
it's buried in "noise~). In other words. our
resolution has improved. The conversion is still
essentially random. but the presence of the 0.~5 volt
signal biases the randomness. Put another way. the
characteriz.ation of the system with dither on is
transformed from completely deterministic to one

Ra~dom dltllft appfi.d to th~ ADC ..hou hi,lltst p~ak-ta-ptflkvol... is

s!i,htlj ,,"otft tllon th. UB and ..hou Otl.rot. val.. , i.,~ra tlolts.

-0.5 v--\-1'-----"'----------

DV

+0.5 V---'\"---------,F',,--:---

.1 V

Now let's apply our 0.25 volt signal again (with
the dither on). The two analogvoltages sum
together. the dither and our signal. At each sample

• Caun...,. af "h,m, Konar. d,..c:eor of eJ>«in••",,«. biro lUhno1<v. Aloa. mlnJ
,hanks 10 llD' lobnalon far help',,« m.la di.af;nm ,h" rioualIy.

•

•
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Here's a simple thought experiment that explains
why dither is necessary and how it works.' Let's
create a hasicAlD converter. We'll make it sensitive
to DC. and bipolar. so it responds to both positive
and negative analog inputs, and we'll give it a very

big LSB threshold of
I volt to make the numbers easy.
We'll construct our ADC so that
an analog source over the range
between -·5 volts and +·5 volts
produces a digital output word of
0, and an analog source over the
range between +.5 volts and 1.5
volts produces an output of I,

and so on. If, without applying
any dither. we present a 0.25 volt
DC (continuous) signal to the
input of the ADC. the output of
the ADC will be a string of zeros.
In fact, any signal between -0.5

and 0.5 volt will result in an ADC output of zero. Any
information below the LSB threshold is completely
lost, as illustrated above.

qua.lltization distortion related to the original
input signal. This can introduce harmonics. subhar
monies. aliased harmonics. intermodulation. or any
of a set of highly undesirable kinds of distortion. In
order to prevent this, the signal is dithered. a process
that mathematically removes the harmonics or
other highly undesirable distortions entirely, and
that replaces it with a constant, fixed noise level.

••••

•
I

."
.0.5 V

"
-0.5 V
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ofItiuSlical probability. The periodic alternation of
the 15B between the states of 0 and 1results in
encodingasource value that is smaller than the
LSB.ln other words, on the average, the LSD puts
oat afrw more ones than teros because of our +-0.25
-.o1t ignaI. We say that dither eurrises or toggtes or
laOdulata the LSD.'

Vhth the dither on, we can now change the input
Iipal OH'r a continuous range and the average of
theAOC output win track it perfectly. An input
~of0.373476 volts will have an average ADC
oatpm of (the binary equivalent 00 0.373476. The
Wllt..-ill bold true of inputs going over the LSB

Id: an input 0(3.22278 will have an average
ADC O;ltput of3.22278. So not only has the dither
<ll!""ttd tbe resolution of the s)'Stem to many
decimal pla«l. but it has also eliminated
"depping.~quantiution effects!

Ditheractually extends the resolution of a
digitall)"ltcm, and in addition to being able to
teCXlrd and reproduce all the analog values at high
and mtdium levels, djther lets us encode low level
1ignals~lowthe -96 dB limitl~These results
resolution enhancement and the eHmination o(
qua..otiUlion distortion - cannot he achieved by
IlIding noise after the AID cODvel1lion. So dither
lII\IIIt be added at the proper point in the circuit and
adding noise is not the same as dithering.

Dither's resolution enhancement is truly
physicaVmatbematical in nature, not merely a trick
which fools the ear. Dither is not simply a means ~to

mask the low level digital breakup." The psycboa
eoustic explanation is that it is because human

beings are able to hear signals in the presence of
noise of greater energy than the signal. Le., with
negative signal-to- noise ratios. In practice, we can
hear signals aboul as far as 15to 20 dB below the
LSB, so a properly-dithered 16-bit recording can
have a perceived dynamic range about as great as
115 dB. But its signal to noise (signal to dither) ratio
will only measure about 91 dB, since the addhion of
the dither raises the noise floor about 5 dB.3

Regardless, we can bear signals below the noise,
which explains why the perceived dynamic range oC
the dithered system is greater than its codabilily.

Every well -made 16- bit AID incorporates
djther to lineame the Signal. rfyou were lucky
enough to have a 2o-bit or 24-bitAID and 24-bit
storage to begin with, then dither is probably not
necessary during the original analog encoding.
Although the inherent thermal noise on their inputs
is not shaped to perfectly dither the source, current
2o-bitAIDs self-djther to some dep-ee around the
18-19 bit level because of this basic physical
limitation. Similarly, a transfer (rom typical analog
tape probably bas enougb hiss to self-dhber any
transfer to 16-bits, as long as there is no digital
processing before storage. But I believe there is a
slight advantage to encoding any transfer at 20 bits
or above because the ear can hear signal below the
noise; it certainly doesn't hurt to encode at 24 bits,
except Cor taking up more storage space.

The dynamic range of anAlD converter at any
frequency can be measured without an FFT analyzer.
All that you need is an accurate test tone generator
and a low~noise beadphone amplifier with

I ... I
MyTH,

Adding noIse
is the same as

dithering.
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mal places in our digital dollars is analogous to

Uring more bits in our digital words. When a
..mplicalionordivision is performed, the

tdlengthcan increase infinitely. depending on
pret1SlOn we use in the c.a.lculation. A I dB gain

[IY(lhrs mulllplying by 1.122018454 (to 9
pInlCtUracy). Multiply $1.51 by 1.122018454. and

get $1.694247866 (try it on your calculator).
Each ndlVldual decimal place may seem

IClnt. but DSPs require repeated precision

...""",,'01 10 ptrform filtering. equalization, and
mprt$$Ion and the end number may not resemble

the rigbl product at all. unless adequate preciswn. i.$

otGintd. Rrrnem.ber, the more precision. the
dea.ner,our digital audio will sound in the end (up

a rusonable limit).

S< tbis is the first critical seeret of digital audio:
md1tn(thl upand. But if this concept is so simple.
why IS II Ignored by 100 many manufacturers? The
....-er IS Simply cost. While DSPs are capable of
performing double and triple precision arithmetic
(J11 you have to do is store intermediate products in
ltmpM3l)' storage registers), it slows them down,
andcomplicateslhe whole process. It's a bard
Woiet. entirely up to the DSP programmerl
prottlllOr designer, who has probably been put
undtrthe gun by management to fit more program

fratures inlo less space, for less money. Questions
of sound quality and quantization distortion can
!Jtocome moot compared to the selling price, In
Chapter 16 we'Utry to learn whether processors

\I·hich measure better also sound better. It's a safe
bet to say that high horsepower is both costly and
!Jtouer ·sounding.

Inside a digital mixing console (or
workstation), the mix bus mUSI be much longer than
16 bits, because adding two (or more) 16~bit

sampleslogether and multiplying by a coefficient
(the level of the master fader is one such
coefficient) can result in a 32-bit (or larger) sample.

with every little bit significant.' Since the AESlEBU
standard can carry up to 2+-bi18, it is practical to
take the internal long word. bring it down to 2.4 bits,
then send the result to the outside world, which
could be a 44 ~ bit storage device (or another
processor). The next processor in line may have an
internal wordlength of 48 or more bits, but befo~
output it too must reduce the precision back to 2.4
bits. The result is a slowly cumulating error in the
least Significant bit(s) (rom process to process.
Fortunately, the least significant bit of a 2.4-bit word

is 144 dB down. and most sane people recognize that
degree of error to be inaudible.~but only as long as
the processors reduce their respective long word
lengths properly to 2+ bits on the way out.

Somethinr For Nothinr?

But suppose we want to record the digital
console's output to a CD Recorder, which only stores
t6 bits. Frankly. it's a meaningful compromise to
take a console's 24-bit output word and truncate it
to 16 bits, Even ifthe source (multitrack) is 16~bit,

there is an advantage 10 using the 24~bit output of
the console or DAW. Similarly. there's only one
right way to use a digital compressor or equalizer or
reverb or other processor: Record its 24~bit output
onto a 24- bit medium, And processors or consoles
that purportedly produce a 16-bit output from a 16~

bit input are throwing away bits! The same is true
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for those inexpensive programs built into
computers which take in audio COs and allow you to
manipulate the sound and write a new CD. Critical
listeners immediately realize you don't get
something for nothing. Greater resolution and
better audio quality can be achieved by mixing with
an analog console to a 30 IPS, 112" analog tape than
by passing me signal through a digital console that
truncates its internal wordlength to 16 bits. If the
console dithers its output to 16 bits instead of
truncating (check with the manufacturer). the
situation is a little better but even dimering has its
compromises, too, as we shall see.

How Dither Works in the Digital Domain
Since truncations is so bad. what about

rounding? In our digital dollar example. we ended
up with an extra 1/7. cent. In grammar school, they
taught us to round the numbers up or down
according to a rule (we learned ~even
numhers ... round up, odd... round down"). But
rounding produces little better results than
truncation. perhaps adding half a bit additional
precision, but with lots of correlated quantization
distortion. So. when we're dealing with more
numerical precision and small numbers that are
significant, we still have to use dither noise to bring
the information from the LSBs into the bits we
intend to use.

The logic is the same as we described in the
analog domain. except the processor must generate
the dither digitally, as a series of random numbers.
simulating the randomness of analog dither. 1ms is
often called redithering, because the signal may have
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been already dithered during the encoding
(recording) process. But the advantage of the
original dither becomes moot once we have
reprocessed the audio, and we must dither all over
again to preserve resolution before truncation. In
the analog example, we learned that the encoded
signal plus dither noise contains all the low level
information below the LSB. because we added the
analog dither to the low level analog signal.
Similarly, in the digital domain, we can add two
digital numbers together, one of which is a random
number, representing random noise.

To do this, we calculate random numbers and
add a different random number to every sample.
Then. cut it off at 16 bits (or whatever shorter
wordlength we desire). The random numbers must
also be different for left and right samples, or else
stereo separation will be compromised.

For example:

Starting with a 7.4- bit word (each bit is either a I or a
o in binary notation):

The result of the addition of the Z's with the Y's gets
carried over into the new least significant bit of the

---Upper 16 biu_u -Lower 8·

Oriqinal 24-bit MXXX XXXX XXXX XXXW yyyy yy'!

Add random nUlllber nu zzz:

16-bit word (LSB.letterW above). and possibly
higher bits ifyou have to carry. Just as in the analog
example. the random number sequence combines
with the original lower bit information. modulating

the LSB. The result is that much of the sound quality
of the long word is carried up into the shorterword.



mnumbers such as these translate to random
(h ) wben converted to analog and this hiss

-ublt if listening carefully with headphones.

Teds fo, Linearity
Whether a digital audio worbtation truncates

'IIordllordoesother ILUty things. can he
.ttitd 'IIithout any measurement imtnlments

~tyour ears. Track 42; of Best ofo.ukyCJauica
"ltwandAudiDphile Test Disc. Vol. Ill' is a fade to
__ 'II'ithout dither, demonstrating quantization

"ortlon and loss of resolution. Track 43 is a fade
to noi.e with white noise dither. and track 44 uses
DOiu-shaped dither (to be explained). Using Track
43 III the test source; it is possible to hear smooth

aaddistortion-free signal down to about -115 dB.
Tne.k44 llhows how much better it can sound. !fwe

then process track 43 with digital equalization or
Ien'I changes (both gain and attenualion. wilh and

ut dither) we can hear what they do 10 the
1IIUDd. trthe workslalion is nOI up 10 par. the resull

aD be qwte shoclring. Allernatively we can send the
IUtpUt of the lesl from the workstation 10 a CD
recordu.load the CD back in. and raise the gain of
the resull:t+ to 40 dB to help reveal the low level
problems. The quantiz.ation distortion of the 40 dB
boost will not mask the problems you are trying to
bear. although it's theoretically better ifdither can

lit added for the big boost.

Se Littl. Noise-So Much Effect
-91 dB seems like so little noise. But strangely,

astute listeners have been able to hear the effect of
lhedither noise. even at normal listening levels.
Dither noise helps us recover ambience. but
conversely it also obscures the same ambience we've

been trying 10 recover! Dither at the 16 bit level adds
a slight veil 10 the sound. That's why I say. ChIMr,]Qu

can', live with d. and]Qu can't live withou' d.

Improved. DitherincTechniques
However. where there's a will. there's a way.

Although the required amplitude of 16-bit dither is

about -91 dB. it's possible to shape (equalize) the
dither to minimize its audibility. Noise-shaping
techniques re-equalize the spectrum of the dither

while retaining its average power. effectively moving
the noise away from the areas where the ear is most

sensitive (circa 3 KHz). and into the high frequency
region (to-~~ KHz).

On the next page is a graph of the amplitude
versus frequency of one of the most successful
noise-shaping cunes, POW- Rdither. type 3.

1b.is is clearly a very high-order filter.
requiring considerable calculation. with several
dips wbere human hearing is most sensitive. It is
the inverse of the ~F" weighting curve. which

defines the low-Ievellimil of human hearing. The
sonic result is an incredibly silent background. even
on a 16-bit CD. Chapler 16 studies these effects in
more detail.

There are numerous noise-shaping redithering
devices on the mark.et. Very high precision <56 to 72
bit) arithmetic is required to calculate these random
numbers with justice. One box uses the resources of
an entire DSP chip just to calculate dither, with 7~

bit precision arithmetic. The sonic results of these

noise-shaping techniques range from very good to
marvelous. The best techniques are virtually
inaudible to the ear. all the dither noise has been

ss Wordlc.n«tlu & Oithu
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pushed into the high frequency region, which at -60
or -70 dB is still inaudible. Critical listeners were
complaining that the high frequency rise of the early
noise-shaping curves changed the tonality of the
sound, adding a bit of brightness. But it turns out
that psychoacoustically, it is the shape of the curve
in the midband that affects the tonality, due to
masking. A couple of the latest and best of these
noise-shaping dithers are virtually tonally neutral,
to my ears. It took a longtime to get there (about 10
years of development), but I feel that the best of
these processors yield 19 -~o bit performance on a
16-bit CD, with virtually no tonal alteration or loss
of ambience from the ~4-bit source.

Noise-shapers on the market include: Lavry
Engineering model 3000 Digital Optimizer,
Meridian Model 618. Sony Super Bit Mapping
(SBM), Waves Lt and L~ Ultramaximizers. Prism,
POW-R. and several others.

Apogee Electronics produced the UV-:I::I:

system, in response to complaints about the sound
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of earlier noise-shaping systems, and declaring that
16-bit performance is just fine. They do not use the
word"dither" (because their noise is periodic, they
prefer to call it a ··signal"). but it smells like dither
to me. Instead of noise-shaping. W-~~ adds a
carefully calculated noise at around ~2 KHz. without
altering the noise in the midband.

Pacific Microsonics has produced the HDeD
(High Def'mition Compatible Disc) system. which
incorporates one of the best AID converters with an
encode-decode system. Special codes are buried in
the 16th bit (LSB) along with standard dither; these
codes inform HDCD-equipped D/Aconverters how
to alter their gain structure so as to produce ~o-bit
or better quality. but only on the proper D/A
converter. When an HDCD DAC is not used. the
sound quality is reduced to that of a standard CD.
However. if the mastering engineer manipulates
some extra features of the HDCD system. known as
peak extension and low level. then the music sounds
compressed on a standard CD player and can only be
properly reproduced (without compression) onan



HDeD player/DAC. Despite its name. HDCD. if
manipulated aggressively. is not compatible with
regular playback. The sound quality of the Pacific
AD is very nice: it's regretful that the license
R'quirts all COs made from that converter to be
HOCD-encoded: so we cannot legally choose to use
another manufacturer's ditber witb the Pacific AID.

We can effectively compare tbe sound and
rt'wlution of these redithering techniques. by
performinga low level test with music. We simply
feed low level2-4-bit music (around --40 dB) into the
processor. and listen to tbe output at high gain in a
pair of headphones with a good quality 16-bit D/A
ronvener. or a higher resolution D/A auditioned
through a truncation device. '0 The sonic differences

behlo"een tbe systems can be shocking, Some will be
grainy. some noisy. and some distorted. indicating
improper dithering or poor calculation. Though the
..t1nner of this lest will probably be the best choice of
dithering processor. also audition the music at
normal monitor levels. because the psychoacoustic
effect of tbe dither will be different and the high
frtquency noise less bothersome.

1'ht Cost of Cumulative Oitherinc at 16 bits
As we have already seen. the measured

amplitude of 16-bit dither is extremely low. approx
unately -91 dBFS. But a skilled listener does not
hale to listen at a very high level to hear the
degradation of improper dithering. When feeding
processors. DAWs or digital mixers to a shorter
wordlengtb medium. dither should always be

applied to the output of the processor because
dithering always sounds better than truncation
without dither." But since dithering to 16 bits adds a

slight veil to the sound''Lcumulative dithering to 16
bit. multiple generations of 16-bit dither should be
avoided, reditheringto 16-bit should be the one

time. final process in the project. Mix to a long
wordlength medium and send that file to tbe
mastering house. which will apply 16-bit dither
once. at the tail end of the project.

The Sound. Effects of Defective OiCital Proeessors
Since digital processors are computers

programmed by human beings. we have to be sure to
QuationAuthonty. never taking a digital processor.
or any DAW or computer that processes audio. for
granted. For example. wben software is changed or
updated, we should never assume that the manufac
turers have found all the bugs and we should assume
that they may have created new ones. We even need
to ensure that BYPASS mode. which seems

seductively simple. actually does produce true
clones in bypass. The illustration on the next page
(courtesy of jimjohnston) shows a series of FIT

plots of a sine wave. illustrating the type of non
linear distortion products produced by truncation
without dithering. The top row is an undithered 16
bit sinewave. Note the distortion products (vertical
spikes at regular intervals. not harmonically relaled
to the source wave). The second row is that sinewave
with uniform dither. Note how the distortion
products are now gone. The bottom row is the

fonnerly dithered sinewave. going through a
popular model of digital processor with a defective

BYPASS switch. and truncated to 16 bits. This is
what would happen if a (16-bit) CD was fed through

this processor in so-called BYPASS mode. and
dubbed to a COR!
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This is why every processor should be tested for
bit transparency before attempting to make master
quality work with those processors patcbed into tbe
signal chain.

IV, Some Practical Dithering Examples
and Guidelines
1) When reducing wordlength you must add

dither. Example: From a 2+-bit processor to a
16-hit OAT.

3) Wordlength increases with almost any DSP
calculation. Example: The outputs of digital

consoles. DAWs and processors will be 24-bit
eveD ilyou start with a .6-bit source.

4) Every "navor" ofdither and noise-shaping type

sounds different. It is necessary to audition any
"navor~ of dither to determine whicb is more

appropriate for a given type of music. The most
transparent-sounding dither may not be
appropriate for"grungyM rock.

s> In any project. sample rate conversion should
be the next-to-Iast operation. and dithering to
the shortest wordlength must be last. Inter
mediate dithering may occur "behind the
scenes. Me.g. from 48 to ~4 bits prior to feeding
out of a processor. Truncation (without dith~
ering) to ~4 bits sounds far less bothersome to
the ear"'? than truncating to .6 bits.

V Avoid dithering to 16 hits more than once on
any project. Example: Use 24-bit intermediate
storage. do not store intermediate products on
16-bit recorders.
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When bouncing tracks with a digital console to a

digital rnuJtitrack:. dither the mix bus to the

"'ion:llength of the muJtitrack.lf the multitrack

is 16- bit digital. that's a violation of''2 above. so

try 10 avoid bounces unless the multitrack is '20

bit (or better). Example: You have four tracks of

guitars on tracks 5 through 8. which you want to

bountt in stereo to tradts 9 and 10. You have a
'la-bit digital multitrack. You must dither the

eonaole outputs 0/10 to '20 bits. Ifyou want to

initl1 a prote880r directly patched to tracks 9
and 10. don't dither the console. just dither the

pr0cta80r to '20 bits.

Ont' complication: TheADAT chips on cenain

nsole interface cards are limited to only '20 bits.

I your console manufacturer. If the processor

atroe '24 -bit interface. but the console'8 is only

10 bits. then you need to dither the console feed to

1be prottSlWrto '20 bits and once again dither the

, ..",oor output to '20 bits to reed the multitrack!

The ~u.It will sound slightly warmer. wider. fuller.

V. Managing Wo,dlengths
Many engineers believe that expanding the

wordlength of the existing samples in a workstation

improves the sound. This is incorrect. The sound

can never get more resolved than what was

originally encoded. Regardless or the source

umple's wordlength. the workstation will always

calculate to its highest precision. effectively adding
aefOS to the tail of any shorter words to facilitate the

calculation (the padded zeros do not change the

riginAl value). In other words. 16. '24 and 3'2-bit
umples can coexist in a well-designed workstation.

and when calculations take place. all samples will be

multiplied to the longerwordlength. Thus. there is

even an advantage to bouncing a 16-bit session

down to '24- bits. even though all the sources were 16

bit. The sonic difference may be subtle to

significant depending on the quality of the sources.

At the time of this writing. two workstations (Pro
Tools and Digital Performer) do Dot allow using

different source wordlengths in the same playlist.

due to some kind 01 architecture limitation. This is a

great inconvenience. time and space·waster.

because all they do to convert the mes is add

padding:teros. Perhaps because or this

inconvenience. neither or those workstations is

commonly used by mastering engineers. who

regularly mix wordlengths in the same session.

Auto-Dither

We often have to combine previously-mastered

and dithered music with new material. Ilposswle.

we try to avoid cumulative dithering to 16-bit by

passingthe already-mastered source unmodified to

the output medium. There are a couple olways to

accomplish this. The first is by using auto-dither by

source wordlength. The Sonic Solutions
workstations prior to HD bad this usefullacility

built-in; in other words. if the source wordlength is

equal to or shorter than the destination wordlength.

then the dither generator shuts off automatically. At

this time. I know of only one model of external

dither processor that has this facility: the Prism
AD :I. In the absence of the Prism. or if wc prefcr

another type of dither, then we can route the

already-mastered material to another DAW stream.

direct to the output and bypassing the dither

I
~

~

MyTH,

You can't mix
source wordlengths

in a single
workstation

sessIon.

I •
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meter scale (avoiding expensive illuminated
segments). The result is that there may be a -3 point

and a 0 dB point. with a large unhelpful no man's
land in between. The manufacturer may feel they're
doing you a Cavae by making the meter read 0 if the
actual level is between -1 and o. but even if the

meter has a segment at every decibel. when it comes
to playback, the machine can't tell the difference
between a level of 0 clBFS (FS • Full Scale) and an

OVER. That's because once signal has been
recorded. it cannot exceed full scale again, as
illustrated below.

1
MyTH,

The red light
came on while

I was recording, but
when Jplayed it

back, there weren't
any avers,

so I thought

it was OK.'

11....-__1

RocOldBd SiI.III
after OOrtV8l11ion

"hil~Qn Q,jzino! analo"i,nal can excud the amplitude afO dB, ..hen t~at

rreardlnt is reprod~ced, t!lerr ..ill be no level obove O,.1,eldrn, a distorted

sq~are ..ove. This d,ol'om shows 0 pOSltlve-Ioint si",ol, but the some" true
an t~e ne'lltive-'(Jin, end.

One way a signal can go OVER is during
recording from an analog source. An early-warning
indicator is a level sensor in anAlD converter,
driven by the analog portion of the signal. which
causes the OVER indicator to illuminate if the

analog level is greater than the voltage equivalent to
o dBFS. If the analog record level is not reduced,
then a maximum level of 0 dB will be recorded for
the duration of the overload, producing a distorted

square wave.

• Con'rib\lt.d by Lynn Fuoton.

After the signal has been recorded, distin
guishing between a full scale recording and one that
actually went OVER requires more meter

intelligence than I've ever seen on a typical machine
Or OAW. I would question the machine's

manufacturer if the OVER indicator lights on
playback; it's probably a simple 0 dB detector rather
than an OVER indicator. There are more sophis
ticated. calibrated digital peak meters such as those
from Dorrough. OK. Mytek. NIT. Pinguin. RlW.
Sony. and others. each with unique features
(including custom decay times and meter scales).
but all the good meters agree on one thing, the
definition of the highest measured digital audio
level. A true digital audio meter reads the numeric

code of the digital audio. and converts that to an
accurate reading.'

The Paradox of the Digital OVER
A well-designed digital audio meter can actually

distinguish between 0 dBFS and an OVER. But if the
digital levels on the medium cannot exceed 0 dB.
how can the meter distinguish an OVER after the
recording has been made? The answer is that a
specialized digital meter determines an OVER by
counting the number of samples in a row at 0 dB.
The Sony 1630 OVER standard is three contiguous
samples. because it's fair to assume that the analog
audio level must have exceeded 0 dB somewhere

between sample number one and three. Three
samples is a conservative standard~most

authorities consider distortion lasting only 33
microseconds (three samples at 44.1 kHz) to be
inaudible. Depending on the nature of the music.
distortion lasting as long as one or two milliseconds
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likely inaudible. Thus, at higher sample rates,
rt many more samples go by in a short time, a
can be made to count many more contiguous

scale samples before warning the operator.
ufaeturers of digital meters often provide a

ittofsettingtbe OVER threshold to 4. 5, or 6
ntiguous samples, but it's better to err on the

Mtive side, to let the meter warn you before a
bl~m could occur. Hyou stick with the 3·sample

,)'ou'U probably catch audible aVERs. But
by,l'mabout to recommend wbyyou should

at even lower peak levels!

Iliac Ut.mal AID Converters or Processors

There is no standard for communicating aVERs
anAFSIEBU or S/POIFline. So ifyou're using an
~rnalAIDconverter. the recorder's OVER
-calOr will probably not function properly, if at
Some externa.l AID converters do not have OVER
calOn. so in this case, there's no substitute for

an accurate external meter: without one I would
Idvise not exceeding -I dB. I've already received
ItVtral overloaded tapes which were traced to an

aternal AID converter that wasn't equipped with an
overload indicator.

When making a digital dub through a digital
processor you'll find that most do not have accurate
metering. Equaliter or filter sections can cause
OVERs even when dipping levels! Contrary to
popular belief, an OVER can be generated even if a
filter is set for attenuation instead of boost, because
filters can ring; they also can change the peak level
uthe frequency balance is skewed. Digital
processors can also overload internally in a fashion

undetectable by a digital meter. Internal stages may
-wrap around- when they overload, without
transferring OVERs to the output. In those cases, a
digital meter is not a foolproof OVER detector, and
there's no substitute for the ear, but a good digital
meter will catch most other transgressions. When
you hear or detect an overload from a digital
processor, try using the processor's digital input
attenuator. or simply attenuate its output ifyou are
sure the processor has surficient internal
headroom, explained later in this chapter.

Oversampled Meters: Even More Sophisticated
Reading the simple numeric code [ram the

digital stream may not be enough to detect OVERs in
the conveners that reproduce that signal. During
the conversion from PCM digital to analog. built-in
low-pass filtering causes occasional peaks between
the samples that are higher than the digital stream's
measured level. or even higher than full scale.
Digital designen have known forJean that the
actual output level ofaudio from a DJA converter
can exceed 0 dBFS but very few have taken this into
account in the design. TC Electronic has performed
tests on typical consumer DJA conveners,3 showing
that many of them diston severely since their digital
filters and analog output stages do not have the
headroom to accommodate levels which exceed 0

dBFS! Besides DJAs. certain processing elements of
the signal chain can distort with intersample peaks,
including sample rate converters and digital
equalizers as we just explained. 0 dBFS+ peaks may
reach as much as +3 dBFS with certain types of
signals; what this means is that to make the c1eanest
recordings and to be perfectly safe, you should
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'You would have to lower the
peak level ofa 24-bit recording
by 48 dB to yield an effective
16-bit recording!"

A 24-bit ncordml would ho"t to bt lowt'td ,n Itvtl
b.146 dB m ordt' to rtduct it to tht 5NII of J6·bit.
rh, noi" floors shown 0" ",ith flat d,th,r.

24-blt

\,

11-0" \

Peak level Practice for Good 2"-bit Recording
Even though 24-bit recording is now the norm.

some engineers retain the habit of trying to hit the
top of the
meters. which
is totally
unnecessary as
illustrated at
left. Note that a
16-bit

recording fits
entirely in the
bottom 91 dB of
the 24-bit. You
would have to
lower the peak
levelofa24-bit

recording by 48

The Myth of the M.agic Clip Removal
If the level is turned down by as little as 0.1 dB,

then a recording which may be full of OVERs will no
longer measure any avers. But this does not get rid

of the clipping or the
distortion. it merely
prevents it from
triggering the meter.
Some mastering

engineers deliberately
severely clip the signal.
and then drop the level

slightly. so that the meters will not show any OVERs.

This practice, known as SHRED. produces very
fatiguing (and potentially boringly similar)
recordings.6

Practice Safe levels
Although there

have been no

psychoacoustic
studies on their adversity. intersample 0 dBFS+
peaks cause some following processing circuits to
linger and extend the distortion. which makes post

processing and broadcasting seriously
problematic.~And some critical listeners report

improvements when measured intersample aVERs
are eliminated. It makes sense for production
engineers to practice we levels during recording
and mixing by staying well away from 0 dBFS on a
standard peak meter and leaving the decision on
whether and how to raise levels to the mastering
suite, where we make an educated decision.
Mastering engineers. if maximizing levels, should at

least use an over-counting meter. plus a digital
limiterwhose ceiling is set to-o.~ dB (see Chapter
IO)~ but preferably an oversampling limiter and

oversampled meter (to prevent downstream
problems with DACs and radio processing).
Clipping of any type is to be avoided especially if a
recording is to undergo further processing. as
demonstrated in Appendix 1.5

never exceed -3 dBFS on a simple (000

oversampling) digital meter! To demonstrate the
problem and since this goes against typical wisdom.
re have developed an oversampling liroiter and
special oversampling
peak meter in the
System 6000.

MYTH OF THE

MAGIC CLIP

REMOVAL:

Turn it down after
clipping and the clip

will go away.

1...._---.11
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dBlOyield an effective 16-bit recording! So there is
alotofroom at the bottom. and you won't lose any
dynlmic range ifyou peak to -3 dBFS or even as low
" "10 dBF'S; you'U end up with a cleaner recording.
Distortionaccumulates.7 and at the mastering
ltlUiio. a digital recording which is too hot can cause
adigial EQ or sample rate convener to overload. A
digital mU: that peaks to -3 dBFS or lower makes it
eas.ierto equalue and otherwise process without

an extra stage of attenuation in the
ering.

Anumber of~ -bit AIDs advenise additional
M""om by employing a built-in compressor at the
lOp of the scale. As we have seen. there is no audible
IIlprovement in SNR by maximi.ung a 24-bit
J'f'l"'Jrding and no SNR advantage to compressing
kvels with a good 24-bitAlO.

"'lou.d illt?
Contrary to popular belief. the levels on a digital

prak meter have (almost) nothing to do with
loudness. For example. you' re doing a direct to two
track recording (some engineers still work that
way!) andyou've found the perfect mix. Now. keep
your hands off the faders. and let the musicians
make a perfect take. During take one. the
performance reached -4 dB on the meter; and in

take two. it reached 0 dB for a brief moment dUring
asnare drum hit. Does that mean that take two is
louder? Ifyou answered Nboth takes are about the
wne loudness." you' re probably right. because in

Atoeral. the ear responds to average levels, not
peak levels when judgingloudness. Ifyou raise the
master gain of take one by 4 dB so that it. too

reaches 0 dBFS peak. it will now sound 4 dB louder
than take two. even though they both now measure
the same on the peak meter.

Do not confuse the peak· reading meters on
digital recorders with VU meters. Besides baving a
different scale. a VU meter has a much slower attack
time than a digital peak meter. In Chapter 15 we
will discuS$loudneS$ in more detail. but we can
summarize now by saying that tbe VU meter
responds more closely to the response of tbe ear.
For loudness judgment. ifall you have is a peak meter.
use your ears. Ifyou have a VU. use it as a guide. not
an absolute. because it is still fairly inaccurate.

Did you know that an analog tape and digiL1.l
recording of the same source sound very different in
terms of 10udneS$? Make an analog tape recording
and a digital recording of the same music. Dub the
analog recording to digital. pealcing at the same peak
level as the digital recording. The analog dub will
sound about 6 dB louder than the alJ-digital
recording. which is quite a difference! This is
because the peak-to-average ratio of an analog
recording can be as much as 1~-14 dB. compared
with as mucb as ~o dB for an uncompressed digital
recording. Analog tape's built-in compressor is a
means ofgetting recordings to sound louder (oops.
did I just reveal a secret?).8That's why pop
producers who record digitally may have to
compress or limit to compete with the loudness of
their analog counterparts.
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Normalization
Makes the Song
Levels Correct
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The Myths of Normalization
The Esthetic Myth: Digital audio editing

programs have a feature called Normalization. a
semi-automatic method of adjusting levels. The
engineer selects all the segments (songs), and the
computer grinds away, searching for the highest
peak on the album. Then the computer adjusts the
level of all the material until the highest peak
reaches 0 clBFS. Ifall the material is group
normalized at once. this is not a serious esthetic
problem. as long as all the songs have been raised or
lowered by the same amount. But it is also possible
to select each song and normalize it individually.
which is part of the esthetic mythology-it's a real
00- no. Ifyou're making an album. never normalize
individual songs. since the ear responds to average
levels, and normalization measures peak levels, the
result can totally distort musical values. A
compressed ballad will end up louder than a rock
piece! In short, normalization should not be used
to regulate song levels in an album. There's no

substitute for the human ear, and currently there is
no artificial intelligence that does as well.'

The Technical Myth: It's also a myth that
normalization improves sound quality of a
recording: in fact, it can only degrade it. Technically
speaking, normalization only adds one more
degrading calculation and resulting quantization
distortion. And since the material has already been
mixed, it has already been quantized, which
predetermines its signal to noise ratio-SNR of the
recording cannot be further improved by raising it.
Let me repeat: Raising the level ofthe material will

When a oliont aab mo if I -...aliu I ....ply lhal , ,,""or...., th~ ""mpul~'"
automoli<:~1OrI method. but ..the. "'''11 ..... 1",,<I.d by ~U_ 'aytlld th.
I<:rm nonnahutioD beau.. it hat be<,,, miaua<!d.

not change its inherent signal to noise ratio but will
only add more quantization distortion in an
unnecessary step. Ifthe material is goingto be
mastered, do not normalize since the mastering
engineer will be performing further processing
anyway.9

Judging loudness the Right Way
Since the ear is the only judge of loudness, is

there any objective way to determine how loud your
CD will sound? The first key is to use a single D/A
converter to reproduce all your digital sources and
maintain a fixed setting on your monitor gain. That

way you can compare your CD in. the making against
other COs, in the digital domain. Judge OATs, COs,
workstations, and digital processors through this
single converter.

Ill. Calibrating Studio Levels:
Headroom and Cushion

Protecting your AID and mix from clipping does

no good if your analog console, preamplifiers or
processors are distorting in front of the AID! Since
mastering engineers usually chain multiple pieces
of gear, it's important to understand how to
optimize analog levels, distortion and noise when
making signal chains in front ofyour AID converter.
Ostensibly, typical balanced analog gear has a
nominal level of +-4 dBu (reference .775 volts'D,
yielding 1.23 volts with sinewave. Unfortunately
however, not all analog gear is created equal, and +4
dBu may be a bad choice of reference level. I use the
term nominal to mean the average voltage level that
corresponds with 0 VU, typically 20 dB below full
scale digital (0 dBFS). We need to examine some
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easily overlooked factors when deciding on an in
boUSt' ltandard analog (voltage) level.

One factor is the clipping point of consoles and
otltboardgear. Before the advent of inexpensive 8
_ consoles. most professional consoles' clipping

points'4ere.~dBu or higher. But a frequent

compromise iD low-priced console design is to use
ltltemal circuilS th.at clip earlier. around +~o dBu

(":5vohl). This caD be a big impedimeot to clean
audio. especially wheo cascading amplifiers. To
mnd tbewtut-wleedglMSS that plagues a lot of
modem~pment. the I'l'\~nim.ul'l'\clip level ofevery
amplifier in a system should be 6 dB above the
pottlllW peak level of the music. The reason: Many
opm1ps and other 80Ud state circuits exhibit an
mrtme distonion increase long before they reach

tbeaetualclippingpoint. astber change from class
A10 class AB operation. This means clippingpoint
Mould be at least +30 dBu (24.5 volts RMS) if 0 VU

1J+4 dBu!

,.. Can Never Have Enouch Headroom!
Alotof 6Olid-statedesigns staM to sound pretty

Dastywben used near their clip point." All other
things being equal, the amplifier with the higher
diPPing point will sound better. Perhaps that's why
tube equipment (with its 300 volt B+ supplies and

beadroom3o dB or greater) often has agood name
and solid state equipment with inadequate power
supplies or headroom has a bad name. Most of the
robust-sounding solid-state equipment l know uses
my high power (but very expensive) supply rails.

TraditionaUy. the difference between average
It\'el and clip point bas been called the headroom.

but in order to emphasize the need for even more
than the traditional amount of headroom. ,·U call
the space between the peak level of the music and
the amplifier clip poiDt a cushiOn. With an.a.log tape.

a 0 VU reference of +4 dBu with a clipping point of
+~o dBu provided reasonable amplifier headroom.
because musical peak-to-average ratios VI'ere
reduced to the compression point of the tape, which
maxes out at around 14 dB over 0 VU. Instead of
clipping, analog tape's gradual saturation CUIve
produces 3ni and 2nd harmonics, much gentler on
the ear than the higher order distortions of solid
slate amplifier clipping.

But it's a different story when the peak-to
average ratio of raw, unprocessed digital audio

tracks can be ~o dB. Adding~o dB to a reference of
+4 dBu results in +~ dBu. which is beyond the
clipping point of many so-called profusiOnal pieces
of gear. and so doesn't leave any room at all for a

cushWn. Ifyou adapt an active balanced output to an
unbalanced input. the clipping point reduces by6
dB. so the situation becomes proportionally worse. I~
Dual-output consoles that are designed to work at
either professional or semi-pro levels can be partic
ularly problematic. To meet price goals.
manufacturers often compromise on headroom in
professional mode. making the so-called semi-pro

mode sound cleaner! It is an unpleasant surprise to
discover that many consoles clip at +~o dBu.

meaning they should not be using a profeSSional
reference level of +4 dBu (headroom of only 16 dB
and no cushion). Even iithe console clips at +30
dBu (the minimum clipping point I recommend).
that only leaves a 6 dB cushion when reproducing

1
MYTH,

+4 dBu is always the
best level to use for 0

VU with balanced
analog electrOnics.
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music with ~o dB peak-to-average ratio. That's why
more and more high-end professional equipment

have clipping points as high as +37 dBu <Ss volts!}.
To obtain that specification. an amplifier must use

very high output devices and high-voltage power
supplies. Translation-better sound (all other things
being equal), and also higher cost due to the need
for more robust power supplies and devices.

How can we increase the cushion in our system.
short of replacing all our distribution amplifiers and
consoles with new ones? One way to solve the
problem is to recalibrate all the VU meters. SNR will
not be significantly lost if we set 0 VU- 0 dBu or
even -4 dBu (not an international standard, but a
decent compromise jfwe don't want to throw out

equipment). and tbings will sound cleaner in the
studio. Once we've decided on a standard analog

reference level, we calibrate all analog-driven VU
meters to this level. At left is a diagram describing
the concept of cushion.

Passive
AtlenllalOr

IV. Gain Staging-Analag and Digital

In th, tep d,viu, .i,nel ,nt,,. e poUivt otttn~elerelldtxit. threllfh on

coli., amplif"" sta,t. This eirc~,t t(futi.tly he. infinit, ,npul h'edreem.
rht bottom dt.ict'. input htedreem is dtWmintd by tht htodroom oftht

inputempUfirr.

Ana.log Signa.l Chains
Now that we know how to choose an analog

level. it's time to chain our equipment together. To
really get a handle on our equipment. we should
determine its internal structure. The above figures
represent two possible internal structures. All
structures are variations on this theme.

Aelual Analoll
Hudroom

Need..:l (28<:18
or lIr.a'.r,

These robust output drivers that have this kind

of headroom sound better if they can deliver a clean
high level into a 600 ohm load, which means they
can probably handle long cable runs with their high
capacitive loads. Long runs should probably be

balanced. but since many
mastering studios have
small ground -loop areas.
we often use custom-made
unbalanced equipment,

which often has simpler.
quieter circuitry.

One of the most

common mistakes made by
digital equipment
manufacturers is to assume
that. if the digital signal
clips at 0 dBFS, then it's OK
to install a (cheap) analog
output stage that would clip
at a voltage equivalent to.

say. I dB higher. This almost guarantees a nasty
sounding converter or recorder. because of the lack
of cushion in its analog output section and the
potential for 0 dBFS+ levels.

(20 dB)

."fmlnJmllm)
euahlon

Tradlllona'
H••droom
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To properly test analog devices and determine
ir internal rna.keup. use a good clean monitor
em. an oscilloscope. a digital voltmeter and a
lI'a\'e generator that can deliver a clean +24 dBu

«higher (a tough requirement in itself). The first
typt of device has a passive attenuator on its input.

cb means that we can feed it any reasonable
signal without fear ofoverload. We can prove

by turning the generator up and attenuator
; if tb~ output never clips within a reasonable
of th~ gen~rator. then the device must have a

ivtatt~nuator on its input. Then. we disconnect
the generator and listen to the output of the device

wt raise and lov.er the attenuator. There should
K no change in noise or hiss. and the output noise
should~ ,",'eU below,0dBu unweighted.
preferably below 4J0 dBuA-Weighted. This also is
an indication that the device has a passive
attenuator on its input. If the output noise changes

. lcantlyat intermediate positions of the
altenuator. then the internal impedances ofthe
cirtUitare in question. or there may be some DC
offset. The output noise of this device wiU be limited
by the noise noor of its output amplifier. We
determine the best nom.inal operating level of this
device by taking the output clip point and subtract at
least 26 dB for headroom and cushion.

The second type of device's input is an active
amplifier stage. whose design is much more critical.
It is very rare to find a solid state device built this
way which that won't clip with >+24 dBu input.
While raising the Signal generator, turn down the
attenuator to keep the output from overloading. If
we hear clipping prior to the generator reaching +24

dBu. then the device has a weak internal signal path.
The clip point determines the nominal analog input
level, which should be at least 26 dB below this clip
point. Then, to check if the device's internal gain
structure is weU balanced. we see if the output stage
clips at the same point as the input stage or at a
higher level.

When cascadinganalog gear. the signal-to
noise ratio and headroom of the cascade is
determined by the weakest link. but by studying the
internal structure of each piece. it may be possible
to increase SNR of the chain by running higher
levels at points in the chain that have higher
clipping levels. With test tone and then music. listen
closely to the noise noor and high level sound
quality at the last device in the chain: if the output of
the chain sounds good and reasonably quiet, then I
don't wony about tweaking the chain. I was able to
improve the signal to noise ratio ofa tube-based
tape recorder whose gain structure resembles the
second device. The origin.a1 manufacturer's conser
vative schematic specified nominal internal levels of
-10 dBu at the output of the second active stage. But
since the tubes diston at well above +30 dBu
(headroom of40 dB). I decided to run the
attenuator higher and run levels of 0 dBu in the
second stage. This improved amplifier signal to
noise ratio from the second stage on. by 10 dB.
without endangering distortion. The tube tape
recorder still has 30 dB of internal headroom.

In an analog signal chain, raising the music
Signal level as high as practical as early as possible
{within the limits imposed by headroom and



clipping point of AID converters) will improve the
signal to noise ratio of the entire chain. Then, later
in the mastering. we will reduce the signal level
digitally in the digital chain that follows.

Digitetl Signetl Chains
Headroom of the Chain: It's a lot harder to

grasp what's going on inside a digital signal chain,
but we can test digital performance for headroom,

clipping. and noise. Suppose we have a digital
equalizer with several gain controls and
equalization; we feed it a 1 kHz sine wave test tone at

about -6 clBFS and turn up the I kHz equalization by
la dB, observing that the output clips. Then we turn

down the output gain control until the output is
below 0 dBFS and verify by listening or FFf
measurements that the internal clipping goes away.
If not. then the internal gain structure of the
equalizer does not have enough headroom to handle

wide range inputs. We may be able to get away with
turning down an input attenuator, but the early
clipping indicates that this equalizer is not state-of
the-art. It is probably a first-generation fixed point
unit and should be replaced. Modern-day digital
processors have enough internal headroom to
sustain considerable boost in early stages without
needing an input attenuator, and clipping can be
removed solely by turning down the output
attenuator. The internal structure could be double
precision fixed point or floating point (see Glossary.
Appendix 13): it's not easy to tell without asking the

manufacturer. It is easy to be impressed by floating
point manufacturers' claims of hundreds of dB of
headroom above 0 dBFS, but ~4 dB or so internal
headroom above 0 dBFS is probably enough; most
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well-designed fixed-point products have ~4 or mort
dB internal headroom.

Distortion of the Chain and Individual
Processor Levels: With a digital chain, we no
longer have to consider the audio signal level
between the various items ofequipment; raising

the source signal in a ~4- bit digital signal chain
does not make a meaningful SNR difference,

consideringthe inaudible (approximately -139
dBPS) noise ofthe chain: No longer should we get
hung up on having a low signal level; instead.
consider every calculation as a source of quanti
zation distortion. Instead ofoptimi.zing levels, what
matters most in a ~4-bit digital chain is to reduce
the number of total calculations; give the job of gain
changes and other calculations to the components
with the highest internal resolution (e.g" those
which would introduce the least quantization
distortion or grunge). In fact, we should avoid

raising the signal until it reaches a device with the
cleanest-sounding gain control, even if the source
audio level is very low. For example, ifthe
workstation has lower resolution, we try to hold
everything at unity gain in the DAW and reserve the
gain changes or EQ for higher-precision devices
later in the signal chain. In other words, pass a
perfect clone (bit-transparent copy) of the source
from the DAW onto the next device in line to do

processing.

Noise ofthe Chain: The only significant noise

floors in a ~4-bit chain are not from the chain itself
but from the original sources, including mike

preamp noise. We are primarily concerned with the

E.ooh proeeMOr d_ add ill""'" qui...,."l ". Idle nol~. whioh iI t:tunu1>t~.
but ,n I sood .11&,,, rorely Idd. "'",.., till" 3 I" 6 dB I" the -,~ dBFS RMS
noi... noor
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tmpaet of the summing of the higher level noises.
and summing a new 16-bit dither with the source's
dither noise can add a veil if the original was 16-bit.

Let', take an example of a 16-bit recording
w peak level is 10 dB low. as in the above figure.
In mastering we may choose to raise its level by 10

dBand add t6-bit dither before turning it into a 16
bitCDR. This 16-bit recording's original SI dB SNR
illhe difference between signal ai-tO dBFS and
dither noise at-<Jl dBFS.'3 When we raise the signal

by IQ dB. balb the origina1signal and the noise are
raised equally. 80 the original signal to noise ratio is
almost unchanged. However. the total SNR is the
sum of the original dither which is now at-Bt dBFS
and the new dither which is at -91 dBFS. We ignore

the insignificant noise of the gain processing. well
below-13o dBFS. so the total is,8.6 dBFS, and the
SNRofthe source has been deteriorated by (81-

78.6) or::!;.4 dB. The more gain we apply to tbe
source. the more distant the old noise will be above
the added dither noise. and the smaller the new

dither will seem when the two noises are summed.
So, reconsider doing anything ifyou have to raise a
signal by only a few dB, because the new dither will
be very close to the old: if we perform no gain
change and just add dither. the noise floor is raised
by 3 dB. (fwe lower the gain. the new dither

predominates over the old. Despite this
degradation. many times we have to live with
compromises in mastering, since we still receive
16-bit sources: and we are forced to adjust the level
according to the esthetics of the album. I've had
considerable luck reducing cumulative sonic veiling
by using noise-shaped dither, '+

The manufacturers of the Waves 1..::1: claim that
peak limiting allows raising level enough to be
Significantly above the dither noise. and thus
increases the signal-to-dither ratio and resolution.
But exercise caution. because to my ean the
apparent noise improvement is more than o{{set by
the degradation of sound quality (the limiter
reduces transient clarity).

(fwe could avoid 16-bit dither. by producing an

output at ~4-bit that the consumer could use. then
mastering processing and gain-changing can be
performed with no significant penalty. with noise
floor 48 dB below the noise of 16-bit. This is the
promise of delivering higherwordlengths to the
consumer and another reason to record in '44 -bit in
the first place,
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v. Analog to Digital Dubbing
and Transfers

Dubbing and Copying-Translating between analog
and digital points in the system

Let's discuss the interfacing of analog devices

equipped with VU meters and digital devices

equipped with digital (peak) meters. When you

calibrate a system with sine wave tone. what

translation level should you use? There are several
de facto standards. Common choices have been -:.zo

dBFS. -18 dBF'S. and -14 dBPS translating to 0 VU.
That's why some OAT machines have marks at -18

dB or -14 dB. I'd like to see accurate calibration

marks on digital recorders at -12. -14. -18, and -20
dB. which covers most bases. Most aCthe external
digital meters provide means to accu.rately calibrate
at any of these levels.

Howdo you decide which standard to use? Is it

possible to have only one standard? What are the

compromises of each? To make an educated decision,

ask yourself, What is my system philosophy? Am I

interested in maintaining headroom and avoiding

peak clipping or do I want the highest possible

signal-to-noise ratio at all times? Am I interested in

consistent loudness? Do I need to Simplify dubbing

practices or am I willing to require constant

supervision during dubbing (operator checks levels

before each dub. finds tbe peaks. and so oo)? Am I

adjusting levels or processing dynamics-mastering

for loudness and consistency with only secondary
regard for the peak level?

Consider that pure, unprocessed digital

sources, panicularly uncompressed individual
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tracks on a muhitrack, will have peak levels 18 to ~o

dB above 0 VU. Whereas typical m.ixdowns will have

peak-to-average ratios of 14 to 18 dB (rarely up to

~O). Analog tapes will have peak levels up to 14 dB,

almost never greater. And that's how the three most

common choices of translation numbers (18, ~O,

and IV were derived. That's also why each

manufacturer's OAT recorder has a different analog
output level. which makes it a pain to interface ina
fixed installation.

Broo.dc<lSt Stu.dios
In Broadcast, speed and practicality is our object,

Simplifying day-to-day operation, especially if the
consoles are equipped with VU meters and

recorders are digital. In broadcast studios. it is

desirable to use fixed, calibrated input and output

gains on all equipment. My personal recommen

dation for the vast majority of broadcast studios is to

standardize on reference levels of -20 dBFS·o VU.

particuJarlywhen mixing to ~-trackdigital from live

sources or tracking live to multitrack digital. With a

-~o dBFS reference. you will probably never clip a

digital tape ifyou watch the VU. If the sources are

compressed. the peak level may never reach full
scale. but the SNR losses are insignificant with

'2.4-bit recording. Use the top of the peak scale for
headroom.

When dubbing from analog tape to digital,

consider the an.alog tape to be a compressed source,

and retain the VU reference at -~o dBFS. even if the

digital never peaks above -6 dBFS, This will result

in more consistent levels throughout the plant.

When dubbing from digital to analog, optionally

consider a -14 reference to avoid saturating the



uWogu~. or use a high headroom a.nalogtape at
~ lpeed. or si.mply accept the 6 dB or so analog
ape compression that we've been enjoying for
yem. for the major AID/A oonvenen in the

com"'ex. European broadcasten have settled on a
18 refertntt. since most of the material will have

.8 dB or lo.·er peak-to average ratio. and oa:asionaJ
dipping may be tolerated. I prefer the 20 dB choice
to rtduce clipping.

Iecordinc Studios
For abusy recording studio that does most of its

mixing. recording and dubbing to digital tape.
Itmdarditingon -~o dBFSwillsimplify the process
.nd avoid clipping when watching VUs. When

wkingdubslo analog tape for archival purposes.
choose a tape with more headroom. oruse a custom
mertllce point (e.g. -14 instead of -:lo). as the goal
"to preserve transients on the analog tape for the
t'nJ0111lent of future listeners. For archival

P"'P"'" I prefer to use the headroom of the new
hiF ourpull.apes for transient clarity. rather than
to jaCk: up the nux level for a beuer signal·lo- hiss

all' .

One of the biggest problems in the contem
porary recording studio is dealing with playback of
CDsand the VU meter on the console. because many
C'OPlt'mporary CDs have loudnesalevels that would

dlmage a mechanical VU meter by pinning it. no
matlH what standard level you decide to calibrate

thtmeler. Some recording studios solve this
problem by SWitching the bus meter of( when
puying back commercial COs. or by adding in a

variable meler attenuator. which I think is

dangerous because they may forget to return the
attenuator 10 normal. The K-Syslem Meter (See
Chapter Is) is the 21 st century approach to the
problem.

14asterin, Studios
Mastering srudios are worlcing more frequently

in 2o-bit or~-bit.And we can engage in a custom
dubbing level for each analog tape. optimizingthe
level of the transfer according to sound quality. so
fixed reference levels or calibration points for
transfer are less important to us.

Analol PPMs
Analog PPMs have a slower attack time than

digital PPMs. 6 to 10 ms instead of I sample (22 pS
at 44.1 kH'l.). When working with a digital recorder.
a live source. and desk equipped with analog PPM. I
suggest a 5dB wlead. M Inotherwords. align the
highest peak level on the analog PPM to - 5dBFS
(troe peak) with sine wave tone.

In Conclusion
With this firm decibel foundation. we're now

ready to begin discussing our mastering tools and
techniques.
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CHaPTer 5

Decibels For
Dummies

I. Introduction

Th..is chapter summarizes the late 20th century
approach to metering and leveling: it can be read as
a preface to Chapter 15 in which we take these
concepts into the 21 st century. In the 20th century.
because of their use of recording media with poor
signal-ta-noise ratios (SNR) engineers were often
concerned with the signal peaks and with
maintaining quality by maximizing the levels. With
the advent ofZ4~bit recoTtiing. the SNRofour
media is no longer an issue, but it is still crucially
important {or us to understand what the decibel
scales on our meters 3re really teUing U8.

So many of us take our meters for granted-weT
all. recording is so Simple: allyou do is peak 10 0 dB
and nevergo over! But things only appear that simple
until you discover one machine that says a recording
peaks to -I dB while another machine shows an
OVER level. and yet your workstation tells you it Just
reaches 0 dB! We need to explore the concepts of the
digital OVER. analog and digital headroom. machine
meten. gain staging. loudness. signa.l-to·noise ratio
and take a fresh look at the common practices of
dubbing and level calibration.

11. Digital Meters and OVER Indicators
Recorder manufacturers pack a lot in a IitLie

box. often compromising on meter design to cut
production costs. A few machines even have meters
which are driven from analog circuitry-a definite
80uree of inaccuracy. Even manufacturers who drive
their meters digitally (by the values of the sample
numbers) cut costs by pUlling large gaps on the
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One way a Signal can go OVER is during
recording from an analog source. An early~warning

indicator is a level sensor in an AID converter,
driven by the analog portion of the signal, which
causes the OVER indicator to illuminate if the

analog level is greater than the voltage equivalent to
o dBFS. If the analog record level is not reduced,
then a maximum level of 0 dB will be recorded for
the duration of the overload, producing a distorted
square wave.

After the Signal has been recorded. distin~

guishing between a full scale recording and one that
actually went OVER requires more meter
intelligence than I've ever seen on a typical machine
or DAW. I would question tbe machine's

manufacturer if the OVER indicator lights on
playback; it's probably a simple 0 dB detector rather
than an OVER indicator. There are more sophis
ticated. calibrated digital peak meters such as those
from Dorrough. DK, Mytek. NIT, Pinguin, RTW.
Sony, and others, each with unique features
(including custom decay times and meter scales),
but all the good meters agree on one thing, the

definition of the highest measured digital audio
level. A true digital audio meter reads the numeric
code of the digital audio, and converts that to an
accurate reading.'

The Paradox of the Digital OVER
A well-designed digital audio meter can actually

distinguish between 0 dBFS and an OVER, But if the
digital levels on the medium cannot exceed 0 dB,
how can the meter distinguish an OVER after the
recording has been made? The answer is that a
specialized digital meter determines an OVER by
counting the number of samples in a row at 0 dB.
The Sony 1630 OVER standard is three contiguous
samples, because it's fair to assume that the analog
audio level must have exceeded 0 dB somewhere

between sample number one and three. Three
samples is a conservative standard-most

authorities consider distortion lasting only 33
microseconds (three samples at 44.1 kHz) to be
inaudible. Depending on the nature of the music,
distortion lasting as long as one or two milli8econds

RlIXlIded Big_si
steroonversion

O.....IAnsbg
Sit"'"

meter scale (avoiding expensive illuminated
segments). The result is that there may be a -3 point
and a 0 dB point. with a large unhelpful no man's
land in between. The manufacturer may feel they're
doingyoll a favor by making the meter read 0 if the
actual level is between ~l and o. but even if the

meter has a segment at every decibeL when it comes
to playback the machine can't tell the difference
between a level of 0 dBFS (FS a Full Scale) and an

OVER. That's because once signal has been
recorded. it cannot exceed full scale again. 3S

illustrated below.

~
~

~

MyTH,

The red light

came on while

I was recording, but
when I played it

back, there weren't
any avers,

50 I thought
it was OK.'

I I
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11 likely inaudible. Thus, at higher sample rates,
where many more samples go by in a short time, a
~ can be made to count many more contiguous
full scale samples before warning the operator.
Manufacturers of digital meters often provide a
choict of setting the OVER threshold to 4-, 5, or 6
alDligu0US samples. but it's better to eIT on the
to~nlativeside. to let the meter warn you before a
problem could occur. Ifyou stick with the 3-sample
standard. you'U probably catch audible OVERs. But
SWldby, I'm about to recommend wbyyou should
mu: at even lower peak levels!

Usiftr Enemal AID Converters or Ptoeflsors
There is no standard for communicating OVERs

on an AESlEBU or s/PDIF line. So ifyou' re using an
enemaJAlD converter. the reeorder's OVER
indicatorwill probably not function properly, if at
all. Some external AID converters do not have OVER
indicators, so in this case, there's no substitute for
an accurate external meter; without one I would
advise not exceeding -I dB. I've already received
several overloaded tapes which were traced to an
enemalAID converter that wasn't equipped with an
overload indicator.

When making a digital dub througb a digital
processor you'll find that most do not have accurate
metering. Equalizer or filter sections can cause
QVERs even when dipping levels! Contrary to
popular belief, an OVER can be generated even if a
filter is set for attenuation instead of boost, because
filters can ring: tbey also can change tbe peak level
aSlhe frequency balance is skewed. Digital
processors can also overload internally in a fashion

undetectable by a digital meter. Internal stages may
~wrap around~ wben tbey overload. without
transferringOVERs to the output. In tbose cases, a
digital meter is not a foolproof OVER detector, and
there's no substitute for the ear, but a good digital
meter will catch most other transgressions. When
you hear or detect an overload from a digital
processor. try using the processor's digital input
attenuator, or simply attenuate its output ifyou are
sure the processor has surticient internal
headroom, explained later in this chapter.

Oversampled. Meters: Even More: SophisticQted
Reading the Simple numeric code from the

digital stream m.ay not be enough to detect OVERs in
the conveners that reproduce that Signal. During
the conversion from PCM digital to analog. built-in
low-pass filtering causes occasional peaks between
the samples that are higher than the digital stream's
measured level, or even higher than full scale.
Digital drsignel'8 have known foryears that the
actual output level ofaudio from a D/A com..erter
can exceed 0 dBFS but very few have taken this into
account in the deSign. TC Electronic has performed
tests on typical consumer 01Aconverters.3 showing
that many of them distort severely since their digital
filters and analog output stages do not have the
headroom to accommodate levels which exceed 0

dBFS! Besides D/As, certain processing elements of
the signal chain can diston with intersample peaks,
including sample rate converters and digital
equalizers as we just explained. 0 dBFS+ peaks may
reach as much as +3 dBFS with certain types or
signals: what this means is that to make the cleanest
recordings and to be perfectly safe, you should
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Tau would have to lower the
peak level ofa ~4-bit recording
by 48 dB to J-ield an effective
16-bit recording!"

.. ,

The Myth of the Magic Clip Removal
Jfthe level is turned down by as little as 0.1 dB.

then a recording which may be full of OVERs will no
longer measure any overs. But this does not get rid

of the clipping or the
djstonion. it merely

prevents it from
triggering the meter.
Some mastering
engineers deli.berately
severely clip the signal.
and then drop the level

slightly. so that the meters will not show any OVERs.
This practice. known as SHRED. produces very
fatiguing (and potentially boringty similar)

recordings.6

\L --.!!!!!!::'!!'!~ lower the peak
A ZI-bltlf~o'dmIWOYJd haut to bt I""",d in {rid level of a :.t4-bit
by 4' dl jn ",d"to ,""et it to th, SNf!. of 16-bit. recording by 48
1'h. n"in {loan tha .." /lr, ..,rh (lilt dltht'.

Pea.k Level Practice for Good 2.·bit Reeordinc
Even though ~.bit recording is now the norm.

some engineers retain the habit of trying to hit the

1r;W;.ri~---rniiiii1ltop of the

\

meters. which

is totally
unnecessary a8
illustrated at
left. Note that a
16-bit

recording fits
entirely in the
bo11om 91 dB of
the :<l4-bit. You
wuuhl havl:: tu

never exceed -3 dBFS on a simple (non~

oversampling) digital meter! To demonstrate the
problem and since this goes against typical wisdom.
re have developed an oversampling limiter and

special oversampling
peak meter in the
System 6000.

Proetiee Safe Levels
Although there

have been no
psychoacoustic
studies on their adversity. intersample 0 dBFS+
pew cause some foUowing processing circuits to
linger and extend the distonion. which makes post

processing and broadcasting seriously
problematic.4 And some critical listeners report
improvements when measured intersample OVERa
are eliminated. It m.a.kes sense for production
engineers to practice safe levels during reconl,ing
and mixing by staying well away from 0 dBFS on a
standard peak meter and leaving the decision on
whether and bow to raise levels to the mastering
suite. where we make an educated decision.

Mastering engineers. if maximizing levels. should at
least use an over-counting meter. plus a digital
limiterwhose ceiling is set to -().~ dB {see Chapter
10)l but preferably an oversampJing )jollter and

oversampled meter (to prevent downstream
problems with DACs and radio processing).
Clipping of any type is to be avoided especially if a
recording is to undergo further processing. as

demonstrated inAppendix I.S

MyTH OF THE

MAGIC CLIP

REMOVAL:

Turn it down after
clipping and the clip

wif( go QWay.

1

1..._--.11
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dB to yield an effective 16 M bit recording! So there is
alot of room at the bottom. and you won't lose any

dynamic range ifyou peak to -3 dBFS or even as low
as -10 dBFS: you'U end up with a cleaner recording.

Distonion ac<:tlmulates.' and at the mastering
stUdio. adigital recording which is too hot can cause
adigital EQ or sample rate converter to overload. A
digital mix that peaks to-3 dBFS or lower makes it
mier to~e and otherwise process without
nmhng an extra stage of attenuation in the

nwtenng.

Anumber or~-bitAlDsadvertiseaddUional
headroom by employing a built- in compressor at the
lOp of the scale. As w-e have seen. there is no audible

improvement in SNR by maximizing a 24·bit
rerording and no SNR advantage to compressing
k'vds with a good 2.4-·bitAlD.

How loud is It?
Contrary to popular belief. the levels on a digital

ptU: meler have (almosl) nothing to do with
loudness. For example. you' re doing a direct to two

track retording (some engineers still work that
way!) and you've found the perfect mix. Now. keep
your hands oH the faders. and let the musicians
make a perfect take. DUring take one. the

performance reached -4 dB on the meter: and in
take two. it reached 0 dB for a brief moment during
asoare drum hit. Does tbat mean that take two is
louder? Ifyou answered ~both takes are about the
same loudness." you're probably right. because in

gtneral, the ear responds to average levels, not
peak levds when judging loudness. If you raise the
master gain of take one by 4 dB so that it. too

reaches 0 dBFS peak. it will now sound 4 dB louder
than take two. even tbough they both now measure
the &a.n1e on the peak meter.

Do not confuse the peak-reading meters on

digital recorders with VU meters. Besides having a
different scale. a VU meter has a much slower attack
time than a digital peak meter. In Chapter 15 we
will di.scuss loudness in more detail. but we can
summarize now by saying that the VU meter
responds more closely to the response of the ear.
For loudness judgment. ifall you have is a peak meter.
use your ears. If you have a VU. use it as a guide. not
an absolute. because it is still fairly inaccurate.

Did you know that an analog tape and digital
recording of the same souree sound very different in

terms of loudness? Make an ana.log tape recording
and a digital recording of the same music. Dub the

ana.log recording to digital. peiling at the same peak
level as the digital recording. The analog dub will
sound about 6 dB louder than the all-digital

recording. which is quite a difference! This is
because the peak-to-average ratio of an analog
recording can be as much a8 12-14 dB. compared
with as much as 20 dB for an uncompressed digital
recording. Analogtape's built-in compressor is a
means of getting recordings to sound louder (oops.
did I just reveal a secret?).'That·s why pop
producers who record digitally may have to
compress or limit to compete with the loudness of
their analog counterparts.
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I
MyTH,

Normalization

Makes the Song
Levels Correct

J I

The Myths of Normalization

The Esthetic Myth: Digital audio editing
programs have a feature called Nonnalization, a
semi-automatic method of adjusting levels. The
engineer selects all the segments (songs), and the

computer grinds away, searching for the highest
peak on the album. Then the computer adjusts the
level of all the material until the highest peak
reaches 0 dBFS. Ifall the material is group
normalized at once, this is not a serious esthetic
problem, as long as all the songs have been raised or
lowered brtbe same amount. But it is also possible
to select each song and nonnalize it individually.

which is part of the csthetic mythology-it's a real
no-no. Ifyou're making an album. never normalize

individual songs. since the ear responds to average
levels, and normalization measures peak levels, the

result can totally distort musical values. A
compressed ballad will end up louder than a rock
piece! In short, normalhation should not be wed
to regulate song levels in an album. There's no
substitute for the human ear. and currently there is
no artificial intelligence that does as well.'

The Technical Myth: It's also a myth that
nonnalization improves sound quality of a
recording: in fact. it can only degrade it. Technically
speaking, nonnalization only adds one more
degrading calculation and resulting quantization
distortion. And since the material has already been
mixed, it has already been quantized. which
predetermines its signal to noise ratio-5NR of the

recording cannot be further improved by raising it.
Let me repeat: Raising the level of tbe material will

When. cl.tont ub me:.f I~ I rq>1y tha.l nev.,r ..... the ..,mpu'or'.
aut"matic~ mothod. but ... ther"""&" ..... levded by UT. Ja""ld the
to= n"rm.o.Iwoh"n boe.ouoe it h.u been miouoed.

not change its inherent signal to noise ratio but will
only add more quantization distortion in an

unnecessary step. Ifthe material is goingto be
mastered, do not normalize since the mastering
engineer will be performing further processing
anyway.~

Judging loudness the Right WilY
Since the ear is the only judge of loudness. is

there any objective way to determine how loud your
CD will sound? The first key is to use a single D/A
converter to reproduce all your digital sources and
maintain a fixed setting on your monitor gain. That
way you can compare youreD in the making against
otherCDs, in the digital domain. Judge DATs. eDs.
workstations. and digital processors through this
single converter.

Ill. Calibrating Studio Levels:
Headroom and Cushion

Protecting your AID and mix from clipping does
no good if your analog console. preamplifiers or
processors are distorting in front of the AID! Since
mastering engineers usually chain multiple pieces
of gear. it's important to understand how to
optimize analog levels, distortion and noise when
making signal chains in front of your AID converter.

Ostensibly, typical balanced analog gear has a
nominal level of +4 dBu (reference .775 volts''',
yielding 1.~3 volts with sinewave. Unfortunately
however. not all analog gear is created equal, and +4
dBu may be a bad choice of reference level. I use the
term nominal to mean the average voltage level that
corresponds with 0 VU. typically ~o dB below full
scale digital (0 dBFS). We need to examine some



euuy overlooked Cactors when deciding on an in
house standard analog (voltage) level.

One faClor is the clipping point of consoles and
outboard gear. Before the advent of inexpensive 8
bllSSconsoles. most professional consoles' clipping
poinlJwere +2+ dBu or higher. But a frequent
rompromise in low- priced console design is to use
inttrml circuils thal clip earlier. around +20 dBu
(7.75 volts). This can be a big impediment to clean
~lld.io. especially when cascading amplifiers. To
noid the solid·stGu edg'inal that plagues a lot of
modem equipment, the minimum clip level of every
amplifier in a sy.tem should be 6 dB above the
potential peak level oC the music. The reason: Many

opamps and omer solid state circuits exhibit an
otrtme distortion increase long before mey reach

the actual clipping point. as they change from class

AloclasaABoperation. This means clipping point
should be alleast +30 dBu (24.5 volts RMS) if 0 VU
is +4 dBu!

You Can Never Have Enou,h Headroom!
A101 of solid -state designs start to sound pretty

nas'Ywhen used near their clip point." All other
things beingequaJ. the amplifier with the higher
clipping point will sound better. Perhaps that's why
tube equipment (with its 300 volt B+ supplies and

headroom 30 dB or greater) often has agood name
and solid state equipment with inadequate power
8uppliesor headroom has a bad name. Most of the
robust-soundi.ngsolid-state equipment I know uses
vel)' high power (but very expensive) supply rails.

Traditionally. the difference between average
level and clip point has been called the headroom.

but in order to emphasize the need for even more

than the traditional amount of headroom. I'll call
the space between the peak level oC Lhe music and
the amplifier clip point a CUJhWn. With analog tape.
a 0 VU reference of +4 dBu with a clipping point of
+20 dBu provided reasonable amplifier headroom,
because musical peak-to-average ratios were
reduced to the compression point oC the tape. which
maIes out al around 14 dB over 0 VU. Instead oC
clipping, analog tape's gradual saturation curve

produces 3rd and 2nd harmonics, much gentler on
the ear than the higher order distortions oC solid
state amplifler clippWg.

But it's a different story when the peak-to

average ratio oC raw. unprocessed digital audio
tr3cb can be 20 dB. Adding 20 dB to a reference of
+4- dBu results in +~ dBu. which is beyond Lhe

clipping point of many so-called profmwnal pieces
ofgear. and 80 doesn't leave any room at all for a
CUJhWn. Ifyou adapt an active balanced output to an
unbalanced input. the clipping point reduces by 6
dB. 80 the situation becomes proportionally worse.'~

Dual-output consoles that are designed to work at
either proCessional or semi-pro levels can be partic
ularly problematic. To meet price goals.
manufacturers often compromise on headroom in

professional mode. making the so-called semi-pro
mode sound cleaner! It is an unpleasant surprise to
discover that many consoles clip at +20 dBu.

meaning they should not be using a professional
reference level of +4 dBu (headroom of only 16 dB
and no cushion). Even if the console clips at +30
dBu (the minimum clipping point I recommend).
that only leaves a 6 dB cushion when reproducing

1
MYTH'

+4 dBu is always the
best level to use for 0

VU with balanced
analog electronics.

1 1
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music with 20 dB peak-to-average ratio. That's why
more and more high-end professional equipment

have clipping points as high as +31 dBu (55 volts!).
To obtain that specification. an amplifier must use
very high output devices and high-voltage power
supplies. Translation--better sound (all other things
being equal), and also higher cost due to the need
for more robust power supplies and devices.

In tM lOp d....c... JlI"Olll'Illrrl <I possrw ott_"lorGIld P,u dlrou,/l all

aet"'" ampbfl¥ sl"p rillS circwt t'ffKt!~ IIos "'fitrot' .....t......-.
Jilt IIono. df"Cf's ,...n IMod_ is d",..."ntd 1!1 rIM 1Ito__ '" tilt
...,..r a.ififf,

p...ive
AII.nUltor

IV. Gain Staging-Analog and Digital

Analac Sienal Chains
NoW' that we know how to choose an analog

level, it's time to chain our equipment together. To

really get a bandle on our equipment. we should
determine its internal structure. The above figures
represent two possible internal structures. All
structures are variations on this theme.

How can we increase the cushion in our system,
short of replacing all our distribution amplifiers and
consoles with new ones? One way to solve the
problem is to recalibrate all the VU meters. SNR will
not be significantly lost ifwe sct 0 VU- 0 dBu or
even -40 dBu (not an international standard, but a
decent compromise iIwe don't want to throw out

equipment), and things wiU sound cleaner in the
studio, Once we've decided on a standard analog

reference level, we calibrate all analog-driven VU
meters to this level. At left is a diagram describing
tbe concept of cushion.

Actu.1 A~.....HMdecl (2'lidB
Of .,..l.r, One of the most

common mistakes made by

digital equipment
manufacturers is to assume
that, if the digital Signal
dips at 0 dBFS, then it's OK
to install a (cheap) analog

OUlput stage Ihat would clip
at a voltage equivalent to,

say, I dB higher. This almost guarantees a nasty
sounding converter or recorder, because of the lack
ofcushion in its analog output section and the

potential for 0 dBFS+ levels.

These robust output drivers that have tbis kind

of headroom sound better if they can deliver a clean
high level into a 600 ohm load, which means they
can probably handle long cable runs with their high
capacitive loads. Long runs should probably be

balanced, but since many

mastering studios have
small ground -loop areas.
we often use custom-made
unbalanced equipment,
which often has simpler,

quieter circuitry.

".
(minImum)

cU<lhion

Tr.dillon.1
H••d'oo....

(20 dB)
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To properly test analog devices and determine
their internal makeup. use a good clean monitor
system. an oscilloscope. a digital voltmeter and a
sine wave generator that can deliver a clean +24- dBu
or higber(a tough requirement in itselO. The first
~Jle ofdevice has a passive attenuator on its input.
which means that we can feed it any reasonable
source signal without fear ofoverload. We can prove
this by turning the generator up and attenuator
dOll-n; if the output never clips within a reasonable
range of the generator. then the device must have a
passi\'e altenuator on its input. Then. we disconnect
the generator and listen to the output of the device
as",'e raise and lower the attenuator. There should
be no change in noise or hiss. and the output noise
mould be weU below -'10 dBu unweighted.
preferably below--l}o dBu A-Weighted. This also is
an indication that the device has a passive
attenuator on ils input. If the OUlput noise changes
significandyat intermediale positions of the
allenuator. then Ihe inlernal impedances of the
circuit are in question. or there may be some DC
ofCsel. The OUtpUI noise of this device will be limited
by the noise floor of its output amplifier. We
determine the best nominal operating level of this
device by taking the output clip point and subtract at
least ~6 dB for headroom and cushion.

The second type of device's input is an active
amplifier stage. whose design is much more critical.
It is very rare to find a solid state device built this
way which that won't clip with >+~4- dBu input.
While raising the Signal generator. turn down the
attenuator to keep the output from overloading. If
",'e hear clipping prior to the generator reaching+~4-

dBu. then the device has a weak: internal signal path.
The clip point determines the nominal analog input
level. which should be at least '26 dB belowlhis clip
point. Then. to check if the device's internal gain
structure is weU balanced. we see iflhe output stage
clips at the same point as the input stage or at a
higher level.

When cascading analog gear. the signal-to
noise ratio and headroom of the cascade is
determined by the weakest link. but by studying the
internal st.ructure of each piece. it may be possible
to increase SNR or the chain by running higher
levels at points in the chain that have higher
clipping levels. With test tone and then music. listen
closely to the noise floor and high level sound
quality at the last device in the chain: if the output of
the chain sounds good and reasonably quiet. then I
don't worry about tweaking the chain. rwas able to
improve the signal to noise ratio or a tube-based
tape recorder whose gain structure resembles the
second device. The original manufacturer's conser
vative schematic specified nominal internal levels of
-10 dBu at the output of the second active stage. But
since the tubes distort at well above +30 dBu
{headroom of 40 dB).1 decided to run the
attenuator higher and run levels of 0 dBu in the
second stage. This improved amplifier Signal to
noise ratio from the second stage on. by 10 dB.
without endangering distortion. The tube tape
recorder still has 30 dB of internal headroom.

In an analog Signal chain, raising the music
signal level as high as practical as early as possible
(within the limits imposed by headroom and
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clipping point ofAID converters) will improve the
signal to noise ratio of the entire chain. Then. later
in the mastering. we will reduce the signal level
digitally in the digital chain that follows.

Digital Signal Chains
Headroom of the Chain: It's a lot harder to

grasp what's going on inside a digital signal chain,
but we can test digital performance for headroom,
clipping, and noise. Suppose we have a digital
equalizer with several gain controls and
equalization: we feed it a I kHz sine wave test tone at
about -6 dBFS and turn up the 1 kHz equalization by
10 dB, observing that the output clips. Then we turn
down the output gain control until the output is
below 0 dBFS and verify by listening or FIT
measurements that the internal clipping goes away.
If not, then the internal gain structure of the
equalizer does not have enough headroom to handle
wide range inputs. We may be able to get away with
turning down an input attenuator, but the early
clipping indicates that this equalizer is not state-of
the-art. It is probably a first-generation fixed point
unit and should be replaced. Modern-day digital
processors have enough internal headroom to
sustain considerable boost in early stages without
needing an input attenuator. and clipping can be
removed solely by turning down the output
attenuator. The internal structure could be double
precision fixed point or floating point (see Glossary.
Appendix 13): it's not easy to tell without asking the
manufacturer. It is easy to be impressed by floating
point manufacturers' claims of hundreds of dB of
headroom above 0 dBFS. but Z4 dB or so internal
headroom above 0 dBFS is probably enough: most
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well-designed fixed-point products have ~4 or more
dB internal headroom.

Distortion of the Chain and Individual
Processor Levels: With a digital chain, we no
longer have to cOl18ider the audio signal level
between the various items ofequipment; raising
the source Signal in a ~4-bit digital signal chain
does not make a meaningful SNR difference.
considering the inaudible (approximately -139
dBFS) noise of the chain.' No longer should we get
hung up on having a low signal level: instead,
consider every calculation as a source of quanti
zation distortion. Instead of optirnmng leve/.s, what
matters most in a z4-bit digital chain is to reduce
the number of total calculations: give the job ofgain
changes and other calculations to the components
with the highest internal resolution (e.g.. those
which would introduce the least quantization
distortion orgrunge). In fact. we should avoid
raising the signal until it reaches a device with the
c1eanest-sounding gain control, even if the source
audio level is very low. For example. if the
workstation has lower resolution. we try to hold
everything at unity gain in the DAW and reserve the
gain changes or EQ for higher-precision devices
later in the signal chain. In other words, pass a
perfect clone (bit-transparent copy) of the source
from the DAW onto the next device in line to do
processing.

Noise ofthe Chain: The only significant noise
floors in a ~4-bit chain are not from the chain itself
but from the original sources. including mike
preamp noise. We are primarily concerned with the

Ead> pn>ttUO. d.oe. add. it. own 'l"'...,."t ". idle "",..,. whl.h ia """'lIiati....
but in a p>d .Min rarely addo ",,,re tMn 3t" 6 dB I<> the -.3<) dBf'S RMS
noi..,n""r
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impact of the summing of the higher level noises,
and summing a new 16-bit ditberwitb the source's

dither noise can add a veil Hthe original was 16-hit.

Let's take an example of a 16-hit recording
whose peak level is 10 dB low, as in the above flgure.

In mastering we maycboose to raise its level by IQ
dBand add 16-bit dither before tuTningit into a 16

bit CDR. This 16-bit recording's original SI dB SNR
is the dirrerence between signal at -10 dBFS and
dither noise at -1}1 dBFS.'3 When we raise the signal
by 10 dB. both the original signal and the noise are
raised equally, so the original signal to noise ratio is
almost unchanged. However. the total SNR is the
sum of the original dither which is now at -81 dBFS
and the new ditherwhicb is at -1}1 dBFS. We ignore

the insignificant noise of the gain processing. well
below-13o dBFS. so the total is-'lS.6 dBFS. and the
SNR of the source has been deteriorated by (SI

78.6) or 2.4 dB. The more gain we apply to the
source. the more distant the old noise will be above
the added dither noise. and the smaller the new

ditherwillseem when the two noises are summed.
So. reconsider doing anything ifyou have to raise a
signal by only a few dB, because the new dither will
be very close to the old; if we perform no gain

change and just add dither. the noise floor is raised
by3 dB. If we lower the gain. the new dither
predominates over the old. Despite this
degradation, many times we have to live with
compromises in mastering. since we still receive
16-bit sources; and we are forced to adjust the level
according to the esthetics of the album. I've had
considerable luck redUcing cumulative sonic veiling
byusingnoise-sbaped dither.'.

The manufacturers of the Waves l.2 claim that
peak limiting allows raising level enough to be
significantly above the dither noise, and thus
increases the signal-to-dither ratio and resolution.
But exercise caution, because to my ean the

apparent noise improvement is more than offset by
the degradation of sound quality (the limiter
reduces transient clarity).

Ifwe could avoid 16-bit dither. by producing an
output at 24- bit that the consumer could use. then
mastering processing and gain-changing can be
performed with no significant penalty. with noise
floor 48 dB below the noise of 16-bit. This is the
promise of delivering bigherwordlengths to the
consumer and another reason to record in 24-bit in
the fiTSt place.
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V. Analog to Digital Dubbing
and Transfers

Dubbing and Copying-Translating between analog
and digital points in the system

Let's discuss the interfacing of analog devices
equipped with VU meters and digital devices

equipped with digital (peak) meters. When you
calibrate a system with sine wave tone. what

translation level should you use? There are several
de facto standards. Common choices have been -20

clBFS, -18 clBFS, and -14 clBFS translating to 0 VU.
That's why some DAT machines have marks at -18

dB or -14 dB. I'd like to see accurate calibration
marks on digital recorders at -12. -14. -18. and -20
dB, which covers most bases. Most of the external
digital meters provide means to accurately calibrate
at any of these levels.

Howdo you decide which standard to use? Is it

possible to have only one standard? What are the
compromises of each? To make an educated decision,
ask yourself: What is my system philosophy? Am I
interested in maintaining headroom and avoiding

peak clipping or do I want the highest possible
signa1-to-noise ratio at all times? Am I interested in
consistent loudness? Do I need to simplify dubbing
practices or am I willing to require constant
supervision during dubbing (operator checks levels
before each dub. finds the peaks, and so on)? Am I
adjusting JeveJs or processing dynamics-mastering
for loudness and consistency with only secondary
regard for the peak level?

Consider that pure, unprocessed digital
sources, particularly uncompressed individual
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tracks on a multitrack. will have peak levels 18 to ~o

dB above 0 VU. Whereas typical mixdowns will have
peak-to-average ratios of 14 to 18 dB (rarely up to
~O). Analog tapes will have peak levels up to 14 dB,
almost never greater. And that's how the three most
common choices of translation numbers (18, ~O,
and 14) were derived. That's also why each
manufacturer's DAT recorder has a different analog
output level. which makes it a pain to interface in a
fixed installation.

Broa.dcast Studios
In Broadcast, speed and practicality is our object,

Simplifying day-to-day operation, especially if the
consoles are equipped with VU meters and
recorders are digital. In broadcast studios, it is
desirable to use fixed, calibrated input and output

gains on all equipment. My personal recommen
dation for the vast majority of broadcast studios is to
standardize on reference levels of -~o dBFS -0 VU,

particularly when mixing to ~-track digital from live
sources or tracking live to multitrack digital. With a
-~o clBFS reference, you will probably never clip a
digital tape ifyou watch the VU. If the sources are
compressed, the peak level may never reach full
scale, but the SNR losses are insignificant with
~4-bit recording. Use the top of the peak scale for
headroom.

When dubbing from analog tape to digital,

consider the analog tape to be a compressed source.
and retain the VU reference at -~o dBFS, even if the
digital never peaks above -6 dBFS. This will result

in more consistent levels throughout the plant.
When dubbing from digital to analog, optionally
consider a -14 reference to avoid saturating the



analog tape. or use a high headroom analog tape at
higb speed, or Simply accept the 6 dB or so analog
upe compression that we've been enjoying for
ytaJ'J. For the major AID/A converters in the

complex. European broadcasters have settled on a
-18 reference. since most of the material will have

18 dB or lower peak>to average rario. and occasional
clipping may be tolerated. I prefer the 20 dB choice
la reduce clipping.

RacordinC Stud.ios
For a busy recording studio that does most of its

mixing. recording and dubbing to digital tape.
standardizing on v20 dBFS will simplify the process
and avoid clipping when watchingVUs. When
m.akingdubs to analog tape for archival purposes,
choose a tape with more headroom, or use a custom
reference point (e,g. -14 instead of -20), as the goal
is to preserve transients on the analog tape for the
enjoyment of future listeners, For archival
purposes. I prefer to use the headroom of the Dew
high-output tapes for transient clarity, rather than
tojackup the nux level for a better signal-to-hiss
ralio.

One of the biggest problems in the contem·
poruy recording studio is dealing with playback of
COS and the VU meter on the console. because many
contemporary COs have loudness levels that would
damage a mechanical VU meter bypLnning it, no
matter what standard level you decide to calibrate
the meter. Some recording studios solve this
problem by switching the bus meter off when
playing back commercial COs. or by adding in a

variable meter attenuator_ which I think is

dangerous because they may forget to return the
attenuatorto normal. The K-System Meter (See
Chapter 15) is the :ust century approach to the
problem,

~ast.rincShld.ios
Masteringstudios are working more frequently

in 20-bit or 24-bit. And we can engage in a custom
dubbing level Cor each analog tape, optimizing the
level of the transfer according to sound quality, 80

fixed reference levels or calibration points for
transfer are less important to us.

AnQloc PPMs

Analog PPMs have a slower attack time than

digital PPMs, 6 to 10 ms instead of I sample (22 pS
at 4+.1 kMz). When working with a digital recorder.
a live source. and desk equipped with analog PPM. I
suggest a 5 dB wlead. wIn other words. align the

highest peak: level on the analog PPM to ·5 dBFS
(true peak) with sine wave tone.

In Conclu.sion
With this firm decibel foundation. we're now

ready to begin discussing our mastering tools and
tec.hn.iques.
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"The mastenng engineer's monitor
system is an audio microscope"

flements of Q. Hip-Resolution Monitor System
A high-resolution monitors)'1ltem is tbe

mastering engineer's audio microscope. without
which subtle processing decisions cannot even
begin to be made. The monitor system permits

hearing inner details in the music that otherwise
might be missed.
and might then
cause problell18 for
the end listener.

I. Philosophy of Accurate Monitoring
The majorgoal of a professional mastering

studio is to make subjective judgments as
objectively as possible. You cannot afford to make
mistakes when a record is released 10 thousands of
listeners. Many of my clients are surprised to learn
that a well- mastered CD can sound warm and clear

on a wide range of systems. from low-end to bigh
end. How can this be done without compromising
the integrity of the sound? Perhaps surprisingly. the
answer lies less in using the right processing and EQ
techniques (though these are the key), and more in
the intelligent use of an accurate. high resolution
monitoring system.

1. With few exceptions. near~fieldmonitors will not
be found in a professional mastering room.' There
are no little speakers, no representative cheap

The recipe for
constructing a
high~resolutjon

monitor system probably hasn't been written, but
we can describe some of the general elements:

CHaPTer 6
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speakers, no altemative monitors. Instead, there is
a single pair of high quality loudspeakers (for
stereo work). with which the mastering engineer
is intimately familiar. He knows exactly how their
performance will translate to the real world, and
please the maximum number of listeners.

~. The mastering room is extremely quiet. with all
noise-producing equipment banished to the
machine room. Noise floor must be hetterthan
NC 30,' preferably NC 20 or less in the
exceptional facility.

3. There are no significant obstacles between the
monitors and the listener within the standard
equilateral monitoring triangle.

4.The electronic chain is designed for maximum
transparency. Often specialized or customized
components are built which incorporate a bare
minimum of active stages.

5. Monitor loudspeakers and amplifiers have wide
bandwidth, high-headroom, and extremely flat
frequency response. Sources of diffraetion3 are
minimized. Cabinets are solid and non-resonant.
as is the room, free of sympathetic vibrations and
resonances.

6.Monitors and listener are in a reflection-free
zone,4 which means that reflections from nearby
surfaces arrive at the listener at least 20 mslater
than the direct sound (preferably >30 ms) and at
least 15 dB down (preferably >20). This specifi
cation can be determined by time-delay
spectrometry.5

The room is large enough to permit even.
extended bass response, with no significant
standing waves. Any remaining standing waves are
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controlled using techniques including Helmholz
resonators or specialized diffusers. Room length
should be at least 20 feet long for stereo, and in a
critical mastering room, at least 30 feet long for
multichannel, so that all speakers can be far enough
from the walls to avoid the bass- resonance proximity
effect. 6 The room should be wide enough so that
first reflections from the side walls are insignificant.
and/or the side walls are treated to minimize
reflections. Dimensions should be symmetrical
from left to right and a ceiling sloping upwards from
the speaker end (cathedral ceiling) is a plus.

Acoustical design and electrical layout are
accomplished by experienced and trained profes
sionals.

Su.bwoofers and bass response
Stereo subwoofers. or prime loudspeakers

whose response extends to the infrasonic, are
essential for a good mastering studio. Vocal P pops.
subway rumble, microphone vibrations, and other
distortions will be missed without subwoofers, not
just the lowest notes of the bass. Proper subwoofer
setup requires knowledge and specialized test
equipment (see Chapter 14)' If subwoofers are
inaccurately adjusted (e.g., "too hot, ~ in a vain
attempt to impress the client) then the results won't
translate well to other systems.

Accurate subs are especially important in the
hip-hop and reggae genres, but serve well to put
rock and roll in perspective. By having accurately
calibrated subwoofers. we master a record that plays
well on both boomy and thin systems.



Apparent bass response is also greatly affected
by monitor level. Tbe equal loudness contours
(originally studied by Fletcher. Harvey and Munson,)
dictate that a recording which is mixed at too high a
monitor level will seem bass-shy when auditioned at
alower level in a typical home environment. Thus.
miring and mastering at too loud a level is a conceit
..-hich we can ill-afford (see Chapter 15).

twnitor EquQIiJ-Qtion-by ea.r or by mQchine?
An inaccurate or unrefined monitor system not

only causes incorrect equalization. it can also result
in 100 much equalization. We must use our ear/brain
in conjunction with test inslrumen13 to ensure
monitor accuracy. Test equipment alone is not
sufficient - for example. although some degree of
measured high-frequency rolloffusually sounds
best (due to losses in the air) there is no objective
measurement that says. -this rolloff measures
right. - only an approximation. Different size rooms.
monitor distances and monitor dispersions change
the roUoff required to make the high end sound right.

Thus. for the high frequencies. the ultimate
monitor tweak must be done by ear. But this leads to
the chicken and egg problem: -Ifyou use recordings
to judge monitors. how do you know that the
ftcordingw8s done right?- The answer is to use the
finest reference recordings (at least 25 to S0) to
judge the monitors. and take an average. The highs
will vary from a touch dull to a touch bright. but the
majority will be right on if the monitor system is
accurate. I try to avoid adding monitor correction
equalizers; I prefer first to fix the room or replace
the loudspeakers; my techniques include tweaks on

speaker crossover components until the monitors
fall precisely in the middle of the -acceptance
curve-of all So reference recordings.

Note however that a variety of factors - the
number of people in the room. interconnect cable
capacitance. power amplifiers. D/A converters. and
preamplifiers - can all affect low and high
frequency response. 80 if there are any changes to
these. I immediately reevaluate the monitors'
response with the known 25-best recordings!

Why Accurate Monitors Are Neecled
Here is mybdl·turve r~o".; Work to the middle

or the curve. and you'U satisfy the maximum. number
of listeners. The mastering engineer strives to
create a recording which will play well on the
maximum number of reproduction systems. Ifyou
skewa recording in the bright direction. it will not
play well on a lot of smaUsystems that already have
too much treble; conversely. ifyou skew it in the
duller or heavier direction. with too much bass. it
will not play well on syslems that have too much
bass. Thus. a recording which is well- balanced will
satisfy the maximum number of listeners. as
illustrated with the bell curve in this figure:

Nu_of ..tltllel!
IIlt.ntrS

~I===-=-0••1111011 from Kc~rltl frl~l>(;y ruoan••
1l00fflYor ...cc~rlt./ Thin ."a/or

muckl)l IUt~r1Il brlgnl
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':A monitor which makes
everything sound beautiful
must not be accurate. ..

Myth -I: you must mix (master) with real-world
monitors to make Q recording for the reed world

Here's a recent post from a mix engineer on
Lyon Fuston's Internet bulletin board:

There is some resistance to the theory that you
need accurate monitors, but certainly not among the
majority of mastering engineers.? You can't argue
with success-the most successful mastering
engineers work with wide- range, Oat- response
monitor systems.

In Reply to: Best near-field monitors

I don't care how well you think you

know your souped-up monitors, They

will convincingly reprodute low

frequenc:les that will distort like crazy

on your nelghbor's home slereo, and

they will produce sparkling hlqh end

lhat completely disappears on the

stereo at your mom's house.

They are perfect for critical listening,

but If Is easier to make a N!al-world mix

using an old receiver and a pair of old

JBlhome speakers and a boom box.

Frankly, Iam at the point where I don't

like to mile: using rderente monitors

anymore. "'y monitors are so nice to

listen to, but they aN! Just too unreal.

11. Debunking Monitor myths

Beautyvel'8U8 accuracy? First of all, I doubt the
correspondent was describing accurate monitors. It
sounds like he was describing beautiful monitors,

The closer we can make the recording reach the
middle of the curve. the more listeners we will
satisfy. An accurate monitor system allows us to
produce recordings which are in the middle of the
curve. We pride ourselves on knowing just how
much bass is going to be right. so that the recording
will play well in a club, or in a small home system.
This doesn't mean that we're home-free as soon as
we construct the room with perfect response. For
example, there will always be home and car systems
that distort when certain bass frequencies are
excessive. In this case, experience is the best

teacher; there are
bass changes we can
make that will not
skewa recording
away from the
middle of the bell
curve. We always

check references on various example systems.
Usually the recording translates to all of them. Or if
not, a small tweak will fix the problem, at the
frequency that we've identified causes problems on
the problem system. We engineer the change while
listening on the accurate mastering system to
confirm we are not skewing the recording away from
the middle. or listeners with other systems will
likely have the opposite problem. We also keep in
mind that the ear hears peaks much easier than
dips. so we can get away with some dips if necessary
to please a recalcitrant client who judges everything
on a problem system.



beC-.1use they arc -so nice to listen to." the polar
opposite of monitors which are"perfect for critical
hSlening. ~ There arc speakers which are
non-discriminatory; you Imow them well
everything sounds beautiful on them. A monitor
which makes everything sound be.1utiful or which
masks tbe fine differences between sources. must
not be accurate. &outiful systems are loudspeakers
,,-hieb are voiced. or which have faults that always
make them sound "beautifur (such as born
~nances.smeared imaging. diffraction. and
dispersion qualities that emphasize the ambience in

• source). On the contrary. an accurate monitor is

merciless. revealing all distortions or frequency
anotnalies. On my rnasteringsystem. excellent
reronllng$sound wonderful and beautiful. but
inferior recordings do not sound very pleasant.
That'S a characteristic of a monitor system which is
~perfectfor critical listening...

Good monito'" eound apa.rkly? This is not
tme. Accurate monitors do not sound sparkly. The
poster remarked. ~the (good monitors] will
convincingly reproduce low frequencies that will
distort like crazy on your neighbor's home stereo,
.nd they will produce sparkling high end that
completely disappears on the stereo at your mom's
house." I think he must be describingsomeone
else'sgood monitors. because a mastering engineer
Hstening to accurate monitors will not be tempted to
turn the bass up too Car or cut the treble too much.
The poster's conclusions have to be based on
working with inaccurate, low resolution monitors.

Typical Monitor Speakers? There IS no such
thing as a typlcal or representative small monitor. Just

like the hell curve pictured above, mini - monitors'
frequency responses vary all over the place.' Mixing
engineers who believe that their particular fiavor of
colored mini -monitor i. accurate will produce
mixes with faults that sound bad on other monitors.
Only a few mix engineers with a strong adaptive
ability have learned how to work with small and
near-field monitors and mentally compensate for
their weaknesse•. Though this minority of well
trained m.iJ: engineers can get exceUent results with
mini-monitors, mastering engineers should never
depend on them.

Most times I can tell an NS-Io/nearfield rniI
when it arrives (or mastering. The hass dnun is far
too boomy (a particular problem with NS-Io mixes),
the vocal is often too low (probably caused by center
buildup in the nearfield environment). the reverb is
sometimes too low (the Modplwtlt effect enhances
inner details). the midhass of the bass instrument is
depressed (caused by resonances or comb-filtering
artifacts from console surface), the stereo
separation is very small (imagine a big pair of
headphones), and the high end is. well,
unpredictable. But onc time out of ten. I am shocked
and pleased to learn that a mix engineer got good
results with colored mini - monitors. But there's
more to this story than meets the ear! That mixing
engineer made it a point to take references of the
recording to various places to see how it was
translating, and then made adjustments before
committing the mix. Not all models of nearfield~
monitors are tonally colored, so what remains to
conquer arc the problems due to their position and
proximity to reOecting surfaces.
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When I mix, I choose monitors that are as
accurate as I can obtain for the mixing space. I go to
great effort to locate the monitors on solid stands,
far from obstructions like consoles and racks or
renectionslike the control room glass. I may even
move the loudspeakers off the console to the left or

right. which makes producers think I'm crazy until
they sit down and listen. It seems weird to be
moving faders and looking to the side, but not in the
name of getting a great mix. It's demonstrable that
mix engineers use much less EQ when the monitors
are accurate.

Myth -2: Ad.d.ing high end. helps inferior monitors
thut ure weuk in the highs.

This is an untruth. Firstly, the recording will
sound sharp, tinny and fatiguing on any monitor
that has adequate highs, and there are plenty of such
representatives along the bell curve of inferior
monitors. Next. radio play will suffer, because as
mentioned, the radio limiters will just cut back the

highs that you have
added. But most
important...

"The Midrange is the Key" The midrange
is the key. A$

described in the
chapter on

Equalization. adding too much high end depresses
the lower midrange. You may end up with a vocal
which has no power when reproduced on a limited

bandwidth system; for example, adding highs
actually reduces the strength of the male vocal in the
mix when auditioned on a limited bandwidth
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system. The major power of a male vocal is in the
fundamental range circa ~50 Hz. If that range is
depressed, the recording runs the risk of having a
vocal which will not translate over the widest variety

of systems. Try this: Take a great recording. Play it,
go into the next room and listen. The information

still comes through despite the filtering of the
doorway. carpets and obstacles. Then try filtering
the recording severely below ~oo and above 5 kHz
(like the sound of an old, bad cinema loudspeaker).
A good recording will still translate. This tells you
that the midrange is the key. Ifyou lose the
midrange, you lose it all. I am reminded of my first
experience with my audiophile album of Paquito
D'Rivera Tico Tico. This recording was made with
minimalist miking, no equalization, nor
compression. It has a very natural tonal balance, yet

it plays well everywhere. Why? Because the
midrange is right.

Myth 83: Heuvy compression is necessary to prevent
smull monitor systems from overlouding.

I have found the opposite to be true, with few

exceptions. When rtake my dynamic, impacting
masters to a littleAiwa 3-piece system, they sound
(comparatively) compressed, with fewer transients
and less impact. If I reduced the transient clarity in
the mastering, it would only sound worse on the
smaller system, which does its own compressing!

I believe that high-quality monitoring is nearly
as important for mix engineers as for mastering,
because the mini -monitors don't reveal the damage
of all those tempting low-resolution plugins and
overcompression, and then it's too late to fix.



Ill. Refinements

Anemate Monitorinc Systems
Mastering engineers use alternate loudspeakers

asa double-check. Dot as a benchmark:. J place all
ah~mate monitoring systems outside the mastering

room. Having an alternate system in the mastering
fQOffi wastes time. and confuses the client.
Furthermore. the alternate loudspeakers are likely

to interfere acoustically with the main system. It is
bener to focus on a single monitor system that will
not fool you inlo malOng wrong judgments. At
Digital Domain. I have a second system in a separate
room that I can feed

·li~"t ~ from the
mastering room.
This system has very
urge. -IOO8e
sounding~ woofen.

and represents one
extreme in me
acceptance beU
curve. It is fajrly
representative of
what may happen to Hlfr'u.ltor_'rt"PIlpUIJ!.

the bottom end of the

recording in a club. and somewhat helps interpret
what may bappen in a car. Though cars are so
unpredictable. about all we can say is they will have
vel')' uneven bass response and a resonance at one or
more low bass frequencies. Plus user controls that
we often find in the smile shape (as in this photo).

I've learned to watch out for recordings where
the client is looking for very hot bass or bass drum,

and I use the ~ertreme~system to demonstrate what

could happen if they pusb things too rar! Because if
we boost the record's bass in the mastering room to
get lhat sound, it won't sound right a.n:rwhe~elM.
It'U actually overdrive a typical car system. Many
clients are not used to a neutral reproduction

system; the hip-hop or reggae client may want it to
sound like it does in his car in the mastering room.
The boomy alternate listening room does the trick...

One mastering studio has a radio station
transmitter and processor in their machine room.
and invites the client out to their car to hear what it

will sound like on
the radio. This is a

great idea. as long
as the client is
realistic about the
Limitations or the
car system, for if
you make the
recording bright
enougb for most
cars, it will
screech on any

decent system, In
other words, use the car system as an example of an
extreme. not the least common denominator.

Narrowcasting
There are boomhox systems, club systems and

car systems especially engineered for music such as
hip hop whose bass response/resonance is
extremely exaggerated. Properly-engineered
recordings sound 80 thick on these systems that the
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vocals are almost completely lost! It is almost
impossible to make a master that plays well on such
an extreme system that doesn't sound thin and
lifeless on all the others. We cannot include these
extreme systems when making a master if we want to
please the maximum number of listeners. Instead.
the best solution is to make a separate (dedicated)
master for the club(s) or venues.

IV. In Summary
The major goal of the mastering studio is to

make subjective judgments as objectively as
possible. Mastering engineers confirm that accurate
monitoring is essential to making a recording that
will translate to the real world. The fallacy of
depending on an inaccurate ~real-world-monitor"

can only result in a recording that is bound to sound
bad on a different ~real world monitor. ~

Even the best master will sound different
everywhere. but it will sound most correct on an
accurate monitor system. Which leads us to this
comment from a good client:

I listened to the master on hair a dozen

systems and took copious notes. All

the notes cancelled out, so the masfer

must be just rightl
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Putting The
Album

Together

Introduction

Sergeant Pepper is often cited as the first rock
and rollcor&«pt album. i.e. an elaborately-designed
album organized around a central theme that

allegedly makes the music more than a simple
collection of songs. This started a trend in the 10's
that many assume has more or less died. But is the
concept album really dead? I'm not 80 sure; I treat
eve", album that comes for mastering as a concrpt
aLbum. even if it doesn't have a fancy theme. artwork
or gatefold. The way the songs are spaced and
leveled contrihutes greatly to the listener'8
emotional response and overall enjoyment of the
album. It is pOSSible to turn a good album into a

great aLbu.m just by choosing the right song order.
thougb. unfortunately. the converse is also true.

I. Sequencing: How to Put
an Album in Order

Sequencing is an an. Sometimes. the musicians
m.ak:ing an album have a good idea of the songorder
they'd like to use. but many people need help with

this tricky chore. Traditionally. the labersA&R
person would help put the album in order, but in

today's world of independent productions that
service is not always available. This is frequently the
producer's job. or clearly someone experienced.
politically ~neutraIM'and esthetically inclined. A

mastering engineer bridges the nebulous division
between artist. producer. and engineer-having
heard thousands of albums and beingaucoU/unt. he

may provide useful guidance during this process.
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This is my approach: First let me tell you what

usually does not work-Don't try to respond
intellectually. One musician thought it would be a
good idea to order his album by the themes
presented in the lyrics: he started with all the songs
about love, followed by the songs about hate. and
finally the songs about reconciliation. It was a

musical disaster. The beginning of his album
sounded musically repetitive, because all his love

songs tended to use the same style. and
furthermore. the progression of intellectual ideas
simply was not obvious to the average listener. who
primarily reacted to the musical changes. Even
when the listener got the intellectual point. it didn't
contribute much to the enjoyment of the album.
Usteningto music is first and foremost an

emotional experience. 'fwe were deaJing here
with lyrics (poetry) without music. perhaps the
intellectual order would be best. but the intellectual

point of the album will still come through. even if the
songs are organized for primarily musical reasons.

Before proceeding to order the album. it's
important to have its gestalt in mind: its sound. its
feel. its ups and downs. I like to think of an album in
terms of a concert. Concerts are usually organized
into sets. with pauses between tbe sets when the
artist can catch her breath. talk briefly to the
audience. and prepare the audience for the mood of

the next set. On an album. a set can consist of only
one song, but most often is three or four. There are

no strict rules. but usually the space between sets is
a little greater than the typical space between the
songs of a set, in order to establish a breather. or
mood change: Sometimes there can be a longsegue
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(crossfade) between the last song of a set and the

first of the next. These basic principles apply to all
kinds of music. voca.l and instrumentals.

ow comes the job of organizing the sets. To

make it easier. I usually prepare a rough CD of all
the songs. or a playHst on a DAW (my favorite) to
allow instant play of all the candidates. This is a lot
easier than it was in the days of analog tape. Then I
make a simple list, describing each song's charac
teristics in one or two words or symbols. sucb as
uptempo. muhempo. ball.a.d. Sometimes I'll give letter
grades to indicate which songs are the most exciting

or interesting, trying to place some of the highest
grade songs early in the order. t I may note the key of
the song. although this is usually secondary
compared to its mood and how it kicks off. lfthere's
a bothersome clash in keys, sometimes more
spacing helps to clear the ear. or else I exchange that
song with one that has a similar feel and compatible

key.

The opening track is the most LlDportant: it sets
the tone for the whole album and must favorably

prejudice the listener. It doesn't have to be the hLt or
the Ilngk, but almost always should be up-tempo
and establish the excitement of the album. Even if
it's an album of ballads, the first song should be the

one that hits the listener's heart and soul.

If the first song was (hopefully) exciting, we
usually try to extend the mood. keep things moving
just like a concert. by a short space. followed by an
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up OT mid-tempo follow-up. Then, it's a matter of
deeidiogwhen to take the audience down for a
brearntT. Shall it be a three- or four-song set? I
tumlnt the other available songs. then decide if it

"ill be a progreSSion of a mid-tempo or fast third
lOng (oUowed by a relaxed fourth. or end with a nice

rtlued third song.

At this point, there are track: numbeTS penciled
next to the ~ndidates for the fiTSt set of the album. I
pbythe beginning of the first 8Ongto see how it
worb as an opener, then skip to the last 30 or 40
seconds. play it out and jump to the stan of the
secoDd song to see if that works. The listener
arnWI)' reacts more to the musical transition than to
the tntire feel of the previous song. This is how to

JOin different musical feels: an up tempo song that
comes do'A'D gently at the end can easily lead to a
ballad. If the set doesn't flow. I substitute songs

unlil it works.

Then. I check off the songs aJreadyused on the

h.st. and pick candidates for the second set, usually
starting with an up-tempo in a similar ~concert

panem. This can be reversed, of course: some sets
may begin with a ballad and end with a rip-roaring
number,largely depending on the ending mood
from the previous set. A set can also be a roUer
coaster ride. depending on the mood we want to
creale. Regardless, when you consider the album in
ttrms of sets, it becomes a lot easier to organize. By
tbeway. the ultimate listener doesn't usually realize

that there are sets: our work ends up as only a
subliminal contribution to the feel. As the set list
gets filled up, it becomes a jigsaw puzzle to make the
remaining pieces fit. Perhaps the third or fourth set

doesn't work quite as well as the first. Perhaps one
of the songs just doesn't transition into the other. At
that point I try a one-song &et, or see if this problem
song works better in an earlier set, either replaCing
a song, or adding to the earlier set. It can get
frustrating, but it will all come together in time.

The Odd Man Ou.t
One song may just not fit weU musically with the

rest. For a Brazilian samba album which I was

mastering, the artist also recorded a semi-rock
blues number. She said everyone loved this song in
Braril so we couldn't excise it from the album. but
stylistically it did not seem to gel as a part of any set.
At first I suggested puning it last as a -bonus track. M

but this ruined the feel of the origin.aJ album ending.
which was a. beautiful. introspective song that really
did belong at the end. Eventually, we found a place
for the offender near the mjddle of the sequence, as

a one-song-set, with a long-enough pause before
and after. It served as a bridge between the two
halves of the album.

The Ript Kind of Endinl
So, how to end the album? What is the final

encore in a concen? It's almost never a big,
uptempo number, because the audience always cries
~more, more, more. M You've got to leave them in a

relaxed. comfonable ~goodbyemood. ~ otherwise
you'll be playing encores forever. That's why the last
encore is usually an intimate number, or a solo, with
fewer members of the band. The same principle

applies with the record album. I usually try to create
a climax. followed by a denouement. The climax is
obviously an exciting song that ends with a nice
peak. This, followed by one or two easy-going songs
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to close out the album. When I find the perfect
sequence, it's a real treat!

11. Spacing The Album
The first thing to remember is never to count

the seconds between songs. Experienced producers
know that the old"4second~ "3 second" or ~z

second" rule really does not apply, although it is
clear that album track spacing has gotten shorter
over the past 50 years, along with the increased pace
of daily life. The correct space between songs can
never accurately be estimated or counted, so putting
an exact number on it is probably meaningless.
Different people start counting at different times:
the last few moments of a decay often signal the feel
of the space between the tunes. The computer may
objectively say that a space is only 1 second. but the
ear may feel it's closer to ~.5. So I've stopped
counting seconds, and just go by the feel. As a
general rule, the space between two fast songs is
usually short. the space between a fast and a slow
song is medium length, and the space between a
slow and a fast song is usually long. The space
following a fadeout is usually very short, because the
listener in a noisy room or car doesn't notice the tail
of a fadeout. Often we have to shorten fadeouts and
make segues· or the space will seem like forever at
home and especially in the car. Spacing is also
dependent on the mood of the producer and time
of day. If you space an album in the morning when
you're relaxed, it almost always sounds more
leisurely than one which has been paced in the
afternoon, when hearts are beating faster. The
solution is to be aware of your inner self and not

•s.p. (pronounocd ...,-ny)--.......fad. or overlap of two elemeow. Weboler'l,
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make too short a space when you're in a fast mood.
or too long a space when you're very relaxed: the
result will probably average out for the listener,

Consider the pace of an album, which is affected
by intertrack spacing. As described above, we often
want the first set to be exciting, so you may want to
control the pace by using shorter spaces within the
first set and then slightly longer spaces thereafter.
Tricks like these have some psychological power
over the listener. An interesting observation is that
if you start with tight spaces and then make the rest
of the spaces n normal," the normal spaces seem too
long, because your internal sense of timing has been
altered by the pace of the first section. Manipulate
spaces to produce special effects-surprises, super
quick and super-long pauses make great effects.
One client wanted to have a long space in the middle
ofhi6 CD, about 8-10 seconds. to simulate the
change of sides of an LP. Rather than rejecting his
idea out of hand (always respect the input ofcreative
individuals), [ tried the super-long space, and it
worked! This was largely due to his choices of songs
and the order. The set which began side two had a
Significantly different feel, and the long space
helped to set it off, like a concert intermission.

Some engineers like to think of spaces as
punctuation marks. There's a comma space. a
semicoJon, and a period. Never judge a space by
dropping the needl.e on the record, that is, by
auditioning30 seconds or so of one tune's tail
followed by the beginning of the next, Inevitably the
listener will need a bit more of a breath before
starting the next. especially if it's the space between



two sets. That period space won't feel like a period
when you've heard the entire song, or the whole set
in context. Experience teaches us to anticipate these
dfects, &0 we add more of a breath after an exciting
song and we know to preview far enough back to get
mort of the holistic feel. Still, sometimes the first

CD rderence needs spacing adjustments.

Fora fast-paced pop album. if in doubt I prefer
to make a space too short rather than too long. I

sometimes will cut a space shorter and shorter until
it is obviously too short and then add Just the
sou~nnecessary to make it sound ~Just right.

es~iallyknowing that it always seems longer at
home. Then there's the question of the idtal sJHU%,
.hen the rhythm of the previous song leads very
well into the attack of the Dext. where we count

beats. and make the following song land on the beat.
Finally, there's the mystery space, where it's not

obvious what will work beat. So. I try both long and
shon spaces, inching them up or down until it's
obvious which approach is best.

We didn't have this kind ofluxul)' in the days of
analog tape, and it's interesting to note that when an
LP master comes in for conversion to CD the spaces
always seem too long. One reason. as I've said
before, is the current quicker pace of life, but the
other is that vinyl noise acts as a filler. When there's
dead silence between tracks, spaces always seem
longer. I may remove 2 or more seconds out of an LP
.pace and it will feel just fine on CD.

Ill. PQ Coding
Spaces and PO (Track) Codinc

The CD Redbook standard does Dot permit
official pauses shorter tban 2 seconds between
tracks. This doesn't mean you cannot have a onc
second or sborter space between songs, it only
means that there will be no official pause between
tracks, where the CD player would be counting
backwards (officially, this is called Indo: Zero).
Instead, the next track mark also functions as the
end mark of the previous track.

When two songs segue into one another, the
placement of the next track mark is critical. because
CD players take finite time to cue--up to about 5
SMPTE frames, for older players. So if there is an
overlap where the previous song is fading out on top
of the next, the track mark has to be placed
extremely close to the top of the next song, or slow

cuing CD players will reveal a piece of the previous
sound: Sometimes this cannot be avoided. but
many times an experienced mastering engineer will
find a solution. Live albums with applause require
special attention to both editing and PQ coding;
fading up and down between songs is very discon
certing to the listener. I prefer a delicately-edited
album that sounds like a continuous concert. But
then comes the decision of where to put the track
marks, because there are no dead spaces. For track
heginnings, I keep in mind that the fastest CD
players take 1 SMPTE frame to cue and the slowest

about 5 frames, and try to find a track position that
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count offs. sticks. and so on, for songs on any album
can be placed in the gap so they will not be heard on
the radio or in random play. Note that by putting the
speeches into the pause time. they do not increase
the official length of either track. Unfortunately. the
most primitive CD players only respect Index 1. so
the introduction would be treated as the end of the
previous track. producing some incongruous results
in random play. Furthermore, many current
computer (software- based) CD players and many
modern-day DVD players also ignore Index 0, which
is destroying a critical part of the artistry of the
Compact disc." To top it off. most DVD players cue
CDs very loosely. revealing unintended material.
Alert your congressman. err, rather. licensors Sony
and Philips that the CD standard is rapidly eroding.
hindering the artistry that we have enjoyed for over
~o years. Regardless. I always PQ code masters
assuming they will be played on CD players that
respect the standard; there is little other choice.

In this vein. it pays to be vigilant for many CDR
duplicators will mute the pause audio. sometimes
even taking many seconds OUT and putting just ~
blank seconds IN (the minimum pause length in the
CD standard). Imagine your classic Pink F10yd The
Wall, which has continuous sound, being gapped by
accident at the plant. These copiers were found to be
copying in Track At Once Mode. rather than Disc at
Once. instead of simply cloning the disc. t Certainly
frustrating.

The o«ond dllk of. mul.i -d,.k ... th.o. hat ••Illt Id lu«b<r tb.an , wiU cruh
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Hiding Information in

the Gap
When a cut from a

concert album is played
on the radio. it's often

desirable to start the tune on the downbeat. but the
listener at home wants to hear the atmosphere
between cuts and the artists' charismatic
introductions. To accomplish this dual feat. the
creative mastering engineer takes advantage of the
compact disc's Index 0 and Index 1 time. as in the
following figure.

In this example. the song for track 9 ends with
applause. and the official end of song 9 is at the
Index o. The time between Index 0 and Index 1 is
called the pause orgap time. during which the CD
player counts backwards to zero. but in this case
there is sound in the gap. This permits the CD
player's random play function to ignore the boring
or irrelevant parts. Similarly, the introductions,

doesn't reveal the previous noise. or up-cut the
downbeat of the track. It's an art and a science. and

often a compromise
when a previous noise
comes very close to the
downbeat. illustrated
here.

.. ~ -~
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PQ Offsets

Since CD players can vary in their reaction
limes. the editing program can apply typical offsets.
or show the PQ codes exactly as they will appe.u on
lhtdisc. For example. a start time offset of I~ CD
frames' means that the actual track mark will be I~

frames (,60 ms) in (ront oEits visual location on the

screen ifyou choose to display the mark without the
offset. Sophisticated DAWs let you rehearse the
effect ofcuing with or without the offsets.

Redbookt Limits
The Redbook specifies the Compact Disc. A CD

may have up to 99 tracks and each of these tracks

may have up to 99 indexes (AKA 8ubindiccs). Rarely
dowe code COs with indexes since many playcr'S do
not support them and most people don', know bow
to use them. Classical engineers used to code each
major piece with a track mark and the movements
within via indexes. But today most classical COs
place a track mark for each succeeding piece.

The minimum CD track length is 4 seconds.
Mutering engineers have been known to create a

hidden track by inserting many short. blank 4
second Mlraclca~ at the end of the CD prior to the
~hiddenMone.

Disc·At-Onee, Track·At·Once a.nd
Standalone CD Recorders

I would never use a standaJone CD recorder to
make CDRa for replication. There is no provision
for Index 0, and the location of Index I (the track
mark) can only be as accurate.as a manual button
push. Plus. when recording one track at a time.
these standalone recorders work in Track:-At-Once

mode. which puts an E3~ error ooto the disc
wherever the laser stops recording. Computer·
based machines should be set to work in
Disc-Ai-Once mode. which means that the
CD must be written in one continuous pass.

PQs and Proeenor Latency
Since I like 10 master 00 loadout. with all

processors in line. I have to consider the latency
(delay) of all the processors. which I have seen up to

l:l: SMPTE frames with a full chain including up·
and down- sampling and the linear-phase
equalizer. which has a tremendous processor
latency. The trick is to measure the delay and slide
the PQ marks by this amount.

Hidden Tracks in Precap
Some CD players have the ability to rewind in

front of track one; tbis is called the pregap or first
Index o. One company claimed to have the rights to
putting bidden tracks in that position. but it's not
even pennitted in the Redbook standard. aod

many plants will not press COs with a bidden track
in the pregap. To the best of my knowledge. there is
no way to produce a DDPwith this feature. so only
COR masters can be produced in this way if the
DAWallows it.

There ue 1$ coPnl_ i.. o-....cl. oppooed '0 SWPTE fn-. 30 poc,_od.
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IV. Editing
I love the art of editing. because it gives instant

gratification. There's nothing like generating a
hundred smiles in a day. one after each successful
edit! I lhink a whole book should be written on
editing techniques. but ultimately the skill of fine
editing can only be learned through guided
experience: the school of hard knocks, and an
apprenticeship. A good mastering engineer has a
well-developed editing esthetic, which helps us

turn a rough -hewn work into an audio masterpiece.

The purpose of this short section is to discuss
some of what is possible in digital audio editing. and

what is expected of a good audio master. Using
sophisticated workstations. we can periann edits
that were impossible in the days of analog tape and
the razor blade. I once spent 30 hours painstakingly
editing a spoken-word version of a novel. a task
which now might be accomplished in a single day.
SADiE's playlist-editing mode makes this real easy.

The Tale of the Head and Tail
Editing heads and taUs is an important skill

born of experience and musical knowledge.

Head noise cleanup. Because mechanical
artifacts can easily distract the listener's attention
from the emotional feel and involvement in the
music, a mastered work should feel consistent and

smooth (unless a jarring, jumpy style is intended).
For example, masteringworkstations allow us to edit
the beginning of a song with a careful fade-up.
Sometimes this fade-up is made fast (equivalent to a
90 degree cut), because for some music the
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downbeat is king. But a fast fade-up often sounds
wrong with soft music, especially pieces that begin
with solo vocal or acoustic instruments. A delicate

acoustic guitar solo can sound abrupt if the noise of
the room and preamp noise is suddenly brought up
from silence. Unless we perfonn just the right speed
and shape of fade-up the air (roomtone) noise will
call attention to itself.

Natural Anticipation. We also have to be aware
of the important role played by natural anticipatwn,
the human breath before the vocal; orthe movement
of the guitarist's hand before a strum; or the
movement of the fingers and keys prior to hearing a
piano downbeat. Often it sounds unnatural to cut off
these kinds of anticipation; I dislike openings of

songs that sound choked because the recording
engineer has cut off the air or space or breath or
even subtle movements of the musicians. If the
breath is better included, but sounds a bit loud, then
a gentle fade-up can produce just the right esthetic.
I advise mixing engineers not to cut off the tops
when sending songs for mastering, for the

mastering engineer probably has better tools to fix
these, and a quiet. meditative environment to make
these artistic decisions properly. 60% of the time,
I'll remove these extra noises, but use the rest to

good advantage to help the subliminal feel and pace
of the album.

Tail Noise Cleanup, Sometimes the tail end of a

song contains noise from musicians or equipment.
which draws attention to itself by the transition
from noise to the silence between pieces. The
simplest and most common solution is called a
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end; sometimes an S-shape helps. and sometimes
we can apply a taper on top of the original taper.

Addingtails. Although editing is like whittling
soap. sometimes we're called upon to make more
soap. And the soap we create can sound more

authentic than what had to be cut away! If the
musicians or instruments make a distracting noise
during the ambient decay. the ambience will sound
cheated or cut off i{we perform a follow fade to
remove the noises. In the figure below is a fadeout,
to the right of which you can see the noise made by
the musicians. Unfortunately, these noises occurred
during the reverberant tail. so the ambience sounds

cut off. The trick is to feed just the tail of the music
into a high-quality artificial reverb and capture that
in the workstation. which you can see in the bottom
panel. Also notice that the predelay of the reverb

AddinlO toil.ia a craufadt fa artificial rt.trb.
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Fadeouts. I think a good~soundingmusical

fadeout is one that makes us think the music is still
going on; we're still tapping our feet even after the
sound has ceased. Although we can apply the same
cosine shape we use for tails, fadeouts are a distinct
art in themselves. Typically. a {adeout will start
slowly. and then taper off rapidly. mimicking the
natural hand movement on a fader because most
people don't like to sit and listen too long to a fade
that lingers. On the other hand, a fadeout should not

sound like it fell off a cliff. and often in mastering
we get material that has to be repaired because the
mix engineer dropped the tail of the fade too fast.
Since editing is like whittling soap, I recommend
that mix engineers send unfaded material so it can
be refined in the mastering. It is difficult to
satisfactorily repair a fade that was too fast at the

foUowfade. which is usually a cosine or S-shaped
fade to silence. A good mastering engineer Dlay
spend a minute or more on such a fade to ensure
that the tail ambience or reverberation does not feel
cut off. whilst at the same time. the hiss or noise is
brought to silence at just the right speed so that it
isn't noticed. We can take advantage of the fact that

hiss and noise are masked by signal of the right
amplitude. 80 the follow fade can and should be

slightly slower than the natural decay. The delicate
decay of a piano chord at the end of a tune should
feel like ifs ending naturally. even while avoiding
the thump of the release of the pedal. Some sophis
ticated masteringworkstations contain reverse S
curves. allowing us to raise the gain at the tail, after

having previously lowered it, in order to hear some
fine inner detail.
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postpones its onset, This can be adjusted in the
mastering DAW's crossfade window which allows us
to carefully shape, time, and adjust the level of the
transition to this artificial reverb in a manner that
can sound completely seamless, Thus we have
performed the impossible: putting the soap back on
the sculpture!

Sometimes an analog tape may have a lot of
echoey print through or hiss noticeable at the tail of
the tune. If adding tails with reverb does not work
well. i.n this case it is advisable to edit to the digital
safety version of the mix, so I advise clients to send
both versions.

take" with no musicians in the room. If the room
tone was not supplied in a separate take by the
mixing engineer (at least 4.. preferably 10 seconds or
more), it is almost impossible for us to manufacture
a convincing transition and we have to be satisfied
with a fade to/from silence. In stubborn cases I have
manufactured a matched room tone by shaping pink
noise, but it can be a very time-consuming (thus
expensive) process,

Repairing Bad Edits. One type of bad edit is
where the reverberation of one take has been cut off
by the insertion of a new one. This is a classic error
caused by the producer instructing the musicians to
begin the retake exactly at the intended edit point,
instead of a few bars earlier, a much better practice
which would not only give the musicians a running
start, but also generate the reverberant decay of the
preceding note for the editor to work with, Because
the producer did not record the reverberation. the
ear notices the cutoff of the reverb, which is not
masked by the transient attack of the next downbeat.
Luckily. when it comes to mastering. we can repair
some of these bad edits even if the original takes are
not available. The trick is to separate the original
take and the insert at the edit point, use an artificial
reverb chamber to re~Create the missing tail as
above. then join the edit back together, Since this
would involve mixing more than two elements.
sometimes more than one (stereo or surround)
track is necessary for the brief mix.

Editingand 38semblingconcerl aIhUJJl8 can be
a great pleasure. The edited concert album is the
perfect example of the principle of willful

Room tone
should be recorded
in advance as a
separate"silent

Medium last
ladelJp on breath of
next lraclr and sloW
ladeoul of roomlone

Adding Room Tone
Room tone is essential between tracks of much

natural acoustic and classical music, Recording
engineers should bring samples of room tone to an
editing session. Room tone is usually not necessary
for pop productions, but if a recording gets very soft
and you can hear the noise of the room. going

sharply to audio black
can be disconcerting.
The object is not to
draw the listener's
attention to the
onslaught or removal
of noise, as
illustrated in the
figure at left.

Roomtone Edit within
the Aoomtone

Follow ladoout
to remove
musician's

""~

Fadeup on
Room<~

Editi", room tont in on occ~Jtic

..cr. rtq~IItJ cCnJidttcblt

cr/lJt/)'. An tdit must not coli

ctttnricn to ItJtlf.
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sUllpension of disbelief because real-life applause is
almost never asshon as 15 or 2:0 seconds, and reaI
life artists have to stop to tune their instruments.
The object is to prune the concert down to its

essence so that the home listener is never bored on
repl.ay. Editing applause is an art: you have to be

familiar with the feel of natural applause. Cutting
applause and ambience between different
performances exercises the power of the

workstation's crosstades. There can never be silence
between numbers, there must be some degree of
room tone (audience ambience). The room tone
..-hieb precedes a quiet number has a very differt:nt
feel than the sound of the audience at the end of a
loud one, and it is necessary to create an

imperceptible transition between the two. My

approach is to do the major cutting on one pair of
tracks ((or stereo). and wherever it needs trami
tional help. mix in a bed of compensating ambience
on another track pair. I once put an audience
ambience loop under the only studio cut on a live

album. and to this day no one has been able to figure
out which track is the ringer!

V. Leoeling The Album

The greater a recording's dynamic range, the
harder it is to judge Maverage level Mand you have to
listen in several spots. I usually stan with the

loudest song on the album and find its highest

pain!. I then engineer the processing to create the
impact I'm looking for, hold the monitor at the

predetermined gain, and make the rest of the songs
wort: together at that monitor gain. The rest of the
album falls in line once the loudest song has its

proper level and impact. During the processing of

this loudest song, it's imponant to ensure the chain
of processors are in their optimum gain without
overload; this is the test for the rest of the album.

These days. digitallimiters keep from going Mover
level" (distorting the digital system). although a
Iimiter pushed too hard produces a squashed and

unpleasant sound (see Chapters 9-11 on dynamics).

The ear Judges level by comparison to the

surroundings. and adapts to loud and soft passages
by lowering and raising its human gain. Thus. a soft
beginning may seem too soft foUowing a loud
climax. but the same level would be fine in the

context of the middle ofa song. And a loud passage
following a silence seems even louder. 1b.at's why
you have to pay attention to context when judging
apparent levels. Leveling and dynamics processing
are inseparable, for the output (makeup gain) of the
processon also determines the 80ng'sloudness
compared to the othen (see Chapter la). A more

compressed song may sound louder than another
even if its peaks don't hit full scale (0 dBFS). Ifyou
change the processing, you have also changed its
level, so it's all done by ear. Mterworlcingon the
loudest song and saving the settings, I usually go to
the first song and work: in sequence. Then the
second song. and next I check the transition
between the first and second. In a good mastering

room, thi.s transition will usually work: without any
fine-tuning because we've been monitoring at a

consistent gain while dorngourdecision-making. If
one songappears too loud Or soft in context, l make
a slight adjustment in level until they work together.
or sometimes increase the spacing to Mclear the
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ear.~ If the first song is hot and up-tempo and the
second begins quietly. it is sometimes necessary to
turn up the intra of the second song so it will work
in context. Soyou can see why it's important to have
the album in proper order before mastering!

Extra -soft beginnings, endings or even middle
spots require special attention. Meter readings
are fairly useless in this regard: only experience
will tell us when something is too soft and has to be
raised. In Chapters 9 thrn 11, we'll get into some
manual and automatic techniques for altering
internal dyna.mic range.

Ear Fatigue? After leveling and processing the
last song, I always review song numbers one and
two, to make sure they still fit well into the context.
There may be a tweak: that can further optimite the
first couple of songs. Or. I might find that the album
has been growing in amplitude due to ear fatigue
and the latter songs may need to be lowered.

The Domino Effect
Ovenealous leveling practice (where the

engineer or producer is trying to ma.k:e every song
super-hot) can produce a Domino Effect. Suddenly.
tbe song which used to be the loudest. doesn't sound
as loud as it did before. This is psychoacoustics at
work. or possibly listening fatigue. Not every song
can be the loudest! If the loudest song was good
enough before. the problem may be the uninten
tional escalation. Instead of trying to push the
loudest song further, thereby squashing it with the
Iimiter. I try to lower the previous song by even a
few tenths of a dB. which will restore the impact of
the next song by use of contrast.
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"Mastering is the
art ofcompromise ..

CHaPTer 8

Equalization
Techniques

I. Introduction
Interaction

Mastering is the an of compromise. It is the art

of knowing what is sonically possible. and tben

making informed decisions about what is most

important (or the music. The fi.rst principle of
mastering is !.his,
EVf!1]'Qchon affects
evt!ry1hingeLse. This
prinCiple means
that we cannot just
import practices

from elsewhere

into the mastering room. Equalitation practice is an
especially clear case of where a technique used in

mastering is crucially different from an apparently

similar technique used in mixing. For example.

when m.astering. adjusting the low bass of a stereo

mix will affect the perception of the extreme highs.

Similarly. if a snare drum sounds dull but tbe vocal
sounds good. then nine times out of ten. the voice
will surrer when you try to equalize for the snare.'

These problems occur even between elements in the

same frequency range: when you work on the bass

drum. for example. the bass guitar will more than

likely be affected. sometimes for the better.

sometimes worse. If the bass drum needs EQ but the

bass instrument is correct. it may be possible with

careful. selective equalization to W get under the

bass" at the fundamental of the drum. somewhere

under 60 Hz. But just as often a bass drum exhibits

problems in its hannonics. which overlap with the

range of the bass instrument. A resonance problem

in the bass instrument may be counteracted by
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11. What is a Good Tonal Balance?

"Practice is the best
ofall instructions"

dipping around 8o, 90, 100 Hz ... but this can easily
affect the low end of the vocal or the piano or the
guitar. Sometimes we can't tell if a problem can be
fixed until we try. We should never promise a client
miracles-that way they're delirious when we can
deliver them!

Perhaps the prime reason clients come to us is
to verify and obtain an accurate tonal balance. The
output of the major mastering studios is remarkably
consistent, pointing to their very accurate
monitoring. While it is possible to help certain
individual instruments, most of the time our goal is
to produce a good spectral balance. But exactly what
is a ffgood ff tonal balance? The ear fancies the
tonality of a symphony orchestra. On a spectrum
analyser, the symphony always shows a gradual high
frequency roUoff, and so will most good pop music
masters. The amount of this rolloff varies consid
erably depending on the musical style and even the
moment in the music, so mastering engineers
rarely' use the spectrum analyser display to make

EQ judgments.

Everything
starts with the
midrange. If the
mid-frequency
range is lacking in
a rock recording,

it's just like leaving the violas or the woodwinds out
of the symphony. The fundamentals of the vocal,
guitar, piano and other instruments must be

We don'l_ the IpeeI""n IruJyoer 10ju~ n>uoieo! b.l.""". 001 ifI uoeful I<l

hI"".round. 10~ pnlbkmo. e.!, idenlify noi_.1 diICrete frequenti.,. Or
ulln hip or low freque""1 noi..,
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correct, or nothing else can be made right. The
mastering engineer's job is to make sure that the
tonal balance is well within the acceptable range,
that things don'tstkk out inappropriately, that the
sound is pleasant. warm and clear, and is correct for
the song and the genre. Some pieces of music
require laid-back cymbals. others are just crying out
for an inJOur face treatment; with the right monitors
and experience it is possible to know that the EQ is
just right.

While we always seek an absolute standard in
EQ, a recording can have an intentional color. for
example, a brighter, thinner sound, and the ear will
fftrain ff itself and learn to accept a slight deviation
from neutral.~ Once the ear has been fftrained, ff if
you throw a naturally EQ'd song in the middle of
this, it will seem fat and muddy by comparison. The
mastering engineer is there to ensure that the
deviation from neutral is not excessive because if it
is then the sound will not translate adequately on
the widest variety of playback systems. We must
recognize when a sibilant vocal is acceptable. or
must be controlled, for esthetic and technical
reasons.3

Speciuli:r.ed Music Genres
I try to keep the symphonic tonal balance in my

head as a basic reference for most rock, pop, jazz,
world music, and folk music, especially in the mid to
high frequency balance. This works most of the
time. But some specialized music genres
deliberately utilize very different frequency
balances, and for them the symphony ideal is not
appropriate. For example, in some styles of music,



'toornucn' (or'wo liltle') bass i.sjust rigfu, You could

think of Reggae as a symphony with lots more bass
In tnunents whereas punk rock is often extremely
aggressive, thin. loud and bright, Punkvoices can be
thin and tinny over a fat musical background. with

the natural fundamt:Dtal-harmonic rt:lationships
<,omplett:ly strained. When this is done for a whole
rt:Nrd it can be fatiguing. but it can be intt:rt:sting
and musicalJy spt:cial when it's pan of the anistic
variety of tht: record,'

Be aware of the intentions of the mix
Equalization (and other processing) affects

mort than just tonality--.it can affect !.be internal
balance of a mix. So a good mastering engint:t:r must
be capable of evaluating the mix intentions of the

producer/engineer/musicians and be sensitive to
the needs of the production team. We must not

unintenlionaUy alter carefully-constructed instru
menial interrelationships, For example. raising the
bass level to get a warmer tonality will inevitably
raise the level of. say. the bass instrument compared
to. say. the vocalist. Sometimes this is exactly what
the producer intended. because it is possible that
the lack: of warmth will be traced to a monitoring
issue in the mix environment. and the same issues
that caused a lack of warmth could also be reducing

the bass instrument level on an absolute basis.
Rrgardless. when I feel that I am affecting a balance.
I always discuss my feelings with the producer to
make sure that the balance Mfault~ which I perceive
was not intentional.

Ill. Eqllolizotion Techniqlles
Parametric Equalizers

There aTe two basic types of equalizers

parametric and shelving- named for the shape of
their characteristic curve, Parametric EQ is

favoured in recording and mixing. Invented by

George Masst:nburg circa 1967'. the parametric is
the most flexible curve. providing three controls:
center frequency. bandwidth. and level of boost or
cut. Mix engineers like to use parametrics on

individual inSlruments. either boosting to bring out
their clarity or salient characteristic. or selectively
dipping to eliminate problems. or by virtue or the
dip. to exaggerale the other ranges, The paramelric
is also the most popular equalizer in mastering since
it can be used surgically to remove certain defects.
such as overly-resonant bass instruments. A
simpler (non-paramelric) equalizer has rued
frequency and bandwidth and only the level is
adjustable per band,

Q's and Bandwidth

Equalizer Qis deCined mathematically as the
product of the center frequency divided by the
bandwidth in Hertz at the 3 dB down (up) points

measured from the peak (dip) of the curve. A low Q
means a high bandwidth. and vice versa. The first
figure on the next page shows two parametric
equalizers with extreme levels for purposes of
illustralion; On Ihe left. a 17 dB cut at 50 Hz with a
very narrow Qof 4. which is 0.36 octaves. The
bandwidth is 1:l.5 Hz. On the right. a 17 dB boost
centcred at ~ ItHz. with a fairly wide (gentle) Qof
0.86. which is 1.6 octaves. The bandwidth is 2325

10' Equaliu.tion
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increased role, because we're dealing with overall
program material. One interesting variant on the
standard shelf shape can be found in the Waves
Renaissance EQ and Maniey's Massive Passive. very
useful mastering equalizers. This resonant shelf is
based on research from psychoacoustician Michael
Genon, who believed it to be a very desirable shape.
I like to think of it as a combination of a shelving
boost and a parametric dip (or vice versa). In the top
figure, a low Q (0.71) bass shelf of Iq dB below 178
Hz is mollified by a gentle parametric dip above 178
Hz, all controlled by a single band of the equalizer.
This is an extreme boost for illustration, but this
type of curve can be useful to keep a vocal from
sounding thick while implementing a bass boost.

The bottom figure shows the same boost with a high

Qof J.4.1.

Shelving equalizers can have low or high Q, with
Qdefined as the slope of the shelf at its 3 dB up or
down point.

Using BQXClndall for air
AB I mentioned in Chapter 3, the air band is the

range of frequencies between about 15-~0 kHz. the

The choice of high or low Q
depends on the situation. Gentle
equalizer slopes almost always sound
more natural than sharp ones, so Q's
of 0.6 and 0.7 are therefore very
popular. Use the higher (sharper) Q's

(greater than~) when you need to be surgical, such
as dealing with narrow-band resonances or
discrete-frequency noises. It is possible to work on
just one note with a sufficiently narrow- band
equalizer. I also use higher Q's when rwant to
emphasize an instrument with minimal effect on
another instrument. For example, a poorly-mixed
program may have a very weak bass instrument;
boosting the bass circa 80 Hz may help the bass
instrument but muddy the vocal, in which case I
narrow the bandwidth of the bass boost until it stops
affecting the vocal. The classic technique for finding
a resonance is to focus the equalizer: start with a
large boost (instead of a cut) to exaggerate the
unwanted resonance, and fairly wide Oowvalue) Q,
then sweep through the frequencies until the
resonance is most exaggerated, then narrow the Q to
be surgical, and finally. dip the EQ the amount
desired.

Shelving Equalizers
A shelving equalizer affects the level of the

entire low frequency or high frequency range below
or above a specified frequency. For example, a 1.5
kHz high shelf affects all the frequencies above 1.5
kHz. In mastering. shelvingequalizers take on an

Parllmt!fi~ fquollltr wlrh • J7dB

bC<lsr ~fnttrtd or 2 ~Hl wlrh 0

foirljwldfbondwldth of 1.60 <><:t

((I. 0.16), indi~ottd bj rht

dOlhfd wha.Untot tht J dB

downpoint5. Atutllf~J7 d8 at 50

Hl with a .'IJ narraw bandwidth

of O. 56 a~ta.ts ((I. 4).
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highest frequencies we can hear. An accurate
monitoring system will indicate whether these
frequencies need help. An air boost is
contraindicated if it makes the sound harsh or
unintentionally brings instruments like the cymbals
fOlWard in the depth picture. Very few people know
of athird and important curve that's extremely
useful in mastering: the Baxandall curve, named
after Peter Baxandall (pictured at right). Hi - Fi tone
controls are usually modelled around the Baxandall
curve. Like shelving equalizers, a Baxandall curve is

applied to low or high frequency boost/cuts. Instead
of reaching a plateau (shelf). the Baxandall
continues to rise (or dip, if cutting instead of
boosting). Think of the spread wings of a butterfly,
but with a gentle curve applied. You can simulate a
Baxandall high frequency boost by placing a
parametric equalizer (Q~ approximately I) at the
high-frequency limit (approximately~okHz). The
portion of the bell curve above ~o k is ignored, and
the result is a gradual rise starting at about 10 k and
reaching its extreme at 20 k (see fig). This shape
often corresponds better to the ear's desires than
any standard shelf and a Baxandall high frequency
boost makes a great air eq.

Be careful when making high frequency boosts
(addingsparldies). They are initially seductive, but
can easily become fatiguing. In addition, the ear
often treats a high frequency boost as a thinning of
the lower midrange, which completely changes
intended program balance or the mix that was
intended. The highs come up, but for example, tbe
cymbals, triangle and tambourine also become
louder. Is this consonant with the musical intent? In

Gt~tlt Ba.andoll CUNt (pink) vs. sharp" shtlf (black). Hony shtl.illf tqualllt" ha.t IMfl.. CUl"O'''

alld mqy appfQoch tht shopt of tht BOKandall. try 0 shtlf ",fh J dB ptr acfa" slapt far tltis purpast.

accordance with the first principle of mastering, you
must pay attention to tbe instrumental and vocal
balance as well as the tonal balance whenever
making changes in any EQ range.

High-PGIS and LOWaPaSI Filters
On the left of the figure on the next page is a

sharp high-pass (low cut) filter at 61 Hz, and on the
right, a gentle low-pass (high cut) filter at 3364 Hz.
The frequencies are defined as the points where the
£ilter is 3 dB down. High-pass and low-pass £ilters
are used to solve noise problems in mastering but
they can make their own problems as we shall soon
see. They're hard to use surgically because they
affect everything above or below a certain
frequency. High-pass filters are used to reduce
rumble. thumps, p-pops and other noises. Low
pass filters are sometimes used to reduce hiss,
though since the ear is most sensitive to hiss in the 3
kHz range, a parametric dip may be more surgical
than the radical pass-(Uter solution. 1rarely apply a

,03 Equalization



standard filter to reduce hiss except for

short passages. preferring specialized noise

reduction solutions instead (see Chapter l~).

EQ Yin und yung
Remember the yin and the yang: Contrasting ranges

have an interactive effect. For example ..

A slight dip in the lower midrange (·~50 Hz) can

have a similar effect to a boost in the presence

range (-s kHz).

Adding bass will make the highs seem duller and

reducing bass will make the sound seem brighter.

Adding extreme highs between IS-~OkHz will

make the sound seem thinner in the bass/lower

midrange.

Warming up a vocal will reduce its presence.

dipping around 6-8 kHz. and/or by boosting circa

~So Hz. Either way produces a warmer (sweeter)

presentation, and your choice of which frequency

range to work on will be influenced partly by what

other instruments are playing at the same time as

the trumpets. The next trick is how to restore the

sense of air which can be lost by even a I/~ dB cut at

7 kHz. and this can often be accomplished by raising

the IS to ~o kHz range. often only 1/4 dB can do the

trick.5 Never forget the first principle: it's easy to

fall into the trap of concentrating on one element

while forgetting how it is affecting the rest.

One channel or both (all)?
Most times making the same EQ adjustment in

both (all) channels is the best way to proceed as it

maintains the stereo (surround) balance and the

relative phase between channels. But sometimes it

is essential to be able to alter only one channel's EQ.

For example, with a too-bright high-hat on the right

side. a good vocal in the middle and proper crash

cymbal on the left, the best solution is to work on

the right channel's high frequencies.

Sto.rt subtly first
Sometimes important instruments need help,

though, ideally. they should have been fixed in the

mix. The best repair approach is to start subtly and

advance to severity only if subtlety doesn't work. For

example. ifthe piano solo is weak, we try to make

the changes surgically:

only during the solo

only on the channel where the piano is primarily

located. if that sounds less obtrusive

only in the frequency range(s) that help.

fundamental. harmonic. or both

lit Ifft: S~Otp

~i"'-pass filtff
at 61 IIz. lit

tilht: bfntlf 10..

pan filtff at
1164 Il,.

Yin andyang

considerations

imply that you are
likely to be

working in two

contrasting ranges

at once to assure
that the sound is both warm and clear. Harness the

yin and yangwhen the level is too high-pick the

frequency band which you can reduce in level.

Harshness in the upper midrange/lower highs can

be combated in several ways. For example. a harsh

sounding trumpet-section can be improved by

"Remember the yin and the yang,
Contrasting ranges have an
interactive effect"
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'The perfect mix may need
no mastering at all!

Notice the parallel run of the bass instrument's
fundamental from 6~-1~5 H2o and its second and
third harmonics from 1~5-~50 and up. Should we

Fundamental or Harmonic?

The extreme treble range mostly contains
instrumental harmonics. Surprisingly. the
fundamental of some crash cymbals can be as low as

1.5 kHz or below. When equalizingor processing bass
frequencies. it is easy to confuse the fundamental
with the second harmonic. The detail shot of a

SpectraFooTw Spectragram in Color Plate F"1fU'" "·01

illustrates the importance of the harmonics of a bass
instrument. High amplitudes are indicated in red.
descending levels in orange. yellow, green. then
blue.

AlB comparisons deceivingly hide the fact that a

subtle change has been made, as the change will
only be noticed
over time.' I will
take an equalizer in
and out to confirm

initial settings. but
I never make
instant EQ
judgments. Music is 80 fluid from moment to
moment that changes in the music will be confused
with EQ changes. J usually play a passage for a
reasonable time with setting ~A- (sometimes 30
seconds, sometimes several minutes), then play it
again with setting -B. ~ Or.l play a continuous
passage. listening to -A-for a reasonable time
before switching to ~B. - For example. over time it

will become clear whether a subtle high frequency
boost is helping or hurting the music.

. only as a last resort by raising the entire level.
because a keen ear may notice a change when the
gain is brought up

....Iize the Iimito.tionl of the reeordinc
There is only 80 much that can be accomplished

in the mastering and waiting until the mastering

s~ to fix certain problems usually produces
compromise. There is little we can do to flX a
recording where one instrument or voice requires

001: type of equalization and the rest requires
another.' For example. rolling off the low end to
correct aheavy synth hass is sure to lose the punch
of the bass drum. Or brightening a vocal can make
the tambourine sound fatiguing. In these cases I
often recommend a remix. If a remix is not possible,
then "-e resort to specialized techniques such as MlS
equalization or multiband dynamics (compression!
expansion) to bring out a wen instrument or hide
another. which can produce fabulous results.
sometimes indistinguishable from a remiJ: (we
explain MJS in Chapter 13). But the better the mix
we gel, the better the master we can make, which

implies that a perfect mix needs no mastering at all!
Even so, it is worth the time to get the approval of an
experienced mastering engineer working in a
neutral monitoring environment. even if she

decides that no mastering or polishing is needed.

Instant AlB's?
With good monitoring, equalization changes of

less than 117. dB are audible. I believe that instant

• !oe""" GruBd.....n caU. tlm. rN:Ordlll(.-hld. " • "01 unlf<>nn.... 'f"Oted in The
if.........-~., HIlI\dMoII (IU Ap""nd ... '0)

t nu. " I fund&_nw part of the _ -NW .'1" "" 10' "'" apu>ot bhnd
-... ....thock. "'methulc which We w'l.ll_ "".;0 t~ book.



equalize the bass instrument's fundamental or the
harmonic? It's easy to be fooled by the octave
relationship; the answer has to be determined by
ear-sometimes one. the other or both. To find out
which is most important, I use the focusing
technique. sweeping the equalizer from the

fundamental to the harmonic. But in mastering we
may not have the liberty of choice, since the
equalizer may simultaneously affect the bass
instrument, bass drum, and the low end of the
piano. guitar, vocals. etc. It might be necessary to
choose the frequency which has the least effect on
other instruments rather than the ideal one for the
focal instrument. It's also a matter of feel; in a

rhythm piece, we can forgo delicacy and make it kick
with a general bass boost:

Buss boosts can create serious problems
Since the ear is Significantly less sensitive to

bass energy, bass information eats up lots more
power (6 to 10 dB) for equal sonic impact below
about 50 Hz, and requires about 3-5 dB more
between 50 and 100 Hz.6 This means that our low
frequency equalization practice may use up so much
energy that it affects the loudest clean level we can

give to a song. It also explains why bass instruments
often have to be compressed to sound even.

Historically. the high pass filter was our best friend
when we made LPs, to prevent excess groove
excursion and obtain more time per LP side. Digital
media do not have this physical problem, but the
psychoacoustic problem of the ear's low frequency

insensitivity still exists.

One possible way to save ~energy" is to use a
fairly sharp high pass (low cut) filter somewhere
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below 40 Hz, which does not significantly affect the
energy of the bass drum orthe low notes of the bass.

I do not make this decision lightly as many
recordings sound better flat; the monitor system's
woofers must have calibrated, extended response
for this judgment. The high pass filter must be
extremely transparent and have low distortion.
During mastering, I listen carefully, Switching a
filter in and out to determine ifit is helping or

hurting. Sometimes a gentle filter is a better choice
than a steep one, as when dealing with a boomy bass
drum or bass. But subsonic energy, rumble or
thumps require a steep filter to have minimal effect
on the instruments. When "uncoloring" a
resonance. a fairly narrow parametric filter tuned to
the offending frequency is also a good choice.

Mix engineers working with limited bandwidth
monitors run the risk of producing an inferior
product. Subwoofers permit you to hear low

frequency leakage problems that tend to muddy up
the mix, for example, bass drum leakage in vocal

and piano mikes. It's much better to apply selective
high pass filtering during the mixing process
because mastering filters will affect all the
instruments in a frequency range. For example. mix
engineers can usually get awaywilh a sleep 80 Hz
filter on an isolated vocal, but it's extremely rare to

see a mastering engineer use one on a whole mix. A
mixing engineer should form an alliance with a
mastering engineer, who can review her first mix

and alert her to potential problems before they get
to the mastering stage.

It thot', who. the piece n.ed,. I obudd.r to th,nk tho' ""ad.n may uke ..oh
<eO<>mm.ndation ,n thi$ chop••r lile!'2lly••nd apply il to their work. Moaten..
."!in""," do nOl automa'i<:ally .qtWi.&e, we alwaya h...".Dd evalual< finl.
M•..,. pi..,.,.I••"" ....".n"l! with no equaliuh"n" all.



IV. Other refinements
LiIMCll-phllSe Equalizers

All current analog equalizer designs and nearly
all current digital equal.izen produce phase shift
.·hen boosted or cut; that is. signal delay varies with
frequency and the length of the delay changes with
the amount or boost or cut. Hi-Q filters produce the
most phase shift. This kind of filter will always alter
the musical timing and wave shape. also known as
phast di.stol1ion. Daniel WeiS8 says,

[In contrast] 0 particular type of

digital filter. called the Symmetric FIR
Filter, is inherently Iineor-phase.7This
means thot the delay induced by

processing is constant across the

whole spectrum, unconstrOlned by
eq settings,'

Since FI RfUters are expensive to implement in

real time. linear-phase equalizers have only
rttenllyappeared. Rather than FIR mlera. the Weiss
U&r81 complementary HR technique 10 obtain

linear- phut. This technique seems to avoid one of
mt downsides of the FIR approach. which can
produce weird results at cenain frequencies unless
thquse extreme computing power (MIPS).

John Wal.ki.nson believes that much of the
audible difference between EQs comes down to the
phase response. t I don't think engineers have a
good handle on the sonic deteriorations of pbase
shift in equalizers; after my first linear-phase

experience, it was hard to go back. To my ears. the
lioear-phase sounds more analog-like than even

analog! The Weiss has a very pure tone and seems to
boost and cut frequencies without introdUCing
obvious anifaets. Ironically, while mastering a punk
rock recording. it proved too~tt in linear-phase
mode 80 I bad to return to normal mode to give the
sound somegru~.So clearly much of the qualities
we've grown accustomed to in standard equaliters
must be due to their phase shift.

Most times I choose linear-phase mode. But
both filter designs have their Achilles' heels.

Whenever you have to equalize,

you will alter the signal in both the

time and frequency domains (as

mathematics requires); there will

always be a time artifact. In the

analog style equalizer, which is usually

mathematically termed minlmum

phose, the alteration will be primarily

to spread the signal downstream.

i.e. does not lead the original signal by

much, if any. Adownstream modm

tation translates into different delays

at different frequencies dispersing the

anginal signal. In some cases this

effect is quite audible. If one uses 0

dIgital approach, one can either mimic

the anolog behavior, or use a linear
phase, Q~Q constant delay filter. This

filter willequall, precede and follow

the sienal; part of the filter may create

a pre-echo effect, modifying the

Dacnhed IIr Do....I We_ •• doe w._ weJ.l1e. Id.p www.we...eh.

t SaooIIoSo-ofWopuooe.9'97.
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leading edge of transients and signal

changes. A high Q linear-phase filter

con introduce oudible pre-echo in the

short millisecond range; it's exactly

like 0 floor bounce but without the
comb-filtering. Any time that a high

ofilter is used, careful listening with
both types of equalizotion moy be

necessary to decide which choice

is best. ll

Neither approach is fundamentally better. The
minimum phase (analog-style) equalizer tends to

smear the depth and imaging. and occasionally that
artificial smearing produces a pleasantly vague
image. The linear phase equalizer can subtly
deteriorate transient response. It might be a good
idea for manufacturers to allow us to select filter
types per band; I might choose minimum-phase for
a steep high pass, and linear phase for a gentle
presence boost.

Dyna.mic Equa.liza.tion
Multiband dynamics processing can also be

treated as dynamic equalization, where the time
constants or thresholds have little effect on the
actual dynamics but rather more on the tonal
balance at different amplitudes. Dynamic equalizers
emphasize or cut low. mid or high frequencies
selectively at either low levels or at high levels.
These can be used as noise or hiss gates, rumble
filters that only work at low levels (especially useful
for traffic control in a delicate classical piece),

sibilance controllers, or ambience enhancers. They
can enhance inner details of high or low frequencies
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at low levels, where details are often lost. They can
be used to reduce harshness. enhance clarity at high
levels or for other purposes, as described in detail in

Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 9

How To
Manipulate

Dynamic
Range for Fun

and Profit
PART ONE:

MACRODYNAMICS

I. The Art of Dynamic Range
Dynamic Range is deCined as the ratio between

the loudest and softest passages of the body of the
music: hence it should DOl be confused with

loudness orabsoluu: level; the term dynamic ran~
is only concerned with differences_ For popular
music. this is typically only 6 to 10 dB. but for some
musical fonns it caD be as little as a single dB or as
great as 15 (vcry rare), 1n typical pop music. soft
passages 8 to 15 dB below the highest level are
effective only for brief periods. but in classical. jazz
and many other acoustic forms. soft passages can
last several minutes.

Microdynamies and Macrodyncunies
The an of manipulating dynamics may be

divided into Macrodyna.mics and Microdynamics. I

call music's rbythmic expression. integrity or
bounce. the mi.crodynamLa of the music. I call
macrodynamics the loudness differences between
sections of a song or song-cycle. Usually dynamics
processors (such as compressors. expanders) are
best (or microd..rnamic mon~pularion. and manual

gain riding is best (or mocrodynamlc monipulallem.
The micro- and macro- work hand in hand. and

many good compositions incorporate both
microdynamic changes (e.g. percussive hits or
instantaneous changes) as well as macrodynamic
(e.g.. crescendos and decrescendos). Ifyou think o(
a music album as a (ull-course meal, then the

progression from soup to appetizer to main course
and dessert is the macrodynamics. The spicy impact

A"".......... ..u.eoG«-ptlo.. Thollb 10 Go....... l\oi<l 01 Co<I.. for ""..tnbuu"ll
I"," audi.. mytII.

"'9

I
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I
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"Of course I've got
dynamIC range
I'm playIng as

loudly as Iran
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The soundtrack for the movie The
Fugitive is mixed like a relentless,
fatiguing music single, Titanic was
mixed like a beautiful record album.

of each morsel, is the microdynamics. In this
chapter we concentrate on macrodynamics.

Dynamics in Musical History
Dynamic changes became very important to

western music sometime between the medieval

Gregorian chants and the classical period. when
composer Fram Josef Haydn surprised us with
perhaps the first example of simultaneous micro
and macrodynamics.' Since ancient times. many
"non-western" styles. such as African. Mro
Caribbean. Eastern. Indian. Balinese and other
Oriental music forms. have stressed rhythm
(microdynamics. especially in the fonn of
percussion) as much as melody, and in the twentieth

century of integration. heavy percussive rhythm
became extremely important to western musical
forms as well. a

Any genre that does not grow in musicality will
quickly die. and dynamic contrast plays a big
musical role. Today's Rap and Hip-hop music has
taken a 25o-year-old lesson from classical

composition, by

beginning to
incorporate a
melodic and
harmonic
structure. The

genre can further
grow and avoid sounding tiresome by expanding its
dynamic range. adding surprises. Silence and low
level material creates suspense that makes the loud

parts sound even more exciting. Five big
firecrackers in a row just don't sound as exciting as
four little cherry bombs followed by an MSo. Radio.
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1V and Internet distribution are currently too
compressed to transmit the joy of wide dynamic
range. but it sure turns people on at home. and also
in the motion picture theater.

Films provide an ideal framework to study the

creative use of dynamic range. The public is usually
not consciously aware of the effect of sound. but it
can play a role in a film's success. I think the movie

The Fugitive succeeded because of its drama, but
despite an aggressive. compressed, fatiguing sound
mix. From the beginning bus ride, with its super
hot dialog and effects. all the crashes were
constantly loud and overstated. completely
destroying the impact of the big train crash. I can
hear the director shouting. "more more more~ to

the mix engineers. Haven't they heard ofthe term
suspense? Because when everything is loud. then
really. nothing is loud. In contrast. the sound mix of
.97'S biggest movie. Titanic, is a masterpiece of
natural dynamic range. The dialog and effects at the
beginning of the movie are played at natural levels.
truly enhancing the beauty. drama and suspense for
the big thrills at the end. Kudos to director James

Cameron and the Skywalker Sound mix team for
their restraint and incredible use of dynamic range.
That's where the excitement lies for me.

Life Imitates Art?
Clearly, modern recording techniques and

equipment have aided in the creation of whole new
musical styles, for example. hip hop. which uses
digital editing and processing to create the beats of

the music in a highly compressed, often low
dynamic-range style.3 This is basically an extension
of a trend in popular music that began many years



ago with the invention of electric instruments and
amphriers. and has accelerated exponentially with
modern recording techniques and powerful digital
proceaaors. Successive styles have incorporated less

and less dynamic range. both macrodynamics and
microdynamics. Going hand in hand with this trend
Ui an exponential increase in distortion from style to
Ityleand year to year. This may very well be due to a
vicious circle that is centered in the mastering
engineer's hands. for inevitably. most masters tend
to be more compressed than the sources-t-and what

sources do recording engineers listen to for
inspiration? Mastered records! We may have bred
the very disease which we seek to eliminate!

While rfind the current high-distortion trend

very fatiguing and unJistenable after short periods
ofhme. we must rememherthat one man's meat is
another man's poison-never more true in the case

of popular music. Musical and sound styles have
httn created out of the very results of pushing
digital compressors beyond their usual settings. for
uample, sound qualities such as sqUMhing and
5hrtd. Which is why the successful mastering

engineer must he familiar with and enjoy listening
to many musical styles and sounds, including
perhaps those sound qualities that would not
normally be considered clean by practicing
engineers. I si.mply hope that the cycle has reached
its peak. since there's nowhere to go but back down.
when music has dynamic range of 3 dB and
distortion that tears the hair out of one's ears. In
due time, these new styles will become assimilated
into the larger musi.cal vocabulary, and we can hope

that decent and exciting dynamics will return as a
role rather than the exception.

The Art of Decreasine Dynamic Ranee
The dynamics of a song or song cycle are critical

to creative musicians and composers. Ius engineers.
our internal sound quality reference should be the

sound quality of a live performance: we should be
able to tell by listening if a recording will be helped
or hurt by modifying its dynamiCS. Many recordings
have already gone through severalstagea of
transient-destroying degradation, and
indiscriminate or further dynamic reduction can

easily take the clarity and the quality downhill.
However. usually the recording medium and
intended listening environment simply cannot keep

up with the full dynamic range of realUfe. ao the
mastering engineer is often called upon to raise the
level of soft passages. and/or to reduce loud
passages. which is a form of manual compre8&ion..s
We may reduce dynamic range (compress) when the
original range Ls too large Cor the typical. home
environment, or to help make the mix sound more

exciting,fauer. more coherent. to bring out inner
details. or to even out dynamic changes within a
song if they sound excessive.'

Experience tells us when a passage is too soft.
The context of the soft passage also determines
whether it has to be raised. For example. a soft
i.ntroduction immediately after a loud song may
have to be raised, but a similar soft paasage in the
mideUe of a piece may be just fine. This is because
the ears self-adjust their sensitivity over a medium
time period, and may not be prepared for an instan

taneous soft level after a very loud one. Thus. meter
readings are fairly useless in this regard. How soft is
too soft? The engineers at Lucasfi1m discovered that

III Oynam.i~Part One



We always use the term Compression for the
reduction of dynamic range and Expansion for its
increase. There are two varieties of each: upward

compression. downward compression. upward
expansion. and downward expansion, as
illustrated in the above figure,

Downward compression is the most popular
form of dynamic modification, taking high level
passages and bringing them down, Limiting is a
special case-downward compression with a very
high ratio (to he explained in Chapter 10). Examples
include just about every compressor or limiter you
have ever used. For clarity in this book. we will
always use the short tenn compressor to mean
downward compressor unless we need to

distinguish it from upward compressor,

Upward compression takes low level passages
and brings them up. Examples include the encode

which had been lost due to multiple generations of

compression or tape saturation; in this case we are
increasing the recorded range.

The Four Varieties of Dynamic Range Modification

Compr... lon .pln. on

Downward Upward
~UIOn EXP~

- -- -- - -
-U;:::d OOW~

Comp••ssIOll expansion

Any comDlnation or theM lour pr<>ees.MS may be employed In • mastering Nasion

having a calibrated monitor gain and a dubbing
stage with Ne-30' noise floor do not guarantee that
a film mix will translate to the theatre. During
theatre test screenings, some very delicate dialogue
scenes were ~eaten up" by the air
conditioning rumble and audience
noise in a real theatre. So they created a
specially-calibrated noise generator,
added to the mixing studio's monitor
system, labeled ~popcorn noise." which

could be switched on whenever they

wanted to check a particularly soft
passage. For similar purposes, the
"typicar (alternate) listening room we
have at Digital Domain has a ceiling fan

and other noisemakers. Whenever I
have a concern, I start the DAW playing a loud

passage just before the soft one. and take a walk to
the noisy listening room. If the soft passage seems a
bit too soft in comparison to the loud one, it will be
obvious in there.

The Art of Increasing Dynamic Range...
... can also make a song sound more exciting, by
using the art of contrast or by increasing the
intensity of a peak, for much of the impact of a song
comes from its internal dynamics and transients.
The trick is to recognize when an enhancement has
become a defect~musical interest can be enhanced

by variety, but too much variety is just as bad as too
much similarity. Musical taste, experience and a
great monitor system are required to make these
judgments. Increasing dynamic range is known as
expansion. Another reason to expand is to restore,
or attempt to restore the excitement of dynamics



sid~ of a Dolby@ or oth~rnoise reduction system.
th~AGC which radio stations use to m.u::e soh
tlunga loud~r, and the type of compressor
frtqUently used in inexpensive video cam~rasand
COll8um~rVeRso In Chapter 11 we will introduce you
to. pow~rfulupward compre&8ion technique that is
enremely transparent to the ear.

Upward expamion takes high level passages
.nd brings them up even further. Upward expanders
are v~ry rare and very precious, for in skilled hands
they can be used to enhance dynamics, increase
musical excitement, or restore lost dynamics.
Examples include the peak restoration process in
the playback side of a Dolby SR, the DBX Quantum
Processor, the various Waves brand dynamics
processors, and the Weiss DSI·MK2 when used with
ratioaless than 1:1 (to be explained).

Downward expansi.on is the most common type

oC upansion: it t.1kes low level passages and brings
th~m down further. Most downward expanders are

U5Cd to reduce noise. hiss. or leakage. A dedicated
noist gate is a special case-downward expansion
with a very high ratio (to he explained). Enmples oC
dOI't'Ilward expanders include the classic Kepe:l and
Drawmergates, Dolby and similar noise reduction
8)$temS in playback mode, expander functions in
multi -Cunction boxes <e.g.• Finalizer), and the gates
on recording consoles. For clarity in this book. we
will use the simple term expander to mean the
downward type unless we need to distinguish it from
the upward type.

11. The Art of Manual Gain-Riding:
Macrodynamic Manipulation

In General
Level changes need to be made in the most

musical way. To this end, internal level changes are
least inlrusive when performed manually (by raising
or lowering the Cader), as little as a 1/4 dB at a time.
as opposed to using processors such as compressors
or expanders, which tend to be more aggressive.

When gain riding, rock the boat the right way:
try to go with the waves, don't light them. ICthe

musicians are trying Cor upward impact. puUingthe
Cader back during a crescendo can be devastating
since taking the fader down during a peak
diminishes the intended impact. Iryou're doing a
live recording and you sense the musicians are
going to overload the recorder, you're already too
lale. The best case scenario is to use your sixth sense

as early as possible. and lower the Cader as slowly as
poS8ible, and only enough to fix the anticipated
problem. An experienced live recording engineer
will log where she made such changes, so that the
original dynamic range may be restored by
reversing the moves in post-production. Another
trick is to measure peak levels during rebeanal. and
assume the concert will have a peak at least 3 dB
hotter! Having calibrated faders makes that
adjustment easier. The art oC manuallevelingcan
really improve a production. We can enhance a great

rock or pop mix during mastering. Cirst by
discovering any inappropriate level changes that the
mix engineer may have missed. and by reversing
them we can restore or enhance where the music is



trying to go. I've heard many a rock piece where the
climax was emasculated because the mix engineer
kept on dropping the master fader to keep from
overloading. In mastering we can correct for this
unintentional error with delicate changes; it's
amazing what a dB here or there can accomplish. It's
also our responsibility to check with the client in
case their level change was intentional! A great rock
and roll mix is extremely rare; during mixing it's
really hard to simultaneously pay attention to the
internal balances as well as the dynamic movement
of the music between. for example, verse and
chorus. A sensitive mastering engineer will take a
well- balanced mix the rest of the way; you may not
even realize what was missing or how much it can be
enhanced until you hear the mastered version. We
try to enhance those moments where it should have
swelled or dipped, for this is where some of the
excitement of the song can be generated.

How and When to Move the Fader
Extra ~soft beginnings. endings or even middle

spots require special attention. If the highest point
in the song sounds"just right" after processing. but
the intro sounds too soft. it's best to simply raise the
intro. finding just the right editing method to
restore the gain to normal after the intro using one
or more of these approaches:

Sometimes a long, gradual decrescendo is the
solution. which might occur at the end of the
intro, or slowly during the first verse of the body.
Sometimes a series of 1/4 or 1/::'= dB edits. taking
the sound down step by step at critical moments.
This is useful when you don't want the listener to
note that you're cheating the gain back down and
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you may be forced to work against the natural
dynamics.
Sometimes a quick edit and level change at the
transition between the raised -level intto and the
normal-level body creates a nice effect and is the
least intrusive.

The reverse approach. that is, purposely
creating a softer intro so that the body of the song
seems louder and has impact on the entrance can
also work. In this case, the quick edit (gain change)
between intro and body provides dramatic impact.

The Art of Changing Internal Levels of a Song
Some soft passages must be raised. But if the

musicians are trying to play something delicately,
pushing the fader too far can ruin the effect of the
soft passage. The art is to know how far to raise it
without losing the feeling of being soft. and the ideal
speed to move the fader without being noticed. In a
DAW, physical fader moves are replaced by
commands. crossfades. or by drawing on a
volume/time line. The true magic of the mastering
engineer is to be so invisible that no one knows you
have anything up your sleeve; if they think the sound
is being manipulated, you haven't done your job.8

Here's a technique for decreasing the dynamic
range in the least damaging and most helpful way.
I learned this over 30 years ago fromAlec Nesbitt's
book The Technique ofthe Sound Studio (see
Appendix 10). When doing it live. you must know
the score, to anticipate the moves of the musicians.
But after the fact. on a digital audio workstation it's
real easy, for the waveform is the score. Supposing
that you must take a loud passage down. The best
place to take the level down is at the end of the
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might be squashed by excessive proceSSing. In the
following figure, I've reduced the level of a song's
introduction, and slowly introduce a crescendo (2:0

seconds long) that enhances the natural build of the
song as it goes into the fIrst chorus. The top panel is
at -1 dB gain, bottom panel is at unily (0 dB) gain.
achieved at the end of the crossfade.

..

..

prtttding soft passage before the loud part begins.
Look for a natural dip or decrease in energy prior to
tht Mginning of the crescendo, and apply the gain
drop during the end of the soft passage herore the

crncendo begins. That way, the loud passage will
not Iou: its comparative impact, for the ear judges
loud passages in the context of the soft ones.

The figure at right from a Sonic Solutions
lI'orutation illustrates the technique. The gain
change is accomplished through a crossfade from
one gain to another.

The producer and I decided that the shout chorus
01 this jazz piece was a bit overplayed and had to be
brought down from triple to double forte (which
amounted to a dB or SO).9 To retain the contrast. the
trick is to drop the level during the soft passage just
~fort the drum hit announcing the shout chorus.
You'll see this in the 12: second crossfade from unity

gain (top panel) to -1.5 dB gain (bottom panel); the
drum hit is Just to the right of the crossfade box. If
done right. you '11 still feel goose bumps as the
musicians make a delicate soh move (now enhanced
with a funher decrescendo by the mastering
engin~r),and then mtyou with the chorus.

Some songs start with a very soft introduction.
and this may have to be raised. Other songs start
softly and build to a big climax. I like to start
mastering by going directly to the climax. Mer I get
agreat sound with the necessary processing, I
return to the beginning and if there's room, I may
lowertbe gentle introduction, which will enhance

the body that follows by contrast. This also reduces
the temptation to raise the loud part so much that it

liS Dynamica: Part One



Another trick is to increase the space before a
song, which increases its dynamic impact by
extending the tension caused by silence, Give the
ear a chance to adjust to silence and then hit them
with all you've got! The best musicians know how to
use space within their music: they consider the rests
to be as important as the notes,

In Conclusion
Macrodynamic manipulation is a sometimes

overlooked but powerful tool in the mastering
engineer's arsenal. In the next chapter we move on
to the use of compressors. expanders and limiters to
manipulate miCrodynamiC8.
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How to
Manipulate

Dynamic
Range for Fun

and Profit
PART Two:

DOWNWARD

PROCESSORS

I. Compressors ond Limiters:
Objective Chorocteristics

Pan two and Part three of this series are about

microdynamic manipulation. which is primarily
achieved through the use ofdedicated dynamiCS

pl'OCea&On. In this chapter (part two). we look at
how downward processors work. Before we can

learn bow to use devices such as compressors and

expanders. we must study the objective character

istics of the devices which perfann the job.

Transfe, Curves (Compressors and Limiters)
Let's begin with the measurable

characteristics of processors which perform

downward compression. simply called compressors

and limiten.

A transfer curve is a picture of the input-to
output gain characteristic of an amplifier or
processor. A straight wire or unity·gaino amplifier
would yield a straight di.1gonalline acrosslhe middle

at 45°. called the unitygain bM. A family of linear
cun'ea can be drawn. as in these three figures:

I •••' ( •••1

n.r.. ~"'COI""'. At I'ft, 0 Unity-Golll Amp/ifitr, Ih,n lIn o"'l'I'fitr With

10 dl fOlIl, th,n 01'1/11 lit dllllu (lItf,nuoI,on) .

•v....,.·.... -..-the nlJOoI ""'JlUIlOlApUIlewl .. I, fWodll
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Input level is plotted on the X axis. and output
on the Y. At left is a unity gain amplifier. foHowed
by one with 10 dB gain. and with 10 dB loss
(artenuation). As long as there is a slraight line (not
a curve) at 4So. the amplifiers are linear. Notice that
the middle plot would yield distonion for any input
signals above -10 dBFS.

compression section). we can restore the gain such
that a full level (0 dBFS) signal input will yield a
full level signal output. In this illustration. the
amplifier has an extreme amount ofgain. '20 dB.
which would considerably amplify soft passages
(below the thresbold}.ln typical use. makeup gains
are rarely more than 3 or 4 dB. Loud input passages
from about-40 10 about-IS are still amplified in
this figure. but above about -15 dBFS. the curve
slopes back: to unity gain and resembles that of a
linear amplifier. Far below the threshold. it's a
fairly linear 20 dB amplifier and can have pretty low
distortion because there is no gain reduction action.
At full scale. 20 dB of gain makeup is summed with
20 dB ofgain reduction. yieldingo dB total gain.
This panicularcompressor model's curve levels off
towards a straight line above a cenain amount of
compression. so the ratio only holds true for the
first lS-20 dB above the threshold. Other
compressor models continue their sleep slope. thus
maintaining their ratio far above the threshold.
There are as many varieties ofeompreS8ion shapes
as there are brands of compresson. and they all
give different sounds. To get the greatest esthetic
effect from any compressor. most of the music
action must occur around the threshold point .
where the curve's shape is changing; thus. it is
likely a real-world compressor's threshold would
be nearer -:1:0 to -10 dBFS. where mOSt of the
musical movement takes place.

The following figure shows a very high ratio of
10:1. without gain makeup. Notice that the output is
almost a horizontal line above the threshold. Most
authorities call any compressor with a ratio of 10:1

At Wft. CfHft(Hnw ...rIll. 5.' J flIr",

lI~d -4D dBfS Tlttnllllld IIlld ~1I111'~

",a~,up. At rr,~t. t~, slim, tomprtssor
"'Ir~ 20 d8,ol~ mah'up.

-
At the right-hand side of the figure. by using

gain makeup (a simple gain amplifier aher the

,~,., ,...,- ~ ~

The t.hreehold ofa compre880r is defined as
the level above which gain reduction begins to
occur. Compreaeion ratio ia the ratio of input
change to output change above the threshold. At
leh in the following figure is a simple compressor
with a fairly gentle ~.S:I compression ratio. and a
threshold at around -40 dBFS (which is quite low
and would yield strong compression for loud
signals). '2.5:1 means that for a level increase of the
source of '2.5 dB. the output will only go up I dB. or
for a rise of5 dB, the output will only go up '2 dB. or
as can be seen in the plot. an input change of '20 dB
yields an output change of a little less than 10 dB
(once the curve has reached its maximum slope).
A compressor such 8S this would actually make loud
passages softer, because the output is less than the

I.••==;::===::;-.iir::;====:;::;;j input above threshold;

r
this is always the case

.,. unless you follow the
.. - compressor with a gain

makeup amplifier.
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milliseconds though it can be as long as a second or
two. Typical compressor attacks used in music
range from 50 InS to 300 ms. with the average used
probably 100 ms. Releue time. also known as
recovery time. is defined as the time between when
a signal drops below threshold and when the gain

return8 to unjty. Typical compressor relene times
used in music range from 50 ms to 500 ms or as
much as a second or two. with the average used
probably 150-250 ms.·The terms short or fast with
attack or release time may be used interchangeably.
they mean the same thing. Similarly. slow and long
attack and release times mean the same.

At the right side is the same tone burst passed
through a compressor with a very fast attack. high
ratio. and (ast release. and whose threshold is
midway between the loud and soft signals. Note that

the loud passages are instantly brought down. the
soft passages are instantly brought up and there is
less total dynamic range. judging by the relative
vertical heights (amplitudes).

At the left side of the following figure is the
envelope shape of a simple tone burst. from a high
level to a low one and back again.

• 0... -....f1o(tlU'C•• DBX,__ rd... nmcl.. d&i.....,IMI, wbidI ..

probably_accurate. "'" Ill"" bud "'pt-.lla

Ar Wft. a.... r_knr,... ¥ r.'-kwl"'kd. At"pr, die _ r_ bulslpofSftl

tIIroq/II a toIf!#KIJ- ~t11 tI6Y falt ..ttad, ¥ "'1'... W ful ","51 r_

KM. at 1"
,~.

•

or greater a limiter. There are very few analog
compressors with greater ratios. however. some

digitallimiters have been built with ratios of 1000:1
in order to prevent even the minutest excursion or
overload above full scale (0 dBFS). The portion of

the eu.rveat or near the threshold is called the knee.
_·hich is the transition between unitygain and
compression. The shape of the knee can make the
tranllition gentle. or hard. The term soft knee
refers to a rounded knee shape. and hard knee to a
sharp shape. where the compression or limiting

kicks in

quickly above
the threshold.
Conceivably.
the change

from unilJ to
10:1 could be-. instantaneous.
in which casec....,<ftu.....tlr If. I "'ho. -11d8FS rIltuIloU,

..tlttlfJtp"_"" the knee
""ouId be a sharp angle instead of round. producing
• harp sonic change. thus a limiting effect. The
need for a gentle knee depends a lot on how much
musical activity is occurring at the threshold. If
there is a lot of musical activity or movement around
the threshold. the knee shape can be critical. For
those models of compressors that do not have knee
adjustments. some of the effect of the knee can be

accomplished by tweaking the ratio and/or threshold.

Attack and Relnse Times
Attack time is defined as the time between the

onset of a signal that is above threshold and full
gain reduction. It can be measured in micro or

"9 Dynamies: Part Two



The distortion is caused by the compressor's
action being so fast that it follows the shape of the
low frequency waveform rather than the overall
envelope of the music. This problem can occur with
release times shorter than about 50 ms and
correspondingly short attack times.

Here is another variation. a compressor with a
release delay,

Output afa Campr~ssor

"Ith a 1o" ratla, sla"
attack tim~, slaw rtl~as~

tim~ plus rtl~al' d~la.r

When th~ cambination of

attack and rtl~os~ timrs
al~ ntr~m~(y fast

(t.TI>lCal(y dO ms), a

campr~..ar can produc~

Jt,,~r~ distortion, os it

tri~s to fo/lo" th~

indi.iduol frtqu~nc,~s
(wa.~s) Inlt~od ofth~

ren~lol ~n"tlop~ lhap~ of rh~ music

A release delay control allows more flexibility
in painting the sound character. Very few
compressors provide this faCility. It's useful when
we want to retain more of the natural sound of the
instrument(s). not exaggerate its sustain when the
signal instantly goes soft, or reduce "breathing~ or
hissing effects when the souree is noisy. The release
delay is pan of the subtle pastel calor palette of the
mastering artist.

The next figure illustrates what happens when
the attack and release times are much too fast.

Contrast this with the compressor at the right,
which has a much higher ratio. faster attack. and
very fast release time. The higher ratio clamps the
high signal down farther. and with the fast release,
as soon as the signal goes below threshold. the
release time aggressively brings the level up. This
type of fast action can make music sound strongly
compressed because it brings down the loud
passages and quickly brings up the soft passages.

At left in this next figure is the envelope of a
compressor with a low ratio, slow attack time and a
slow release time. Notice how the slow attack time
of the compressor permits some of the original
transient attack of the source to remain until the
compressor kicks in. at which point, the gain
reduction brings the level down. Then, when the
signal drops below threshold, it takes a moment for
the release time to take action, and the gain is still
low. then slowly the gain comes back up. A lot of the
compression effect (the ~sound~ of the
compressor) occurs during the critical release
period, since as you can see. except for the attack
phase. the compressor has actually reduced gain of
the high level signal.

At I~ft, a Camp,rssor with°'0" 'OtIO, sloworrock time ond slo" 'el~os~ tlm~. At rit/>t, hittJtr ratio,
fast~r attack and ,,~ty fost rtleos~.
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11. Microdynamic Manipulation:
Adjusting the Impact of Music with
a (downward) Compressor
TItt Moon, En(ineer os Artist

Compressors. expanders and Iimiters fonn the
foundation of modern-day recording. mixing and
mastering. With the right device you can make a
recording sound more percussive or less percussive.

punchy orwimpy. smooth or bouncy. good or bad,
mediocre or excellent.

When used by skilled hands. compression has
produced some of the most beautiful recordings in
the world. and a lot of contemporary music genres
are based on the sound of compression. both in
mixing and mastering. from Disco to Rap to Heavy
Metal. A skilled engineer may intentionally use
creative compression to paint a mix and form new
special effects: this intended distortion has been
llsed in every style of modern music. The key

""ords here are intent and skUl. Surprisingly.
hOll·ever. some engineer/artists don't Icnowwhat

uncompresscd. natural-sounding audio sounds
like. While more and more music is created in the
control room. I think it's good to learn how to
~pture natural sound before moving into tbe
abstract. Picasso was a creative genius. but be
approached his art systematically. first mastering
the natural plastic arts belore moving into his
cubist period. Similarly. it's good practice to know
the real sound ol instruments. Try recording a well

balanced group in a good acoustic space with just
two mi..k.es: it's a lot of work. and a lot offun! Before
multitracking was invented. there was much less

need for compression. because close miking
exaggerates tbe natural dynamics of instruments
and vocals. At ftnt. compressors were used to
control those inst:ru.ments whose dynamics were

severely altered by close mi.king. e.g. vocals and
acoustic bass. Later. when modern music began to
emphasize rhythm. many instruments began to get
lost under the energy. inspiring the creative
possibilities of compressors and a totally new style
of recording and mixing. Certainly the advent of the
SSL console. with a compressor on every channel.
changed the sound of recorded music lorever.

Limitinc Versus Compression In Mastering
Mastering requires new skills to be developed

since we generally work on overall mixes instead of
individual instruments. In mastering as well as

mixing. compression and limiting change the peak
to average ratio of music. and both tools reduce
dynamic range. Most mastering engineers use
compressors to intentionally change sound and
Iimiters to change sound as little as possible. but
Simply emle it to be louder.' That's why limiters
are used more often in mastering tban in mixing.

There is no perfectly invisible Iimiter. but
compression changes the sound much more than

limiting does. Think of compression as a tool to
cbange the inner dynamiCS of music. While
reducing dynamic range. it can "beel up~ or add
"punch" to low- and mid-level passages to make a
stronger musical message. With limiting. however.

with fast enough attack time (I or ~ samples). and a

• N with .....p_ 11 .. "'" pia"..knpp_ 'bo' "".-.lll !be outpIII '"a
halule'''' M "'" peab"-: bee.. 10................ tt.u.o 11 .........

Ion...."'" _ 1e'I'd Wltt.ul .........."'I



carefully-controlled fast release: even several dB of
limiting can be transparent to the ear. Conslder
Umitlng when you want to raise the apparent
loudness of material without severely affecting its
sound; consider compression or upward expansion
(see next Chapter) when the material seems to lack
punch or strength or rhythmic movement.

The BBC performed research in the 1940'S
demonstrating that distortion shorter than about
6-to ms is fairly inaudible. which was the basis for
the 6 ms integration time of the BBC PPM meter.
In this modern solid -state world. some transient
distortion as short as 1 ms will change the audible
sound of the initial transient. particularly for
instruments such as piano. So be sure to use your
ears before limiting or reducing even short
transients. With good equipment and mastering
technique. wide range program material with a true
peak to average ratio of 18 to 20 dB can often be
reduced to about 14 dB with little effect on the
clarity of the sound. That's one of the reasons 30
IPS analog tape is desirable as the medium to mix

to, it has this limiting function built-in. A rule of
thumb is that short duration (a few milliseconds)
transients of unproce88ed digital80urce8 can be
reduced by 4 to 6 dB with little effect on the sound;
however. thi8 cannot be done with analog tape
source8, which have already lost the short duration
transients. Any further transient reduction by

• The floter tIu! ",,1._ lime. the 8"""'" tIu! d"'onion. w'hich h,. tIu! only
"","","fullimi.... which~atn I.... relaoc: lim.. han -""1......
roDtn>!. wluch .IQWtI dOWll,he rele_ time il the dunlloo of tIu! limih"llll
pute. tha.. I f miUlI.""n<U. The .ffed",'. ",,1._ lime of "" IUt.. -",,1._
e'=.tt n he hoM .. I rouple 01 llI.ilh.e....ndI. Ind .. 10llff" 50 '0 '50
milli noh. lfhmih"ll''''''Y ohon (i~ibl.) !nnli.nt. ,h. ",,1._ time
ean he ""'de V.'Y Wn.
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compression or limiting will not be transparent
(though it may still be esthetically acceptable or
even desirable).

All digitallimiters affect the sound to some
extent. softening the transients and even fattening
the sound slightly. as they allow us to raise the
average level and the loudness. The less limitingwe
use, the cleaner and more snappy the sound. unless
we are looking for a sound with softer transients. In
an ideal mastering session. the limiter should only
be acting on occasional inaudible peaks. Umiting
distortion is especially audible on material which
already has little peak infonnation because a limiter
is not designed to work on the RMS portion of the
music and limiters can sound pretty ratty when
pushed into the RMS region. Watch out for severe
bass distortion because the time constants ofa
limiter are too fast for optimal compression.

A manual for a certain digitallimiter reads "For
best results. start out with a threshold of-6 dBPS."
This is like saying "always put a teaspoon of salt and
pepper on your food before tasting it." Instead,
mastering engineers should judge how much
limiting to use based on the desired absolute
loudness (compared with other COs) and how much
degradation we can accept. Some sources can
tolerate 6 dB of limiting without significant
degradation. others I or none.

The World's Most Transparent Digital Limiter
The most tran8parent limHer i8 to U8e no

limiter at all! When we are tryingto make a
8ection louder. if there is a very short peak
(transient) overload, for example. during a section



ofa drumbeat, a slcilled mastering engineer can
perform a short -duration gain drop that can be
ilM ibleto the ear, with the DAWs editor. This
manuallimit~techniqueallows us to raise a
()ng's apparent loudness without the attendant

distortion ofa digital hmiter, so it is the first
process to consider when working with open
sounding music that can be ruined by too much
proct'ssing. We can often get away with I to 3 dB
1IWlu.allimiting typically for a duration of less than
3 ms. But longer duration gain drops will aftect the
sound as mucbas or more than a good digital
limiter. We use as little gain reduction as possible
and when trying to make material louder, squeeze
as much level as possible without clipping. for it
helps keep the limiting invisible.

Eqllal.loudnns Comparisons
Since loudness has such an effect on judgment,

it is very important to make comparisons at
equal apparent loudness. During an instant NB
comparison the processed version may seem to
sound better. if it is louder. but long-term listeners
prefer a less fatiguing sound which "breathes."
When you make comparisollB at matched appareot
loudness, you may be surprised to discover that the
processing is making the sound worse, and it was
all an illusion.

The Nitty-Gritty: Compression in Music Mastering
Consider this rhythmic passage, representing a

piece of modern pop music:

shooby dooby doo WOP .
shooby dooby doo WOP .
sbooby dooby doo WOP

The acceot poiot in this rhytbm comes on the
backbeat (wOP), often a snare drum hit. Ifwe
strongly compreas this music piece, it might
clumgeto,

SHOOBY OOOBY 000 WOP .
SHOOBY OOOBY 000 WOP ..
SHOOBY OooBY 000 WOP

This completely removes the accent feel from
the music, which is probably counterproductive.

A Iigbt amount of compression might
accomplish tbis...

shooby dooby doo WOP .
shooby dooby doo WOP .
shooby dooby doo WOP

...which could be Just what the doctor ordered
for this music because strengthening the sub
accents may give the music even more interest.
Unless we're trying tor a special effect. and
purposely creating an abstract composition it's
wrong to go against the natural dynamics of music.
(Uke the 1V weatherperson who puts an accent on
the wrong syllable because they've been taught to
~punch~ every sentence, ~Theweather FOR
tornorrowwill be cloudy"). Much of hip hop music,
for example, is intentionally abstract-anything
goes, including any resemblance to the natural
attacks and decays of musical instruments.

To manipulate the music requires careful
adjustment otthresbold. compressor attack and
release times. H the attack time is too short. the
snare drum's initial transient could be softened.
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losing the main accent and defeating the whole
purpose of the compression. If the release time is
too long, then the compressor won't recover fast

enough from the gain reduction of the main accent
to bring up the subaccent (listen and watch the

bounce of the gain reduction meter). Jfthe release
time is too fast. the sound will begin to distort. If
the combination of attack and release time is not
ideal for the rhythm of the music, the sound will
be ~squashed,~ and louder than the source, but
~wimpyloud~ instead of -punchy loud.~It's a

delicate process. requiring time. experience.
skill, and an excellent monitor system.

The best place to start adjusting a compressor
is to find the approximate threshold first. with a
fairly high ratio and fast release time. Adjust the
threshold until the gain reduction meter bounces
as the ~syllables"you want to affect pass by. This

ensures that the threshold is optimally placed
around the musical accents you want to manipulate,
the ~action point~of the music. Then reduce the

ratio to very low and put the release time to about
~50 ms to start. From then on. it's a matter of fine

tuning attack, release and ratio, with possibly a
readjustment of the threshold. The object is to put
the threshold in between the lower and higher

dynamics, so there is a constant alternation
between high and low (or no) compression with the
music. Too Iowa threshold will defeat the purpose,
which is to differentiate the"syllables" of the
music; with too Iowa threshold everythingwill be

brought up to a constant level.
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Typical Ratios and Thresholds
When working on microdynamics in the above

fashion, compression ratios most commonly used
in music mastering are from about 1.5:1 through
about 3:1, and typical thresholds in the -':.10 to -10

dBF'S range. But there is no rule; some engineers
get great results with ratios of5: I, whereas a delicate
painting might require a ratio as small as 1.01:1 or
a threshold of-3 dBF'S. Sometimes a recording
requires the most gentle ini1isiblt compression
without trying to alter its built-in dynamics. One

trick to compress as invisibly as possible is to use
an extremely light ratio. say 1.01 to 1.1 and a very
low threshold. perhaps as low as ~30 or -40 dBF'S.
starting well below where the action is. We may
choose a low ratio to lightly control a recording
that's tooJUmpforto give a recording some needed
body. It's unusual to see such low ratios used in

tracking and mixing but very common in mastering
of full program material. partly because with full
program material, larger ratios may draw attention
to the magic behind the curtain or reveal breathing,

pumping or other artifacts.

We have noted before that every brand of
processor (both compressors and expanders) has
its own unique characteristics and sound. Part of
the fun of mastering (and mixing) is discovering
the special characteristics of different compressors.
Even with the same settings. some are smooth,
othen are pu.nchy. some bring out percussion better

than others. This is not due to attack and release
times per se, but rather to the curve or acceleration
of the time constants, whether the device recovers
linearly from gain reduction, whether the gain



returns to unity qUickly OT slowly at the beginning.
Design engineers spend much research time
ps)'ching out these particular characteristics. and
Ihe best we poor mortals can do is listen and see
what we like.

Fancy Compressor Controls
Some compressors provide a crest factor

control. usually expressed in decibels. or a range
from RMS (or full average) to quasi -peak through to
full peak. What this means is that the compressor
.Jets on either the average pans of the music. the

peak parts. or somewhere in between. Ostensibly.
compressors with RMS characteristics sound more
natural as theycotTespond with the ear'ssense of
loudness. but the best -sounding compressor I own
i! peak-sensing.

The Weiss model DS1-Mk2 is the fmt dynamics
processor I've encountered with two different
muse time constants. re~efast and release "low.

The user sets a threshold ofaverage transient
duration. such as 80 ms. above which a sound
movement is called slow. and below which it is

calledfMt. Thus. instantaneous transients can be
given a faster release time. but sustained sounds
aslower one. which results in a more natural

sounding compression. especially with heavy
compression. lndicator lights on the front panel
aid in these adjustments.

Compression and Monitorinr
I recall mixing a purist jaz.z recording using

excellent powered monitors equipped with a driver
protection circuit. which is ostensibly inactive
except on peaks. However. when I arrived at my

mastering room. I discovered that the recording
-jumped out M too much. and required a bit of

compression. a fact hidden dUring the mix and
which J feel would have been similarly bidden had I
monitored the mix with low-powered tube
ampWiers (which self-compress).

As I mentioned in Chapter 6. it is a myth that
you have to M precompreas M forsmallsystems. It's
actually the convene. I made an excellent snappy
sounding master where we were concerned that the
upper dynamics might have a bit too much upward
impact. But when the recording was auditioned on a
typical boom box or bookshelf system. the peaks
were squashed compared to the mastering room
audition and actu.illy would have benefited from
even more impact. Thus I have learned that if it
Mstic.ks out a little too muchMon a high-headroom

mastering system. then it's probably going to be
fine when played onan inferior system. However.
you'O never learn if something needs a bit more
compression or is too compressed when listening
on a monitor system that squashes the sound.

Multiband processinc
Multiband compression is probably the most

powerful and potentially deadly audio process that's
ever been invented. Basically. a multiband
processor splits the information into two. three or
more frequency bands, so that the compression
action in one band will not cause another band to be

affected. For example. if the vocal causes a bit of
gain reduction. it will Dot pull down the bass drum
(orrice versa). which might occur if you used a full
band compressor. This is the virtue and the

I
lrtyTH:

Program CompressIon
is required to protect
small reproductIon

systems
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"One key to a great master is
to start with a great mix. "

justification of splitting processing into multiple
bands. However. multiband compression has been
overused. and hyped in my opinion. It can easily
produce very unmusical sound or take a mix where
it doesn't want to be. This tool requires careful
judgment on the part of the mastering engineer.

Multiband processing was probably first
introduced byTC Electronic in their Msooo, then
in theiruhiquitous Finalizer. and brought to great
sophistication (and much better sound quality) in

their System 6000. Tuhe
tech has produced a
three- band tube
compressor. But multiple
bands are hardly needed;
one or two bands are

usually enough. Rarely do even hip-hop recordings
need more than two bands to sound punchy and
strong. I use more than two bands in my mastering
no more than a few times a year, when multiple
bands have been a lifesaver. I largely use multiband
compression (and expansion) to fix bad mixes that
could not be remixed, for one key to a great master
is to start with a great mix!

When To Consider multiband processing
When there is a heavy and somewhat isolated bass
drum and/or bass. splitting the processing into
two bands prevents the drumbeats from
modulating the rest, or vice versa.
When you want to let transients (percussive
sounds) through while still punching the sustain
of the sub accents or the continuous sounds.
Transients contain more high frequency energy
than continuous sounds, so splitting the processing
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into a low and a high band permits usinggentler
compression or no compression at high
frequencies (e.g., higher threshold, lower ratio).
When there is too much sibilance. Sibilance can
be controlled by using selective compression in
the 3 through 9 kHz range (the actual frequency
has to be tuned by listening to the vocalist). Try a
very fast attack and medium release and a narrow
bandwidth for the active band.
When the mix is bad or certain elements appear
to be weak in the mix. multiband processing can
save the day, assuming a remix is not possible.
I once received a rap project that was somehow
mixed with very low vocal and extremely loud
percussion and bass drum. and a remix was not
possible. By compressing and then raising the
level of the frequenCies in the vocal range (circa
:ot50 Hz) I was able to rernixthepiece and very
nicely, turn the vocal up. Clearly, multiband
compression is a power that should be used
very wisely!

However, before trying multiband, first
See if simply raising the attack time in a one
band compressor permits sufficient transient
energy to come through. Or, try upward expansion
(described in the next Chapter) instead.
Try using few bands, only two if possible. This
avoids potential phase shift and unnatural
relationships between the mix elements of the
mix, which can become the enemy of the mix

engineer's delicate creation.

EquCllilotion or Multibond Compression?
When multiband processing is available, the

line between equalization and dynamics processing



'Not evelj instrument
should be up front. ..

becomes nebulous. because the output levels of
eacb band form a basic equ.alizer. Use plain
equaliunion when instnunents at all levels need
alteration. Or consider multiband compression. to
provide spectral balancing at different levels. For
e:nmple. a song may get harsh-sounding when it
gm loud. and it is possible to simulate the
euphonic high- frequency saturation characteristics
of analog tape by using a bit more compression at
high frequencies.

If we're already using split dynamics. we make
our fmt pass at equalization with the outputs
(makeup gaina) ofeach band. Multiband
compression and equalization work hand-in- hand.
Toral balance will be affected by the crossover
fnquenciel. the amount of compression. and the
nakeup gain ofeach band. In general. the more
compression. the duller the sound. because of the
loss of transients. I first1I)' to solve this problem by
U!lng less compression. or altering the attack time
of the high-frt:quencycompressor. and as a last
resort. I use the high frequency band's makeup gain
oran equalizer to restort: the high-frequency balance.

Clippinr. Soft Clippinr and Oversampled Clipping
Clipping is the result of attempting to raise the

level higher than 0 dBFS. producing a square wave.
a severe form of distortion. Clippers are devices
which electronically cut momentary peaks out of the
wavefonn to allow the overall level to be raised. Soft
clipping attempts to do this with less distortion.
I've decided that I don 'tlike the quality of
distortion produced by clipping or soft clipping. at
least at 44.1 kHz SR (see Chapter 16). J believe there
are better approaches. The first is not to raise the

level at all. for many COs are already too hot for
their own good. Or use a good li.miler. which sounds
better than clipping to my ears. In Appendix I.
radio gurus Bob Orban and Frank Fori explain why
clipping is a severe problem for radio processors.
The jury is still out when it comes to oversampled
clipping. whose distortion artifaet8 can be reduced
by half in the audible (20~20 kHz) range. bUI isn't
that really like saying SM'S

a lUtlt bit prt:grwJnt?

Compression, Stereo
Imace. and Depth

One sure way to
destroy the depth in a
recording is to compress it too much. Compression
brings up the inner voices in musical material.
Instruments that were in the back of the ensemble
are brought forward. and the ambience. depth.
width. and space are degraded. But not every
instrument should be "up front". Pay attention to
these efftets when you compare processed vs.
unprocessed and listen for a long enough time to
absorb the subtle differt:nces. Variety is the spice of
life. As always. make sure the cure isn't worse than
the disease.

The Masterinc Enrineet's Dilemma
Without compressors in CD changers and in

cars, it is extremely difficult for the mastering
engineer to fulfill the needs oIboth casual and
critical listeners. It is our duty to satisfy the
producer and the needs of the listeners. so we
sbould continue to use the amount of compression
necessary to make a recording sound good at home.
But try to avoid using more compression than is
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Ill. For the Mixing Engineer: How To
Avoid Hypercompressiont during Mixing
and Tracking

Letter from a DIGIDO.COM visitor:

"Never in the history ofmankind
have humans listened to such
compressed music as we listen to
now. " - BoB LUD1VIC·

required for home

listening. This
approach will
actually help radio
play (see
Appendix 1). If
compromises have

to be made for car or casual play. try to use
transparent-sounding techniques such as parallel
compression (see next Chapter). which satisfy even

critical listeners. Audition test masters in all
environments, hopefully arriving at a decent
compromise.

I found your slfe through a link. Iwas

looking for Information on how to use

my compressors to make my music

better. What I found was Instruction on

how not to use my compressors to

make my music bener. The quality of

my recordings has gone up greatly

since I read your articles.

How to Avoid ma.king Hypercompreued Mixes
Hypercompre88ion is a fonn of sound

squashing, where everything has an unrelenting

and fatiguing intensity. with lost transients and
reduced definition. When overused, mastering
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tools can produce this result. though the tools to do
it have migrated to the mixing studio, with a lot of
unfortunate sonic results (and a few sonic gems),
in my opinion. Hypercompression produces the
reverse effect from the intent ofa good mix

bOring, lifeless mush. Perhaps the current slack in
music sales is related to hypercompression and its
tendency to give everything a monotonous
sameness-is the public voting against compression
with its pocketbook? Lately it seems about the only
place we can enjoy good dynamic range and impact
is in the motion picture theatre. This book is partly
about how we can bring simiJar life to our music
masters. In this chapter we concentrate on some

advice for the mixingengineer.

Let me tell you a sad story. A pop-rock band
once sent me a mix that they felt a bit uneasy about,

though they could not exactly express why. When
I received the DAT it was obvious why. Here's what
I heard:

there was absolutely no dynamic range left,
it was ~maxxed to the max."

there was no transient information.
the sound was grainy and literally lifeless
(squashed)
all the songs sounded continuously and
fatiguingly loud. I couldn't listen for more
than a couple of minutes at a time.

although the obvious intent was to produce a
hot. clear, punchy sound, the result was exactly
the opposite.

No wonder the band felt uneasy. but still they
couldn't put their finger on the problem. All the
mix elements were there, and the tonality seemed
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The Real Recipe for Radio.Ready
Tile rea! recipe for Radio- Ready Includes:

1) Write a great original song, use fabulb ~s

singers and wonderful arrangements

l) Se innovative, not Imitative.

3) Make sure tile music. sounds good at 1I0me

Keep the dynamics lively, interesting and

unsquashed, and some of tllat virtue Will

make it through the radiO processing.

fine. Jtwas easy for me to tell: their engineer had
mixed directly from multitrackthrough a 3-band
masteringcompre880rto DAT. In a way I admired
his work because he obviously had slaved for hours
at the dials "perfecting" this most disappointing
sound. Amazingly there were no intermoduJation
artifacts between tbe frequency bands. an example
of the power of this box. for I was instantly able to
identify the brand and type of processor he had used.
Icalled tbe group and asked them to check if he had
made an unprocessed mix as well. Unfortunately he
had not. Sadly. rwas unable to do anything to
salvage this production. I tried a bit of upward
expansion (to undo the damage), and the band felt
it was an improvement. but an upward expander can
only accomplish something when there is
"movement~ in the source to grab onto (to amplify).
Why do you suppose he did this? The motivation
was eventually traced to a misguided desire to make
the recording"radio-ready" (see sidebar).

Here are some ways to avoid hypercompression
during mixing. which easily occurs when consoles
and DAWs have a compressor on every channel
strip. Everyone has his own style of working with
compressors and there are no rnles. But I suggest
that when learning or beginning a mix, start by
workingwitlwut any compressors! Then you'n
discover the necessity which was the mother of its
invention. The compressor will then become for
you a tool to bandle problems which cannot be
handIed with fader moves, not a crutch or substitute
for good recording and mixingtecbniques. Learn
about the natural dynamics and impact of musical
instruments. then begin to alter them with

compressors (which can include using compression
to create special effects). Every 5 years or so. give
yourself a reality check...try making a recording or
mix with little or no compression. You'H rediscover
the parts of music that make it lively
and aid in its clarity. It's a real
challenge. but a refresher course
may point out that less compression
will buyyou a more open, more
musical sound than you've
previously been getting.

Start mixing fresh each time
free yourself of preconceptions.
Although you compressed the bass
on 9 out of the last 10 albums. maybe this time you
won't need a compressor. Each musician is an
individual and their sound must be respected. In
general. the better the bass player, the less
compression will be needed. and the greater the
chance that compression will"choke up'" his sound.
rfyou get to know the sound of your instrumen
talists you can then askyourself: are you trying to
capture the sound of your instrumentalists or
intentionally creating a new sound? Get a great mix
that sounds alive and clear and big' and then later
see how much better it can be made in tbe
mastering suite, for mixing and mastering are two
different things. After mixing for a while. compare
the mix to the raw. unaltered monitor mix (which
can be a sobering experience); be honest. have you
lost some of the magic that you captured on the
recording day? Has the sound closed down i.nstead
of opening up?

1~9 Dynamics: Part Two



The process of refining a mix should always

include revisiting your compression (and EQ)
settings and questioning your work. Compressors
are often used to create a tighter band sound,
making the rhythm instruments sit in a good,
constant place in the mix. But the wrong

compression setting can take away the sense of
natural breathing and openness that makes music
swing and sway. Thus, I recommend that during

mixing, after you've inserted a few compressors on
certain instruments (e.g" the bass, rhythm guitar.
vocal) and listened for a while, tI)' comparing with
the compressors bypassed (total automation makes
that process easy: store two fader snapshots so you
can switch between them). Ifyou've lost some ofthe
swing, or the subtleties of the musician's
performance, then tI)' reducing or eliminating

some compression.

I think some of today's mix engineers have to
learn (or relearn) the ability to mix loudly and

clearly. Rock and Roll music is often a casualty of
compressor abuse. I receive rock mixes from well
meaning engineers that should be getting louder
and louder and reach a climax, but which have lost
their intensity, producing wimpy lou.d sound.' There
is dynamic inversion; instead of a chorus sounding
lively and dramatic, it's been pulled back. To make a
better sound and ease the mastering engineer's job,

check the climaxes: do they sound open, or
squashed? Squashing is a common problem in rock
mixes, for it is very difficult to maintain excitement
all the way to the highest peaks, but squashing is veI)'

• "It'. like the,.., Iu.t he.n on u..nleanling ......... Ju f1eaihilily hat. ittlpnlVd.
nip«! forth< inlep'ity 01 the a<>ul'C< hu tU bul vaniah.d u """pIe become lOll
in the posou,ihtiet.· Bob OlhMon. MUI.ring Engineer'a W.bOOnd.
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hard to repair in mastering. One trick is to start
mixing during the climax of the song, make the
climax sing and swing, using just enough
compression on individual instruments to do the
trick; then, return to the beginning, WOrk your butt
off riding faders where necessaI)' during the soft

passages but without changing the thresholds
from the position used for the peak ofthe song.
This helps avoid overcompression on the loud
passages and keeps the song sounding exciting. It's
better to send material that's mixed well and
powerfully at the mid levels but at the high levels is
not squashed. Even if the climaxes don't sound loud
enough to the mix engineer, he should consider it a
work in progress, for the mastering engineer can take

it to the next level of performance , with the punch it
needs at mid levels and strength and volume at high
levels.

I advise against mix engineers trying to mix

through dedicated mastering processors unless you
have the patience to refine the many parameters
against the constantly-changing parameters of a
mix in progress. Even bus compressors built into

consoles are not usually optimized for processing
overall music. A processor on the bus will change
the mix in mysterious ways: it's not predictable
whether the vocal or any instrument will stand out,

and it can fight the mix instead of helping it.
Wideband bus compression causes all the
instruments to be modulated by the attack and
transients of the loudest instrument. A rim shot or
cymbal crash can take down the reverberation and
the sound of all the other instruments. Any
compressor on a mix bus can quickly become a



Leammgfrom your mistakes gives
J"ou room to make even bigger ones:
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crutch. a substitute (or good mixing techniques.
Some mix engineers add delicate bus compression
tifttT~mixhasbf:~nachi.eved,to see il it lattens the
lOund without deterioration. And to keep the bus
compressor lrom punching wholes- inyour miJ:.

th~UMa very slow anaclc/release and very little
compression (e.g. I dB).

H~ Your Bets. Many mix engineers will
sulwert Murphy's law of Experience and print two
versiona to send to mastering. one with bus
compression and one without. I often find the
bus'compressed version has latter bass (which the
dient likes) but wimpy highs and attacks (which the
client doesn't like), but in mastering you can have

your cake and eat it too: I can supply dynamics
processing with carefully-applied multiple time
constants. yielding a more impacting result that
still has WCat bass. WOC course. if the mix was made

10 aggressively through the bus compressor that
removing it would change the mix. then there is no
point in providing two versioD8: be aware that you
are paintingyounelf into a corner, if a remU: is not
an option.

But what jf you want ta mix awess;,,_Iy, ..
Th.is should be the province oC the experienced

mixer .....ho knOW1lhat this is the practice that works
best lor the particular music. client, or audience

and .....ho recognizes the fine subjective line between
aggressive bus compression and hypercompression.
In other words. some engineers mix aggressively on
purpose with the bus compressor (or against it);
which is only ok if:

the music truly calls for it

the experienced mix engineer is aware of all the
effects of the bus compressor on the sound

But be careful howyou make it loud, because if

you deteriorate the clarity of the sound. there's
little that can be done to fix it in the mastering.
When mixing with
aggressive bus
compression. I advise
you to ascenain the
mastering engineer's
opinion on this mix in

progress. Recently I
asked a client why he was uSing bus compression on
his mix. and he replied. wlJeeause I think it doesn't
sound loud enough without it.- But through
demonstration. we lound out that his mix sounded
wimpyloud but not better (e.g.. fatter, punchier.
clearer, fuller). I suggest that you concentrate on

mixing and save the question of absolute loudness
for the mastering; when mixing. go for better when
auditioned at the same loudness (i.e. turn up the
monitor gain until it sounds loud enough). I think
Mastering engineers can do a better job and for
much music would prefer not to receive bus
compressed mixes-we can stand back objectively,
fine-tuning time constants and bandwidths.
maximizing the sound quality (and level) without

destrOying the rhythm. melody or dynamics of the
music. Each tune wiJl be optimally and precisely
adjusted in the context of the whole album.
Attempting these sons of decisions during mixing,
without having the perspective of the entire album.
is dangerous since it's irreversible.



Ifyou wish to try your hand at mastering

processing after mixing. by all means do so.
perhaps as an example of the type of sound you are
looking for, but also bring an unprocessed mix

safety to the mastering session.

Monitor gain' has a tremendous effect on

these matters ofjudgment. The higher you place
the monitor gain, the less the chance of over
compressing. If the music mix sounds properly
"punchy~at a higher monitor gain, then leave the
rest of the magic for the mastering rather than add
another DSP process or take the sound downhill.
The VU meter (as opposed to the peak meter) is

our friend. Have one hanging around. preferably
calibrated to 0 on the VU meter" -~o dBFS on the
peak meter with a sine wave. or if necessary. to as
high as -14 dBFS peak. If the VU meter is reading
hot. then the sound may be overcompressed.

Stop EmulGting SquGshed COf
Many mixing engineers compare their mixes

against already-pressed CDs. but be careful what

you choose as a standard. Ironically. mastered CDs

often do not sound like what comes out of the mix.
so how can you emulate something which can only
be done post-mix? And emulating aggressively
mastered COs for a mix may contribute to the
vicious circle of escalating loudness. What you
really need is to hear the sound of a good mix before
it was sent for mastering. But since that's not
available, choose from the plenitude of pop records
that have been well- mixed and conservatively

mastered. Visit www.digido.com for The Honor Roll .

• Ipl'de .. lbe term monitor pin to vol""", .,<mtrol.~ Clapte. '.
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a listing of well-mixed and conservatively
mastered current CDs.

Avoiding Compression Problems during Tracking
When tracking vocalists (who have a habit of

belting now and then). a weU~adjusted compressor

can sound reasonably transparent. and most
engineers agree the cure is better than the disease.
But watch out for a closed-in sound. clamping down
when the vocalist gets loud (which reduces clarity
and impact). which can be caused by improper time
constants. too high a ratio, or using the wrong
compressor. Compare IN versus BYPASS before

committing to tape. Match levels to make a fair
comparison. Ifyou notice too much degradation,
maybe it's time to consider a different compressor
or change the settings you are using. The sound
should be open and clear... remember that no
amount of equalization in the mixdown can

substitute for capturing a clear sound quality during
tracking. This is true for all the lead instruments.

including trumpets and electric guitars. If possible.

put the uncompressed sound on a spare track-it
may save your life. If there's any rule. nine out of
ten engineers would prefer to save the decision on
drum and percussion compression until mixing.
There are always exceptions-every piece of music
is unique.
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How To
Manipulate

Dynamic
Range for Fun

and Profit
PART THREE:

THE LOST

PROCESSES

Introduction

This chapter introduces two processes which
should he part of every audio engineer's vocabulary.
To he successful with them. you have to learn to
t.hinklike a contrarian. but it"s well worth it.

I. Upward Compression

Over-concentration on the use of downward
compressors-makes it easy to overlook the
psychoacaustic (act that the ear is much more
fOrgiving of the upward -cheating- of soft passages
than of the awkward -pushing down-of loud
passages. The latter feels like an artificial loss while
the fonner caD feel very natural.

Let me introduce you to a venerable
oompression technique which has finally come of

age. Imagine compre&8ion that requires just a single
knob-no need to adjust attack. threshold. release or
ratio. The sound quality is 80 transparent' that

careful listening is required la even know the circuit
is in operation! Afew years ago New Zealand radio
engineer Richard HuJse discussed wilb me his
practice of parallel compresaion, t which
accomplishes upward compression. Richard was
using analog components and got acceptable results.
but he thought that a digital implementation could

sound even better and suggested (try one. l found
the digital verllion of this technique to be so
successful that today I often use it to fatten sound
and bring up soft passages in place of manual gain
riding. The principle is quite simple: Take a source.
and mix the output of a compressor with it. Many

For ""'. the torm .........""'..1mu,.. the .opaIl"'llo _ndt .. doa" .. the-
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mix engineers have practiced this approach with
their analog tools. In the digital domain, it is
possible to sum the source with a compressor
without any side effects, by using a precise time
delay for the ..dry~ signal which exactly matches that
of the compressor, as shown in this block diagram
(one channel only of stereo shown):

In principle, the distortion of the parallel
compression technique can be much lower than
standard (downward) compression, since most of
the signal has a linear path, and the non-linear path
is added to the main path.aThe amount of
compression is controlled by the attenuator or
makeup gain. The object of the technique is for the
parallel compressor to contribute less and less to
the total sound as the signal gets louder. This is
accomplished by using a very low threshold, thereby
putting the parallel compressor into gain reduction
almost all the time.

Here are suggested optimal settings for the
parallel compressor, derived from original
experiments performed by Richard Hulse:

Threshold -50 dBFS. A very low threshold
ensures that the parallel compressor will be into
extreme gain reduction during loud passages.
Because the output of the parallel compressor has

been pushed down during loud passages. it will
contribute only negligibly to the total level. In
principle, ifyou add in a second signal that is ~o
dB or more down, the second signal will not
perceptibly contribute to the total level.
Attack time as fast as possible. One millisecond or
less if available. This ensures that the transient
impact of the original sound will be preserved, for
as soon as a loud transient hits, the compressor
goes into gain reduction. It helps for this
compressor to have look ahead, which means that
it has a built-in time delay that permits it to look
at the incoming signal levels and perfonn
predictive gain reduction.
Ratio ~:l or ~.5:1 (I prefer ~'5)' The net ratio of the
sum of the parallel chain varies depending on how
much of the parallel compressor is being added
in. Richard has developed a chart so you can go by
the numbers, but I find it unnecessary and simply
go by ear.
Release time medium length. Experiments show
that 250-350 milliseconds works best to avoid
breathing or pumping, although in cases where
the reverberation is very exposed, particularly a
capel/.a music, as much as 500 ms. may be needed
to avoid overemphasizing the reverb tails.
Output level or makeup gain adjusted to taste.
With the parallel compressor off ( -00 gain), there
will be no compression. 0 dB or higher,
compression will be very noticeable, with soft or
even medium-level passages being raised in level.
A nice subtle compression can be achieved with
makeup settings of-5 through -15 dB (the lower
the level of the compressor, the less total
compression) .

t
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To determine the time delay needed to
compensate for the compressor, adjust the parallel
compressor to a 1:1 ratio and unity gain output. If
possible. invert the polarity to either half of the
chain. Then adjust I.he time delay until there is a
complete null. Typical delays are 5 to IQ samples.
but can be much more if there is considerable look
ahead delay in the parallel compressor. If a
(noll-delayed) polarity invert is not available. adjust
the time delay until signal level is maximum (it will
have 6 dB extra gain when the delay is correct) and
check with pink noise to confirm there is no comb
filter effect.

Correspondents have told me they have
successfully implemented this technique in Pro
Tools. Digital Performer. and in SADiE. Every
digital processor can easily include a parallel
compression algorithm. Weiss has incorporated it in
their DSI-M~. I've adapted a single engine ofthe
re Electronic System 6000 to stereo parallel com
pression: Feed the signal into the 5.1 (surround)
compressor. use the front URchannels as the"dry"
signal, hypassingthe sidechain. Use the SUSR
channels as the compressed signal. The time delay is
automatically taken care of as all channels of the 5.1
compressor have matched delay. I then assign the
output level of the compressor to a fader and adjust
to laste by listening. The fader level is a fair guide to
how much compression is being applied~ there is no
need to look at a gain reduction meter. DUring
operation. the conlrarian engineer just looks for

extreme low level passages. and adjusts the parallel
compression until the level dips sound more natural
or the sound gets a bit fatter and fuller if desired.

Parallel compression can also be used
multiband, to separately fatten a bass instrument, or
to give more presence to low level passages. which is
more like dynamic equalization than compression. I
assign the output level of each band to a fader, and
adjust the sound to taste. The nice thing about the
fattening qualities of this compression technique
when helping the bass instrument is that the body of
the sound gets fatter without destroying the
transient impact. Or when increasing the presence
frequencies at low levels. the sound can be clearer
and better defined without becoming harsh at mid
or loud levels.

Even at severe settings, parallel compression
sounds much better to my ears than any squashing
I've heard from severe downward compression.
Unlike downward compression. this form of upward
compression preserves the transients or initial
attacks very well. In addition, there's room to be
expressive at the top levels with upward expansion
(see next section) if the original material was too
compressed at high levels. Like any process, if
upward compression is pushed too far, it will
eventually call attention to itself. The first audible
artifact will be increased sustains and emphasized
reverberation. then, finally, breathing or pumping.
These artifacts can sometimes be reduced by raising
the release time of the parallel compressor.
However, if the music is so open that the process
continues to call attention to itself. the only solution
is to abandon the processor and manually raise the
passages which are too soft.

13S Dynamics: Part Three



11. Upward Expansian
Anotherunderused but incredibly useful

processing technique is upward expansion. Some
people think of an upward expander as the
uncompressor, but it is far more than that (indeed
there is a limit to how much a sound can be restored
once it has been excessively compressed). Rather,
upward expanders can be used to emphasize
different parts of the dynamic rhythm from those
affected by downward compressors, and the result is
often more consonant with the natural movement of
the music. For example, upward expansion is great
for restoring the liveliness of typical uninteresting
musical samples from samplers. It can also put the
snap back into a slightly-squashed snare drum.
Upward expansion is definitely a technique worth
lp.arning. and iR nCl mClrp. difficult tCllllH~ than a

downward compressor. once you learn to think like
a contrarian and use the threshold, ratio. and
attack/release.

Historically. upward expanders were not easy to
build until the advent of the VCA.J Once you have a
VCA-based compressor, it's a simple matter to turn
it into an upward expander by reversing the sign
(polarity) of the sidechain signal. Probably the first
commercial dedicated upward expander was in a
device made by DBX called the model 117, circa 1971,
designed to enhance dynamics in a hi-fi system.
Another early upward expander was the Phase
Linear Peak Unlimiter. The honor for the first
digital upward expander goes to the Waves Cl (pIug
in), algorithms designed by Michael Genon. The
first stand-alone digital upward expander was in the
DBX Quantum mastering unit, followed shortly by
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the Weiss 051- MK2.. The Waves C... (plug-in) is the
first single processor to perform all of the four
dynamics processes, though it can perform only one
of the four at a time on each band. It is very
desirable to be able 10 do simultaneous upward
compression, upward expansion, and limiting in a
single box.

Ironically, downward compression doesn't
make the loud parts louder, it makes them softer,
pushing ascending passages downward. A loudness
increase is obtained as the incoming level decreases
and the compressor goes into the release phase,
raising the gain. In contrast, when the parameters
have been optimized. upward r.xpansion increases
the loudness of passages that are a8cending in
volume. in rhythm with the upward motion of the
music. (Hence it may be necessary to use output
attenuation instead of makeup gain to prevent the
output from overloading.) There is a small increase
in dynamic range. but if used delicately for
microdynamic purposes, the upward expander
becomes as valuable a production tool as the
downward compressor.

This next figure shows an upward expander with
a severe .75:1 ratio and threshold at-3~dBFS.
Without attenuation it will overload with input levels
exceeding about -10 dBFS. Note that the ratio of an
upward expander can be expressed in decimal or
fraction form depending on the manufacturers
preference. The Waves and OBX units use decimal
form, while the Weiss unit expresses this in fraction
form as 1:1.33. Typically, the range of ratios used in
upward expansion is far smaller than those used



whtn compressing. Commonly. from a very gentle
1·1.01 through about 1:1.2 «(raction); equivalent to
from 0.99 through .83 (decimal). Acommon value
uaed (or musi.c enhancement is around .91 deci.mal
(a'l 10 (raction).
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The next figure contrasts (ast and slow attack.
and (ast and slow release when used with an upward
expander. AA you can see. the dynamic character
istics are opposite (rom the compressor examples
sbown in the previous chapter.

The best way to learn how to use an upward
apander is to compare it to a downward
compressor. described in the chan on the next page
(values given in the chan are only (or general
purpose guides).

CoMpromises When Makinl' Hot Masters
Both Downward Compression and Upward

Expansion result in compromises i(you are tryingto
mak.e a master super~hot (high absolute loudness).
The problem with downward compression is that it
is hard to avoid the squashing effect and loss o(

At I~ft, ~p ..ard txpgndff with fgst attllck. Ilaw rrl~gJt_

At ritht, Jlllwattlldr, faJt 't/tIlR

dynamics. By splittingtbe bands (multiband. see
Chapter 10), you can slightly postpone the inevitable
sonic degradation. The problem with upward
expansion is that ifyou are trying to make a
recording hoc. you must (oUow tbe expander with a
limiter to increase the level. but the limiter will fight
the advantages o(the expander. and soon becomes
the limiting(actor (oaps!). When the limiter is used
conservatively. it will not deteriorate the sharp
transients, and the upward expander can do its job
o( making the upward-going dynamics more
exciting. Prove it by bypassing the limiter at
matched compare levels and see i( it's hurting tbe
sound oftbe music. Ifit is. and you cannot live with
the degradation. the only solution is to master at a
lower level.
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Ill. Changing Micradynamic. Manually

It is possible to change musical microdynamics
without using processors by doing manual edits and
gain changes in a DAW, In this figure. I have artifi
cially enhanced the attack of the first note of a song
with very brief manual upward expansion (it's the
brevity which makes it microdynamic):

Creoti", an Artificial Sfoflondo

At left. the first few milliseconds of the note
have a greater gain (in this case. 3 dB), and then
there is a crossfade to a gain of 0 dB. resulting in a
sforzando. An interesting story is that the producer
was looking for a surprise when this track entered,
and I initially had the beginning attack at +5 dB. but
when he took the reference CD home. he reported
the attack was too startling. so I took it back a bit for
the final master.

This chapter completes ourdynamics trilogy.
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I. Introduction

'"No smgle ·ended nOIse reduction
system is perfect; all noise reduction
systems take away some degree
ofsignal with the noise. ..

CHaPTer 12

Noise
Reduction

Anthropologist Benjamin Whorl observed that
tbe Eskimos have numerous words for SMW.

Similarly. audio engineers discern a great number
of categories of what is coUeetively caUed noise.
Laypersons generally do not distinguish distortion
from noise but we find it useful: Distortion is a
subset ofthe general category"'c call noi.se: it is a
kind of noise that is correlated with the signal.
Distortion can be low level and act much like what

we normally call noi.se. or it can be high level and
quite obtrusive. lying on the peaks of the Signal.
Noise itseU can be continuous or intermittent.
random or semi-random. calored (containing
identifiable frequency components). impulsive.
crackly. clicky. ticky (primarily high frequency), or
poppy (primarily low frequency), Every kind of
bothersome noise requires its own dedicated
technical cure. but the most powerful cure is just to
ignore the noise! Often we engineers tend to forget
that the ear has a built-in noi.se-reduetion
mechanism which give8 U8 the ability to separate

signal from noise. and hear information buried
within the noise.
Thus the key to
good-sounding
noise reduction is
not to remove all
the noise. but to

accept a small
improvement as a victory. Remember that louder
signals mask the noise. and also remember that the
general public does not zero in on the noise as a
problem. They're paying attention to the music. and



MyTH,

"/ know thatyou

can't hear anything
but noise on this

tape, but ifyou get

rid of it all,

you'll be able to hear
my husband having

sex with his lover. m

I I

so should the engineer! So before considering any
noise reduction technique, we need to judge
whether a noise is truly distracting.

The noise-reduction methods described in this
chapter are all single-ended as opposed to comple
mentary. The DolbyTll system is an example ofa
complementary. or two-step. noise-reduction

system which applies one process during recording
and an opposite process during playback. An
important fact: no single-ended noise reduction
system is perfect: all noise-reduction systems take
away some degree of signal with the noise. Artifacts
of overaggressive denoising include: comb-filtering
or phasing noises. known semi-affectionately as
space monkeys: and low level thumps, pops. Overly
aggressive noise reduction can also remove the
critical ambience and atmosphere from a recording.

The difficulty lies in the fact that
reverberation tends to decay to noise.
However, much of the directional
information and ombience we perceive

is from reverberation. Therefore,
remove the reverb with the noise, and
- in effect - you remove the walls,
floor and ceiling from the room.'

Sonic SolutiolUl No Noisenl and Cedar De- Noise
permit fine-tuning of the frequency response of the
noise-reduction curve, and a skilled engineer will
tailor that response curve for the best compromise
between artifacts and perceived noise reduction.
What distinguishes a good noise reduction job from
a bad one? -Good Taste. The engineer must
continually retain perspective. because the more
noise removed. the more noise revealed (noise itself

masks other noise below it)! It's like peeling the

layers of an onion.1fyou remove some crackle from
the right channel, suddenly you may hear some tics
which were not previously audible in the left. In all
cases, careful comparison between the source and
the processed product is necessary to ensure that
the music has not been damaged. Ironically. the

quieter the original recording. the more effective a
noise reduction process can be. In other words. the

more separated the original signal is from the noise.
the more easily can the noise-reduction system
diminish the noise without hurting the signal. So a
real noisy recording probably cannot be fixed
without creating artifacts.

11. Noise reduction techniques

Simple Filtering
A passage with obtrusive hiss-like noise which

contains no high-frequency instruments can be
treated with a simple high-frequency equalizer. For
example. an electric piano solo introducing a song
may be hissy, but that noise will be masked when the
rest of the instruments enter. This is a candidate for

a selective filter; say I to 4< dB dip circa 3-5 kHz (this
is the range where the ear is most sensitive to hiss).
active only during the piano introduction. However,

even here the filter will affect harmonics of the
piano. so we must make ajudgment call.

P-pops are a type of signal-related noise. so they
are a form of distortion. and since they are primarily
low frequency, can be treated with a selective high-

Gordon P""d <>fCed..., ina oon""..."oo onlh. Mu'.n"S",.bboard

t A m)'lh frnlll,h. 1U1oralion eommu.nil)' ouggu1ed by Cordon ","id <>fCedar
In 1"1111. if. ne.rly impoeoible '0 den... In'dJJ<<ible informa1ioD from a lip"
ihhe YOICft''''' bo,..,1y lD'ellipbl. oraudIble to the fint pbeo.
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pass filter, typically 100 Hz, but sometimes as high
as 400 Hz. I{ the filter is applied briefly. the result
can be artifact- free (invisible to the ear). In my
DAW, I capture a short section with the filter, then,
using the crossfade editor. narrow the extent of the
filter to the p-pop: with practice the technique can
be extremely fast. It is also possible to edit out just
the orrend..ingportion ofa p-pop.

krrow-knd Expansion
Compression techniques used in mixing and

mastering (make-up gain, especially noticed during
the release time) can bring up noise in original
~terialsuchas tape hiss, preamp hiss, noisy guitar
and synth amplifiers. all of which can either be
~rttivedas problems or just -part of the sound.~
This is what makes our work so subjective. Since
compression aggravated the noise. expanders are its
cure. As little as 1 to +dBof reduction in a narrow
band centered around 3-5 k.Hz can be very effective
and ifdone right. invisible to the ear. performed
with a multiband (downward) expander. Typically
these units have 3 to 4 bands. but we will only use
one. Start by finding a threshold, with initially a
high expansion ratio, fast attack and release time.
Zero in on a threshold that is just above the noise
level. You'U hear uglycMuer and bouncing of the
noise floor because the time constants are so fast.
Now. reduce the ratio to very small. below 1:2,

perhaps even 1:1.1. and slow the release until there
is little or no perceived modulation of the noise
floor. Too much expansion. and you will hear
artifacts such as pumping or ambience reduction.
The attack will usually have to be much faster than
the release so that fast crescendos will not be

affected, Depending on the music. its dynamic
characteristics and its original SNR. this subtle
approach can yield artifact-free noise reduction.
The other expander bands should be bypassed or
ratios set to 1:1. A good expander will have look
ahead delay. which allows it to open before it's hit by
the signal. thereby conserving transients, If the
expander approach does not work. then we will have
to apply more sophisticated. dedicated noise
reduction processors.

Complex FilterinC
Tonal noise can be diminished hy using

narrow-band selective filtering at the critical
frequency. Sonic Solutions No-NoiM:. developed
by Dr. J. Andrew Moorer. has a complex filtering
option that pennits the insertion of many high
resolution narrow-band filters, suitable for
removing hum and bun (harmonics of the hum).
Before inserting the filters. it's useful to do an FFf
analysis of the noise floor to determine which
harmonics are present so as to apply only the filters
that are needed. In SADiE's 2496 or Artemis
systems. there is enough DSP power to insert many
narrow-band filters in real time. and I have a
dehumming preset with about 25 filters set for a Qof
40 or higher. I've also found TC's Backdrop,
developed by Dr. Gilbert Soulodre. to be very
effective with tonal noise if I can find a sample of
noise without signal. Systems like Backdrop, Cedar,
and No-Noise must sample a brief piece of noise
(even one second will do) in order to remove it
without affecting the signal.' Which brings up the
point that you should not tightly cut the beginnings
or edit material which is being sent in for noise

r,p Noi.ae Reduction



reduction; the most likely candidate for a sample is a
piece just before the downbeat.

Speeialized Proeessors
GML Labs has a specialized noise-reduction

unit for hiss and continuous noise. Cedar has just
produced a new miracle process called Retouch.
currently available only for SADiE DAWs. Retouch is
able to remove impulsive noises that no previous
system could handle, such as a baby crying, chair
squeaks, even people talking in the middle of a take.
It is very expensive. but there is no substitute when
you need it.

Some manufacturers specialize in one kind of
noise; some have separate (expensive) boxes to fix
each of them. Each type of noise---scratch. crackle.
hiss. buzz. rumble. thump. fitz. regular noise and
irregular noise. high level and low level noise
needs its own dedicated correction algorithm. A
decrackler is really a multiple-declicker, detecting
and interpolating each moment of crackle. so it
requires great DSP power. Sonic and Cedar have the
most popular high-end noise-reduction systems.
with interesting entries from Algorithmix.
Audiocube. TC Electronic and Waves. Sonic's
approach to continuous noise. such as hiss. or
rumble. is to use ~o48 individual contiguous filters.
constituting a serious multiband expander. Artifacts
are minimized since multiband processing avoids
interaction between bands. Sequoia has an excellent
FIR filter which allows you to visually and ergonom
ically pick each offending harmonic and reduce it.
When the noise source is varying in frequency. as
from analog tapes with varying speed. a special kind
of tracking filter is required.
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TC's Backdrop is based on psychoacoustics and
noise- masking, and is very effective on continuous
or tonal noise such as hum, buzz. hiss and rumble.
with minimal artifacts when properly adjusted. You
get what you pay for. and the critical ear can tell the
quality difference between the most expensive and
cheapest systems.

Ill. One Man's Meat
Is Another Man's Poison

I once mastered a punk rock album where the
opening of one tune had an obvious electrical tic on
top of the bass player's note. I removed the tic and
the note was restored to its beauty-I thought. But
then I heard from the producer that he missed the
tic and so I had to put it back. Thus proving that
beauty is in lhe ear ofthe behearer, and many noises
are considered to be part of the music. Get to know
each musical form (especially punk rock) and in
some cases think about leaving it dirty instead of
clean!

IV. Manual Oedicking, Dethumping,
De-Distortioning, Depopping....

A good mastering system should have integrated
manual denoising. which allows us to quickly and
selectively clean up momentary noises. Declicking.
dethumping. de-distortioning. depopping, and
other techniques are critical mastering system
features. The next figure. part A shows a thunk from
an LP record. The left channel of this figure (top
panel) has already been delhunked. as can be seen by
the horizontal marker above the left channel
waveform. When reproduced. the slight DC level
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DType is a powerful interpolator which can stitch
together ~impossible~waveforms and even remove
brief dropouts or holes with no audible effects.

In figure pan 8. the low frequency thunk and
most of the DC discontinuity have been repaired.
and the ramped DC level shift that remains

(probably record warp) does not
produce an audible noise.

LP records are not the only
sources that need declicking.
Something as simple as an
obtnasive vocal wlip smaclc~ can

be cleanly and quic1dy excised.
and briefoverload distortion can
also be cleaned up by the interpo
lation technique. Sonic's E-type
decnckler can also selectively
reduce sibilance. 1use it instead
of an overall sibilance controller
when there are only a small
number of offending s's in the
recording. E·type can also reduce
and sometimes eliminate the
harsh sound quality of clipping
and digital overs.

In the figure on the next
page. on top. a severe click is
marked manually by the gates,
and on the bottom it bas been
removed. Note that Sonic
Solutions' automatic vertical gain
conveniently amplifies the
display to the highest amplitude

shift that remains does not tranalate to an audible
noise. The right channel contains a severe thunk
rnanifested by an instantaneous upward. then
dO,,"'llward DC level shift (which causes woofers to
rattle). With Sonic Solutions' manual declicking, the
rorrtetion process is as simple as marking the noise
.-nh the gates and selecting D Type from the menu.

A LP IJNIIi' III f1w""'f Otomtd (d,ftr~r I'OIIri ll'whtJ ,qI«td~r
_,! ",,,,,u/iccrtlOM, 11«d.~rPlflbtudn). TM 11ft tllo"IIri /la...iteaq,
_~(ffdNr).

.......---_.....-----.
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in tbe view. which is no longer the click after it has
been removed.

Here's another remarkable berore/after
example (with a modern G4 computer. the repair
tucs about 3-5 seconds).
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0" lap, 1I click 1I Jurrllllnd,d by thlatu. At battam, afttrch<H>('''ID-Typ, from
tll, No-noiJfm.nll, rh, dlC~Ui nmav,d.
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Manual declicking is extremely labot-intensive
but vcry rewarding; it's like hiring a meticulous
gardener to remove each weed in your garden by
band. instead of using han:nful chemicals.
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Other
Processing

I. Introduction

In this chapter we'U discuss important

techniques such as how to determine proper
polarity and inter-channel balance. In addition
we'll introduce specialized processing including MS

Equaliultion or MS compression... and the world oC
mastering processors including reverberation.
ambience extraction. - replicators. M exciters. etc.

11. The Bolancing Act
First Cheelc the Monitor 8ctlanee

Adjusting inter~channelbalance seems like a
simple procedure. but many people have miscon
ceptions about how to achieve correct stereo
balance. Before making any judgments of program
channel balance. first verify that your stereo

monitors thern.selves are balanced. Play a mono pink
noise signal at equal level to both stereo speaken
and confirm the pink: noise image is tightlycentered
between the speakers at all frequencies of the pink
noise. Ride the monitor level control up and down
within the normal ranges and confirm that the
image of the pink noise remains eemered. If it's nOI
tightly centered. tben suspect the crOS30vers.
drivers, level control. preamplifier channel balance
or room acoustics. Chapter 14 covers the monitor
calibration process in more detail.

Polarity is ~direction, ~ positive- or negative
going for an electrical signal, outward or inward for
a transducer and the recommended standard is that
positive voltage means positive pressure. If there's
an audible ~hole~ between the left and right
loudspeakers (especially obvious allow

'+5



"Never Use The Meters to Make
Channel Balance Judgments"

frequencies), then one loudspeaker is moving
inward while another is moving outward, hence the

two wavefronts are canceling acoustically to some
degree. This is defined as incorrect relative
polarity. caused by improper wiring. Many of us still
use the antiquated phrase "the speakers are out of
phase." but we really mean they' re "out of polarity
with each other" (because phase really means time).

In a ~ -channel reproduction system. incorrect

relative polarity yields a hollow sound, imaging way
to the sides and not in the middle. with reduced bass

and lower midrange response. The solution is to
search each balanced line and speaker connection
for the pair of wires which are reversed.

Stereo Balance of the Program Material
Music feels much better when the balance is

"locked in." When making stereo balance
judgments on program material, I consider left
right channel balance errors of )o.~ dB to be

significant. but try
to keep balance
errors to <0.1 dB. It
is difficult to use
meters to judge
channel balance
because at any

moment in time. one channel will likely be higher
than the other. I've seen songs where one channel's
meter (peak or VU) is consistently a dB or so higher

than the other, but the balance is exactly correct.
This is because some high-frequency-dominant
instruments project better than flat meters indicate;
for example. with a mandolin on the right and viola
on the left, proper balance will likely occur with the
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left meter reading higher. and it also depends on
who's doing the lead part! If in doubt. change the
balance 0.1 dB at a time until it sounds just right.

Astereo position indicator (see FipreCI'-//1 in

the Color Plates) may help, but most times it just
tends to confirm what you've already heard.]udge
balance by ear. and when in doubt, check with the
producer, since the lead vocal is sometimes
intentionally placed off-center. Other times. even if

the lead vocal is supposed to be centered. this may
not produce the best balance between two

accompanying instruments located left and right. or
you may feel that the instruments on one side are
competing with the vocal's intelligibility. In that
case you have to think like a mix engineer, so it pays
to check the producer's intentions. Sometimes the
producer will say, "oh. we didn't get that mix quite
right. it's possible the violins on the left need to

come up against the trumpets. use your judgment."
But if it takes more than about a dB of balance

adjustment to fix the problem. a remix may be in
order orthe sound image may end up lopsided. and
it bears repeating-check with the producer.

Fixing Relative Polarity
The so-called phase switches on consoles do not

change time. they invert the polarity. If two sources
are .800 out of phase at all frequencies (or a large
band of frequencies). then we conclude they are Old

ofpolarity with each other. and we must correct the

polarity of one channel. If the correlation meter
(see Fip"CJ'-//J in the Color Plates) shows a large
phase difference approaching 180°, check for
interchannel (relative) polarity errors by switching



tht monitor to mono and inverting one channel's
polarity. The position that gives the most bass is the
rorrtet one. Somelimeslhis is the only method to
verify the correct polarity when two spaced omnidi
rtttiooal microphones were used. since there is a
101 of random phase information in such a

recording. When several mikes are mixed together,
ifonly one pair is oul of relative polarity. there's
little or nothing we can do about it in the mastering.
For example, if the percussion drops out in mono
bill thevocaJ remains fine, there's nothing you can
d(, short ofa remix.

filinc Absolute polarity
By convention, absolute polarity is correct when

thr loudspeaker moves outward (toward the
hstener) with a positive-goingpu.lse. First, check

the absolute polarity ofyour reproduction system.
with a polarity lester and polarity test signal. If you
do not have a polarity tester, play a Telarc orchestral
!'teardingand confirm your woofers move outward
on theanack of the big bass drum.

It is debalable whether the human hearing
mtcbanism can detect absolute polarity. If both
speakers are moving inward when they should be
moving outward, can you hear the difference? Many
Iisleners claim to be sensilive 10 absolute polarity
revtrsals. but scientists have shown that this may

only be due to a non-linearity in the loudspeaker
driver or magnet structure. Nevertheless. I
produced an absolute polarity test for Chesky
Rtcords, using a solo trumpet recorded in a natural
space with a Blumlein microphone pair. When the
polarity is incorrect, the trumpet appears (to most

•~WI........ pll" aI3 of .... A£SIlB.U tabl....... _ ,11'_ !he • .uo ...
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listeners) about a meter further back. This is
evidence that incorrect absolute polatitycan affect
how we mix and master.

As a digital rnasteringengineer. I try to look for
evidence in the DAWwaveform that the polarity is

correet. Most instruments produce waveforms with
ambiguous polarity, bUI major bass drum attacks
should be positive-going, and a solo trumpet on a
held note produces a distinct, positive·going
waveform. Sampled bass drum tracks have often
been so mangled that you cannot tell the polarity
from the waveform. Other than this direct evidence,
all you can do is experimenl with both poIarilies to
see which sounds better. Of course, make sure both
channels' polarity are changed.'

Fixinl Phose shifts and. Azimuth Error
Modem-daydigilal consoles also have controls

10 ma.nipulate timing. A smalllimingerror between
two sources is a pha.u error, which can cause comb
filtering especially if combined to one channel. If
the two sources are 1800 out of phase at only a few
frequencies, then they are out or timing (phase
shift), nol out of polarity.

The procedure for correcting smaU
interchannel phase shifts requires a keen and
experienced ear. You must have a timing control

calibrated in samples. Switch the monitor to mono,
increase the delay on both channels equally, by
about 5 samples. Then increase and decrease the
relative timing of one channel a sample at a time.
Use the timing comrollike the focus on a camera,

with the goal being greatest high frequency response
and minimum comb filtering at the center of focus .

';7 Othe.r Pr"0Ce88lng



':.4 pitch corrector that sounds
transparent and maintains the
original timing-does not yet
enst...

This procedure also can be used to align spot
microphones with main mikes, (as described in
Chapter 17) and it's how we adjust analog azimuth if

there are no tones on the tape. Single-sample
increments are very coarse at 44.1 kHz SR, which is

why Cedar has invented the digital azimuth
corrector, which has sub-sample timing
increments. accurate to I % of a sample.

DC Offset Removal
Sometimes poorly-calibrated AID converters

add a DC offset, where the centerline of the
waveform at rest is not exactly 0 volts. Also. some
poorly-implemented DSP processes add DC ofIset.
When DC offset is excessive. headroom is reduced
in the direction of the offset. in other words; raising

gain would cause the audio to clip prematurely
because the centerline is offset. But when using
digital Jimiters, slight loss of headroom due to DC

offset is not a
problem. DC offset
reveals itselfon a

digital meter as a
static low level
signal. but this
could be noise. not

DC; with DC offset. the waveform in the EDLduring

a quiet passage will appear offset from center. But
the best way to determine if there is a problem is to
repeatedly play and stop the material. Ifyou hear a
meaningful click or a pop when starting or stopping.
the DC offset should be repaired. Prior to the advent

of high-resolution digital equalizers. I preferred not
to fix DC offset, but now the easiest solution is a very

steep high-pass filter. below. say_ 20 Hz.
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Pitch and Time Correction
It's impossible to fu: the pitch ofa vocalist when

he's mixed with other instruments that are on pitch.

so mastering engineers are not often called upon to
correct pitch. However. when a soloist is playinga
capeUa. we've been asked to make corrections. The
simplest and cleanest fonn of Ilitch correction is
one where boOt the length (timing) and the pitch
of the material are altered, exactly like playing an
analog tape recorder faster or slower. This is done
by a sample rate conversion, and then reinserting
the material of the Mwrong~ sample rate into the

EDL-this technique can sound exceUent ifa good
SRC is used. But sometimes we're called upon to
change the speed of an entire song without changing
the pitch. or the pitch without changing the speed,
which are big challenges. I have never done it
without creating an audible degradation in the
sound; at worst the splicing in these algorithms

yields agtJrgling or wavering-sound quality. and at
best there is a fidelity reduction: so we always
prefer to use the simpler SRC method if
permissible. As DSP has gotten more sophisticated,
pitch and time correctors have become much better.
and I have gotten away with usingone for short
periods; but I have not yet heard a transparent one

and some degradation can be heard in a high
resolution environment.

A P"f"'Iar..... by a..•. "8ebo:ft.·1aka ......... oftbo-.u:-of--



Ill. "Remixing" at the
Mastering Session
Voeo.l up ud. Vocal Down Mixes

The mixingsesaion is often heetlC and it's a good
idea 10 hedge your bets by printing alternate mixes.
e.g., ~vocal up. ~ and ~vocal down M (by about 'h to 3/4

dB). utero i.n the pristine acoustics of the mastering
environment we can choose the best mix. that which

,."orks best in the context ofmastering processing.

Mastering from Multitraclt Stems

Aclient brought a DATwith 10 songs. On one of
me songs. the bau was not mixed loudly enough
(this can happen to even the best producer). We

were able to bring up the bass with a narrow- band
equalizer that had little effect on the vocal, but when
the producer took: the refhome. he was dissatisfied.
In his view the advantages of the increased bass
were offset by the effect it had on the delicacy of the
vocal. He asked if he could bring me a OAT ofjust
the bass pan so that it could be raised in mastering.

f asked for a OAT with a full mix reference on
one channel for synchronization purposes. and the
isolated basg on the other. I Wag able to load the OAT
into my,,·orlcstation. synchronue the isolated bass.
and raise the bass instrument in the mastering
environment. without affecting the vocal. It was an
unequivocal success. This is an example o(an

unsynchronized stem. and since the bass is also
present in the full mix. there is danger of phase
cancellation between the full mix and the added hass
track: j( they are not perfectly synchroni1ed. I do not
recommend this practice; instead. all stems should
besample-accurate synchronized. begin at the same

timestamp. and ideally. each stem should have
unique elements."

Another client doing the album of a pianist with
orchestra brought a (our-track Exahyte archive in
Sonic Solutions (onnat. with the piano isolated on
two tracks. In the mastering we could adjust or
equaliu the solo piano separately.

When a stereo mix is done to multiplestema.
there are typically six tracks (3 pairs), each with its
own reverh: vocal. rbythm. and melody

instnunents. Mastering engineer Bob Olhsson bas
pointed out that surround mixing demands the stem
approach. because clients certainly are not going to
make multiple ~vocal up" 6-channel surround

mixes. Instead. mastering will become an extension
of the mU: environment. Producers will send ~_
tTack tapes with stems divided into multiple 5. 1

groups. such as vocals. bass. rhythm. elc .. which jf
reproduced at unity gain. represent the mix as the
producer put it down in the control room.

MS Mastering

Mastering engineers are always seeking ways of
repairing or enhancing one element ofa recording
without detriment to any other. There are always
tradeof(s, but judicious use of MS tools can be

liCesavers. turning a good recording into a great one,
Or saving a so-so recording from the dust- heap.
(Nothingc.an repair bad musicianship. and autOtune
doesn't work on mixed material).

Adient had mixed in a baS8~light room and his
bass was very boomy. right up to about 180 Hz. At
first the vocal came down slightly when I corrected

If9 Other Proceuiog



the boomy bass, but through MS processing
techniques, I was able to produce a perfectly
balanced master. MS stands for MKt/Side, or
Mono/StereQ. In MS microphone technique, a
cardioid, from-facing microphone is fed to the M,
or mono channel, and a figure 8. side-facing
microphone is fed to the S, or stereo channel. A
simple decoder (just an audio mixer) combines
these two channels to produce L(eft) and R(ight)

outputs. Here's the decoder formula: M plus S
equals L. M minus S equals R.' Here's how to decode
in the mixer: feed M to fader 1, S to fader~, pan both
to the left. Feed Mto fader 3. S to fader 4. invert the
polarity of fader 4 ("minus S~), pan both to the
right. Start with all faders at unity gain, and change
the MI5 ratio to taste. With more M in the mix, it
becomes more monophonic (centered); with more

5. the more wide-spread. diffuse. or vague the
sound becomes. I£you mute the M channel. you will
hear a hole in the middle. containing largely the
reverberation and the instruments at the extreme
sides. Mute the S channel. and you will largely hear
the vocalist; the sound collapses, missing richness
and space. There'slittle separation between M and S
channels, but enough to accomplish a lot of control
on a simple ~-track. It's great for film work-the

apparent distance and position of an actor can be
changed by simple manipulation of two faders.

The MS technique doesn't have to be reserved
to a miking technique. We can separate an ordinary

stereo recording into its center and side elements.
and then separately process those elements. I tell
my clients I'm making three tracks from two. For
example, let's take a stereo recording with a weak.
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center-channel vocalist. First we feed it through our
MS encoder, which separates the signal into M and 5
and we decrease the S level or increase the M level.

Listening at the output of the MS decoder. presto.
the vocal level comes up. as does the bass (usually)
and every other centered instrument. In addition.
the stereo width narrows. which often isn't
desirable. But at least we raised the vocalist and
saved the dayl Similarly. I've used MS to fix the ratio
between a center-Iocated lead vocalist and side

located background singers, even varying the MS
ratio between verse and chorus of the song. Some

processors have built-in width controls: what they
do is internally convert to MS format. adjust the MIS
ratio. and then reconvert to LR format. The Waves SI
plug- in processor's width control is gain
compensated. so the apparent total level is held
constant as the width is changed. You can

accomplish the same thing by lowering the S as you
raise the M. orrice-versa.

Automatingthe MS correction. When vocal (or
center instrument level) has to be selectively
tweaked, either the plug-in can be automated, orwe

can correct the problem directly in an EDLwithout
using any processor. To raise the (centered) vocal.
add a duplicate orthe material in another stream,

with the channels reversed. Add this in at as low a
level as tolerable (typicallY-I~to-16 dB), for if
taken to an extreme it will turn the entire material to
monophonic. I may add a tetch ofK-Stereo
processing (described later) to compensate for any
loss of ambience, width or sense of space, and lower
the bass gain to reduce center-channel bass build

up. By contrast. in places where the center vocal
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sticks out too much. subtract a duplicate oftbe

material in another stream, with the channels
reversed. In other words, add in a reversed
polarity, reversed-channel duplicate of the source

material. ACfossfade into and out of the material in
the extra stream is the automation that raises or

lowers the level of the center-channe! material.

Anotherway to automate this process is to add an
MS encode-decode plug-in to the mixer. and

automate the panning between the M and S
channels on the encode side.

MS EQ. We caD accomplish a lot by manipu
lating the M and 5 Signals with equalization. Let's

take our stereo recording with weak centered

vocalist, encode it into MS, and apply separate

equalization to the M and S channels. Since the M
channel has most of the vocal, we can raise the vocal

slightly by raising (for example) me :<t50 Hz range,

and perhaps also the presence range (5 kHz. for

example) in just the M channeL This brings up the

center vocal with little effect on the other

instruments. and doesn't affect the stereo

separation as much as ifwe had raised the M/S ratio

of the entire spectrum.

The Wei88 EQ-l has an optional MS

encode/decode which can be placed around the

equalizer section. Raising or lowering the EQ on one

channel of the equalizer affects the stereo

separation. Spread the cymbals without losing the

focus of the snare, tighten the bass image without

losing stereo separation of other instruments. and

so on. The TC Electronic FinalizeI' 96K's spectral

stereo imager is essentially an MS equalizer "on its

side;" it's an MS width control divided into

frequency bands. See Fi.nalizer image below.

MS Cornpre88ion. Consider a mix that sounds

great, but the vocal is sometimes slightly buried

when the instruments get loud. Ifwe try

compressing the overall mix. or even narrow band

compression of the vocal frequency range, we might

be disappointed that the compressor action ruins

the great sound of the instruments. MS

compression can help us isolate me compression to

me center or M channel-by only compressing the

M channel, we delicately bring up the center when

signals get loud. a Or compress the M channel and

expand the S. which helps control the vocalist and

open up the band!3 Or, by doingmultiband MS

compression. we could keep the bass instrument

from being affected by our vocal range compression.

In other instances. we might achieve that special

kick drum sound by compressing only the low

frequencies of only the M channel. The possibilities

are solely limited by our imaginations.

Patching Order of Processes
Sometimes it's better to compress before

equalizing. For example, if the EQ is being used to

enhance the level of some instrument (e.g. if we' re
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can run plug-ins as an effects loop. Sadie V. 5 has a
proprietary plug-in format but also accepts Direct
X. Ergonomically speaking, plug- ins are a mixed
bag. It's much easier to operate a stand-alone box
with real knobs than a plug-in with a mouse, but
there are also stand-alone processors whose user

interface leaves a lot to be desired. And some plug
ins feature a user interface which is so ergonomic
that it's a lot easier to adjust the parameters of
multiple channels simultaneously than with any
standalone box. Sonicallyspeaking. plug-ins have
improved tremendously in the past few years,
particular those Native Plug- ins employing 64-bit
floating point architecture (see Chapter 16). At this

point, the sound quality of a processor is up to its
designer more than whether the process is a plug-in
or an outboard box. However. pressure to reduce
CPU demand often results in Plug-Ins with
compromised sound quality.

Classic (and near-Classic) Analog and Digital
Processors

The CranesongSTC-8 (image below) is a high
quality stereo analog compressor combined with a
peak limiter, and is gaining a reputation amongst
mastering engineers. The STC-8's compressor's
attack and release times are optimized for mastering-•

looking for a punchy or thumpy bottom), a
compressor after the EQ might undo the effect of
the equalizer by pushing the strongest sound
downward. 90% of the time my equalizer is patched
before the compressor; as 1 make changes in the EQ,
I alter the compressor's threshold to retain the same
action. I almost always put sibilance controllers
early in the chain. so they will operate with a
constant threshold (sensitivity) regardless of how

other devices are adjusted.

IV. An Eclectic Collection
of Mostering Processors

Here is a brief (alpbabetical) collection of

processors used for mastering at major studios
worldwide. Please do not draw conclusions about

the inclusion or exclusion of a particular unit in this
set; it represents items that either I have used or
which have gained a strong reputation among other
mastering engineers whose ears I trust. Some
additional popular units are described in Chapter 16.

Plug-ins vs. Stand-Alone Processors
Currently, Sonic Solutions uses proprietary

plug-in formats to preserve the highest sound
quality, so we must feed an external program that

•-
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Tap, The DBXpuonMll1I processor
is t/ multi-function unit ..,th up to
~61tHl aperotit/n.

8attom: e'onesolll HEDD-Hi
Anoia, Simulotot.

modules. including the TC Electronic Finalizer 96
and Drawmer DC ~476 mastering processor.
another multifunction processor.

The Fairchild tube limiter and Pultec equalizers
have not been constructed since the 1960'S. but have
attained such legendary status for theirfat sound
that 1am obliged to mention these unobtainables en
passant. There may be some modern-day
substitutes which do as well or perhaps better, with
cleaner. quieter electronics. Ifyou're looking for the

characterized by a too-bright. edgy. fatiguing sound.
I advise mix engineers to avoid using exciters on the
mix bus until mastering in a more controlled
acoustic environment (though moderate use of
exciters on individual instruments can help a mix).
However. the CranesongHEDD-19~ (pictured
below) is a digital processor that has almost no
digititis and thus is in a class by itself. It uses natural
distortion patterns derived from classic analog gear
(see Chapter 16). Other digital exciters include the
SPL Machine Head and SternbergMagneto, which
are digital processors, the latter being a plug-in.
Analog exciters include the Aphex and BBE. A
numberoC multifunction boxes contain exciter

purposes. and it is capable of both emulating vintage
equipment and creating distinctive new sounds.

The DBX Quantmn 11 is a powerful multi
function digital processor with up to 96 kHz
operation. All DSP is calculated in 48- bit fixed
point notation, accurately dithered to ~4 bits on its
output for low-distortion sound. It has multiband
and M/S options as well as parametric EQ,
compression, expansion and limiting. One of the
rare dynamics processors which include ratios
below 1 (see Chapter 11). it's particularly valuable
for uncompression. However. I have trouble adjusting
to DBX's approach of naming release time in dB/sec:
I just turn the knob and go by my ears. Since all the

functions are crammed on one LeO screen with
multiple menu levels, ergonomics can be daunting.
This is the case with many such multi-function
units: examine and test the menu structure before
you buy-in the best units. critical functions will be
no more than one or two menu levels below the top.+

Exciters
An exciter is a distortion generator. The use of

Exciters can often lead to unmusical sonic results



Pultec or Fairchild sound or beyond. consider units
from Cranesong. Mauley. or Millennia.

enhance the depth, ambience. space and definition
in stereo mixes that otherwise would sound small.
K-Stereo extracts existing ambience, giving the

Mouenbu" Equolizer Model GMt - 9500

George Massenburg is the design engineer for
GMt and the inventor of the veI)' concept of
parametric equalization. The model 9500 mastering
equalizer (pictured above) is the mastering version
of the popular 8'200 analog parametric. which has
been an industry standard and popular with
mastering engineers for over '20 years. GML also
manufacture an analog dynamic range controller
and a digital noise reduction unit.

•

mastering engineer a handle on reverb returns after
the mix has been made. It should be the first
enhancement choice before trying a reverberator.
because overall reverberation can muddy an existing
mix, whereas K-Stereo selectively enhances
elements in a mix which already contain ambience.
For example, if a mix has a wet vocal that needs
enhancement but also has a dry snare drum, K
Stereo will affect the vocal reverb but not the snare

drum. It does this using a"',---.------•.--------""i;---------.....-----..--~_:l psychoacoustically-based
lJialal. ,., process that's subject of a

•• • •• •• ~ patent application. Digital

• ~ It Domain manufactures the
....... e e •••

• • •••• Model DD-. K-Stereo
_ • • _ Processor (pictured at left);

~,,:.,~..·"·.·m·..·"·•.·,·.,·,·,·,---..l!---:;;;..--.;;;;.....!.-..:;;;.-----_.r. .:::~ Z-SYlItemll hall lif'enllerl the K-

K-Stereo~mble~ceflecove'1 K-Stereo. DSP permits us to accomplish tricles Surround process in the model Z-K6. a ~ channel to
Procenor which we~ not possible in an.;:.1og. I invented the ~-channel converter, and Weiss Engineering has

K-Stereo and K-SurroWld processes to licensed K-Stereo for a multifunction unit.
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The I...2; is the fint hardware product produced
by Waves and has become an obligatory mastering
limiter (above top). This device helped spawn the
narrow~mindedphilosophy HI can make anything
louder than you can." However. an exceptional auto
release and 48-bit processing make the I...2 the least
damaginglimiter I've encountered. Yes. this is a
left-handed compliment. but the L~ can sound pure
and transparent at low gain-reduction settings. It
also contains Waves' IDR dither. which is among the
better-sounding 16· bit dithersl have encountered.
and an excellent ~4-bit AID converter.

I found the Manley Massive Pll88ive Equa.lizer
(pictured middle) to be remarkably transparent and
quiet for a tube equalizer. It gains its name by
employing a passive equalizer section followed by a
quiet. high-gain tube amplifier. To my ears it has
just the right amount of tube distortion yet retains
clarity without being too Hfat."It also has far more
versatility than the apparent four bands-per
channel because the Qor shape control affects the
shelving curve as well as the bell. giving the effect of
a 7 or 8 band equalizer. It's well worth downloading

Top, TIll WoolS LZ (lII/O"'Gl"IIIIlI',

/lWdJ~ 1fo~loy HPuI~ ltawol

Stl'''' EquoUlot.

aon-" .......Ioy StIfl'O VonGNr
1IfIJ1MI,fer~.



the informative and humorous manual written by
Manley's versatile CraigffHutch ff Hutchinson.

A mastering house should have a variety of
compressors to choose from, since no two sound
alike. even with similar attack and release settings.
Several outstanding mastering engineers report that
the Manleytube Vari-Mu Compressor (bottom
image, previous page) can help provide desirable
punch and fatness with modern rhythmic music and
is a good replacement for the classic Fairchild.
which also employed variable Mu techniques (Mu is
tube shorthand for gain). Distortion can be varied
from very low to screaming by changing the
input/output gain ratio.

ManBau, a "I..,-I~ f,am Wavu.

MaxxBa.88. Mixing is a tough job. One problem
we sometimes encounter is a bass instrument with
inadequate definition or unclear notes. Obviously
the best solution is to turn around and remix with
better EQ or compression on the bass, but that's not
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always possible. Waves' plug-in called MaxxBass
(pictured at left) is designed to help clarify the
definition of the bass instrument with minimal
effect on the rest of the mix. It's a form ofa
dedicated exciter and a very powerful process that's
easy to overuse and dangerous to employ without
high resolution monitoring.

This is not the fault of the processor. but a
limitation of working on any mixed material, since
it cannot distinguish the bass instrument from the
toms orthe bass drum and if overused, the result
can be thin-sounding. Essentially the process works
by low-pass filtering the source. synthesizing
harmonics and then mixing them back into the full
mix. Don't try this with a standard exciter, because
another key to MaxxBass is that it retimes the
harmonics with the main signal, which is not easy to
accomplish using external boxes.

Another use of MaxxBass is to give an
impression of bass response for small systems, by
taking advantage of a psychoacoustic property of the
ear that supplies missing fundamentals when the
harmonics are only present. Watch an old movie on
television and you may not notice that the dialogue
has been sharply high-pass filtered below about 200

Hz. Ifusing MaxxBass for this purpose. be aware
that the sound is tailored for a particular small
system and will not translate to every other. In fact.
the tailored product can sound embarrassingly ugly
if reproduced on a full-range system.

Millennia Media manufactures a Twin Topology
line which can be either tube or solid state at the flip
of a switch. The NSEQ-~ equalizer (pictured)



probably has the shortest internal signal path ofany
an.a.Iogequalizer. with a single DC-coupled solid
sute or tube opamp performing the duties of input
conditioning. equalization. and line driving. In
tnmInon wilh many top-o{-the-line analog

proces!Wrs. headroom is exceptional. clipping at +37
dBu (solid state) and in solid state
mode it is as close to an
malogsrmiBfu Ulirt with
tqU4luation as I have ever
heard (see Chapter 16).

Me<lSurement Devices and
Interfaces

The Metric Halo Mobile

I 0 (pictured above right) is a
ponable high-resolution
recording studio. and in
cODJunction with SpectraFoo. it
serves as a multi-channel Firewire
interface. portable jitter and spectrum

analyser for digital and analog audio problems.
Attached to a Titanium G4 Powerbook. it's a highly
functional portable measurement and analysis
system. The jitter and distortion analyses in this
book were made with the MIO and SpectraFoo.

Another useful portable measurement and
setup device is the Audio Toolbox by Terrasonde.
Complete with measurement microphone. it can be

used to align a monitor system Or

sirnplyto send tesl tones to
external devices.

Reverberation Processors-How
Recti Ca.n You Get?

A small percentage of the work that comes in for
mastering requires added reverberation. Some

clients have purposely mixed dry because they did
not have access to the quality of reverberation that
we have at the mastering house; but the music must
be of a nature that will not suffer if reverberation is
added to every element. Most mastering requires a
very natural-sounding reverberator, unless we're
looking for a brief special effect. My requirements
for a natural-soundingreverberator include
exceUent simulation of the early reflections that

would be present in a real room (see Chapter 11): if
soloing the early reflections, they should

sound natural and be able to stand on

their own. In 19941 produced a unique
audiophile test CD, CheakyJ0111.
containing a dry-venus-wet test that

you can use to evaluate the sound of a
reverberator. I placed a drum set on the stage at

BMG studio A. in front of a single Blumlein
microphone pair. The figure-B microphone pattern

has equal pickup front and rear. so it captures the
reverb coming from the hall in stereophonic
perspective. But first I closed tbe tbick stage
curtains. isolating the drums to the small stage area.
and recorded a very dry-soundingone~minute

drum solo (track ~5 on the test CD). Then I opened
the curtains. and recorded the 8010 once again with
the identical mike. whose rear side picked up the

'$7 Other ProceNin«
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sibilance control in dedicated units such as the
digital Weiss DSI-M~,whose attack. release and
filtering characteristics are idealized for processing
premixed material with little or no artifacts. Several

mastering engineers also recommend the analog
Maselec ~OI~HF and peak limiter as an excellent
de-esser.

The TC EJectronic System 6000. TC's flagship
multichannel product. is extremely easy to use (I
figured it out without reading the owner's manual),

has impeccable sound and is modularly
upgradeable. The ICON remote (pictured at left) can
control numerous 6000 mainframes at once. Four
8-channel96 kHz/48-bit digital engines can
perform artificial reverberation (among the best
that I have heard), compression, expansion,
limiting, de-essing, mixing, noise reduction, delay,
special effects, monitor control and other

Sintefex Convolution Processor
Convolution is a mathematical process which

combines two functions as though one was roD

through the other function. A company called
Sintefex uses convolution in its model FX8000

Replicator (pictured below), which some mastering

engineers report can very effectively sample and
duplicate the sound qualities ofwell~known

compressors, limiters, equalizers and reverberation
units. Too good to be true? Ai; of this writing, I have
yet to audition a unit.

reverb from the 60 x 40 foot, ~-story high diffuse
treated room (track 26). Compare the sound of the
real room against any simulator.

Sibilance Controllers (De-Essers)

Sibilance (exaggerated's' sounds) is a natural
artifact of compressors as well as bright micro
phones and certain mouth and teeth shapes. A
standard compressor exaggerates sibilance because
the compresSOr doesn't correspond with the

frequency response of the ear; the sibilant is in the
ear's most sensitive frequency range. but typical s

sounds fall below the
compressor threshold. 11le
solution is to employ a very
fast, narrowband compressor
working only in the sibilance

region (anywhere from 2.5
kHz to as high as 9 kHz in
some cases). A standard

compressor can be adapted
to a sibilance controller by
equalizing the sidechain, or
by using one band of a
multiband compressor.
Nearly every multi -function
processor or plug-in

manufacturer has a
sibilance controller option,

but it's not an easy prOcess
to get right, Listen for
artifacts such as distortion
or pumping, or ineffective
reduction of the s's, I've
found the best-sounding

Chapter 13 1$8
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processing. It would take an entire chapter to do
justice to all the possibilities of this unit. for which
third-party providers such as GML have written
modules. In addition to digital processing. the
frame contains high-quality NO/A. whose approach
to jiner reduction I've described in Chapter 19.

Weill8 Engineering holds a special place in the
hearts of old-time digital mastering engineers (if
that's not a contradiction in tenus). since they
invented the first usable high-resolution digital
processing system. still available as the modular 102

series. The Gambit line of rackmount processors is
designed for superb ergonomics and sound quality.
With a one-knob-per-function philosophy. the
Gambit series feels just like an analog processor.
with the added versatility of memory storage and
MIDI remote control. I analyse the performance of
the dynamics processor DS.-MI0J: and the linear
phase EQI-LP (pictured above right) in Chapter 16;
the latter has become a favorite equalizer. Another
useful device is the model SFC-2 dual synchronous
sample rate converter. which I often use to up- and
down- sample (see Chapter I).

ZSystems ZQ-2 is a 6-band stereo digital
equalizer that sounds very clean and relatively
undigilal (pictured at right). I analyse its near
textbook-perfect performance in Chapter 16.

ZSystems Z-link 96+ is an asynchronous
sample rate converter (ASRC) employing the Analog
Devices 1896 chip. We can use it to monitor COs if
the system's OAClMaster clock is not at 44.1 kHz. so
as not to disturb the delicate lock between
processors which are locked at a different rate.

'59 Other Procell8ing



Z-Systems also manufacture digital surround
processors including the aforementioned ZK-6 K
Surround processor (pictured previous page), which
converts :l-channel material to 6-channel. a 5.1
compressor and equalizer as well as the ubiquitous
digital routers described in Chapter~.
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Monitor Controls

Today

What is Cl Calibrated #Ilonitor System?
A calibrated monitor system is one that is

adjusted to a known standard gain and frequency
response. The monitor gain control is repeatable

and marked in deci.bels. Repeatable means that you
CAn return the monitor to a particular gain at any
time. and calibrated

means that the

standard decibel
markings on the
monitor scale mean
the same thing to any

engineer. whether in
Calcutta. New York.
or Hong Kong., ..
This will help us
coUahorate. to be

more consistent in

our work. and to produce mixes that will perform
together when later assembled at the mastering

house. As we shall see. the absolute value of the
numbers also defines the sound quality of the mU:
that will result.

Calibrated monitors are the critical tools oflhe
21

st century audio engineer. Some engineers think
(mist.tkenly) that the need for monitor calibration is

only for making of5.1 theatrical mixes. But we'll all
make better recordings if we use calibrated stereo or
surround monitors. Agood-sounding monitor
system does DOl come out of the box. it takes work
and care. But after t.he work is done. there's nothing
like the pleasure of hearing great-sounding music!

I. Introduction

PART ONE:

MONITOR

CALIBRATION

CHaPTer 14

How To
Make Better
Recordings
in the ~18t

Century



11. Getting Rid of Slippery Language

"Level IS often confused
with Gain!"

218t Century audio will be integrated with
television. home theater. computer audio. computer
games. and music playback. often all coming from a
central source. During the last century most 0(U5

worked in uncallbrated listening rooms. adjusting
our recordUIg levels as we pleased. and just turning
the monitor mob until it sounded ~loud enough. W

Try this: Put yourfavorite high-end effects
movie into the DVD player. and adjust the loudneu
(or a big. enjoy.wle presentation. Next. put one of

last year's
hypereompressed
pop-music COs
into the same
player. Watch out
when you hit
PLAY. because the
loudness will be

overbearing and in danger ofdamaging components
and your ears. No wonder the consumers are
beginning to complain. We can no longer produce
recordings in isolation without regard to monitor

calibration. since the same consumer equipment
that plays DVDs will also play compact discs. videos.
MP3s. DVD-As and SACDs!

This is why. in the :ust century. we need to learn
how to adjust our monitor gain first to a known
standard. and then make the recording fit to that
gain. One obstacle is the slippery daily language that
we use to describe audio.

Chapter 14 166

So to avoid confusion. the first step is to pick
words that mean the same thing to everyone. Here is
a brief glossary of the language of levels,'

VOWME... usually ll88Oci.ated with an audio
level control, is an imprecise consumer term with
no fixed definition. The words more properly used
in the an are Intensityand Loudneu.

INn:NSI'JY..• (aka SPL. Level. Preasure) a
measure of the amplitude or energy of the physical
sound present in the atmosphere.

loUO"l'ESS... is used specifically and precisely
for the perccptuallevel created inside the
listener', brain. Psychoaoousticians can create
subjective uperiments that measure loudness. and
have found that loudneas versus intensity is quite
similar acroas a population ofllstenen. However.
loudnua is much more difficult to measure in a
metering system. in fact. it's best presented an
series of numbers rather than as one overall
Mloudness. MBecause of the big difference between
typical metering systems and our perception. two
pieces of music that measure the same on an SPL or
VU meter can have drastically different loudness.
depending on many factors. including transient and
frequency response. and the duration of the sound.
Exposure time affects our perception, after a five
minute rest. tbe music seems much louder. but then
we get used to it again-good reason to keep a sound
pressure level meter around to keep us from
damaging our ears.

LEvEL. .. is a measure of inteosity. but when
used alone means absolutely nothing. because it can

'I1wIb wJ.... Johnat<>.. (", ""..........Ddu••d for ~lpll.. t(> darify 00..oIlhno
deluulioM,
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mean almost anything! To avoid confusion, always
accompany level with another defining term, e.g.
IIOllage level. sound pressure level. Level is very often
confused with Gain. Engineers can have a whole
conversation about "levels" and not even know what
they're talking about, unless they clearly distinguish
gain. from leveL.

SOUND PRESSURE lEvEl. (SPL) ... is one of the
units of intensity. SPL measurements can be
repeatable if taken in the same fashion.' 74 dB SPL
is the typical sound intensity of spoken word l~

inches away, which increases to 94 dB SPL at one
inch distance. While we often see language like 95
dB SPL loud. this usage is both inaccurate and ill
defined as loud refers to the user's perception, and
8PL to the physical intensity.

Decibels are alwu)'s expressed us u rutio
Adecihel (dB) is always a relative quantity: it's

always expressed as a ratio, compared to a reference.
For example. what if every length had to be
compared to one centimeter? You'd say, "this piece
of string is ten times longer than one centimeter."
It's the same thing with decibels, though sometimes
the reference is implied. +10 dB means "10 dB more
than my reference, which I deCined as 0 dB."
Decibels are logarithmic ratios, so if we mean "twice
as large," we say"6 dB more" [~O • log (2) .. 6].

DBu, DBM, DB SPi., DBFS... are expressions of
decibels with deCined references. 1helieve the term
dBu was introduced in the 1960'S by the Neve
Corporation, and it means decibels compared to a

voltage reference ofo. 775 volts. dBm means decibels

sn ...-,.mento muot includ. the .... ;p.ting ",n d. •.Ii. A occ. the
.~ of the ....... (,.1"" oc fut). ond "'.thod of opotiol "Ii (ho.. many
mik......... ueed ond h"" they ...... plo<:edJ_

compared to a power reference ofone milliwatt. dBFS
means decibels compared 10 full scale PCM; that is, 0

dBFS represents the highest digital level we can encode.

GAIN or AMVUFlCATION... is always a relative
term expressed in plain decibels, the ratio of the
amplifier's output level to the input. It is wrong to
use an absolute level (e.g. dBu or dBm ordBv) with
the term gain. It is sufficient to say that an amplifier
has, for

example. +~7
dB gain. and a ·23 dBu +4 dBu
nominal output
level of + 4 dBu
when fed with a
given level source. as in this figure.

MONITOR GAIN VS, MONITOR lEvEl.. Similarly,
the sound pressure level from your monitor
lOUdspeakers is often confused with the monitor
gain. In fact. the term monilorgain is so slippery that
I have started using a much more solid term that
everyone seems to understand: MONITOR
POSITION. For example. we say "the monitor
control is at the 0 dB position."

AVERACE vs. PEAK.. As we learned in Chapter $.
the instantaneous peak level of a good recording can
be as much as 2,0 dB greater than its average (long
term) level. Generally, we measure average sound
pressure level with a sound level meter; sometimes
we look at the peak level. For monitor calibration,
the SPL meter should use the HMS averaging
method, as opposed to a simple average (mean);
simple averaging can produce as much as ~ dB error.
Unless otherwise specified, when we say average in

TIIf mfanin, af Gain "
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level to produce the same loudness to the ear. In the
20th century. we approached this from the opposite

Judging Sound Quality. Ni the average level
increases and approaches the peak level. more
compression and peak limiting will be required to
keep the medium from overloading. AJ5 we
described in Chapter 10. some amount of
compressIOn can enhance a recordmg. but extreme
compression is self-defeating, it lowers the crest
factor and dilutes the clarity, impact. spaciousness,

Wh.nmoniw

fOinis

calibrated 10

amal. SPI is '3
dB /It -to dBfS,

/lnd)'llu th.n "',.
b)' th.loudnm

of th. monitor,

th.n the mUI'.

..ill n•••r

ov.rload andyou

..ill n....' hove to

look /It 11 r.cord

I.vel m.t.r!

A_age SPL L....ej 83 dB
Average Recorded Ievltl ·2QdBFS

PNk SPL Level 103 dB
Peak RlIOOfo:led level OdBFS (full _le)

way; as we raised the average recorded level, we were
forced to turn down the monitor to keep our ears
from overloading!

Monitoring by the nllmbers
Judging Loudness. If we become familiar with

how various known recordings reproduce on our
calibrated system. and the monitor position we use
to reproduce those recordings, then we can judge
the absolute loudness of any master in the making
just by noting the monitor position. without haVing
to compare it with other known recordings.

Aaaumi,,! lhe mi:J: e"!Plleer·. u'" ho"" nornu.l oelililn'lly 10 l""d lOundl. WhiI.
no IIU••"".... , worD without panci"! Illhe peok met••• rou gel my polnl_

An experienced engineer can make a good
mixdown just by listening and without looking at the
meter. The key is understanding how to use the
calibrated monitor control. In simple terms. the
monitor level control is calibrated so that the 0 dB
position produces 83 dB SPL with a pink noise
calibration Signal (to be explained). The recorded
level of this calibration signal is set to -:':0 dBFS RMS
(2;0 dB below full scale digital). What this means is
that a comfortably loud average SPL has been set to
2;0 dB below the peak system level. Since the ear
generally judges loudness by average level, and tbe
most extreme crest factor anyone has measured for
normal music is :':0 dB. then our peak level will
never overload!' Typical mixed material has crest
factors from 10 to 18 dB. so this mixdown may reach
peaks from -la to -2; dBFS, more than adequate
levels for 2;4-bit recording. as shown in Chapter 5.

What this means is that a high monitor position
will permit us to produce music with high crest
factor. Conversely. as you lower the monitor control
position, you tend to raise the average recorded

Ill. Using ACalibrated Monitor System
for Level and Quality Judgment

this book. we are referring to the RMS-measured
level as opposed to the peak level.

CRfST FACfQR is the difference between the
average level of a musical passage and its instan
taneous peak level. For instance. if a fortissimo
passage measures -2;0 dBFS on the averaging meter
and the highest momentary peak is -3 dBFS on the
peak meter. it has a crest factor of 17 dB.

Chapter 14 r68



A fixed monitorgain
is liberating. not limttmg.

and liveliness oC the presentation. It's ironic that
mastering engineers are being asked to do some
damage to recordings in the name oCloudness. OC
course. the point where damage occurs is subjective
and depends a lot on the music and the message. but
",call agree there is such a thing as too much.

Work to a predetennined and fixed monitor
pin. In me :.ust centuI)' oC mastering. we should
",·ork 10 a predetermined and ttxed monitor gain: if
the music becomes too loud. turn down the amount
of processing or the output oC the processors rather
than turn down the monitor! We should use the
measuredposition oC the monitor control as a guide
to the sound quality we are probably going to
produce. In other words. if we fmd the monitor
control drifting down too far. our recording is also
probably deteriorating. 0 dB position is typically
necessary to reproduce audiophile classical and
acoustic jazz recordings that have used no
compression or limiting. I've found that -6 dB
position (coITuponding with a crest factor of about
14dB) is the lowest monitor gain that still produces
a high-quality musical product with typical pop
music. and most of the pop music recorded in the
last century untiJ about 1993 sounds ~just right~ at
the -6 dB position. Slowly but surely. as we are
forced to turn the monitor below -6 dB to keep a
comCortable loudness. the sound quality is reduced.
Byworking hard. I can make masters geared for-7
or -8 dB monitor position that still sound pretty
good: But some current hypercompressed pop COs
exceed this loudness by as much as 6 more decibels!

• 50__M marl<cd. l.d ·SPl.. • whloh deo....o... 1.hu'l" io .....,. o<>phiI·
lIeIl<'d. Rowen•. Il· ..,.mifl.ad,,'1. Th~L.. (a-.l<_"'<,onfuoi....ga;" w11.h
w.d. Tho &3 ..rller iI nl.........ft... .,.hbnt,.."

Monitor gain for m.ixingversua mastering.
Mixing and mastering should be collaborative
processes. I recommend that you be conservative
with average levels during rnix.ing. so as not to
deteriorate the recording. for we cannot restore
quality that has been lost. When mixing pop music.
setyour monitor position from 0 dB to no lower
than -6 dB to make a recording that falls in line with
the vast majority and still has good clean transients:
it will help you produce a recording with life and
aceeptable dynamic range for home and car
listening. You will still be able to be creative with
compression and other effects-a fixed monitor gain
is liberating. not limiting. When such a well-made
recording arrives
for mastering. we
have much more
freedom: we will
raise the apparent
loudness if we can
do so while
preservingor
enhancing the recording's virtues. but the clarity
and beauty of the recording will not have been
ruined prior to arrival at the mastering house.

Different Size Rooms. Note that room volume
and number of loudspeakers affect the apparent
loudness of a system. The more loudspeakers. the
louder the system Cor the same monitor control
position. I determined these recommended
monitor control positions in a large stereo
mastering room with loudspeakers 9 feet from the
listener. In an extra large theatre. as much as 2; dB
additional gain may be needed. whereas in a small

'69 How To Make Bdter
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remote truck with loudspeakers a couple offeet
from the listener, as much as:<\ dB less gain may be
necessary. Set your standards accordingly.

IV. Setting Up and Calibrating
the System

Summary of Essential Tools
Now that we know the benefits of having a

calibrated monitor, let's see what tools we need to
construct a good-sounding, calibrated monitor
system.

A great room, whose dimensions, wall
construction and layout have minimal
obstructions/reflections between the
loudspeakers and the listener, with low noise and
good isolation from the outside world.
For surround sound, five matched"satellite"
loudspeakers and amplifiers with flat frequency
response (preferably good down to 60 Hz), high
headroom, each capable of producing at least 103
dB SPLbefore clipping. To repeat the adage from
Chapter 6, high headroom monitors are necessary
to make proper sound judgments: if our monitors
are compressing, we cannot judge how much
compression to use in the recording.
One (preferably two) subwoofers, capable of
extending the low frequency response of all the
satellites down to about:<\5 Hz, and producing at
least 113 dB SPL at low frequencies before
clipping.
A low distortion monitor matrix with versatile and
flexible bass management. capable of repeatable,
calibrated monitor gains, and of down mixing and
comparing sources from 7.2 through mono. With

Chapter 14 '70

this, we can confidently produce recordings that
can be interchanged with the rest of the world.
and sound wonderful on systems large and small.
A monitor selector to feed the matrix, with both
digital and analog inputs.
Measurement/calibration equipment:
Preferable: A calibrated 113 octave real time
analyzer (RTA) and microphone(s), with multiple
memories, selectable response speed, and ability
to integrate several microphone locations (spatial
averaging).
Alternate (less accurate): A high quality sound
level meter with calibrated microphone,
selectable filters and response speed.
Test Signals: If using a sound-level meter, then
you need RMS-calibrated sources of filtered pink
noise. Ifusing a 1/3 octave RTA., then you can use
ordinary wide-band RMS-calihrated pink noise.
And let's not forget the most critical ingredient:
Knowledge, The services ofa trained
acoustician may he needed 011 fllost-time setup,
to perform anechoic and early- reflection analysis
of the room and loudspeakers, interpret the
causes of measured frequency response errors.
their audible significance, and suggest
acoustically- based cures.

Placing the Main Loudspeakers
The ideal reproduction system should have no

obstacles in the path between all the loudspeakers
and your ears. This certainly turns most recording
consoles and outboard racks into serious problems
and is the reason why my rack gear is in the back
corner, and my listening couch is placed in front of
the computer and DAW. lbis forces me to go behind
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the ideal listening position when doing heavy
ediling, but all critical listening and remote control
of transpons and proce88ors can be accomplished
from the couch where there is little or no acoustical
interference between loudspeakers and ear.

The Rope (Clothesline) Procedu.re
Tom Holman· describes how two pieces of string

can be used to set up your monitors at the proper
distances and angles to conform with the ITIJ 775t

rttOmmendation. illustrated below.

Here's a step-by-step embellished recipe. All
speakers are equidistant from the center ofan
imaginary circle, with the center front being 0°,

front left and right speakers at ..1- 300 • and the
SllITOuod speakers at +/- 1100 (ITIJ accepts
5UJTOuods between 1000 & 120°). Start with a long
piece of rope or clothesline (which doesn't stretch
10 easily) a little longer than 3 times the length of
the proposed distance to one loudspeaker. Tie one

end toa mike
stand located
at the center of
the circle (the
prime
listener). Run
the rope to the
approximate
proposed
position of the
right front
speaker, and

• HoI Toml>noon [~oools.' s..r-..d~, UpGIWI............,. Focal !'reM.

t llllO ll<>aa1 Teleoommun;c.olJon U..".....p«Iflealion mJ-RllS.m·'

put a piece of black tape on the string to mark the
radius of the circle (see 1). Then fold the long rope
at the tape and add two more pieces of tape to mark
three identical length sectioD8. This radius is our
wstandard length, M and equals 60° of angle when it
runs between two points of the circle.

Spread the marked rope to create an equilateral
triangle (see 1. Z. 3), and now mark the floor at the
points for the left front and right front speakers. Cut
the rope at the first tape to leave a radius that can
swing from the central mike stand. To find the
center speaker location. fold a standard length of
the remaining rope in half and mark its midpoint.
Use that rope to find the midline between the LF
and RF speaker and temporarily mark the floor
there. Then cross the radius rope over this
centerline and mark the position for the center
speaker at the end of the radius rope (see 4).

How to find 110° without a protractor? Use a
standard length rope reaching from RF (see 5) and
temporarily mark the spot where it meets the radius
rope. This is at 30°+60°.90°. Now divide a
standard length rope in thirds (see 6), run it from
the 90° spot and mark where this 1/3 distance meets
the radius rope. This is 90o+~00 • 110°, for SR. Do a
mirror image oftrus procedure to find SL. and
you're done!

Physically place the subwoofers just in front of.
and slightly outside the centerlines of the satellites.
Later you may M tweak~ the position of the
subwoofers for the flattest response at the listening
position and best integration with the satellites.

'7' HowTo Make Better
RttOnlinga: Part One



ConnUI,,,, a manila. matri~ w,t~

JWta subwoafttJ. By UJ'1ll tht

dua/lnputs oftach sub, Wt con
nill ha~ a mano [FE"Inal (the
.J channel) and .ttlt'O ball {tom
tht {tant malll.ptakttJ.

Connecting and calibrating the system levels
The 5.1 monitor system has six outputs, which

should be connected to the inputs of the
corresponding loudspeaker/amplifiers, I'm going to
be describing a system using true stereo
subwoofers. One way to connect such a system takes
advantage of a subwoofer with two inputs (which

most of them have), as illustrated below. You will be
using some of the bass management built into the
sub and some built into the monitor matrix.

You will choose the low-pass setting on the
subwoofer which produces the most seamless
"splice" to the satellites; ideally as low as 40 Hz, hut
some systems need as high as 80 Hz. This depends
on the low frequency response of the satellites.'
Start with the frequency recommended by the
manufacturer and later you can tweak according to
your room response measurements, as I will

,----------'--'--,----, explain. Set the woofer polarity to

normal and the initial phase setting to
o degrees (if the woofer has a
continuous phase controD. The phase
control on the subwoofer lines up the

apparent distance of the sub with that
of the satellites. Leave the woofer
phase at 0° ifyour monitor matrix has
delay compensation-if the sub is
closer than the satellites, add time
delay to the sub based on 1 fiS • 1 foot.
Later this can be fine-tuned,

preferably usingtime~delayspectrometry, or the

real-time analyzer. Ifyour room geometry does not
permit the surrounds to be the same distance from
the ear as the front speakers, then you can delay the
appropriate sets of speakers to match.
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Now let's check the integrity of each
connection. Turn the monitor gain control down
all the way! Feed a calibrated, uncorrelated', 5
channel pink noise source at a level of -~o dEFS

RMS into all digital inputs ofthe system, advance
the monitor gain and the trim adjustment on each
loudspeaker just a small amount to verify it's
operating. Then, solo each output in turn and verify
it's gettingto the correct speaker.

SMPTE RP 200 level Calibra.tion
Now we'll be producing some loud test signals,

so we suggest putting on earplugs. Place a calibrated
measurement microphone pointing directly
upwards, at ear height at the central listening

position. Connect this to your 1/3 octave RTA Set
the RTA to an averaging time between about 3 and 10

seconds, and wait at least that long before taking any
reading. Turn the loudspeaker trim controls down
all the way! Set the master monitor level to the 0 dB
(reference) position. Now, solo ONLY the Left
loudspeaker. Slowly turn up the left trim gain until

the midband energy (particularly in the 1 kHz band)
reads 68 dB SPL (68,~ dB for perfectionists).~ If all

the individual hands were flat at 68 dB SPL. they
would sum mathematically to 83 dB SPL, which is
the SMPTE RP 200 standard. Inspect the RTA for a
general smooth shape with peaks and dips ideally
less than plus or minus 3 dB. If any band has a
significant peak or dip, it's time to consult an

acoustician! Generally I prefer to solve frequency
anomalies with acoustic solutions first rather than
equalization. Don't be concerned at this time about

·Un"".....lat.d meant th.... ia random. oc no oont;nllO\lO relalionohJp between
clI.on.n.lo, eo.....I..C'd ",.ant th.re ia 10.... relalionahJp. If tilt. ....... "'OM
00Il= ia led to aU ohannela. th.n they Ire '00,," oom:Lt.t.d



the absolute flatness of the high end. which will he
rolled off.

Repeat this procedure for each of the 5 main
loudspeakers. sending pink noise one channel at a
time. If68 dB is not an easy value to ~read-with

)"our RTA then you may. forexa.mple. raise tbe pink
noise to 18 dBFS RMS. which should result in ,0
dBSPL per 113 octave band and (if all bands were

equal) ""ould sum to 85 dB SPL broadhand.
R~mernber. ifs far more accurate to use the

midband level measured with a 113 octave analyter
than a wideband SPL measurement. due to
variations in microphone off-axis response. low
frequency room re80nances. mter tolerances. and
so on. The alternative is to use a sound level meter
with a hand ,limited 500 H2o to ~ kRzsignaJ
calibrated to -~o dBFS RMS. to read 83 dB SPL.1f
only full-range pink noise is available and an RTA is

not available. an alternative method (though less
accurate. with as much as ~43 dB possible error) is
to use a wideband SPL meter set to Cweighting. slow
response.

Note that the theatrical standard adjusts the
surrounds each to 3 dB below the fronts. hut for
home music production. all five loudspeakers
should have the same gain.

Total Sound Llvel

The subwoofers have not yet been calibrated
and are turned down all the way. Five uncorrelated
sources should sum approximately 7 dB higher than
an individual channel. Release the solo hullon and
verify that all five main speakers are operating. and
the SPL in the midband rises about 7 dB (+/- I dB).

If not. then one or more ofyour cables may he wired
out of polarity. speaker distances or level calibration
could be off. or a component is defective.

Phantom Center Chetlc

Now let's check the phantom center produced
by an in-phase mono signal when listening at the
central position. This confirms the front main

speakers are in polarity and there are no acoustic
anomalies. Turn the pink noise off and turn the
monitor control to about --10. Change the pink noise

source to mono. that is. the same signal to all
channels. Solo both left and right front
loudspeakers. Now remove your earplugs. turn on
the mono pink noise and verify the phantom center
appears as a fairly narrow virtual image at the
physical location of the center loudspeaker. You
might tweak the angles (toc 4 in) of the speakers until
the phantom image is narrow in the critical

midhand. If the image is off" center. recheck: the
leWright gains and speaker distances. Try tweaking
one channel's trim up or down slightly to recenter
the image. then return to the previous section and
recheck the measured left/right gains to verify they
match acoustically within +/- 0.1 dB in the I kHz
band. Loudspeakers must be well-matched to
produce an excellent phantom center.

Now compare the sound of the phantom center
with that of the center speaker itself. by alternating
between Boloing the center or the two sides. The
center speaker should sound a little brighter. but
the position of the pink noise should not change if
you are sitting in the center and all speakers are
equidistant from the listener.
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Bass Manacement
Integrating a subwoofer or pair of subwoofers to

extend the response of a stereo system is an art and
a science. Extending that idea to 5.1 is serious
science, with its own set of compromises. We're
going to start by creating and verifying an
exceptional full-range ~-channel system, then
extending it to 5.1. Since we are using stereo
subwoofers, it is logical to set the bass level on a
per-speaker basis, but the two subs couple with each
other and the distances between them and from the
walls affect the total bass response. It's not an easy
affair, and you should approach it systematically.

Objective Subwoofer Measurement: Put your
earplugs back on and send uncorrelated pink noise
at -~o dBFS RMS to the LF system: left satellite and
sub. Turn up the left subwoofer's trim gain until the
RTA shows the low end is in the same ballpark as the
rest of the frequencies. You may see amplitude
anomalies near the splice point, indicating some
parameters are not yet optimized. Then check the
polarity of the sub: the position that produces the
most bass is the correct one; ifthe result is
ambiguous, temporarily set the sub's cutoff
frequency as high as possible and recheck the
polarity. The next part is the most time-consuming,
where art and science really combine, for the ideal
splice will happen only when the low-pass
frequency, high-pass frequency, subwoofer
amplitude, time delay and phase are just right. Take
your time, "focusing" each parameter until the
flattest response is obtained at the splice point. If
you must compromise, remember. the ear finds
peaks more objectionable than dips. Now take a
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spatial average of the response over a few listening
positions around the sweet spot, and continue
working until you're satisfied the left sub is
integrated according to the RTA.

You may have to move the subwoofer around to
produce the flattest extreme low end; the closer the
sub is to walls or corners, the higher the amplitude
of the deep low bass. Ifyou move the sub, then you
will have to readjust its time delay.

Next, ifyour room is symmetrical, it makes
sense to try placing the right subwoofer as a mirror
image to the left. Though occasionally, this is not a
good idea if the subs both end up at the peak or null
of a standing wave (expert acousticians apply here).
Repeat the above process with the right loudspeaker
system. Now send a mono pink noise source to all
channels and solo both the left and right system
Gncludingthe sub), turning the master monitor
down until the I kHz band reads 68 dB, and see if
the bass response with both channels operating is
still within tolerance. Don't be surprised to see a
heavier bass response than with the individual
channel reading. If it rises, even as little as a dB,
consider spreading the subs further apart to reduce
their coupling, hut then again, if they approach the
walls. the low bass will go up from wall proximity.
This interaction is at different low frequencies, so
hopefully you will find a position with the least
compromise,

Subjective Assessment, Stereo First
We have not yet set the bass management for the

center speaker or the satellites, but now is a good
time to check out the sound of the full-range stereo



pairwilh bass management. It would be nice to
discover adefinitive piece of music that confirms
your subwoofers are now perfectly integrated with
wr rest of your system. Since a subwoofer is not
lupposed to be a -boom machine~ for most music. it

rtally should be conspicuous by its absence rather
than its presence. And that's the first way to listen.
Listen 10 music with the subwoofers on and off. They
should not feel ~Iumpy. ~ they should simply add a

It'n&e of weight to the utreme low end. ffthe
ver frequency is 60 HI. or below. then you may

tw-dly notice a dillerence acept for the solidity of
the sound. That's the way it should bel

Finding the right recording to evaluate bass is
difficult because recordings of bass are all over the
nap. It could take days to check your subs by using a
variety of recordings. An excellent way to evaluate a

full range system is with a recording of a string bass
whose level is very naturally-recorded. I have been

using one of my own stereo recordings as a bass test
record: my recording of Rebecca Pigeon. -Spanish
Harlem

M

on Chesky 10115

This song. in the key of G. uses the classic I. IV.
V progression. Here are the frequencies of the
fundamental notes of this bass melody:

., 62 13

&S 12 "

73 93 110

Hthe system has proper bass response. the bass
should sound natural: notes should not stick out too

far or be recessed. Start with the subs turned off and
veril'y the lowest note(s) are a little weak. Then turn

the subs on and verify they restore the lowest notes
without adding any anomalies. Verify that the
addition of the subs does not move the instrument
forward in the soundstage (an indication the bass
level is set too high) or hecome vague i.n its

placement <an indication the subwoofers are too far
apart). It's that simple. Then. take a break and enjoy
Rebecca's performance for its natural acoustic
reproduction of voice. string and percussion
instroments. and the acoustic depth of a good
recording hall. Ifyou get this sound quality. then
you are onto a good start with an excellent 2

channel stereo system.

Bass Muno.cement for Center unci Su.nou.ncis
Our next job is to smoothly extend the low

frequency response of the eenter and surround
loudspeakers. Onee again insert uncorrelated.
calibrated level pink: noise. with the master monitor
to 0 dB position. Solo the center loudspeaker. and
set the bass management to feed the low frequenci.es
of the center speaker to the subwoofer(s). Adjust the
bighpass frequency of the center loudspeaker to the
same frequency used for the lelt and right (if the
center speaker is the same model as the sides). Then

tweak the bass management level trim of the center
(the amount of energy from center redirected to the
subwoofer) until the total bass response is as flat as
possible with the RTA. Determining a correct bass
level from the two surrounds is a bit more
complicated. since they are electrically summed
into a single mono bass (unless the bass
management is sophisticated enough to redirect the
left surround's bass to the left sub and vice versa).
Soloingeach surround in turn. adjust the bass-
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management trim from each one for flattest
response, then check the bass response from both
surrounds at once with both uncorrelated and mono
pink noise. Favor the response with mono pink
noise since we are assuming that in typical music
recording the bass will be in phase in both
surrounds.

LFE Gain Setting
The LFE. or .1 channel is an auxiliary channel

designed to increase the headroom of the bass
channels. This is because when extra bass is desired
below about 50 Hz, the ear (which is insensitive to
bass) could require digital levels as much as 10 dB
hotter than full scale digital! In a properly-designed
5.1 system, this headroom is taken care of in the
design of the subwoofer. If in doubt. check with the
manufacturer. To meet the RP ~oo standard. the
individual RTA bands for the LFE channel only
should read 10 dB higher than the I kHz band. That
is. 78 dB SPL if the I kHz band is at 68 with -~o

dBFS RMS pink noise. Solo the LFE output and
adjust the level of the LFE channel trim untU the 50
or 63 Hz band reads 78 dB.

This completes the monitor calibration. Now
you' re on the same page as the most advanced 21 st

century mastering engineers. To speak the same
language, tell all your fellow engineers: "My monitor
system is calibrated with 0 dB reference SMPTE RP
200." Now sit back and enjoy your calibrated
multichannel reproduction system!

v. Taking it Beyond:
Monitor Equalization?

My philosophy is to avoid monitor equalization
unless absolutely necessary. I believe that we should
do everything possible to fix room-induced
problems acoustically. and to relocate suhwoofers
and/or satellites if necessary for more linear
response. Equalization. if performed. should be
done by a skilled and experienced acoustician who
understands the trade offs of electrically equalizing
the direct response when a room anomaly is the root
cause. When EQing, rememherthat the ear
responds to the direct and room sound differently
than an RTA Finally. consider the tradeoff of
additional noise and distortion if an equalizer is
added to a system.
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How To Make
Better

Recordings in
the ~18t

Century
PART Two: THE K-SYSTEM,

AN INTEGRATED ApPROACH

TO METERING,

MONITORING, AND

LEVELING PRACTICES

I. History: The VU Meter
On May I. 1999. the VU meter celebrated its

60th birthday. 60 years-but still widely
misunderstood and misused. The VU meter has a
carefully-specified time-dependent response to
program material that I call averaging to simplify
discussion. but really means the particular VU
meter response. This instrument was intended to
help program producers create consistent loudness
amongst program elements. but as it was a poor
indicator of recording overloads. the meter'8
designers depended on the 10 dB or greater
headroom over 0 VU of the analog media then in use.

Summary of VU Inconsistencies and Errorl
In general. the meter's baUistic8. scale. and

frequency response all contribute to an inaccurate
indicator. The meter approximates momentary
loudness changes in program material. but reports
that moment-to-moment level differences are
greater than the ear actually perceives.

BaUi8tice: The meter's ballistics were designed
to "look:good~with spoken word. Its 300 MS

integration time does give it a syllabic response. but
does not make it accurate. One time constant cannot
sum up the complex multiple time constants that
make up the loudness perception of the human
listener. Skilled users soon learned that an
occasional short "burst M from 0 to +3 VU would
probably not cause distortion, and usually was
meaningless with regard to loudness change.

Scale: In 1939, logarithmic amplifiers were
large and cumbersome to construct, and it was



50% of Scale contains
top 6 dB of range!

Frequency response, The meter's relatively flat
frequency response results in meter deflections that
are far greater than the perceived loudness change,
since the ear's response is non-linear with respect
to frequency. Frequency distribution and average
level both affect loudness. For instance, when
mastering reggae music. which has a very heavy bass
content. the VU meter may bounce several dB in
response to the bass rhythm. but perceived loudness
change is probably less than a dB.

Lack ofadherence to standards, In current
use, there are large numbers ofimproperly-
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terminated mechanical VU meters and inexpen
sively-constructed indicators which are labeled
"VU." I've seen fights break out amongst program
producers reading different 'VU" instruments. A
true VU meter is a rather expensive device and it
can't be called VU unless it meets the standard.

Unlike music COs, films are consistent from
one to another. because the monitoring gain has
been standardized, as we learned in Chapter 14. In
1983. as workshops chairman of theAES
Convention, I invited Tomlinson Holman of
Lucasfilm to demonstrate the sound techniques
used in creating the StarWars films. Dolby systems
engineers labored for two days to calibrate the
reproduction system in New York's flagship Ziegfeld
theatre. Over 1000 convention attendees filled the
theatre center section. At the end of the
demonstration, Tom asked for a show of hands.
"How many ofyou thought the sound was too loud?"
About four hands were raised. "How many thought it
was too soft?" No hands. "How many thought it was
just right?" At least 996 audio engineers raised their
hands.

11. The Magic of 83' with Film Mixes

The choice of83 dB SPL has stood the test of
time, as it permits wide dynamic range recordings

Over the past 60 years, psychoacousticians have
learned how to measure loudness much hetter than
a VU. Despite all these facts. the VU meter ls a very
primitive loudn.ess meter. In addition, digital
technology lets us correct the non-linear scale, its
dynamic range, ballistics. and frequency response.

+.

vu• +' +2

.oo

desirable to use a
simple passive circuit.
The result is a meter
where every decibel of
change is not given
equal merit. The top
50% of the physical
scale is devoted to only
the top 6 dB of dynamiC
range, and, as
illustrated, the meter's

useable dynamic range is only about 13 dB. Not
realizing this fundamental fact. inexperienced and
experienced operators alike tend to push audio
levels and/or compress them to stay within this
visible range. The extreme needle movements make
it difficult to distinguish compressed from
uncompressed material. Soft material may hardly
move the meter, but be well within the acceptable
limits for the medium and the intended listening
environment.s
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with little or no perceived system noise when
recording to magnetic film or high-resolution
digitaL 83 dB also lands on the most effective point
on the Fletcher-Munson equal loudness curve,
....·hieb is where the ear's frequency response is most
linear. When digital technology reached the large
theatre, the SMPTE attached the SPL calibration to a
point 20 dB below full scale digital instead of 0 VU.·

When we converted to digital technology. the VU
meter was rapidly replaced by the peak program
meter. which didn't faze the film world. but
definitely caused the music industry to suffer, as we
shall see.

Ill. United We Stand At Home
As we saw in Chapter 14, with the integration of

fflnli:l into a Ringle s)'lltem. it iR in thf' rtirect intf'rest
of music producers to think holistically and unite
with video and film producers for a more consistent
consumer audio presentation. New program
producers with little uperience in audio production
are coming into the audio field from the computer.
software and computer games arena. We are
entering an en where the learning curve is high.
recording engineer's experience is low, and the
monitors they use to make program Judgments are
less than ideal. It is our responsibility to educate
new engineers on how to make loudness and quality
judgments. A plethora of peak·only meters on every
computer, OAT machine and digital console do not
provide information on program loudness.
Engineers must leam that the sole purpose of the
peak meter is to protect the medium and that
something more like average level affects the
program's loudness.

Cu.rtent-daylevelinc problems: The Lou.dness Race
The loudness race is not new: in the days of

vinyl, mastering engineers competed to produce the
loudest LP. But what is new is the fantastic
magnitude of the problem: due to the nature of the
digital medium. there is no longer the physical limit
which was previously imposed by analog mechano
electrical systems and magnetic analog recording.
Without that limit it is possible to produce COS
whose average level is almost the same 8sthe peak
level. an incredible 20 dB above the old average
levels! Powerful digital compressors and limiters
enable mastering engineers to produce a distorted
signal for which there is no precedent in over 100

years of recording.' So. as we converted to digital
technology, the result became chaos, yielding
unprf'ct'dentf'd diffe"nCe8 in loudnt'RA lH-twef'n

recordings.

On the nen page is a waveform taken from a
digital audio workstation. showing three different
styles of music recording. The time scale is about 10

minutes total. and the vertical scale is linear, ./- 1 at
full digital level. 0.5 amplitude is 6 dB below full
scale. The N densityR of the waveform gives a rough
approximation of the music's dynamiC range and
crest factor. On the left side is a piece of heavily
compressed pseudo N elevator music- I constructed
for a demonstration at the 107thAES Convention. In
the middle is a four-minute 80ngfrom a popular
compact disc produced in 1999. On the right is a
four- minute popular rock and roll recording made
in 1990 that's quite dynamic-sounding for rock and
roll of that period. The perceived loudness
difference between the 1990 and 1999 COs is

'lY[ HowTo Mah Better
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volume control according to each record anyway.
This uncODlrolled situation is an obstacle to
creating quality program material in the 2;lst
century. What good is a 2;4-bi1l96 kHz digital audio
system if the programs we create only have 1 bit
dynamic range?

There are, of course. specific places where
heavy compression is needed, background
listening, parties, bar and jukebox playback. car
stereos, headphone-wearingjoggers, the
loudspeakers at the record stores. headphone
auditiOning at the record store kiosk, and so on. In
each of these cases. it should be possible to either
produce a custom-compressed CD just for the
purpose. or to install a compressor in the jukebox,
CD changer, or reproduction system. Certainly this
is a lot less damaging than compromising recorded
music for all listeners. What we wish for is a low
fidelity replacement for the analog cassette.
Ironically, the compact disc has become its own
worst enemy, for it cannot be different things to
different needs.3 1dream of a perfect world where
all the MP3 singles are heavily compressed and all
the CD albums undamaged.

IV. The relutionship between
SPlund 0 VU

Around 1994 I installed a pair of Dorrough
meters, in order to view the average and peak level
simultaneously on the same scale. These meters use
a scale with 0 ~average" (a quasi-VU characteristic
I'll call AVG) placed at 14 dB below full digital scale,
and full scale marked as +14 dB. Music mastering
engineers often use this scale, since a typical stereo

Is this ..hot
"ill happen to
the ne.t

'Metotion
comet?

(e.,. DVD-~.

SACD). It ..ill,
if ". don'! tooe
steps no" to
nopi!.
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~ED,,,,v,reg, l,v,1 WHITE,Hnaroom for pnu
T/M /MIght of \h' ...a bar ...fl.et. llIt"C.t"lll
10uan.n SI\'Il ~I,n\lellon of Qual1ty ena elarHy

greater than 6 dB,
though both peak to full
scale! Auditioning the
1999 CO, one mastering
engineer remarked.
~ this CD is a light
switch?! The music
starts, all the meter

lights come on. and it stays there the whole time."
To say nothing about the distortion. Are we really in
the business of making square waves? Why has the
average sound quality of popular music COs gone
downhill since the introduction of the digital
medium, and what can we do to fix the problem?~

The psychoacoustic problem is that when two
identical programs are presented at slightly
differing loudness, the louder of the two often
appears ~better,"but only in short tenn listening.
This explains why CD loudness levels have been
creeping up unti1sound quality is so bad that
everyone can perceive it (illustrated below). And
why there is a remarkable (and unnacceptable) 1$
dB difference in average level among pop COs!
Rememberthat the loudness "race~ has always been
an artificial one, since the consumer adjusts their

On the left, moderatelY
compressed '(Ievator,ltusic.~ In
the 14Iddle, 0 'top of the pop.·
..!~t,on from theyeot 1"9.~!

rillit, 0 rock and roll record from
/9'0, Vertical and horo'ontol
.cales are identical.
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30 IPS analog tape has approximately I .... dB
headroom above 0 VU,

The next step is to examine a simple relationship
betnen the oAVe level and the sound pressure
level. For many pop productions, our calibrated
monitor control sits at -6 dB (which yields 77 dB SPL
"'ith '20dBFS RMS pink noise).

Since on tbe meter,-2:O dBFS reads -6AVG,
then6dBhigher, oroAVC must be83dBSPL This

muns 'ft'e're really running average SPLs similar to
me theatre standard (our sound quality is not as

-.1._•......,.._-
\

"" Dot.....,..~., W,tIl tIl' "IOMot contlOl'l posltlOft.~ to' d' k/... th'
!il"Hr(ttIflC', 77 d' SPi/a"," at -7' deFS, «-4 AVI; on th<l! ""I.,. Not IIJ'
COUICwk<tt"., !Ild eotrnpoM. w,th U d. SPt 01 tII, IMf..... AVG ,....",t,

"""IMf lM ob.""". eotr,hrl.O'l~IM 0 _.tfl'lIl(1Mf'".tr'.mfifl' l(RJ)

""dlJ d' S1f..

clear as tbat of the theatre, and our loudness is
probablysJightly lower because some high
frequency transients have been clipped by 6 dB of
compression). Our ~pop studio W headroom is only

I .... dB above 83 instead of 20. The absolute loudness'
of our pop presentation is nominally 6 dB louder

than a mm in the theatre, necessitating turning
down the monitor gain by 6 dB.

ABSOLtJTE L(IUD'irss, AIt"" I life l'l"bu "''''P''"D«thc .pptr<oIIOll~
of dillc..'" _ .... w1thotol -.o'<'l .... lhe _"ilorco"tn>l.

Running a sound pressure level meter during
the mastering session confirms that the ear likes 0

AVCto end up circa 83 dB (~86 dB with both

loudspeaken operating) on forte passages, even in
this compressed structure, I f the monitorgain is
further reduced by 2: dB the mastering engineer
judges the loudness to be lower, and he raises
average reeorded level-and the AVe meter goes up
bY2 dB. It's a linear relationship.tThis leads us to

the logical concluaion that we can produce
programs with different amounts ofdynamic
range by designing a loudness meter with a
alidingscale. where the moveable 0 point is tied
to the aa.m.e monitor SPL Regardless ofthe scale.
production personnel would tend to place music
near the 0 point on forte pasaap.

v. The K-System Proposal

This leads us to my K-Sptem proposal. a
metering and monitoring standard that integrates
the best concepts of the past with current psychoa
coustic knowledge in order to avoid the chaos o(tbe

last 2:0 yean. It also develops a commonlo~eof
levels, so that engineen can properly communicate.

In the 20th Century we concentrated on the
medium. In the 2:18t Century, we should concentrate
on the message. We should avoid meters which have

o dB at the top-this discourages operators from
understanding where the message really is. Instead,
we move to a metering system where 0 dB is a
reference loudness, which also determines the
monitor gain. In use, programs which exceed 0 dB

t LlIlur <lDuJ thi.... ret to aIfuaohed tU, the l.OCrtaa'D«!YCOIDp..-d """od ia
IlOl .,...Iy lOOld.. to.lhe ...__ml ,......... io I'" 11.01 _d._np loYd
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Note that full scale digital peak level is always at
the top of each K-System meter, it does not change.
Only the average level calibration slides, the 83 dB
SPL point slides relative to the maximum peak level,
Using the term K- (N) defines Simultaneously the
meter's 0 dB point and the monitoring gain, making
this the first integrated metering and monitoring
system.'

Simplified Explana.tion

Many mastering engineers have recogtllred that
the peak meter is inadequate for judging loudness.
so they use a traditional analog VU meter. But
because of the wide range of average levels on
current pop CDs, they use a variable VU meter
attenuatorto prevent the VU from pinning or
reading out of range. Think ofthe K-System as a
coordinated attenuator for both the averaging
meter and the monitor gain. The prinCiple is that

as we attenuate the average meter while going from
K-~o to K-14 we must also turn down the monitor
gain. to arrive at the same loudness to the ear. If the
monitor gain were not attenuated, then K-14
material reaching 0 dB average on its scale would

representing the most recent highest instantaneous
(I sample) peak level.

Several accepted methods of measuring
loudness exist. of varying accuracy (e.g., ISO 53~.

LEQ, Fletcher~Harvey-Munson, Zwicker and
others. some unpublished). The extendable K

system accepts all these and future methods. plus
providing a "flat" version with RMS characteristic

that resembles the classic VU meter.
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processing
(compression)
which must have

been used. There
are three different K-System meter scales, with 0 dB

at either ~O. 14. or l~ dB below full scale, for typical
headroom and SNR requirements. The dual
characteristic meter has a bar representing the
average level and a moving line or dot above the bar

,
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"The K-system is not just a meter
scale. it is an integrated system
tied to monitoringgain. "

[K-SysufII /Itn.,.
For (I eolorimagt,
pleau su the
Color Plates
sutiOIl, Fip,.
eJ5-0J.]

, I i">'elll~d lha< x:-(N) l.rtllI becluae it was rettl.llfl: n"l ....kwatd 10 d...,nb< tb<
.reft f.....r or loudll'" of nluoi. in Ilimpl. but uaeM w.y.
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VI. Production Techniques with
the K-System

To use the system. rirst choose one of the three
meters based on the intended application. Wide
dynamic range material probably requires K-2,o and
medium range material K-I4-. Then. calibrate the
monitor gain to RP2,OO as in Chapter 14-. 0 dB always
represents the same calibrated(83 dBC) SPL on all
three scales. unifying production practices

worldwide. If console and workstation designers
standardize on the K-System it will make it easier
ror engineers to move programs from studio to

studio. Sound quality will improve by uniting the
steps orpre-production (recording and mixing).
post-production (mastering) and metadata
(authoring) with a common ~Jever language. By
anchoring operations to a consistent monitor
reference. operators will produce more consistent
output. and everyone will recognize what the meter
m.....

If making an audiophiJe recording. then use

K--:zo; i( making ~typical~ pop or rock music. or

audio (or video. then probably choose K-l4-. It will
be hard (or current pop mastering engineers to
conven to K-14 or even K-I2: in some cases. because
much o(tOOay's damaged pop music is significantly
botterthan even K-l:l;-bul we must (ind a way to
back ort from the loudness race. IdeaUy. K-I2:
should be reserved strictly (or audio to be dedicated

to broadcast; broadcast recording engineers may
choose K-14 iCthey reel it fits their program
material. Pop engineers are encouraged to use K-20

when the music has useful dynamic range. The two
prime scales. K-2,o and K-14 will create a cluster
near two difrerent monilor gain positions. People
who listen to both classical and popular music are
already used to moving their monitor gains about 6
dB (sometimes 8 to 12 dB with the hottest pop CDs).
It will become a joy to find that only two monitor
positjons satisfy most production chores. With care.
producers can reduce program di(ferences even
further by ignoring the meter ror the most part. and
working solely with the calibrated monitor.

F«-.f_-",,~«IOItnM'

-'11P<~lIl_or

",ut (n1IltrlII poJttNMV
wtlk'dhltJubd-1I
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sound 6 dB louder than K-2.o material going to 0 dB
average OD its scale.

PeQ~ Qnd Averoce ea.librated to lame decibel value
with sine WQve

The peak and average scales are calibrated as

per AES-l7. 80 that peak and average sections are
rderenced to the ume decibel value with a sine
wave signal. In other words. +2,0 dB RMS with sine

wave reads the same as + 2,0 dB peak. and this parity
will be true only with a sine wave. Analogvoltage
level is not specified in the K-system. only SPLand
digital values. There is DO conflict with -lB dBFS
analog rererence poi.nts commonly used in Europe.

'9' HowTo Male Iktle.r
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Using the Meter's Red (Fortissimo) Zone. This
88-90 dB+ region is used in films for explosions
and special effects. In music recording. naturally~

recorded (uncompressed) large symphonic
ensembles and big bands reach +3 to +4 dB on the
average scale on the loudest (fortissimo) passages.
Rock and electric pop music take advantage of this
loud zone. since climaxes. loud choruses and
occasional peak moments sound incorrect if they
only reach 0 dB (forte) on any K-system meter. Use
the fortissimo range occasionally. otherwise it is
musically incorrect (and ear~damaging).If
engineers find themselves using the red zone all the
time. then either the monitor gain is not properly
calibrated, the music is extremely unusual (e.g.
heary- metal). or the engineer needs more monitor
gain to correlate with his or her personal
sensitivities. Otherwise the recording will end up
overcompressed. with squashed transients, and its
loudness quotient out of line with K-System
guidelines.

Equal Loudness Contours. Mastering
engineers are more inclined to work with a constant
monitor gain. But music mixing engineers often
work at a higher SPL. and vary their monitor gain to
check the mix at different SPLs. I recommend that
mix engineers calibrate your monitor attenuators so
you can easily return to the recommended standard
for the majority of the mix. Otherwise it is likely the
mix will not translate to other venues. since the
equal-loudness contours indicate a program will be
bass-shy when reproduced at a lower (normal) level.

Tracking/Mixing/Mastering. The K-System
will probably not be needed for multitracking-a

Chapter 15 '9~

simple peak meter is sufficient. For highest sound
quality, use K-~owhile mixing and save K-14 forthe
calibrated mastering suite. If mixing to analog tape.
K~14 may prove more appropriate. K~o doesn't
prevent the mix engineer from using compressors
during mixing, but I hope that engineers will return
to using compression as an esthetic device instead
of trying to win the loudness race.

Using K-zo during mix encourages a clean
sounding mix that's advantageous to the mastering
engineer. At that point. the producer and mastering
engineer should discuss whether the program
should be converted to K-14. or remain at K-zo. The
K~System can become the lingua franca ofinterchange

within the indust'Y' avoiding the current problem where

different mix engineers work onparts ofan album 10

different standards oftoudness and compression.

When the K-System is not available. Current
day analog mixing consoles equipped with VUs are
far less of a problem than digital models with only
peak meters. Calibrate the mixdown AID gain to ~zo

dBFS at 0 VU (sine wave), and mix normally with the
analog console and VUs. However, mixing consoles
should be retrofitted with calibrated monitor
attenuators so the mix engineer can repeatably
return to the same monitor setting.

Adapting large theatre material to home use
may require a change of monitor gain and meter
scale. Producers may choose to compress the
original6-channel master. or better, remix the
entire program from the multitrack stems
(submixes) . With care. most of the virtues and
impact of the original production can be maintained



in the home. Even audiophiles will find a well

mastered K-I+ program to be enjoyable and
dynamic. We sbould tl)'to fit tbis reduced-range
mix on the OVD with tbe wide-range theatre mix.

Multicha.nnel to Stereo Reductions. The

current legacy of loud pop COs creates a dilemma
because OVD players can also play CDs. Producers
should try to create the 5.1 mix ofa project at K-20.
Ifpossible, the stereo version should also be mixed
and mastered at K-20. While a K-20 CD will not be
uloud (absolute loudness) as many current pop
COs, it will probably be more dynamic and
enjoyable, and importantly there will not be a

serious loudness Jump compared to K-20 OVDs in
the same player. If the producer insists on a hotter

CD, try to m.ak:e it no louder than K-14. so there will
be no more than a 6 dB loudness difference between
the DVD and the audio CD. Tell the producer-that the
vast maJor-ity ofgreat-sounding pop COs have been
made at K-14 and the CD will be consistent with the
lot, even if it isn't as hot as the current hypereom
pressed fashion. The bypercompr-essed CD is the
one that's out of line, not the K-14.

Full scale peaks and SNR. As we've discussed
(Chapters 5 and 14,) it is not necessary to peak a
~4-bit recording to full scale, Another good reason
is that a program's signal-to-noise ratio is
determined by its actualloudnea, the position of
the listener's monitor level control determines the

perceived loudness of the system noise. If two
similar music programs r-each 0 on the K~system's

average meter, even if one peaks to ful1scale and the
otber does not. both programs will have similar

perceived SNR. Use the averaging meter and your
ears as you normally would, and with K-20, even if
the peaks don't hit tbe top, the mixdown is

considered normal and ideal for mastering.

Multipurpose Control Roorm. With the
K-System. multipurpose pr-oduction faciJities will
be able to work with wide-dynamiC range
productions (music. videos/films) ODe day, and mix

pop music the next. A simultaneous meter scale and
monitor gain change accomphsbes the job.
Operators should be trained to change the monitor
gain according to the K~standard.

In Color Plate FIp" CJS-D2 is a picture of the K
20/RMS meter in close detail. with the calibration

points. Individuals who wish to use a different
monitor gain should log it on the tape (file) box. and
try to use this point consistently. Even witb slight
deviations from the recommended pr-actice, the
music world will be far more consistent than the
current chaos. Everyone should know tbe monitor
gain they like to use.

In Color Plate Fip,. CJS~DJ is a picture of an

actual K-I4/RMS Meter- in operation at the Digital
Domain studio, as implemented by Metric Halo labs
in tbe program SpectraFooT'" for the Macintosh

computer. SpectraFoo versions 3h7 and above
include full K-System support and a calibr-ated RMS
pink noise generator. On the PC, Pinguin has
implemented meters that conform exactly with the
K-System. The Dorrough and DK meters nearly
meet K~Systemguidelines but be sure to use an
external RMS meter for calibration since they use a
different type of averaging. In practice with program
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material, the difference between RMS and other
meter averaging methods is imperceptible. I hope
soon a company will implement the K-System with a
truer loudness characteristic.

Audio Cassette Duplication. Cassette
duplication has been practiced more as an art than a
science, but it should be possible to do better. The
K-System may finally put us all on the same page.
ironically just in time for the cassette's
obsolescence. It's been difficult for mastering
engineers to communicate with cassette
duplicators. finding a reference level we all can
understand. The cassette tape most commonly used
cannot tolerate average levels greater than +3 over
185 nW/m (especially at low frequencies) and high
frequency peaks greater than about +5-6 are bound
to be distorted and/or attenuated. Displaying crest
factor makes it easy to identify potential problems:
also an engineer can apply cassette high-frequency
preemphasis to the meter. An engineer can make a
good cassette master by using a "predistortion~

filter with gentle high-frequency compression and
equalization. Use K-14 or K-~o, and put test tone at
the K-System reference 0 on the digital master.
Peaks must not reach full scale or the cassette will
distort. Apparent loudness will be less than the K
standard, but this is a special case.

Classical music. The dilemma is that string
quartets and Renaissance music. among other
forms, have low crest factors as well as low natural
loudness. Consequently, the string quartet will
sound (unnaturally) much louder than the
symphony if both are peaked to full scale digital. For
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example, dedicated classical producers have avoided
mastering their harpsichord recordings to full scale,
or they sound unnaturally loud at standard monitor
gains. It's hard to get out of the habit of peaking our
recordings to the highest permissible level. I
strongly feel it is much better for the consumer to
have a consistent monitor gain than to peak every
recording to full scale digital. Attentive listeners
prefer auditioning at or near the natural sound
pressure of the original classical ensemble.+

Classical engineers should mix by the calibrated
monitor. and use the average section of the K-meter
only as a guide. It's best to fix the monitor at the 0

dB position and always use the K-'2o meter even if
the peak level does not reach full scale. There will be
less monitoring chaos and more satisfied listeners.
However, some classical producers are concerned
about loss of resolution in the 16-bit medium and
may wish to peak all recordings to full scale. I hope
you will all reconsider this thought when '24- bit
media reach the consumer. Until then chaos will
remain in the classical field, and perhaps only
metadata will sort out the classical music situation at
the listener's end.

Narrow Dynamic Range Pop Music. We can
avoid a new loudness race and consequent quality
reduction if we unite behind the K-System before
we start fresh with high-resolution audio media
such as DVD-Aand SACD. Similar to the above
classical music example, pop music with a crest
factor much less than 14 dB should not be mastered
to peak to full scale. as it will sound too loud.



Recommended,
I) Author with metadata to benefit
consumers using equipment that supports
metadata
~) Irpossible. master such discs at K-14 or
even K-20.

3) Legacy music. remasters rrom often
overcompressed CD material should be
reeumined ror its loudness character.
Irpossible. reduce the gain during
remastering so the average level falls within
K-14 guidelines. Even better, remaster the
music rrorn unprocessed mixes to undo
some or the unnecessary damage incurred
by the loudness race. Some mastering
engineers already have made archives
without severe processing.

Multichannel
There's good news ror audio quality, 5.1

sWTOund sound. Current 5.1 mixes or popular music
sound open. clear. beautiful. yet also impacting. Six
speakers provide much more headroom and sound
output than two. so iryou work by the monitor gain,
the channel meter levels will tend to run a bit lower.
What became clear while watching the K-20 meter is
Ihat the best engineers are using the peak capability
oCthe 5.1 system strictly ror headroom. the way it
should be. System hiss is not evident at 0 dB
monitor position with long-wordlength recording.
good D/Aconverters. modern preamps and power
amp!iCiers.

Labeline The Boxes
Since the K-System is extendable to future

methods or measuring loudness. program producers

should mark their tape boxes or digitalliles with an
indication which K-meter and monitor calibration
was used. For example. K-r+!RMS. or K-2o/lwkker. I
hope that these labels will someday become as
common as listings or nanowebers per meter and
test tones ror analog tapes.

VII. Metadata and the K-System

Metadata is data Wl.thin data. that is. control
data embedded in the digital audio stream. Dolby
Digital. MPE(4. MC. and hopefully MLP will take
advantage or metadata control words (defined
below); note that standard PCM. as used in the
Compact Disc, has no provision ror metadata, and to
the best of my knowledge, neither does SACD. Pre
production with the K-System will speed up the
authoring of metadata ror broadcast and digital
media. Music producers must become ramiJiarwith
how metadata acrects the listening experience.

Metadata Control Words
Dialnonn. dialogue nonnahzafion. also known

as \.'Olume normaLlzo,hon. is used in digital television
and radio as ~ecumenicalgajn·riding. M Program
level is controlled at the decoder. producing a
consistent average loudness from program to
program; with the amount or attenuation
individually calculated ror each program and carried
as a command on the metadata word. At each
program change, the receiver decodes the dialnonn
control word and attenuates the level by the
calculated amount. resulting in the "table radio in
the k:itchen~ effect. In a somewhat unnatural
manner. like the radio. average levels of sports
broadcasts. rock and roll. newscasts. commercials,
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quiet dramas, soap operas. and classical music all
end up at the loudness of dialogue, a rather strange
effect. but no different loudness-wise than standard
radio today. The listener can turn his receiver up
and experience the intended loudness-without the
noise modulation and squashing of current analog
broadcast techniques. Or, he can choose to turn off
the dialnorm on some receivers, and hear a
loudness variance from program to program.

Dialnorm is a simple gain change, without
compression, and maintains the crest factor and
dynamic range of the studio mix. For example, in
variety shows. the music group will sound pleasingly
louder than the presenter. Sports crowds will be
excitingly loud, and the announcer will no longer
"step on" the effects, because the bus compressor
will be bllnished from the hrO:'ldCllSt ('hllin

Mixlev. Dialnorm does not reproduce the
dynamic range of realUfe from program to program.
This is where the optional control word mixlev (mix
level) enters the picture. The dialnorrn control word
is designed for casual listeners, and mixlev for
audiophiles or producers. Very simply, mixlev sets
the listener's monitor gain to reproduce the 8PL used
by the original music producer. If the K-system was
used to produce the program, then K-14 material
will require a 6 dB reduction in monitor gain
compared to K-~o. and so on. Attentive listeners
usingmixlev will no longer have to adjust monitor
gains for different music types.

The use of dialnorm and mix/ev can be extended
to other encoded media. such as DVD-A Proper
application of metadata and the K-System for pre-

production practice-will result in a far more
enjoyable and musical experience than we had at the
end of the ~oth century of audio.

In Summary
The designers of the compact disc never

anticipated that an all-digital recording system
would yield an alarming loudness race and seriously
distorted music, worse than ever took place in the
days of the LP. I propose a new system with a
common language, integrating monitoring and
loudness metering to produce more consistent
masters. and move audio practice into the ~lst

century. Teach everyone how-the Rosetta stone is in
this chapter.
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CHaPTer 16

Analog and
Digital

Processing

The mastering engineer must recognize when a

recording is 80 good that the interests of the client

are best served Simply by leaving it alone. And there

are recordings for which so little work is needed that

the gains due to processing would not warrant the

losses due to the same processing! For although

equipment is getting better. lhere is no such thing
as a transparent audio processol". This chapter is
about how we measure and interpret performance.

as there is an interaction between objective

degradation and subjective improvement. Let's take

a journey into the twilight zone between the

objective and the subjective.

I. The Ironies of
Perception vs. Measurement

Ahhough we'l1 be using teat measurements. we

must remember that each single measurement only

prOvides a small pan of the picture. An audio

processor is like an object inside a house with no

doors, only a number or small windows that you can

peer into. By looking at the object through each

window's unique angle we can find out more. and

add up the clues, but we can never be totally sure of

what we are seeing, and must always leave open the

possibility that there may be some aspect we cannot

see, some mystery as to why this equalizer sounds
"good~ and this other one sounds -bad.-

For example, here are a couple of ~objective'"

measurements that just don't add up!

What Makes it Sound Bright?
I've discovered a digital filter that measures

'"dull'" but sounds bright! The Te Electronic System

6000 lets the user choose between different low-
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pass filters for tbeND and DtA converters. Some of
the filters roll off significantly above 16 kHz (at 44.1
kHz sampling). so you'd think they would sound
dull. But instead. to my ears, the 16 kHz filters called
Natural and Llnear sound more open and clear than
the particular ~o kHz filter called Vintage. However,
there are other converters whose filters extend to ~o

kHz and which sound even more open than the TC's
Linear filter. So measured bandwidth cannot tell the
whole psychoacoustic story. We look into the audible
effects of filtering in Chapter lB.

The Fallucy of Typical Weighting Curves
We have equipment in our studio whose noise

floor measures as low as -l~O clBFS to as high as -50
clBFS (after AID conversion). However. much of this
equipment is perceptually quiet: if I have to put my
ear up to the loudspeaker to hear the hiss, then I
consider it insignificant. Interestingly. the
weighting methods' by which converter manufac~
turers commonly measure noise bear little

relationship to human perception. One particular
converter whose A-weighted noise fioor is -108

dBFS sounds Significantly quieter than another
converter whose A-weighted noise floor is -115
dBFS! The reason is that the often-cited, A
weighted curve does not adequately consider the
ear's greater sensitivity in critical bands. It turns out
that the converter which measures better (A-

Weighted)

produces signifi-

"Never turn your back on dim.tal. .. condy mo," cnccgy
Cl - circa 3 kH'l., where

-BOB LUOWIC. the ear is most

sensitive, and the
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A-weighting filter does not take into account the
significance of this critical band. To be psychoa

caustically accurate. noise measurement standards
should adopt a curve closer to the measured noise
floor of the human ear. such as the 9th order curve
used by some of the best-sounding dithers (see
Chapter 4). This curve is called ~F" weighting.~

There are many other areas in which traditional
measurements do not correlate with what our ears
tell us, particularly in the evaluation of low bit rate

coding systems. These systems measure quite well
with standard techniques. but once the ear has been

trained to hear their errors. we can easily identify
artifacts we've never heard before with analog

technology: described by some as chirping, or space
monkeys. Let's see if we can objectively find out why
some analog and digital processors sound better
than others. Just remember that measurements look
at an object through a few narrow windows, and

there may be a different. or better, explanation for
sound quality than what I've come up with.

11. Measurement Tools We Can Use
While Mastering
FFT Measurements

FIT stands for Fast Fourier Transform. To really

learn how to interpret (and not misinterpret) an
FIT requires a college-level engineering course,
and although I cannot claim to be such an expert, I
have learned just enough to be dangerous! High
resolution FIT analysers, such as SpectraFooTIoI, are
very reasonably priced. thanks to the exponential
increase in CPU power and they provide an essential

early warning system, a protection from the



vicissitudes (bugs) of digital audio. Never turnyour
back on digital. says Bob Ludwig. or as I say.you 're
only one mousecli.ck awarfrom di.saster! It's a whole
new world based on software designed by fallible
human beings.

mfor MlolSie
Flp,..n4-DJ in the Calor Plate section shows

SpeetraFoo in action during a CD mastenngsession.

At the middle top is a bitscope. currently
showing 16 (and only 16) active bits. an indication
thallhe dither generator is probably doing its job.
This bitscope can reveal if some digital device is
m.alfu.netioning. since one of the symptoms of a

disfunction.aI processor is to toggle unwanted bits.
or hold some bill stt.1dy when there is no sign.a.l.
Bitscopes can also show if there are any unwanted
truncations caused by defective or misused

processors. However. the bilscope is only one of the
small windows we can look through: it can easily
miss problems. or seem to indicate problems which
require further interpretation. For example. some
equalizers produce idle noise when the music goes
to silence. This can be perfectly nonnal. but will
show up on the bitscope as activity. Toggling the
equalizer in and out whHe observing the bitscope
will ascertain if that is the source of the problem or
some other anomaly in the signal chain.

At top right is a stereo position indicator. which
is frozen at a moment when the information is
slightly right-heavy. At left is a meter that conforms
to the K-14 standard (see Chapter 15). The meter
shows the hottest moment of a rather hot R&B piece
(which I would have preferred to reduce. but the

client desired it this hot!). For the record. this
material was monitored at -8 dB. which really makes
it K-12 material. juSt below the bitseope is a
correlation indicator. revealing that the material is
significantly monophonic. I prefer a correlation

indicator to an osciUoscope: meter deflections
closer to the center of the scale indicate less
correlation from cbannelto channel and likely a
larger or more spacious stereo image. However. I
always use my ears to confirm the image is oottoo
-vague-and perform a mono (folddown) test to

make sure the sound is mono- compatible.

At mid -screen is the spectragram. showing
spectral intensity over time. This can be useful to
identify the frequenCies of problem notes. or simply
to entertain visitors! At bOl1om is the spectragraph.

whose general rollorf shape gives a vague idea of the
program's timbre (though most times I disregard
the spectral displays. since the eye candy of the
visual display distracts our aural senses).

Fipn C14-D2 in the Calor Plates shows
SpectraFoo during a pause in the music. with only
the bottom four bits toggling. confinning that the
dither is working correctly. since dithers which use
heavy noise-shaping exercise several bits. Note that
the bitscope shows four bitstoggling (since dither is
random. in this snapshot. bit 15 is at zero) and that

the spectragraph shows the curve of the dither
noise. which can be identified by its shape as POW
Rtype 3 or a similar 9th order curve. Using this
analyzer. you can often determine the type of dither
used by the mastering engineer on recorded CDs.

'99 AnalO(and DigiW
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The level meters had not decayed fully when this
shot was taken. The correlation meter fluctuates
very slightly near the meter's center, showing that
the dither is uncorrelated between channels
(random phase). I always glance at this display at the
beginning and end of the program, to make sure no
bugs or patching errors have crept in. I carry a
SpectraFoo umbrella even if it's not raining!

11. Measurement Tools to Analyze
your Equipment

Let's sort out what happens beneath the knobs.
As in geometry, the shortest distance between two
points is a straight line, so too in audio - both
digital and analog - the cleanest signal path
contains the fewest components. The converter
used to be the most degrading piece in the studio.
but although they have greatly improved in recent
years. we should still avoid extra conversion
whenever possible. For analog tapes, it's best to do
all the analog processing on the way to the first and
only NO conversion. But these days mixes are often
on digital tape, and as there are a lot of desirable
analog processors which the mastering engineer
may prefer because they sound more organic than
their digital equivalents, the tonal benefits of analog
processing might outweigh the transparency losses
of an extra conversion.' The best defense is a good
offense. and it is possible to reliably measure signal
below the noise with an FFf analyzer. An FFf can
confirm if a digital processor is not truly bypassed
when it says bypass, which can be pretty deleterious
(see Chapter 4). Jitter (see Chapter 19) is irrelevant
to FIT analysers, which strictly look at data.
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Even though the analyzer can only examine ~4

bits (the limitation of the AES/EBU interface). it can
measure distortion 40 dB below the ~4-bit noise
floor! This is because Speetrafoo is a 64-bit floating
point system. So we can compare the distortion of
processors which truncate at the ~4th bit versus
others which use 48 bits or so internally and then
dither up to:<t4 bits. Whether we can hear these
differences is a different question. Psychoacoustician
J. Robert Stuart has demonstrated that we can hear a
~4-bit truncation in an 18-bit system. The ear's
dynamic range is approximately~o bits (I~O dB),
but this varies with frequency. At certain
frequencies we can even hear below 0 dB SPL!

How M.any Bits is Enough?

In color plate r~CJ'-OJ,we compare 16, ~o,
and 24~bit flat-dithered noise.' The levels ofall the
"bins" add up, so at 16 bits, the curve which looks
like it rides at approximately -124 dBFS (level of
individual bins) totals to an RMS level of about -91.2

dBFS RMS, the theoretical limit of a properly
dithered 16-bit system. But discrete Signals at some
frequencies can be heard as low as -115 dBFS in a
properly~dithered 16-bit system, below which they
are buried in the noise. Psychoacoustically, for the
vast majority of popular and classical music, 16 bits
properly done are just enough to do the job right.
But as soon as we post-produce, copy, process and
change gain, we accumulate noise and need profes
sional headroom, or perhaps we should call it
footroomrsince the top, at 0 dBFS, is a constant.

Psychoacousticians studying the limits of the
human ear have determined that 20-bits is enough

And J__ e&n be minimJ~d ....in( upumplln( (...., Chopter t).
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for good AID and DfA performance. Anything more
is Just gravy. and it's very rare to find a H~_bit~
converter with better than 18-~o-bitnoise level. For
processing. however we need the additional
footroom. better than ~40 bits. because the
frequency-content of digital distortion is far more
annoying to the ear than analog distortions which
arc much louder. This is because distortion
created duringdigital proce88ingyields harmonic
components which beat against the sample rate.
produdngdi88onant inharmomc beat or
intermodulation products. For purist processing.
we may need as much as 48 to 7~ bits. especially for
extreme gain changes. complex filtering.
compression. or to avoid cumulative distortion when
cascading processes. It's a myth that there's no
generation loss in digital proce88ing; little by little,
bit by precious bit, sound su.fTen with every DSP
operation.

Iir-CJI·04 in the color plates shows the noise
floor ofa popular dither called POW-R type 3 at 16
bit (red trace). For reference, we show the noise of
fiat :lo-bit dither (orange). and :l4--bit dither
(green). POW-R's shape is designed to maximize
performance by keeping the noise at or near tbe
ear's low-level sensitivity at various frequencies.
POW-R dither reaches :lo-bit performance in the
critical upper midrange (circa 3,5 kH'l.) where the
ear is most sensitive. Thus. much of the low level
ambience and reverberation that would have been
masked is revealed. even with 16-bit reproduction.
This performance can only be achieved by recording
at a longer wordlength to begin with, as noise
accumulates and the SNR gets slightly worse when

you add final dither to the processed source.

Analog versus Digital Processing

Cheap Yet'lllS Good•. .!s It Really ACCLllGt.?
Many people have argued that the reason we

notice harshness in some digital recordings is that
digital audio recording is more occura.le than analog.
Their claim is that theaccun:u.yof digital recording
reveals the harshness in our sources. since digital
recording doesn't compress (meUow out) high
frequencies as does low speed (ISIPS) analog tape.
Accurncy. they say, is why we have regressed to tube
and vintage microphones. But I say this is only a
half-truth. since most of these arguments come
from individuals who have not been exposed to the
sound of good digital recording equipment, which is
not only accurate. but can even be warm and pretty.
Cheap digital equipment is subject to edgy sounding
distortion which can be caused by sharp filters. Iow
sample rates, poor conversion technology. low
resolution (shon wordlength), poor analog stages.
jitter. improper dither. dock leakage in analog
stages due to bad circuit board design and many
others, such as placing sensitive AID and DfA
conveners inside the same chassis with motors and
spinning heads. It takes a superior power supply
and shielding design to make an integrated digital
tape recorder that sounds good: compare the sound
of an inexpensive modular digital multitrack
(MDM) with the Nagra Digital recorder-4 very
expensive tracks versus 8 cheap ones.

When it comes to processing, numeric
precision is also expensive. even though it's aU
software. Numeric imprecision in digital consoles

I
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It's a dIgItal
processor, so
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generation o~s.
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':Audio processing is the art of
balanCing subjective enhancement
against objective degradation. "
-BoB OLHSSON.

I
~

~

MyTH,

It's a Digital
Console. It must be
better than myoId

analog model!

I ,

produces problems somewhat like noise in noise in
analog consoles, but there is an important
difference, noise in analog consoles gradually and
gently obscures ambience and low-level material
and usually does not add distortion at low levels.
However. numeric imprecision in digital consoles
causes quantization errors (which increase at low

levels) destroying the body and purity of an entire
mix, creating edgy. colder, sound. which
audiophiles call digititis. Since digital consoles do
not make sound warmer, depending on the quality
of their digital processing-and the number of
passes through that circuitry-it might be better to

mix through a high-
quality analog console.

Even though good
digital equipment is
getting cheaper at an
exponential rate. it is
still expensive to
produce excellence in
digital recordings. That's why analog tape and

analog mixing remain very much alive at this point
in the :,;ost century.

Two Fine Equalizers, One Analog, One Digital
In my opinion, much inexpensive tube

equipment is overly warm, noisy. unclear and
undefined, and the common use of ~fuzzy~ analog

equipment to cover up the problems of inexpensive
digital equipment is a band-aid. not a cure for the
loss of resolution. Not many people have been

exposed to recent audiophile-qualitytube
equipment, and only the best-designed tube
equipment has quiet, clear sound. tight (defined

bass). is transparent and dimensionaL yet still
warm. AudiopbiIes feel a well-designed tube circuit
can be more linear and resolving' than a low-cost
solid state circuit. I certainly feel I hear more

through some amplifiers than others. Modern-day
tube deSigners often make innovative use of low
noise regulated power supplies on filaments and
cathodes, a practice which was impractical in the
50 'S.

Fipre CII·OS in the Color Plates section shows the
low distortion and noise performance of a
well-designed, popular state-of-the art analog tube
equalizer, the Millennia NSEQ-... (red trace). For

reference, 20- and

~-bit noise are
shown in blue and
green, respectively.
Notice that the tube

noise of the NSEQ is
about 10 dB greater
than 2o~bit. making it

a v~rtualI8-bj.t analog equalizer. However. this

performance is dependent on the analog gain
structure used. Ifyou drive the equalizer harder, ils
noise floor will be lower compared to maximum
signal. and distortion mayor may not be a problem.
Since the Millennia's clipping level is around +37
dBu. it may be perfectly legitimate to drive it with
nominal levels of +10 dBu or even higher, provided

the source equipment doesn't overload! Yet even
with nominal levels of °dBu as was used for this
graph. this tube equalizer is extremely quiet. Its
noise is inaudible at any reasonable monitor gain
unless you put your ears up to the speaker.
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demonstrating that noise-floor is probably the least
of our worries. 1/2

M

30 IPS 2·track analog tape has
even higher noise, but no one complains about it for
popular music.

Fortbis FFl'. we set up a D/Aconverter. feeding
the NSEQ and then an AID and the FFT. A digitally
generated 1 kMz -6 dBFS 24-bit dithered sine wave
feeds the D/A We adjust converter gain so 0 dBFS is
~18 dBu. and boost the equaliur about 6 dB, till just

below AID clipping. The equalizer is coasting at this
In-et since it's around 19 dB below its clip level! If
fouare looking for extreme MtubeyM effects. you can

drive the equalizer even harder, and also realize a
~ater SNR. provided the converters can handIe the
hotter level. certainly the equalixer can.

Notice that the equalizer's distortion is
dominated by second. third. and fourth harmonics.
whlch tend to noet1m sound. For comparison. in

yellow is the performance of the superb Z-Systelll8
digital equalizer. dithered to 24 bits, boosting 1 kHz
5.8 dB with a Q of 0.7. Its harmonic distortion
perfonnance is textbook-perfect (no visible
harmonics on the FFT). Some engineers use the
word MdryM to describe the sound of a component
that has little or no distortion. Lookingthrough
OIher N windows-we find that harmonictl are far
from the only sonic differences between these

pieces of gear. Tubes. power supplies and
transformers can Loosen. the bass. which can
sometimes be desirablel the digital equalizer retains
the tightness of the bassl· the digital and analog
equalizer's curves are also different. though the ZQ
:I does a nice job of simulating the shapes ofgentle

SlKlllli&:'ta1 eqa.ll.-:n doa 'I ooftcn \he b.o lIke oo_IuH ....... ,.,.. moy.....
'" w.-.-!be b.o wll.b (lOllIp.-loll Ol' _ oI.bcr tool.

analog filters. Equalizer curve shape and phase shift
probably make up other areas of delicate sonic
difference between models of equalizers.

The premium price of both the ZQ·2 and the

NSEQ reinforce my point that high-quality analog
or digital recording is expensive. At the time of this
writing. it will be a number ofyears before there's
enough power in a typical computer plug-in to come
up to the quality of the best outboard processors.

"HllSty" Dirital Processors

Truncation distortion can be fairly - nasty."
For example. in Rprw:m-N of the Color Plates
section, we compare the analog Millennia NSEQ
(orange trace) versus the digital ZSystems set to
truncate at ~o bits. no dither (black trace).

Don't try this at home! I think there are better

ways to addgronge than turning off the dither. Much
of the ambience, space. and warmth of the original
source have been truncated, lost forever. converted
to low level gronge (severe inharmonic distortion
and noise). Even a small amount of non-harmonic
distortion can be bothersome. Which sounds better.
an analog processor with a smooth but higher noise
floor. plus second and third harmonic distortion. or
an undithered digital processor with a lower average
noise floor plus inharmonic distortion?

Poorly-implemented digital compressors
produce severe inharmonic distortion. which is

without integer relationship to the fundamental.
FIl'U'CU-oTin tbe Color Plates compares two digital
compressors. hoth into 5 dB of compression with a
lokHzsignal.



In orange is a single-precision. non-over
sampling compressor. and in black a double

sampling compressor implemented in4o-bit
floating point. Note the single-precision compressor
produces many non-hannoruc aliases ofthe 10 kHz
signal. especially in the critical midband. Nasty
sounding first-generation compressors are still
common in low-cost digital consoles and DAW
plugins. It takes a lot of processing power to double
sample. I'm convinced that the proliferation and
misuse of cheap digital processing has degraded the
sound quality of much recently-recorded music.

The Magic of Analog?
Static distortion measurements don't explain

every reason why some compressors sound excellent
and others hurt your ears. There are analog
processors which are so magical that though they
are not transparent. they add an interesting and
exciting sonic character to music. or to put it
another way. their subjective cure is better than their
objective disease. Analog tape recording is a perfect
example of this type of process; measured

objectively it's noisy and distorted, but subjectively
it can kick ass! Ifpsychoacoustic research had been
a bit more advanced on the audible effects of

masking distortion and noise. then perhaps we may
not have pursued this expensive search for 144 dB
extremes. For example. the noise floor of the Sony
Philips DSD system is not particularly special (about
l~O dB in the audible band). but it sounds excellent.

indicating that lOw-noise must not be our only goal.
We may even conclude that part of the good sound is
due to masking; maybe -1~0 dB is just enough to
cover the ugly parts of the distortion of even some of
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our best analog and digital gear. In addition. noise
free recording media can be very sterile-sounding
because all the nits and cracks and distortions

caused by the musicians and their amplifiers are
completely revealed by the quiet media. So.
sometimes. adding extra noise can be more
beneficial to the music than working noise-free.
Perhaps one of the many reasons why analog tape
sounds more musical to many people ... noise can be

very euphonic. We should certainly experiment with
noise-masldng and make our decisions on what is
best for the music. [Please su sldebar, Oarit,yar had

I think that many classic analog compressors'
warm. fat yet clear sound signatures come from a
unique combination of attack and release character
istics. which may be emulated in a digital processor.
There are some plug-ins which emulate classical
analog compressors but to my ears they do not come
up to the job; I think they will get better over time

when the cost of DSP goes down. Currently. plug-in
designers are forced to minimjze the DSP load of

their processors or users complain they can't fit a
plug-in on every channel strip (as if this is
desirable). Certainly the Weiss digital compressor
does not sound digital. so we know that it can be
done with programming sldll and expensive DSP.

An Analog Simulatar·Pic:k your fla.var of grunge
Fitu,. 'I&-D' in the Color Plates compares the

NSEQ to the Cranesong HEDD-19~.a digital analog
simulator of excellent sound quality.

The Cranesong (blue trace) has been adjusted to
produce a remarkably similar harmonic structure to

the NSEQ. For this graph. its levels have been
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Our role as mastering engineer is like that of the
master chef who knows just how much and what
kind of spice is useful to
add pi:u.1lZZ without
overcooking or spoiling
the flavor. By the middle of
our careers we have

could even be slight intermodulation distortion,
which does just the right thing for rock and roll yet
is subtle enough for jazz and classical depending on
how you drive the stages (a matter of taste). I think
the transformers add some punch or fatteningvia
saturation and 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion as
well as some upper harmonics and a touch of phase
shift (which could add some dimcn.sionality).

collected a sizable analog
and digital spice rack! The
Cranesong can mim.ic
three types of naturally
occurring analog
distortion, called Triode,
Pentode and Tape, The
triode control adds a pinch
of salt, pure second
harmonic, which, being
the octave, is quite subtle,
almost inaudible with
some music. It can clear up
the low end by adding
some definition to a bass,
but it can also thin out the
sound too much. The
pentode is extremely
versatile; it provides both

purposely set to produce more distortion than the
Millennia was producing. Amazingly, the ear thinks
it's hearing an excellent analog processor without
any imaging or resolution loss. But the low-level
grunge at the bottom of the picture looks mighty
suspicious; looking through this "window~you
might think the Cranesong was truncating
important information. But two important factors
ameliorate: First, the Cranesong's grunge is about
12 dB lower than that of a truncated device and thus
is likely masked by the noise and the euphonic
hannonics. Secondly, the HEDD has a unique
summing internal architecture that does not alter,
truncate or recalculate the original source signal.
The Cranesong clones the original source and sends
that to its output, while mixing in the calculated
distortion, thereby largely preserving the ambience
and space of the original. The low level distortion in
the figure is part of the additive distortion signal
and not a result of recalculations to the source. In
other words, only the distortion is distorted! We
took this measurement first at 44.1 kHz; at 88.~ and
96 k. As you can see in the two figures on the next
page, at 96 k the low level grunge is virtually gone,
and the Cranesong's distortion is even cleaner, if
that's not a contradiction in terms!

Cooking Better Sound-Naturally
There are certain analog consoles whose

character is highly prized because they add spice,
dimension and even punch to a mix. One name that
comes to mind isAPI, which to my ears has an
excellent combination of desirable linearities (like
headroom and bandwidth) and nonlinearities. I
think the subtle"grit~ in their discrete opamps
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salt and pepper. At lower levels it adds third and fifth
harmonics, which are dangerously seductive.
producing a unique presence boost and brightness

with little gnmge or digititis. especially at 96 kHz SR
(pictured).At higher levels. additional odd
hannonics add grit and some fatness, like an
overdriven pentode tube-a Marshal amplifier in a 1

U rack~mount box! Past the fifth. subtle amounts of

seventh and ninth harmonics add a sometimes
desirable "edge."

The Cranesong's tape control is the sugar,

which when mixed in, can sweeten the
pentode pepper, yielding fiavors from red
to yellow. green or Jalapeno! The
celebrated third harmonic (an octave plus a
fifth) sweetens and fattens the sound,

much like analog tape. Tape also produces
the fat sound of analog tape, which helps to
"glue" a mix together. Tape can help
digitally-mixed sources that may be well~

recorded but miss some of that "rock and
roll fatness," The control produces largely

as it's advanced, some additional higher

harmonics. emulating analog tape
perfonnance. Too much sugar gives slow.
muddy molasses, a rarely desirable
quantity, but available ifyou need it. But
just a light amount can act as a sweet
sounding bandaid to ameliorate truncated
or edgy recordings. Regardless. space and
depth have been permanently lost if tbere

was truncation prior to the use of the
Cranesong.' No one is sure why. but critical

listeners have observed that adding delicate
amounts of harmonic distortion in just the right
proportion appear to enhance the depth and clarity
in a recording. The trick is to know the exact
amount.s

Single Prec.ision, Double Precision, or FloQting Point?
First~generation digital processors gave digital

processing a bad name. But single precision ~4~bit

processors are goingtbe way of tbe Dodo. at least in
respectable audio equipment. All things being equal

1boIlp. Di&iu.l D<>m.oiD·,,, s.~,."., pl"OC." doeo • pmlyrood JOI> of rutOriDf:
that 1001.ml:l1~"""_
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(and they never are) 3~~bit floating point

processors are generally regarded as inferior
iOundingto 48-bit (double-precision fued). and
-io-hit float. Some newer floating-point devices.
IUth as the software program ChannelStrip by
M~tric Halo. work in 64-bit and have impressively
low measured distortion. However. one designer. Z
Systems. has produced a 3~-bit floating point digital

equalizer using proprietary distortion-reducing
techniques that sounds very good and measures as
weU as some other equalizen using longer
wordlengths. Ultimately the skiU of the designer
determines how nice the device sounds. The
mathematics involved are not trivial. and the
designer's choice of filter coe({jcients can make as
much difference as his choice of wordlength.

,.....ClI·" in the Color Plates shows that with a

single precision processor. even a Simple gain boost
can ruinyour digital day. A dithered 24-bit I kHz
tone at -11 dBFS is passed through two types of
processon. each boostinggain by 10 dB. The
distortion of the single precision processor (red
tnee) is the result of truncation of products below
the 7.+th bit. Nevertheless. the highest distortion
product. at -14z dBFS. is extremely low. I believe
melotmd of a single ~4-bit troncation may not be
audible. but cumulative truncation adds enough
inharmonic distortion to become annoying to the
sensitive ear. In blue we compare the perfectly clean

output of a 4o-bit floating point processor which
dithers its output to z4 bits. I measured similar
performance with a 48 -bit (double precision)
processor and 32-bit floating point processor.
which both dither to 24 bits.

Double Samp1inc?
The most advanced digital equalizers and

dynamics processors use double &arnpling
technology. which means tbat the internal sampling
rate is doubled to reduce aliasingdistortion. High
quality Unear phase filters are used in the internal
sample rate converters. I'm not certain this has

audible meaning for equalizers." but dynamics
processors benefit because non-linear processing
generates severe aliases of the sampling rate. and
the higher the sample rate. the less aliasing.

R,u,.. CJI·JD in the Color Plates compares two
excellent-sounding digital dynamiCS processors. the
oversarnpling Weiss 051- MK2.. which uses 40- bit
floating point calculations. and the standard
sampling Waves ~. which uses 48-bit fixed point.

To compare apples to apples. both processors
are limiting by 3 dB. with the Waves in red. and the

Weiss in green. set to 1000:1 ratio. Note the
oversampling processor exhibits considerably lower
quantitation distortion. However. the switchable
safety Iimiterof the Weiss. which is not
oversampled. produces considerable alias distortion
even at J dB hmiting(orange trace). At 88.2 kHz and
above (not shown). the Weiss salety limiter and the
Waves perform measurably better. and double
sampling may not be needed. Thus there is consid

erable advantage of doing all our processing at
higher rates. which moves the distortion products

into the inaudible spectrum above 20 kHz. Then.
sample rate convert to 44.1 kHz during the last step.
which filters out most of the high-frequency by

products.



Despite the measured differences, the
~window~we've chosen, (steady-state sinewave

performance) probably has little to do with the
perceived performance of these two excellent
sounding limiters. Because steady state
measurements have little or no relationship to
audible perfonnance of limiters. I believe the key to
the ear's reaction is the duration of the limiting
action. In typical use, limiters go into gain reduction
for a very short time. At limiting ratios of 1000:1,

with instantaneous attack, and fast release, these
processors produce only momentary distortion,
shorter than the human ear's sensitivity to
distortion (about 6 ms according to some
authorities). But if a user overpushes a limiter so
that it is working on the RMS levels of the material
as well as the peaks, then its sinewave-measured
distortion becomes audibly Significant.

Compressors, however, are different animals,
and double sampling is critical for them, because a
compressor may be into gain reduction for a good
percentage of the time. I feel that double-sampling
contributes to the Weiss's robust and wann sound
when used as a compressor. While Heavy Metal
recordings employ considerable distortion for
effect. classically they employ analog processors for
this purpose to avoid the inhannonic aliases of
typical digital processors.

Better Me4Surement Methods?
It should be clear by now that we can easily

measure simple phenomena that are probably too
subtle to hear (such as single tone harmonic
distortion near the ~4 bit level). But we can hear
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(perceive) very complex phenomena that are
difficult to describe with measurements (such as the
sound quality of one equalizer versus another).
What we will need to better describe such complex
audible phenomena are psychoacoustically-based

measurement instruments that have not yet been
invented. Current research and development of
coded audio such as MP3 (that benefits from the
ear's masking) could lead to better noise and
distortion analysers that can discriminate between
distortion we can and cannot hear.

The Bonger-A Listening Test
Since current steady-state sine-wave

measurements are misleading when measuring
nonlinear processors like compressors, a more
effective measurement method is by listening: using
the ganger aka bonger, originally developed by the
BBC's Chris Travis and available on a test CD from
CheckpointAudio (see Appendix 10). This test is a
pure sine wave that modulates through various
amplitudes. in order to exercise and reveal any
amplitude non-linearities in the signal path. Just
play the bonger through the device under test and
listen to the output for noise modulation, buzz or
distortion.

Identity Testing-Bit Transpa.rency
Any workstation that cannot make a perfect

clone should be junked. The simplest test is the
identity test. or bit-transparency test. Set a digital
equalizer to flat and unity gain, then test to see ifit
passes Signal identical to its input. Some people
scoff at this test, since analog equipment almost
never produces identical output. But the test is



Why Is Good D5P 50 Expllnsivll?
Intellectual property is the most nebulous thing

to a consumer. It's easy to see why a two-ton

-The Source Quality Rule, Alwa), start
out uiith the highest resolution source
and mamtain that resolution for as
long as possible into the processing.•

high-qualityanaJogconsole, depending on several
facton: the number of passes or bounces that have
been made. the number of tracks which are mixed.
the quality of the converten which were used. the
outboard equipment, and the internal mixing and
equalization algorithms in the digital console. While
no console equalizer currently has the power of a
$6000 Weiss. economically it's a lot simpler to
replicate a good equa.lization algorithm for 144
channels than performing the equivalent in analog
hardware, so there is hope for the digital console's
future, when silicon will be cheaper.

And there's no
turning back, 24
bit recording and
high sample rates
are taking over.
and they sound
better, 80 for
mastering we can
choose from the best of several worlds. and we make
our choices by balancing the benerits and the losses:

(some) very transparent. low- noise.
pure-sounding digital gear
(some) good-sounding, reasonably-transparent,
low-noise analog gear that we can use to add a
little sugar. salt, pepper. or spice. or simply to
prevent the sound from getting colder
a digital processor that simulates analog
distortion or warmth.

important. since digital equipment can produce
egregious distortion as we have seen. The bit scope
can aid in null testing, it is quite likely that a device
is bit~transparent ifyou selectively put in 16 bits.
then 20. then 24. and get out the same as you put in.
You can also watch a 16 or2o-bit source expand to
24-bits when the gain changes. dUring crossfades.
or i.fany equali.zer is changed from the 0 dB
position. A neutral console path is a good indication
ofdata integrity in a DAW. After the bitscope. your
next defense is to perform some basic tests. for
linearity. fordistortion with the FIT. and finally.
lest for perfect clones (perfect digital copies). The
null test confirms bit- for bit identity, Play two mea
al the same tune. invening the polarity of one and
mixing the two together. There must be tero output
orthe two mes are not identical. Since designers are
fallible human beings. you should cany out basic
lests on your DAW for each software revision.

Choose YOlolt Weapon
So. which to use. analog or digital processing? A

fewyean ago. I didn't like the sound of cumulative
digital processing. I could tolerate a couple of the
best-designed single-precision units in series.
After that. it was back to analog.

Ifprocessing digitally. be aware of the
weaknesses of the equipment. Until manufacturen
adopt more powerful processors. and processing
power catches up, limit the number of passes
through any digital system. Each pass will sound a
little bit colder even using 24 bit storage. A mix

made through a current-day digital console may
or may not sound better than one made through a



Mercedes Benz costs so much. but the amount of
intellectual work that has gone into a one-gram lC is
not so obvious. It can take five man-years to

produce good audio software. created by individuals
with ten or more years of schooling or experience.
Similarly. when the doctor takes ten minutes to
examine you. prescribes a IQ-cent pill and then
presents you with a $100 invoice. remember you' re
paying for all that knowledge and experience. This
doesn't mean I'm against socialized medicine, I just
want to re-emphasize the reasons why intellectual

property and good DSP are so expensive.

The Source-QuO-lity Rule
An important corollary of this discussion is the

source-quality rule: Source recordings and masters
should have higher resolution than the eventual release
medium. Alwa)'tlstart out with the highest
resolution source and maintain that resolution
for as longas possible into the processing. When
mastering. one consequence of this rule is to reduce

the number of generations and copies. and if
possible, go back one or more generations when a
new process must be added or applied.

This rule even applies when you're making an
MP3 or other data-reduced final result. Consider a
lossy medium like the (rapidly obsolescing) analog
cassette. Dub to cassette from a high quality source,
like a CD. and it sounds much better than a copy
from an inferior source, like the FM radio, by

avoiding cumulative bandwidth losses. as wider
bandwidth sounds better. In other words. the higher

the audio quality you begin with. the better the fjnal
product, whether it's an audiophile CD, a multi-
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media CD-ROM, MP3, or a talking Barbie doll. It
may seem funny, but you'll never go wrong starting
at 96 kHzI~4 bit if the product is to end up on 44.1
kh6 bit CD. Sample rate conversion should be the
penultimate process, followed by dithering.

In Summary
Masteringengineers do not have to think about

the meaning of life every time they perform their
magic; many engineers simply plug in their
processors, listen. and make music sound better.
But I also like to consider just why things sound
better. because it helps me avoid problems that are
not obvious at first listen, and also dream up
innovative solutions. I hope that this chapter has

inspired you to dream up some innovations ofyour
own!
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How to Achieve
Depth and

Dimension in
Recording,
Mixing and

Mastering

I. Introduction

I placed this acoustics lesson in the middle of a

book on mastering because the creation of
wonderful audio masters requires that some basic
acoustic principles be understood. As we enter the
era of surround recording and reproduction. many
mix engineers are repeating their mistakes from
two-channel worlc-panpotting mono instruments

to discrete locations. and then adding multiple

layers of uncorrelated stereophonic reverb "wash"
in a vain and misguided attempt to create space and

depth. It's important to learn how to manipulate the
surprising depth available from ~-channelcanvas
before moving on to multi -channel surround.

It amazes me bow few engineers know how to

fully use good 01' fashioned 2-channelstereo. I've

been making"naturalistic" 2-channel recordings
for many years tilingadvantage of room acoustics.

but it is also possible to use artificial means to

simulate depth. and there are many engineers

working in the pop field who know how to do so.

Learn to discern the audible difference between

simple pan - potted mono. and recordings which

simulate or utilize the reflections from nearby walls

to create a real sense of depth. Without such

knowledge. your recordings will tend to produce a

vague. undefined image: the musical instruments
will be obscured and unclear.

Techniques here include using the Haas' erfect.

particularly when implemented binauraUy. use of

delays and alteration of phase. more naturalistic

reverberators. and understanding how to unmask

via placement. Also be aware that weU~engineered

'"



~-channel recordings have encoded ambience
infonnation which can be extracted to multichannel.

and it pays to learn about these techniques.

Depth Perception in Real Rooms

Early Reflections versus Reverberation
At first thought. it may seem that depth in a

recording can be achieved simply by increasing the
proportion of reverberant to direct sound. But the
artificial simulation of depth is a much more

complex process. Our binaural bearing apparatus is
largely responsible for the perception of depth and
space. decoding the various early reflections from
nearby walls that support and strengthen the sound
of musical instruments and voices. First. we must
define the terms early reflections and reverberation.
Early reflections consist of the part of the room

sound within approximately the first 50-\00

milliseconds. There is a great deal of correlation
between the direct sound and the early reflections:
you can think of the early reflections as being
a.tta.ched to the direct sound. In a large and diffuse
room. after about 100 milliseconds. enough wall
bounces have occurred to make it impossible to hear
discrete bounces: this is the onset of random
(uncorrelated) reverberation. which we can say is
detached from the direct sound. That's why it is the
early reflections. even more than the reverberation.

which largely affect our perception of the depth of
the sound, giving it shape and dimension. The ear's
decoding ability is such that a few simple well
placed echos actually solidify and clarify the location
of the direct sound: this is why a simple. dead.
panpotted mono source (without early reflections)
is so hard to locate precisely.
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Masking Principle/Haas Effect
Recording engineers were concerned with

achieving depth even in the days of monophonic
sound. In those days. many halls for orchestral
recording were deader than those of today. Why do
monophonic recording and dead rooms seem to go
well together? The answer is involved in two
principles that work hand in hand, I) The masking
principle and~)The Haas effect.

The Masking Principle and Mono versus Stereo
Recordings

The masking principle says that a louder sound
will tend to cover (mask) a softer sound. especially if

the two sounds lie in the same frequency range. If
these two sounds happen to be the direct sound
from a musical instrument and the reverberation
from that same instrument, then the initial
reverberation can appear to be covered by the direct
sound. When the direct sound ceases, the
reverberant hangover is finally perceived. This is
why in mixing, we often add a small delay between
the direct sound and the reverberation. it helps the
ears to separate one from the other, reducing the

masking.

In concert halls, our two ears sense

reverberation as coming diffusely from all around
us, and the direct sound as having a distinct single

location. Thus, when music is perceived binaurally.
there is less masking because the direct and
reverberant sound come from different directions.
However, in monophonic recording, the
reverberation is reproduced from the same source
speaker as the direct sound, and so we may perceive



the room as deaderthan it really is. because the two
sounds overlap directionally. Furthermore, if we
choose a recording baU that is very Jive. then the
~erberationwill tend to intrude on our perception
of the direct sound. since in monaural, both will be
reproduced from the same location-the single
speaker.

This is one explanation for the incompatibility
of many stereophonic recordings with monophonic
reproduction. The larger amount of reverberation
tolerable in stereo beeomesless acceptable in mono
due to the physical overlap. AB we extend our
rttOrding techniques to 2-channe1 (and
multicbannel) we can overcome masking problems
by spreading anificial reverberation spatially away
from tbe direct source, achieving both a clear
(intelligible) and warm recording at the same time.
One of the first tricks that mU: engineers learn is to
put reverberation in the opposite channel from the
source. This helps unmask the sound. but can
produce an unnatural effect." As we get more
sophisticated, we discover that instead ofhard
panning the source and its mono echo or reverb
return, using multiple delays or stereophonic early
reflections can yield a far more cohesive, natural
eflect. The presence of the stereophonically-spread
early renections also serves to cladfy the location of
the dry source. In a sophisticated stereo mix,

engineers take advantage of variations on these
themes to produce variety and space in the
recording.

The HaQs Effect
The Haas effect can help overcome masking. In

general, Haas says that echoes occurring within

approximately 40 milliseconds of the direct sound
become fused with the direct sound. We say that the
echo becomes ~one R with the direct sound. and only
a loudness enhancement occurs: this is what
happens in a real room with the earliest wall and
floor reflectiOns. Since the velocity of sound is
approximately one foot per millisecond. 40
nlilliseconds corresponds to a wall that's 20 feet
distant (assuming a flat wall perpendicular to the
angle of the direct sound).

A very important coroUary to the Haas effect
says that fusion (and loudness enhancement) will
occur even if the closely-timed echo comes from a
different direction than the original source.
However, the brain will continue to recognize
(binaurally) the location of the original sound as the
proper direction of the source. The Haas effect
allows nearby echoes (greater than about 10 ms. and
less than about 40 ms. delay) to enhance and
reinforce an original sound without confusing its
directionality. The maximum definition ofthe
source's directionality will occur using the longest
delay possible that is not perceived as a discrete echo.

The MQlic. Surround.
We can take advantage ofthe Haas effect to

naturally and effectively convert an existing~

channel recordingto a 4-channel or surround
medium. When remixing. place a discrete delay in
the surround speaken to enhance and extract the
original ambience from a previously recorded
source! No artificial reverberator is needed if there
is sufficient reverberation in the original source.
Here's how it works:
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Because of the Haas effect, when the delay and
source are correlated (e.g., a snare drum hit) the ear
fuses them, and so still perceives the direct sound as
coming from the front speakers. But this does not
apply to ambience because it is uncorrelated-the
ear does not recognize the delay as a repeat. and
thus ambience will be spread, diffused between the
location of the original sound and the location of the
delay (in the surround speakers). Thus, the Haas
effect only works for correlated material;
uncorrelated material (such as natural
reverberation) is extracted, enhanced, and spread
directionally. Dolby laboratories calls this effect the

maBic surround, for they discovered that natural
reverberation was extracted to the rear speakers
when a delay was applied to them. Dolhy also uses an
L- minus-Rmatrix to further enhance the
separation. The wider the bandwidth of the
surround system and the more diffuse its character.
the more effective the psychoacoustic extraction of
ambience to the surround speakers.

HaClS In Mixing
There's more to Haas than this simple

explanation. To become proficient in using Haas in
mixing, you can study the original papers which
discuss the various fusion effects at different delay
and amplitude ratios. During mixing. remember the
1 foot per millisecond relationship. and see what
happens with carefully-placed and leveled delays in
the 1~ to 40 millisecond range. You will discover
that they can enhance an instrument's clarity and
position all due to psychoacoustics: the ear's own
decodingpower.1 In fact. Haas delays are far more
effective than equalization at repairing the sound of
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a drumset which was recorded in a dead room, for
example. Furthermore. multiplying the delays until
they simulate the complex early reflections of real
rooms can greatly improve our stereo mixing
technique. More than a few delays is beyond our
ability to do on a simple mixing board. and for early
reflections we must use computerized simulations
found in devices such as the TC Electronic, EMT.
and certain models of Sony reverbs. The latest
algorithm from TC, currently only available in the
System 6000. is quite astounding.

Ha.as In Ma.stering
We often receive recordings for mastering

which lack depth. spatiality and clarity because the
mix engineer did not mix the early reflections or
reverberation well enough or loudly enough. But
since the mix has already been made, adding
artificial reverberation can muddy the sound. This
is why an ambience extraction technique should be
employed instead. My K-Stereo processor. model
DD-~. can enhance the depth of existing stereo
mixes by extracting and spatially-spreading their
inherent ambience.

Haa.s· Relationship To Natural Environments
In a good stereo recording, the early correlated

room reflections are captured with their correct
placement; they support tbe original sound. help us
locate the sound source as to distance and do not
interfere with left-right orientation. The later
uncorrelated reflections. which we call
reverberation. naturally contribute to the
perception of distance. but because they are
uncorrelated with the original source the



The farther back we move in the halL the
smaller the ratio of back-lo-front distance, and the
front instruments have less advantage over the rear.

microphone from the rear will be far greater than
from the front. Front-to-backbalance will be
exaggerated. However. there is much to be said in
favor of mike position A. since the conductor usually
stands there. and he purposely places the softer
instruments (strings) in the front, and the louder
(brass and percussion) in the back. somewhat
compensating for the level discrepancy due to
location. Also. the radiation characteristics of the
horns of trumpets and trombones help them to
overcome distance. These instruments frequently
sound closer than other instruments located at the
same physical distance because the focus of the horn
increases direct to reflected ratio. Notice that
orchestral brass often seem much closer than the
percussion. though they are placed at similar
distances. You should take these factors into account
when arranging an ensemble for recording. Clearly.
we perceive depth by the larger proportion of
reflected to direct sound for the back instruments.
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reverberation does not help us locate the original
source in space. If the recording engineer uses
stereophonic rniking techniques and a more lively
room instead, capturing early reflections on two
tracks of the multitrack. the remixing engineer will
need less artificial reverberation and what little he
adds can be done convincingly.

Using Frequency Response to Simulate Depth
Another contributor to the sense of distance in

a natural acoustic environment is the absorption
qualities of air. As the distance from a sound source
increases. the apparent high frequency response is
reduced. This provides another tool which the
recording engineer can use to simulate distance. as
our ears have been trained to associate distance with
high-frequency roUoff. An interestingexperiment
is to alter a treble control while playing back a good
orchestral recording. Notice how the apparent
front-to-back depth of the orchestra changes
considerably as you manipulate the high
frequencies.

Recording Techniques in Natural Rooms to Achieve
Front-To-Saet!: Depth

Balancingthe Orchestra with only a few
micophones (minimalist). A musical group is shown
in a hall cross section (see diagram at right). Various
microphone positions are indicated by letters A-F.

Microphones Aare located very close to the
front of the orchestra. Ai; a result. the ratio of A's
distance from the back compared to the front is very
large. Consequently. the front of the orchestra will
be much louder in comparison to the rear. and the
amount of early reflections reaching the



At position B, the brass and percussion are only two
times the distance from the mikes as the strings.
This (according to theory) makes the back of the
orchestra 6 dB down compared to the front, but
much less than 6 dB in a reverberant hall, because
level changes less with distance.

For example, in position C, the microphones are
beyond the critical distance-the point where direct
and reverberant sound are equal. If the front of the
orchestra seems too loud at B, position Cwill not
solve the problem; it will have similar front-back
balance but be more buried in reverberation.

Using Microphone Height To Control Depth And
Reverberation

Changing the microphone's height allows us to
alter the front-ta-back perspective independently
of reverberation. Position Dhas no front-ta-back
depth, since the mikes are directly over the center of
the orchestra. Position E is the same distance from
the orchestra asA, but being much higher, the
relative back-ta-front ratio is much less. At Ewe
may find the ideal depth perspective and a good
level balance between the front and rear
instruments. If even less front-to-back depth is
desired, then F may be the solution, although with
more overall reverberation and at a greater distance.
Orwe can try a position higher than E, with less
reverb than F.

Directivity Of Musical Instruments
Frequently, the higher up we move the mike, the

more high frequencies it will capture, especially from
the strings. This is because the high frequencies of
many instruments (particularly violins and violas)
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radiate upward as well as forward. The high frequency
factor adds more complexity to the problem, since it
has been noted that treble response affects the
apparent distance of a source. Note that when the
mike moves past the critical distance in the hall, we
may not hear significant changes in high frequency
response when height is changed.

The recording engineer should be aware of how
all the above factors affect the depth picture so he can
make an intelligent decision on the mike position to
try next, The difference between a B+ recording and
anA+ recording can be a matter ofinches.

Beyond Minimalist Recording
The engineer/producer often desires additional

warmth, ambience, or distance after finding the
mike position that achieves the perfect instrumental
balance. In this case, moving the mikes back into
the reverberant field cannot be the solution.
Another call for increased ambience is when the hall
is a bit dry. In either case, trucking the entire
ensemble to another hall may be tempting, but is
not always the most practical solution.

The minimalist approach is to change the
microphone pattern(s) to less directional (e,g.,
omni or figure-B). But this can get complex, as each
pattern demands its own spacing and angle.
Simplistically speaking, with a constant distance,
changing the microphone pattern affects direct to
reverberant ratio.

Perhaps the easiest solution is to add ambience
mikes. If you know the principles of acoustic phase
cancellation, adding more mikes is theoretically a
sin, However. acoustic phase cancellation does not



occur when the extra mikes are placed purely in the
reverberant field. for the reverberant field is
uncorrelated with the direct sound. The problem. of

course. is knowing when the mikes are deep enough
in the reverberant field. Proper application of the
3 to I mle+will minimize acoustic phase cancel
lation. So will careful listening. The ambience mikes
should be back far enough in the hall. and the hall
must be sufficiently reverberant so that when these
mikes are mixed into the program. no deterioration
in the direct frequency response is heard. just an
added warmth and increased reverberation.
Sometimes halls are 50 dry that there is distinct.

correlated sound even at the back. and ambience
mikes would cause a comb mter effect.

Assuming the added ambience consists of
uncorrelated reverberation. then in principle an
artificial reverberation chamber should accomplish
similar results to those obtained with ambience
microphones. In practice. however. this has to be a
qualified yes. by assuming not only that the artificial
reverberation chamber has a troe stereophonic
response and is consonant with the sound of the
original recording hall but also that the main
microphones have picked up sufficient early
reflections for the depth effect to be convincing.

Artificial reverberation alone. beinguncorrelated.
will not help the imaging or produce a focused
depth picture.

What happens to the depth and distance picture
of the orchestra as the ambience is added? In
general. the front-to-back depth of the orchestra
remains the same or increases minimally. but the
apparent overall distance will increase as more

reverberation is mixed in. The change in depth may
not be linear for the whole orchestra since the
instruments with more dominant high frequencies
may seem to remain closer even with added
reverberation.

The Influ.enee of Hall Choracteristies on Reeorded
Front-Ta-Bade Depth

In general. given a fixed microphone distance.
the more reverberant the hall the farther back the
rear of the orchestra will seem. In one problem hall
the reverberation is much greater in the upper bass
frequency region. particularly around 150 t0300 Hz.
A string quartet usually places the cello in the back.
Since that instrument is very rich in the upper bass

region. in this problem hall the cello always sounds
farther away from the mikes than the second violin.
which is located at his right. Strangely enough. a
concert-goer in this hall does not notice the extra
sonic distance because his strong visual sense
locates the cello easily and does not allow him to
notice an incongruity. When she closes her eyes.
however. the astute listener notices that. yes. the
cello sounds farther back than it looks!

It is therefore rather difficult to get a proper
depth picture with a pair of microphones in this
problem hall. Depth seems to increase almost
exponentially when low frequency instruments are

placed only a few feet away. It is especially difficult
to record a piano quintet in this hall because the low
end of the piano excites the room and seems hard to
locate spatially. The problem is aggravated when the
piano is on half-stick. cutting down the high
frequency definition of the instrument.
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The mlling solution I choose for this problem is
a compromise: close mike the piano. and mix this
with a panning position identical to the piano's
virtual image arriving from the main mike pair. I
can only add a small portion of this close mike
before the apparent level of the piano is taken above
the balance a listener would hear in the hall. The
close mike helps solidify the image and locate the
piano. It gives the listener a little more direct sound
on which to focus.

Can minimalist techniques work in a dead
studio? Not very well. My obseIVations are that
simple miking has no advantage over multiple
miking in a dead room. I once recorded a horn
overdub in a dead room. with six tracks of close
mikes and two for a more distant stereo pair. In this
dead room there were no significant differences
between the sound of the minimalist pair. and the
six multiple mono close-up mikes! (The close mikes
were. of course. carefully equalized.leveled and
panned from left to right.) This was a surprising
discovery. and it reinforces the importance of good
hall acoustics and especially early reflections on a
musical sound. In other words, when there are no
Significant early reflections, you might as well
choose multiple miking, with its attendant post~
production balance advantages.

Miking Techniques and the Depth Picture
Coincident Microphones. The various simple

miking techniques reveal depth to greater or lesser
degree. Microphone patterns which have out of
phase lobes (e.g.. hypercardioid and figure-B) can
produce an uncanny holographic quality when used
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in properly angled pairs. Even tightly-spaced
(coincident) figure-Bs can give as much ofa depth
picture as spaced omnis. But coincident miking
reduces time ambiguity between left and right
channels, and sometimes we seek that very
ambiguity. Thus. there is no single ideal minimalist
technique for good depth. and you should become
familiar with changes in depth produced by
changing mike spacing. patterns. and angles. For
example, with any given mike pattern, the farther
apart the microphones of a pair, the wider the stereo
image of the ensemble. Instruments near the sides
tend to pull more left or right. Center instruments
tend to get wider and more diffuse in their image
picture. harder to locate or focus spatially.

The technical reasons for this are tied in to the
Haas effect for delays of under approximately 5 ms.
vs. significantly longer delays. With very short
delays between two spatially located sources, the
image location becomes ambiguous. A listener can
experiment with this effect by mistuning the
azimuth on an analog two-track machine and
playing a mono tape over a well-focused stereo
speaker system. When the azimuth is correct. the
center image will be tight and defined. When the
azimuth is mistuned, the center image will get wider
and acoustically out of focus. Similar problems can
(and do) occur with the mike~to-miketime delays
always present in spaced~pairtechniques.

Spaced microphones. I have found that when
spaced mike pairs are used, the depth picture also
appears to increase, especially in the center. For
example. the front line of a chorus will no longer



~em straight. Instead, it appears to be on an arc
bowing away from the listener in the middle. If
soloists are placed at the left and right sides of this
chorus instead of in the middle, a rather pleasant
and \Il'ork.ahle artificial depth effect will occur.

Therefore. do Dot rule out the use of spaced-pair
techniques. Adding a third omnidirectional mike in
the center of two other omnis can stabilize the center
image. and proportionally reduces center depth.

Multiple Miki,ng.l have described how
multiple close JJtikes destroy the depth picture: in
general I stand behind that statement. But80loists
do exist in orcbestru. and for many reasons. they
ue not always positioned in front of the group.
When looking for a natural depth picture, try to
move the soloists closer instead ofadding additional
mikes, which can cause acoustic phase cancellation.
But when the soloist cannot be moved. plays too
softly, or when hall acoustics make him sound too
far back. then one or morespoc mU:u must be added.
When the close solo milces are a properly placed
stereo pair and the hall is not too dead, the depth
image will seem more natural than one obtained
with a single solo mike.

To avoid problems, apply the 3 to J rule. Also,
listen closely for frequency response problems
when the close mike is mixed in. As noted, the live
hall is more forgiving. The close mike (not
surprisingly) will appear to bring the solo
instrument closer to the listener. If this practice is
not overdone, the effect is not a problem as long as
musical balance is maintained. and the close mike
levels are Dot changed during the performance.

We've all heard recordings made with this discon
certing practice. Trumpets on roller skates?

Delay Mixing. At fint thought. adding a delay to
the close mike seems attractive. While this delay will
synchronize the direct sound of that instrument
with the direct sound of that instrument arriving at
the front mikes, the single delay line cannot
effectively simulate the otber delays of the multiple
early room reneetions surrounding the soloist. The
multiple early reflections arrive at the distant mikes
and contribute to direction and depth. They do not
arrive at the close mike with significant amplitude
compared to the direct sound entering the close
mike. Therefore, while delay mixing may help. it is
not a panacea. To adjust the delay of the solo mike(s)
properly, start with a delay calculated by the relative
distance between the solo milce and the ma.in milce,
then focus the delay up and down in I ms.
increments until the sound is most coherent and
focused and the soloist sounds clearest.

Influenc.e Of The Control Room Environment On
Pe,eeived Depth

At this poinl, many engineen may say, Tve
never noticed depth in my conlrol room!~The
widespread practice of placing near-field monitors
on the meter bridges of consoles kills almost all
sense of depth. Comb-filtering, speaker diffraction
and sympathetic vibrations from nearby surfaces
destroy the perception of delicate time and spatial
cues. The recent advent of smaUervirtual control
surfaces has helped reduce the size of consoles, but
seek advice from an expert acoustician ifyou want to
appreciate or manipulate depth in your recordings.
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Examples To Check Ollt
Standard multitrack music recording

techniques make it difficult for engineers to achieve
depth in their recordings. Mixrlown tricks with

reverb and delay may help. but good engineers
realize that the best trick is no trick: learn how to

use stereo pairs in a good acoustic. Here are some
examples of audiophHe recordings I've made that
purposely take advantage of depth and space, both
foreground and background. on Chesky Records.
Sara K. Hobo, Chesky ID155. Check out the
percussion on track 3. "Brick House. "johnny Feigo.
Debut ofa Legend. Chesky 10119_ Check out the
sound ofthe drums and the sax on track 9. "I Love
Paris." Ana Caram, The Other Side of}Qbim. Chesky

1D73. Check out the percussion. cello and sax on
"Correnteza," CarIos Heredia. c,psy Flamenco,

Chesky WOl~6. Play it loud! And listen to track 1 for
the sound of the background singers and handclaps.
Phil Woods. Astor and Elis, Chesky JD146. for the
natural-sounding combination of intimacy and
depth of the jazz ensemble.

Technological Impediments to
Captllring Recorded Depth

Depth is the first thing to suffer when
technology is incorrectly applied. Here is a
summary of some of the technical practices that
when misused. or accumulated. can contribute to a
boringly flat. depthless recorded picture:

Multitrack and multi mike techniques
SmalVdead recording studios or large rooms with
poor acoustics/missing early reflections

low resolution recording media

amplitude compression
improper use of dithering, cumulative digital
processing. and low- resolution digital processing
(e.g., using single-precision as opposed to double
or higher-precision)

In Summary: When recording. mixing and
mastering-use the highest resolution technology.
best miking techniques, and room acoustics.

Process dead tracks with Haas delays and early
reflections. and specialized ambience recovery
tools. Then you 'n resurrect the missing depth in
your recordings.
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High Sample
Rates: Is This

Where It's At?

I. Introduction

Now that we've cured the wordlength blues-ifs
time to tackle the sample rate issue. Whatever the
eventual n:al benefits for the professional and the
consumer. the current relentless drive for higher
sample rates is certainly very lucrative (or the
hardware manufacturers. Clearly. engineers who
mUSl regularly replace their expensive high
resolution processors to keep up with the Joneses
will spend big dollars.

I've been working with higher sample rates for
several years,· but after some experiments that I will

relate below. I have concluded that most hardware
design engineen are having trouble seeing the
(oreSI for the trees. I think tbat a fresh look at bow

AIDs and D/As are designed may reduce tbe need
for extreme sample rates!

A great nwnber ofengineers think that the
reason higher sample rate recordings sound better
is because they permit reproduction o( e:nreme high
(requencies. They point out the opm. warm. t:J:Iended
sound o( these recordings as evidence (or this
contention.' However. most objective evidence
shows that higher bandwidth is not the reason (or
the superior reproduction; remember that the
additional frequencies that are recordable by
higher aample rates are inaudible. But if we can't
hear these frequencies, then why are we inventing
expensive processors and wasting so much
bandwidth and hard disc space? And how can 50
year-old ears detect differences between 44.1 kHz
and 96 kHz and even 19~ kHz sample rates. even
though most o(us can't bear much above '5 kHz?



"The filters in a typical compact
disc player or in the converter chips
used in most oftoday's gear are
mathematically compromised. ..

I believe the answer lies in the design of
digitallow-pa8s mters, which are part of the
requirements of digital audio. Digital filters are
used in oversamplingAlD and DfA converters
and in sample rate converters. Digital filters
employ complex mathematics, which is expensive to
implement and so, cheaper filters have to include
greater quality tradeoffs, such as lowered calculation
resolution, ripple in the passband, or potential
for aliasing.

One type of filter has a sharp cutoff; the
consequences of sharp filtering include time
smearing of the audio, possible short (millisecond)
echos which are caused by amplitude response
ripples in the passband frequency response (~O Hz-

~o kHz), even
ripples as small as
0.1 dB. Moving the
filter cutoff
frequency to 48
kHz (for 96 kHz
SR) relaxes the
filtering

requirement and makes it easier to engineer filters
with less ripple in the passband and less phase shift
near the upper frequency limit.

OversQmp1inc
One of the biggest improvements in digital

audio technology came in the late 80'S, with the
popularization of oversamplingtechnology by DBX's
Bob Adams, in a high-quality, 128x oversampling
18-bit oversamplingAlD. An oversamplingAlD
converter has a front end which typically operates at
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64 or 1~8 times the base sample rate and produces
I-bit to 5-bit words in delta-sigma format;
depending on the model. In other words, for 44.1
kHz operation, the input of a 128X converter actually
operates at 5.6448 MHz! Oversamplingtakes the
converter's noise, spreads it around a wider
frequency spectrum, and shapes it, moving much of
the noise above the audible frequency range. In
addition. when it is digitally downsampled to the
base rate at the output of the converter. some of the
higher frequency noise is filtered out. to yield as
much as 1~0 dB or even better signal-to-noise ratio
within a 20 kHz bandwidth.

The downsampling is accomplished with a
digital circuit called a decimator, which is a form of
divider or sample rate converter, and which must
contain a filter at half the sample rate to eliminate
aliases, requiring a ~~.05 kHz cutoff at a 44.1 kHz
SR. This filter must be designed without
compromise or it will affect the sound. Some
manufacturers concentrate on transient response,
others on phase response. ripple, linearity, or
freedom from aliasing. But all of these character
istics are important. and getting it right is
expensive-precision construction requires more
math, and math requires labor and parts (size of the
integrated circuit die). Thus, the filters in a typical
compact disc player or in the converter chips wed
in most oftoday's gear are mathematically
compromised.

On the DfA (output) side, at low sample rates,
sharp anti - imaging filters are required to retain
frequency response to ~o kHz. It is impractical
(prohably impossible) to build a sharp analog filter
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The test we
devised was to
create a filtering
program that takes
a 96 kHz recording.
and compare the
effect on it of two
different bandwidth filters, The volunteer design
team consisted of Ernst Parth (filter code). Matthew

The Ultimate Listening Test: Is It The
Filtering or the Bandwidth?

In December 1996. I performed a listening test,
with the collaboration of members of the Pro Audio
maillist. The idea was to develop a test that would
eliminate all variables except bandwidth, with a
constant sample rate. filter design. DAC. and
constant jitter. The question we wanted to answer
was this: Does high sample rate audio sound better
because of increased bandwidth. or because ofless
intrusive filtering?

I've compared the sound of upsamplers versus
DAGs working alone, Sometimes I hear an
improvement. sometimes a degradation. sometimes
the sound quality is the same either way, Sometimes
the sound gets brighter despite a ruler-flat
frequency response. which can probably be
attributed to some form of phase or intermodu
lation distortion in the digital filter. Sonic
difference. ha,,-e come down to mathematics in

this new digital audio ",·orld.

with the required characteristics, so instead an
o\'ersamplingor upsampling digital filter
multiplies the base sample rate up:u: to 8x or more,
moving artifacts and distortion above the audible
band. The higher sample rate permits using a
gentle. uncompromised analog filter. But the typical
digital filters used in tbe inexpensive chips have
poor performance. To minimize the effect of these
concessions, the most progressive high-end D/A
manufacturers add an additional upsampling filter
oftheu own design, in front of the DAC chip, The
additional filter reduces the error contribution of
the chip's own filter. in essence because the internal
DAC's filterdoea not have to work as bard. Internally.
these advanced DAGs are always operating at 88.2: or
96 kHz regardless of tbe incoming rate. At the
double sampling rates. the supplementary fllter is
disabled. The supplementary filter would be
unnecessary if the manufacturers of the convener
chips used higher quality filters in the first place.

An Upsamp1in, Experienee
Audiophiles, and some profeSSionals. have been

experimenting with digital upsamplingboxes which
are placed in front of D/A converters. In some cases
they report greatly improved sound. Although the
improvement may be real, in my opinion they can
be attributed to the various digital filter
combinations. not to bandwidth or frequency
response or (especially) the sample rate itself.
Remember that all original 4+1 kHz SR recordings
are already filtered. so they cannot contain
information above about 2:0 kHz. An upsampler
cannot "manufacture" any new frequency
information that wasn't there in the first place,
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Upsampling makes
audio sound better
by creating more

points between the
samples, so the
waveform will be

I
less jagged.

I

Xavier Mora (shell). Rusty Scatt (filter design), and
Bob Katz (coordinator and beta tester). We created a
digital audio filtering program with two impeccably
designed filters which are mathematically identical.
except that one cuts off at ~o kHz and the other at 40
kHz. The filters are double-precision dithered, FIR
linear phase, 255-tap, with >llodb stopband
attenuation. and <.01 dB passband ripple.

After the filter program was designed. I took a
96 kHz SR orchestral recording. filtered it and
brought it back into a Sonic Solutions DAW for the
comparison. 1expected to hear radical differences
between the 20 kHz and 40 kHz filtered material.
But rcould not! Next. rcompared the 20 kHz
filtered against ~ no filter" (of course, the material

has already passed through two steep 48 kHz filters
in the AlO/A). Again, I could not hear a difference!
The intention was to listen double-blind; but even

sighted, 10 additional listeners who took part in the
tests (one at a time) heard no difference between
the 20 kHz digital filter and no filter. And ifno one
can hear a difference sighted, why proceed to a
blind test?

I tried different types of musical materiaL
including a close-miked recording I made of
castanets (which have considerable ultrasonic
information), but there was still no audible
difference. I then created a test which put 20 kHz

filtered material into one channel of my Stax
electrostatic headphones, and the time-aligned
wide- bandwidth material into the other channeL I
was not able to detect any image shift, image
widening or narrowing-there was always a perfect

mono center at all frequencies in the headphones!

This must be a pretty darn good filter!

As a last resort. I went back to the list and asked
maillist participant Robert Bristow Johnston to

design a special ~ dirty" filter with o.S dB ripple in
the passhand, Finally, with the dirty filter, I was able
to hear a difference", this dirty filter added a boxy
quality that resembles the sound of some of the
cheaper 44,1 k CO players we all know,

This 1996 test seems to show that a ~perfect 20

kHz filter" can be designed, but at what cost? Also
note that as trus test was conducted in the context of

a 96 kHz sample rate, the artifacts of two other 48
kHz steep filters already in use may have obscured
or masked the effect of the filter under test. Since I
conducted my test, several others have tried this

filtering program, and most have reached the same
conclusion: the filter is inaudible. One maillist
participant, Eelco Grimm, a Netherlands-based
writer and engineer, performed the test and
reported that there were no audible differences

using the Sonic Solutions system, yet he and a
colleague were able to pick out differences between
filtered and non-filtered blind using an Augan
workstation. He did not compare the sound ofthe
20 kHz versus 40 kHz filters, so we are not sure if
he's hearing the filter or the bandwidth, but I
believe he was hearing the filter, wruch must not be
ideally-designed. I believe the reason he did not
hear the differences on the Sonic system is perhaps

its jitter was high enough to mask the other
differences, which must be very subtle indeed!
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Regardless of whether Eelco 's group did reliably
hear the bandwidth differences, it should be clear
by now that the so·caUed Wdramatic~ differences
people hear between sample rate systems are not
liJc:ely to be due to bandwidth, but probably to the
mter design itselC. Ironically. it was necessary to
make a high sample rate recording in order to prove
that high sample rates may not be necessary.

AJJ I mentioned. 40+.1 kHt reproduction has
improved considerably in recent DACs employing
add-on high-qualityupsampling Cilters. The next
figure illustrates Weiss's THD measurement of their
src. showing that its Cilter has textbook-perfect
distonion and noise performance,

Why can't more manufacturers introduce filters
of this quality into their converter chips? The
evidence all indicates that it will be a lot less
erpensive for end-users if the manufacturers of
converter chips upgrade the Ciltering software in
their chip sets instead of directing us to this mad,

tkHz Sine 0dB Ccrrwrt8d From 96kHz 0 44.1 kHz

--
••

expensive sample rate and fonnat war. Objective
experiments must be performed usingstate-of-the
art digital Cilters to determine what is the lowest
practical sample rate which can be used without
audible compromise.

It', A Matter of Time!

Let's be logical: since the human ear cannot
hear above (nominally) ~o 1cH'l., then any artifacts
we are huringmust be in the audible band. It is
well-known that low-Q parametric and shelving
Cilters sound better than high Q: it's not a stretch to
conclude this is also true for low-pass Cilten. Audio
researcher1i.m lohnston.· who knows as much about
the rime-domain response of the ear as anyone. has
shown that steep low-pass Cilters create pre-echos
which the ear interprets as a loss of transient
response, obscuring the sharpness or clarity of the
sound.

The pre-echo length is the inverse of the
transition bandwith, so a sharp fiherwith a 500 Ht
transition would create a ~ ms. pre-echo. Steep
Ciltering and its attendant transient degradation is
probably a reason why 44.1 kHI. SRsounds less clear
than 961C. Ukewise. the increased clarity and purity
of I-bit recordings is prohably due to their use of
gentle Cilters rather than some mumbo-jumbo about
the "magic" of I·bit.lim has experimentally
calculated that the minimum sample rate which
would support a Nyquist filter gentle enough to
elude the ear would be 50 kHz.3 I suggest that
manufacturers and engineers must test as soon as
possible the audibility of gentle low-pass filters, at
the more common sample rate of 96 kHz. It would

• III .......-pollde_ IJ .. thoi IIl~nlOro( thuac""" 0(p..uptlaal~ ..h.ieh
led to eocb... dewlap_lilt ........ WP3 ......1"k. ctc
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be trivial to build a 96 kHz SRAJD/A system with
the gentlest possible CUter that's flat at ~o kHz and
removes aliasing at 48 kHz. but no current chip
manufacturer has done so. This system can be
compared against the analog source. and against the
competing DSD recording system. If the gentle
filtered PCM wins or sounds as good. it would be the
triumph of psychoacoustic research over empirical
design. Still. if it can be shown that good -sounding

DSD at the consumer end is cheaper to implement
than good-sounding gentle-filtered PCM
reproduction. it is cheaper for us to record and
process with gentle-filtered PCM and finally
convert to DSO for the consumer (this is how most
I-bit DACs operate anyway).

I firmly believe that some minimal sample rate
(perhaps 96 kHz) will be all that is necessary if
peM-converters are redesigned with psychoa

coustically-correct CUters (hopefully
inexpensively). Forthe benefit of the myriads of
consumers and professionals. we need to make a

cost-analysis ofthe whole picture instead of racing
towards bankruptcy.

The Advantages of Remastering 16/.4.4.1 Recordings
at Higher Rates

Researchers such as J. Andrew Moorer of Sonic
Solutions, and Mike Story of dCS have demonstrated
theoretical improvements from working at a higher
sampling rate. Moorer pointed out that post

production processing. such as filtering.
equalization. and compression. will result in less
distortion in the audible band, as the errors are
spread over twice the bandwidth-and half of that
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bandwidth is above ~o kHz.... Measurements

discussed in Chapter 16 confirmed these
conclusions. In addition, as we've seen above. if
after processing the destination is OVD-Aor SACO,
then the master can be left at the higher sample rate
and wordlength, avoiding another generation of
sound-veiling 16-bit dither and yet another sharp
CUter at the end of the process. Thus, consumers

should not scoff at OVDs which have been digitally
re mastered from originaI16-bitl44.1Ksources.
They will be getting real. audiophile-quality sonic
value in their remasters.

Other ~n«iD",,"...ho do not fully ,,,u1cm>Jld lhe ....ture of PCJ,I .'tU" thal thc
lufhcr ..",ph... ralc ooundl bett« be...... il.....,.,]d ".m to <rut•• Il1O'"

accuralc ~o kH. line ...."". 01 u...rc.rc ""'Il: "dotlt<> OOndCd" to d_ribc t~
...."", Sut tI... il.m;mcOUl, whUc u...re arc ",ore"dotl." In re.,hty only •
..mpl.. arc occuury to d• ..,ribe.n olld,alort.d ~o kM.llne .......' the low-
p... filteri"ll""'ootM DUllhe ....""Iorm .nd .hmi....l.. .olll~s1ilehet,

OSO. alao known 01' bit or Direct St....... Dil'taL • trad~"",tk of Snoy.nd
Pluhpll '" the 10"""\ 01 the s.+.ctl.nd cmployo. lorm of Ocll.l-Slpna
modul.oltoD. Ocll.l-S,«"", modublloo illM ""ryd."" ....It"" oodI"lllo......t of
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""'" at about 1 .... M.gabi,. per ocwnd. Wheo you ,!ud,. the block "'-snm ofa
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llm lohnolon not.. that IM 50 kH. oumber ni""ly ""'l(hel the 0n«inal work
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Jitter
Separating the

Myths from
the Mysteries

J. Introduction

One of the least-understood. and hardcst-to
explain phenomena in digital audio isjitter. To truly
understand the influence of jiltcron your digital
recordings. you will have to reject years of analog

experience. In a classic Man: Brothers movie.
Groueho's girlfriend catches him embracing
another beautiful woman. In defense, Groueha
quips. "Are you going to believe me. oryourown

eyes?" Let me apply this to audio and ask. "Are you

going to believe the faets, arraur own ears?" For in
this topsy-turvy digital audio world. sometimes you
have to abandon the evidence ofyour senses and

learn a totally new 8enst.:. but one that is fommateJy
based on well~e8tabli8hedphysical principles.

In 1980. because most sound systems. AID and
D/A conveners and proceS30r8 had such low

resolution. jitter eITan were far down on the
priority list. NonJinearity. noise modulation.
truncation. improper dithering. aliasing and other
errors created audible problems that tended to
swamp the effects of jitter. But today, where audio
performance frequently reaches ~o-bit level" and
sometimes exceeds it. jitter has reared its ugly head.
The symptoms of jitter mimic the symptoms of
other converter problems-blurred. unfocused.
harsh sound, reduced image stability. loss of depth.
ambience. stereo image. 8Oundstage. and space
though usually in a subtle way. and it can take time
for even a critical ear to learn to identify them.

What causes these problems? Is our digital
audio actually being affected by jitter in our clocks?

''7



11. What is Jitter?

In the figure above. you can see that it is up to
the PLLt inside the DAC to create the sampling

--
/---

wordlength lengthens. jitter must be proportionally
lower to maintain sound quality, because jitter
affects the absolute noise floor. Jitter produces
sidebands (additional frequencies, or tones) that
mask inner detail in a recording.

We can measure jitter in two places:
1) interfacejitter, the jitter present in the
interconnections between equipment. or
~) samplingjitter, the jitter in the clock which
drives the converter. And we can measure the

effects of jitter on converters. using special analog
and digital test Signals. If a converter has excellent

internal jitter rejection, then high interface jitter
may not result in samplingjitter. In other words.
you can have a jittery interface or cable. and it won't
matter a bit to a well-designed converter. In this
chapter, we are mostly concerned with sampling
jitter. because. as we shall see. interface jitter is
rarely impoI1ant unless it causes a breakdown in
communication between devices.

OM mioroeecond (1'") i. 0... m.illionlh of. """nd. One " .......,nd ill 0""
m,U,onlh of ono millionlh of ono ....,nd, or 10-I~ .....nd.

t PLL i•• PIwoK Loded Loop_ h. openlion ill o~lo.",ed1o.10r;n the ehopter

Output Signal I,
Dirty

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I •
Reprocb::«I wilh • CIun Clock

The simple answer is: Sometimes yes, mostly no!
Should we believe our ears? It'll take a whole
chapter to sort this one out.

That's why it is critical to have a consistent clock
duringAlD conversion. Similarly, an inconsistent
clock will yield distortion during D/A conversion.
We call this inconsistency jitter. One period of a 44.1

kHz clock is ~~'7 ps.' Amazingly. variations in the
duration of that period as short as 10 picoseconds
may cause audible artifacts, depending on the
quality of the reproduction system and your own
hearing acuity. As sample rate increases and

Digital audio is based upon the concept of
sampling at regular intervals. To keep those intervals
constant requires a consistent clock. If the frequency
of the clock varies during AID conversion, then
because the waveform will be at the wrong amplitude

at the wrong place when the digital audio is played
back. the audio will be permanently distorted.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I •
Sampled with • JilIefy CkIC:k

jitt~' Durin, AID C/)~v~ ... jon (rratts Ptrmanrnt Distortion

I ~. I
MYTH,

litter reduction
units Improve the

sound of digital
processors.

I ~
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the DJA converter; but there is no difference in the
data being processed. Believe the facts. not your

own ears! The listening problem is ephemeral. and
also has an immediate soluti.on-get a better DAC!

'TraditIOnal audio signal to-nOise
ratio measurements have (almost)
no relationship to the sound ofa
converter when it is receiving signal. ..

clock. If it is a superb (very rare) PLL. then none of
the arti.facts of incoming interface jitterwill be
transmitted to the sampling clock.

Ill. littor, Whon it Mottors,
Whon it Doosn't

If leaping to conclusions about jitter were an

Olympic event. sound engineers would win the gold
medal. An entire audiophile subculture has
developed around digital cables and jitter reduction
units in an attempt to achieve better reproduction.
which has led engineers to change cables every
where they hear that such a replacement makes a
di.fference. or to experiment with W stableW external
clocks. each of which produces a different sound.' I
don't blame them for trying. but in general. cables

and ¥iordclock generators are only bandaids for
jitter problems which must ultimately be solved
within the converters. No cable can remove the
inherent jitter problems in theAESlEBU-SPDlF
interlace. because the imbedded clock interacts
with the data stream. Thus. external jitter reduction
units will always be limited in their effectiveness
because jiuer may be increased at the output
interface between the jitter reducer and the DJA.

Since engineers hear improvements with the
benercables'9 (and jitter reduction units) feeding
their DJAs. they conclude tbese same cables will
improve their digital audio processors. But this is
(largely) a misconception. t Remember: audio

processors process data. not clock If they hear a
difference. it is because a cleaner clock is passed to

• lcadmc '" tlle ""'orddock Du lour- effecl... we o.h&II _. ADd .... <rrQa_
"""""h'le .wIfU'1>e DAC .....u,w _""'U,,,«.t • OAC -~altlll( ..hie d'ff.re......1

t SllDnIy ...·u dacnhe the ' ....'lUtetuMI aRmberof uceptla....

How to lie With Mea.surements
Clock jittercan produce insidious audio

artifacts in conveners. Most manufacturer's
specifications hide these artifacts because we have
not yet established a measurement standard for the

effects of jitter on converters. For example. some
recent AID (and a few DJA) converters now report
exceptional >I:;/:O dB

signaJ-to·noise
ratios. theoretically
equivalent to >:;/:0

bit performance.
but is this troe in
practice? These

figures are obtained
by the traditional method of calculatingsignal-to
noise ratios: first measuring a full-scale signal. then
removing the signal and measuring the residual
analog noise. But this does not take into account
additional noise (or distortion) when the signal is
present. As far asl'm concerned. tmditWnalaudw
signal·lo-noise mho measurements have (almost) no

relationship to the sound ofa conver1erwhen it ls

receiving signaL. It is this which accounts for some of
the preViously-unexplained sonic differences

between converters. Most signal-to-noise ratio
measurements quoted in manuals are therefore
irrelevant. and most people have never heard true
~o-bit perfonnance.let alone :;/:4.
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"Most digital processors are
completely immune to jitter"

DigitaJ Print-Through. Ideally, the converter's
PLL should completely reject incomingjitterwith
its clock-smoothing circuit, but if the PLL bas
inadequate jinu attenuation, it will pass 80me of the
interface jitter to the critical conversion clock. The
most egregious-sounding type of unel.iminated
jitter is si.gna.I -dependent jitter, caused by the
designs of external interfaces such as AES/EBU and
SPDIF. Although signal-dependentjitter is
analogous to analog tape flutter, it is very much like
analog tape print-through because it i8 signal
dependent and adds a hlurred quality to the 80und.

Around 1975' analog tape manufacturer RASF
demonstrated that an analog tape with lower print
through can sound cleaner and quieter than a tape
with lower hiss level and higher print-through.'

Similarly, a converter which successfully rejects
jitter can sound much cleaner than another with a

lower absolute
noise Ooor. Talk
about lying with
statistics! Jitter can
produce signal
dependent effects
(which yield

distortion from intermodulation between the
sample tate and the audio signal), random effects
(which translates to a higher random noise floor
which can also be Signal-dependent), and discrete
frequency effects (such as other clocks in the box
producing random tones and inter-modulation
between the other clocks and the main sampling
clock). Some of these effects are more benign to the

ear than others, which is why it is so difficult to put a
single meaningful number OD jitter.

Storuce MediCl
There i& no jltteron a SloTUgt: medium-only the

data is stored, not the clock.. Likewise, there is no
clock on a compact disc. A new clock is generated on
playback, and thus jitter comes into play only when
data is clocked out of the medium. Bits are usually
stored in a very irregular fashion; on hard discs, the
data may be out of order, noo·contiguous, and
widely spread. Data stored on CD (in EFM format)
must be unscrambled and decoded during playback,
and DAT dau is stored in separated blocks, but none
of these storage formats can be calledjitter, since
time is not involved until the data is played back. So.
i!you're looking for tbe causes of playback jitter,
you have to study tbe complete mechanism.

During playback:, tbe amount ofclock jiuer on
the output device is determined by the quality of the
servo. buffering. and clocking circuitry that drives
tbe data. Manufacturers differ widely in their
abilities to keep outgoing clocks under control and
clock stability is simply not important to tbe
original computer- based technology that we have
now adapted to digital audio. In fact, the standard
computer bard disc interfaces (e.g.. SCSl.IDE) are
asynchronous (non-cJoc.k.ed). they have a completely
irregular output. The equivalent jil1er of a SCSI
interface is enormous, for at one moment. there
may be no data: at another moment, it's streaming
at many times real time. When sucb non-clocked
interfaces are used, it is the duty of following
circuitry to make the data conform to a steady clock.



"Don't confuse the messenger with
the message" -ANDT Moo...

Dirital Mixinr and Proussinr
Jitter does not affect the data...

...whenyou are performing an all-digital mix in
most digital consoles. After the initial analog-to
digital conversion (we hope with a low-jiner clock)
the data can pass from processor to processor. from
medium to medium regardless oC clock jitter-just
as long as the interface jitter is low enough to allow
an error-Cree transfer. Similarly. clockjitter has no
effect on the performance of most outboard digital
equalizers.limiters. or compressors. which are
nearly all state machines. A state machine is deCined
as any type oC processor which produces identical
output for the same input data. and which does not
look at data timing or speed. but only at the state or
recent history of the data. In otherwords, most
diptal processors are completely immune to
jitter. With a state machine. you could make the
clock completely irregular. or even slow it down to I

sample per second. and eventua.lly. the processor
would output all the correct data words. When these
words were played back at the right speed and with a
clean clock. all would be well.

All current professional oversampling
processors-1luch as equalizers and compressors
are state machines. They use synchronous
conveners to double the internal sample rate. and
since synchronous conveners are state machines.
the same rule applies.~Any state machine can be
implemented omine in a computer and without a
clock. where real time and jitter have no meaning.

With digital pitch processors such as
AutotuneTW. the explanation is a bit confusing. but

these are not affected by jitter. Pitch processors are
not state machines; due to their randontiUng
algorithms many of these repitching processors
produce a different
output Crom the
same piece of
music each time
they arc run. But
they do look at each
sample coming in.
one at a time.
regardless of the regularity of the clock feeding the
box. As you know. these repitchers can run offline
in a OAW. at any speed. without a c1ock.3

Jitter aHects the monitorinc
Jitter usually becomes meaningful in a digital

mix only during monitoring. when the data is
clocked out oC a 01A converter. This is where
everyone gets hopelessly confused. like the
girlfriend who caught Groucho Man: dUring his
hijinb (he probably was guilty anyway). Let me
emphasue: high jitter during the monitoring seems
to affect the overall sound quality. but it really only
affects that individual listening experience. and has
no effect on the data. Don't confuse the messenger
with the megage.• The message (the data)
remaim intact; 80 ifit sounds funny, blame the
me88enger (the clock inside the monitor OAC).
This is what I call wephemeral jitter. ~ Ifyou improve
your connections and the sound gets better. this
does not mean that the digital equalizers are
suddenly performing better-it only means that a
cleaner clock: is getting to the O/A converter.
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jitter affects the data during a digital mix only•••
when you leave the digital realm to use outboard

anaJog processors. hence superior converters and
clocking must be used for outboard equipment
feeds.

Some digital consoles contain asynchronous
sample-rate converters (ASRC). These types of
SRCs use variable mters based on a continuously
running estimate of the incoming sample rate.
and thus are sensitive to clock jitter. An
asynchronous SRC is not a state machine and will
produce a different output each time it is run. You
should question the quality of any ASRC. and try
to deliver to it the highest quality clock. This is a
serious issue. especially in low-cost consoles.
where clocks are often compromised for
economy. and especially since the console is
typically driven by an external (word) clock. which
puts the burden oflow-jitter on a cheap PLL
inside the console. I am not a fan of consoles that

contain ASRCs. unless they can be completely
bypassed when not needed. Modern-day ASRC
chips contain sophisticated jitter-reduction
algorithms and have relatively low distortion. so
console performance is slightly degraded. The
audible effect is a slight veiling or diminishing of
stereo image stability. to my ears, about 90% of
the original sound quality. Can we accept 90%?
I'll leave it to you to decide.

Analog Mixing

Clearly. jitter matters anytime a conversion
takes place. Thus. when mixing with an analog
console and digital multi track. jitter is extremely
critical. In contrast to the advice given by manufac~

turers of word -clock distribution devices I
recommend that mix engineers try running the
multi track or 01A converters on internal clock: it
may sound better. The manufacturers of outboard

clocking boxes are trying to sell you equipment
which in all cases is a bandaid and not a cure--so
investigate. inspect the measurements and test
before you buy. In an ideal world. the converter
should handle any reasonable clock feed or cable
interface without affecting the sound. and tbere are
now a handful of converters that meet that
requirement. Authoritative measurements and good

subjective tests are hard to come by. so cherish the
magazine anicle or book that provides good
information on the jitter performance ofyour
favorite converter. Be aware that it is a lot easier to
design a stable crystal clock than a PLL which has to
perform double-duty as an oscillator and reject

incoming Jitter.SThus. any reasonably-designed
converter or muItitrack: recorder can perform better
on internal clock. and in a superior converter. the

performance on external clock can only do as well as
internal. but not better. If a converter does better
on external. this should be seen as a criticism of the
quality of the internal clock.

However. outboard word clocks are useful for
syncing non-conversion processes and in a perfect
world should be used to drive anything but
converters! I know this goes against the common
"wisdom~but it does not contradict the basic

principles of digital audio design. Later in this
chapter. we present some measurements to help
guide you. measurements you can duplicate with
readily-available equipment and test signals. It's



amazing how few manufacturers take advantage of
these simple measurement techniques, or perhaps
they're too embarrassed to publish the data.

Clocl! Stability Requirements for Converters
An ordinary crystal oscillator is sufficient for a

computer that processes data. but audio conveners
require an extraordinarily stable master oscillator.
To get 2o~bit performance at +4.1 kHz SR requires
oscillator stability (jitter) at or below ~5

picoseconds peak to peak}' One nanosecond (lOOO

picoseconds) in the time domain equates to 1 GHz,
which is why a critical convener's circuitry must be

shielded and isolated from even the tiniest RPl or
clock leakage that can enter via power supply,
grounds. or emissions. Now it should be obvious
why good-sounding converten are rare and

expensive.

Th. EH.ets of Internal Sync vs. VariolU Ext.ma.1 Sync
Md'.hods on Connrter Performa.nee

There are two ways to clock a converter,

a) via InternaJ Sync. where a stable crystal clock
located imide the converter directly drives the
circuitry. In an excellent design, a crystal clock
localed very close to the sampling clock: pin of the
converter chip will yield the besl audio performance.
b) External Sync. which usually requires a phase
locked loop (PLL). a critical and cantankerous
circuit. the fundamental culprit ofjitter-induced
converter artifacts. The PLL has to ruter jitter

caused by poor source clocks and by interference
along the cable which brings in the clock. Thus, the
common use of unbalanced wordclock cables can

produce ground loops in the clock signal itseH.

Examples of Enemal Sync:
i) AFSIEBU sync, which is prone tosignal-relottd
Jlttu, as first illustrated by Chris Dunn and Malcolm
Hawksford in their seminalAES Journal paper.'
ThusAESlEBU Mblack~ will produce a cleaner clock:
than AES/EBU with si.gnal, with a typical PU. But a
Msmart ~ PLL will not produce signal-reloudjitkr.

also known as progmm-modulattdpuer or data
dependent jiuer.
ii) Wordclock sync, which can yield extremely low
jitter, because the PLL required is simpler. Despite
this, only a handful of the converters I've tested
have inaudible degradation due to jitter under
wordclock, and even fewer under AES/EBUJ This

means that you may have to re-evaluate your current
converter choice ifyou want to obtain audiophile
performance when locking to video.
Hi) Superclock sync. which mayor may not require
a PLL. depending on the frequency of the
superclock and design of the converter receiving it.
There is no such thing as a free lunch, and manufac

turers must srill pay mention to jitter issues with
superclock.
iv) Other Interfaces. The computer industry is
continually reinventing the wheel, and the audio
industry is about to adopt the latest wheel. a very
jittery computer interface commonly known as
Firewire or MlAN. For lower jitter, a supplementary
wordclock or internal sync cable win be required.
Let Firewire carry the data, but not the clock. I

predict sound-quality will initially go downhill
when Firewire takes over, until manufacturers pay
better attention to jitter issues.

o...u.. am. , tuwWord. Ualoolm. b 'ThcAlS'EBUISPDlP .......tal ....;o
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IV. How to Get the Best Performance
from Converters

AlD-Jitter Permanently Affects the Recording
In 1988. all available AID converters left me

cold. so I built the world's first working implemen
tation of Bob Adam's DBX oversampling technology,
later purchased and refined by Ultra Analog. A few
engineers latched onto this technology. and in my

opinion. the quality of custom-built Ultra Analog
converters was unbeaten for almost 10 years. when
finally, a few high -end professional AIDs arrived
that sounded as good. and eventually. better. I
always operate well-designed AIDs on internal sync
for best perfonnance. unless doing video, when they
must be locked externally.7 The AID should be the
master clock in any system when recording. and the

01A the master when playing back. Remember.
jitter in an AID translates to distortion which can
never be removed.

D/A-Low Jitter Important for the Listening
Until recently. professional D/A converters also

left me cold. and for over 10 years, I resorted to
using customized consumer (audiophile) units that
exhibited. to my ears. superior depth. space and
tonality. However. while professional units were
slowly advancing in terms of jitter-immunity. most
consumer and audiophile units - which were never

meant to reject the high jitter levels encountered in
a complex digital recording studio - were not. So I
had to suffer from inconsistent sound depending on
the source feeding the D/Aconverter. Only recently
have a few professional DACs appeared with both
good-sounding analog circuitry and virtual
immunity to incomingjitter.

In the year ~ooo, I installed a new converter
into our mastering suite whose key to low jitter

performance is having all converters operate from a
common bus master clock, so there is no longer the
question of switching clock when recording or
playing back. The source of the bus clock can be an
internal oscillator, AES/EBU. or wordclock. 8 There
must be only one master clock in a system at any
time. Every playback device (e.g.. DAT. CD) must

either slave to that clock. or must become the
master. This raises a fundamental question of
technique. How do you put the master clock where it
belongs (inside the converters), and still be able to
play back DATs and CDs? The solution is to use
professional-quality transports that have external
wordclock connections.

I have tried all clocking possibilities with this
new converter. which is highly immune to jitter on

all its interfaces. Yet I heard and measured a Slight
improvement with each enhancement in clocking.
with internal clock performing better than WC and
much better than AES/EBU (as theory would
predict). When I installed a CD transport that would
slave externally. it was such a very pleasant surprise
to hear COs sounding better than ever that I took a
pleasureful day off to enjoy to some of my favorite
music before going back to work! Jitter

measurements seem to confirm these results. and
lead to the conclusion that jitter artifacts must be
near the noise floor to become inaudible.

So. what does it take to make a superior
converter that produces only inaudible effects from
jitter? The answer is time. research. and critical
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Example A: Dicital CopyinC and Jitter
Reduction.

Engineer Bettywould like to do
some Digital Copying (cloning),
from CO to OAT. First she notices
that her CD recorder sounds better
than her OAT machine. The reason
is that the internal clocks of typical
OAT machines are not as clean as
those in CD players {perhaps
hecause they have more motors to
interfere with the electronics},9 But
mostly she's concemed about the
sound differences she hears: her
OAT machine sounds better on playback than on
record! She tries inserting a ~jitter reduction unit"
before the OAT, hoping to make better dubs. but this
only creates more puu.les-now it sounds better
during dubbing than when it is played back! What is
going on here?

v. Stop leaping to
Conclllsions: Real World
Examples

Let's apply some of the
prinCiples we've discussed. The
names have been changed to protect
the misinformed!

The Internet Gnd Jitter
AB studios begin to collaborate through the

Internet. jitter issues wiU be even more challenging.
since DSL and TI lines are notoriously jittery.
Perhaps it may be possible to use a master clock
based on a CBS satellite clock. provided that a CBS
derived clock can drive a converter with the
required low jitter. Or perhaps the solution will be

design implementation. The engineers who
produced this superior converter spent one man
JeM on the phase locked loop alone. and a further
year on the converter details. Successful converter
manufacturers must master the techniques of PC
board layout. grounding. internal clock distribution.
and immaculate separation ofdigital and analog
signals. Things are looking up. But caveat emptor.

Do we need to worry about cables. which
produce sonic differences with jitter-susceptible
converters? When 1was using ajitter-susceptible
converter. I spent a long effort cleaning up cable
nms. using proper-impedance cable. avoiding
ground loops. etc.. and this resulted in improved
monitoring. But really. you can mismatch
Impedances (e.g. 110 ohm to 75 ohm) with no
concerns that jitterwill affect the data. However. at
high sample rates. impedance mismatches are more
Iikdy to cause poor signal transmission (and
incidentally. high interface jitter). resulting in

g1itches or dropoutS. so it's wise to get your cabling
act together. Balanced digital connections can also
reduce RF radiation into sensitive analog stages, and
improve the perfol"DlADce of jitter-sensitive
converters.
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Digital copies really are perfect (as long as the
playback deck is in good condition and not interpo
latingdigital errors). Illustrated below. the OAT
machine drives its OAC from two choices of clock;
during record it depends on the phase locked loop
to generate a clock from incoming clock. and during
playback it uses its internal oscillator. The reason
the OAT machine sounds better on playback is that
its internal clock is probably more stable than its
PLL. However, the message isn'tchanging,only
the messenger delh'ering it. And when Betty
inserts the jitter reduction unit, it's no surprise that
record mode now sounds better than playback
since OAT machines typically are built to a price. a

hooo jitter
reduction unit
helps the PLL
produce a cleaner
clock than the
machine's own 25
cent oscillator! '0

But Betty's
jitter reduction
unit does not

improve the copy in anyway (though you won't hear
this story from the manufacturers ofjitter
reduction units): She can prove that there is no
problem with the OAT by listening under identical
jitterconditions. For example, she can copy the OAT
back to the COR and play the two COR tracks back to
back. What conclusion must she draw about the OAT

tape ii t'he 'two L.LJ'K'trackS souna iaen'ticaY'!"
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Exo.mple B: Copyinc wia SDlf-2 versu.s MS/EBU
Engineer Don has concluded that DASH

recorders make cleaner digital copies through the
SDI F-:2 interface than through AESlEBU. because
he knows that SDIF-:;z is a "cleaner" interface. His
experience has been that the SDIF-2 interface
makes a OAC sound better via its separate, clean
word clock, whileAES/EBU embeds a (jittery) clock
in the data stream, And since the DASH tape
recorder sounds better to Don. he concludes that
the DASH tape copy is better than the OAT tape
copy, But it is equally feasible that it's the DASH
machine itself that M sounds better," not the tape.
Both the OAT and DASH tape make equivalent
masters. except the DASH tape uses more robust
error correction and will probably last longer.

Don can prove his own conclusion to he false by
taking the "questionable" OAT copy and playing it
00 a DAT machine equipped with the SDlF-2
interface. preferably slaviogthe OAT to wordclock.
He'll probably find the OAT copy now sounds as
good as the DASH. Regardless, Don should also
invest in one of the new jitter-immune DACs, which
can make the SDIF-2 interface unneeessary.

Exo.mple C: Clock Accuracy?
Ray was told that an accur.a.te crystal wordclock

fed to all of his gear would make it sound better. The
operative word here is not accuracy but rather
stability, For jitter removal. stability counts more
than absolute accuracy. A crystal may produce
4.4..100 Hz on t.he average, but aiittery crystal
oscillator deviates above and below that average. In a
totally digital production studio, even it the master
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VI. Concern for the rest ofthe world...

and Ihe DAW's playback will actually sound better
than the loadin! And Jeffwill only notice this uhe
uses an inferior DACwhich is susceptible to
diCCerences in clocking. Resl assured that interlace

jitter or clocking differences have no elCect on the
integrity or a digitalload~in from a digital source.

In summary. we should not blame clocks Cor

problems that should be Cixed in the convener. And
we should stop working on minim.i.7.ingjitter in the
digital processing chain. instead concentrate on
ways to reduce the jitter al the sampling clock inside
the conveners.

Since the whole world is probably listening to
music on inferior O/A conveners. it's very
imponant that the COs (and OVDs. or SACDs) we

cut for them have the best possible sound. As I said.
there is no jitter on a storage medium. but there is
some (controversial) evidence that COs cut at high
speeds sound inferior to COs cut at low speeds. and
that COs cut with a jittery clock sound worse than
those cut with a clean clock. It We theorize that
cenain mechanical parameters oC the disc are
altered by the cutting speed. making it more
difficult ror Ihe CD player's servo mechanism,

passing the varying servo load to the CD player's
power supply and thus affecting the stability of the
master clock. It only takes a few picoseconds to
make an audible diCCerence. Regardless of the
theoretical reasons why this might be happening.
it's important to note that the CD difference is an
ephemeral and correctable phenomenon, clearly
related to some difficulty oCthe CD player only

crystal is several Hernorr. and even if that causes an
audible pitch error. the end result will sound correct
when reproduced with a correct crystal. If I'm in a
hurry. I can speed up my clock to +8 kHz. or even
faster if the equipment supports it. and still make a
valid dub at high speed. This illustrates the Cact that

jitter cannot influence the accuracy of a dub: we can
speed up the source to a frequency 10.000 times
greater than the frequency deviation due to jitter
and still make a perfect data copy! Dubbing is done
on a sample by sample basis: the job of the clock: is
simply to deliver succeeding samples into the

queue. "

uQmple D: MidnC down viQ intemal or
ertemalsync?

A recent magazine anicle purponed to evaluate
the ~sound~ oC wordc1ocks. But W'ordc1ocks have no

-sound:~ what counts is the ability of the convener

10 reject jiller on the incoming wordclock and pass a
clean clock on for conversion. Engineer Fred says
his roultilrack sounds much better with a new
wordclock generator than with the old one. I don't

doubt it. but Fred should investigate putting his
multitrack on internal clock. which is a lot easier to
design welllhan a PLL. Note that if Fred is
perCorming an analog mudown. he can run his
mudown AID on its own (independent) internal
sync. and get the best of both worlds.

Example E: Load·in jitters?
Engineer Jeffthinks that digitalload~insmade

through his DAWs S/PIF input sound better than

those made through its jitteryToslink optical input.
But he's mistaken. tbe sonic difference is

ephemeral. It will only be present during the loadin.
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during playback. and that the data itself is
unchanged. The differences are no longer audible
when played over a jitter-immune DAC. Because
there is no permanent distortion in a D- 0 dub (as
would he the case in AID conversions) the output of
the CD player can he reclocked to make the apparent
audible differences inaudible. Time and again I

have observed that when the clocking has been
fixed. formerly audible differences disappear.
However, until everyone else has perfect D/As. it's

important for the CD production
plants to heed the audible
evidence. and cut glass masters at
IX speed and find other ways to
make the best-soundingCDs.

By the way. for those listeners
with inferior DACs (the majority).
I always find that I can restore the
sound quality of an ~inferior~CD

by copying it back to a workstation
and then outputting on a good
SCSI writer at IX speed. In this
case the dub does sound better
than the original! It is technically
impossible for previous jitter to
be passed through an

asynchronous interface such as SCSI to the final

sampling clock.

VII. Things That Go Bump In The Night
Framing and Timing Errors
Wordclock to AES timing error

Although jitter is often made the scapegoat for a
motley of problems in digital audio the fact is that

99% of the time. glitches. clicks. dropouts. noises
and lockup problems. are caused by framing
problems. not by jitter at all. Framing problems are
caused by timing differences in critical signals and
cannot be solved without equipment software or
hardware modifications. At left is an oscilloscope
photo. at the top of which is the start of the AES
preamble (which defines the beginning of the AES
data word). and on the bottom. the point where
wordclock changes from high to low.

To complicate matters. there is no standard that
defines which wordclock transition (low to high or
high to low) the AES preamble should line up with.

This is a timing difference of 180 degrees. or
approximately 11 pS at 44.1 kBz. which is enough to
drive workstations. processors and consoles batty.
producing gUtches. or no signal at all. Fortunately.
my workstation has a menu choice that allows us to
choose the wordclock phase, making it more
compatible with products of various manufacturers.

AES to AES framing error
Digital audio is a small industry. still experi

encing growing pains. Many current digital consoles
and DAWs are oversensitive to timing problems,
which I must stress are unrelated to jitter. And since

some digital audio processors produce anAES
output that is out of timing with theirAES input.
intolerant consoles and workstations have trouble
locking to them (illustrated at right). Once I was
forced to insert a simple reverb unit via analog.
because the digital console would not lock to it on a
digital send/return path. The fault was caused by the
console's intolerance toAfS framing errors,
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aggravated by tbe reverb unit's output being slighdy
out of framing (timing). as seen in the following
figure. You can probably prove it's a framing
problem without measurement equipment, in this
situation. set the digital processor to run on its
internal clock. and lock the console to the external
processor on its reverb return. I f the console will
lock and pass audio from the external processor.
then the previous problem was a framing problem.

Locking tbe console to wordclock would
probably not belp and may even worsen the
situation since the timing difference between the
AES sources would remain. Framing errors are
cumulative in a chain of processors if they are
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chained viaAES/EBU (or S/PDIF). If the framing
error of each box is in the same direction. then the
total error could be enough to cause locking
problems in sensitive consoles and DAWs. You may
be able to stabilize the system by locking the last
processor in line to external sync (wordclock or
AES). If the last processor in line is framing-

tolerant on itsAES input. tben locking it to external
sync will force its output to a known framing and
hopefully to within the tolerance of the DAW. It's
also possible to build an outboard box that will fix
this sort of framing problem. but really. the burden
is on the manufacturers to produce consoles and
processors tbat are within the AES standard
tolerances." Again: Caveat emptor."

Off-Center Cloclu
Another problem mentioned earlier is loss of

lock caused by an ofl-frequency master crystal and a
sensitive PLL Some digital inputs bave a very low
tolerance to incorrect center frequency (which also
makes them uncomfortable when varispeeding). If
you have locking problems not due to framing
errors, confirm that the source frequency (e.g.. +4.1
kHz) is correct. and if not, have the master crystal
oscillator trimmed.

VIII. How It Works
Simple in Theory...

Most engineers don't need the heavy technical
details of bow equipment wodes. but there are
usually a couple of naggingquestioDs. like...
Wha' u a reclockingcircuit? Whydo we need a high
frequenc:r clock?

Reclocking Circuit. The data inside typical
audio processors travels from chip to chip serially.
that is. bit by bit. A clock pulse moves this data
along. lbis clock bus is distrihuted to all the critical
chips inside the box. As we've seen, it doesn't
matter if this clock is jittery. proper data still makes
it to the next chip in line. But sometimes data needs
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bit by bit, then we need a high-frequency clock

pulse that is ~4 times the frequency of wordclock.
Wordclock enters the device, and has to be
multiplied up to the higher frequency to drive those

bits around, known as the bitclock. It's easy to divide
down without creating jitter, but very difficult to
multiply up, and it's the job ofthe sophisticated
circuitry of the PLL to create the higher frequency
while reducing incoming jitter.'6 A PLL is a sort of
electrical flywheel; it tries to find a center, holding
reasonably steady while still following the average

frequency of the incoming source.

...Complicated In Practice

What makes these circuits so difficult to design
well is that at high frequencies, leakage from the
jittery portion of the circuit can travel through back
paths to contaminate the clean portion of the
circuit. These paths include power supply and
ground. Couple that with outside interference and
ground loops, and you have an analog designer's
nightmare. 10 picoseconds error can make the
difference between an 18 or ~o-bit noise floor.
Some manufacturers use a dual- PLL, where the first
is an analog circuit, and the second a voltage
controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO), in an attempt

to get the jitter down to that of a quartz crystal.
Unfortunately. deSigns usingVCXOs cannot
varispeed because of their narrow frequency
tolerance. It is difficult, yet possible to design a
jitter-immune PLL that's as good as a crystal, has
wide frequency tolerance and quick lockup. No
matter how many PLLs it says on the label, the
quality of a designer's work should be tested
objectively."

10101010

ILflSl.f1.-
to be reclocked. for
instance when feeding a
D/Aconverter. Pictured
here is a simple
reclockingcircuit; on

the left side is an incoming data wOrd that's been
clocked by a jittery clock; the data value is
(conveniently) 10101010. This word passes. one bit
at a time, into a logic circuit called aD-type Flipflop,
which is being fed a clean clock. Almost magically.
the data neatly marches out of the flip flop. and in
theory. all the jitter is gone and the data is ready to
feed the DAC. Notice how the clean clock's pulses
permit the flip flop to properly "sample~ each data
value. but only if the clock pulse lands within the
acceptance time of each incoming bit. In this
illustration, the fourth (and eighth) data bit is in
danger of being missed if it arrives a moment later,
in which case the clean clock would land on the

previous bit and the wrong data would be output.
Fortunately, typical audio sources have much less

jitter than in this
illustrative example.
Otherwise the system
would break down
and we would get
glitches, clicks or

hash instead of clean
audio, and then the

output data is really
being changed!'5

WhyPLL?The
figure at bottom left illustrates why a phase-locked
loop (PLL) is needed. Ifwe are passing ~4-bit audio

HIgh Frequency
Bilclock ("Sup."c1ock")

«.100 Hl Wordclocll
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IX. Jitter Measurements

Here are some jitter measurements made on
D/A conveners. Before you buy an expensive
console or convenion system. you can take
measurements like these yourself. using readily
available test equipment. You'U be shocked at the

variance in performance from one model to
another. It's unfortunate that magazine reviewers

and editors like to see single-number performance
(e.g., thls converterhas an. intrinsicjdterof+0 ps).
which meaoslittle technically and nothingpsychoa
caustically. What we need to see are detailed graphs
of the deterioration of a converter's performance
when it is fed a jittery signal, and this is the least
that we should expect from a maga:z.ine reviewer.

AID and D/Aconverters can be tested for the
effects of jitter using a very high frequency sine
wave test signal. but the test signal must be very
pure and frequency-stable. probably crystal or
digitally-generated. For these DAC tests. I used the

1-Test signal invented by 1ulian Dunn. an
independent consultant best-known for his work on
the Prism brand of conveners.'7The 24-bit j-test
signal was not available. so the 16-bit version was
used: we'll have to ignore some artifacts that are part

of the source signal. Here are a few guides' The
lower the noise noor. the less jitter. We have not
fully learned whicb jitter spikes are psychoa
coustically important. but. as I have said before. my
listening tests show thatjitter must be very low
(close to the system noise) to be inaudible. Also.
since test equipment varies. your 1-Test results will
be different from mine. but relative rankings will

likely remain.

In the the color plates section. co)or figure
C19-01 shows. in red. the noise floor of my
UltraAna.logAlD (which I used to sample the
outputs of various D/As under test). and in blue. the
artifacts of the 16-bit J-Test signal. whicb are at
-132 to -135 dBFS.'· This means ifwe appear to
measure jitter in the device under test below-132. it
may simply be due to artifacts of the test signal. I
think it's more important to look at how the jitter
artifacts affect the DAC's own noise noor and at

what particular frequencies. than to calculate the
actual jitter value in picoseconds.

Color figure C19-0:l; in the Color Plate section

shows a considerable measured difference injitter
perfonnance when an inexpensive consumer D/A is
fed from two different sources. A cheap consumer
CD pbyer yields the highe6t output jitter. with the
output of Sonic Solutions even less. If this were a
linear display instead of semi-log. it would be more

obvious that jitter usually produces paired anifacts
around the center frequency. usually at equal
deviation about the ceeter. Compare the consumer
O/A's performance to that of the excellent ~jiner
immune~ re Electronic System 6000 01A. When

fed from either of two sources. the TC's Jitter is
effectively identical and just about as low as its
quiescent noise floor!

Color figure Cl 9-03. in the Color Plates
section. shows that sync mode hardly affects the
TC's jitter performance. with extraordinary
measurements in internal sync and slight
differences when locked viaAES/EBU. When slaved

viaAES/EBU it produces very slightly more jitter

~, Jitter



(only the two discrete frequency blue lines circa
-117 closest to the center frequency). When on
intemalsync (red trace), its jirter is nearly as low as
the UltraAnalog's noise floor, and realize that most
of thegross is the 16-bit J-test signal itself. I can
bear a slight degradation in sonic clarity, a smeared
image and brightness when the TC is slaved to
AESlEBU, which implies that the black-colored
spikes at approximately -117 dBFS may be audibly
significant.

The Weiss is the first DAC I have measured with
no apparent trace of discrete frequency Jitter in its
output when locked viaAESlEBU (Figure C19-04 in
the Color Plates section). Instead. its noise-floor
rises with the test signal and the jitter -skirts~
appear to widen; all incoming jitter has been
convened to random noise. Or is the sonic
improvement due to euphonic coloration (higher
noise floor masking discrete jitter components.
since we can no longer see the floor of the test signal
itselO? This also brings up concerns about potential
convener noise modulation with Signal, which may
mask Iow level signals or reverberation. However,
low-amplitude, random noise is the most benign
signature one could wish for and the DAC sounds
great. I did Dot test tbe DAC on internal sync.

In Conclusion: When it comes to jitter. there's
a lot more to know than what meets the ear! Until
our audio systems have advanced to tbe point where
all data-identical sources sound identical, then we
cannot make valid judgments about sound
character.

For1'-01 'l""" wbo we", born aft.ru.. era ofanoJOlllapo, p""'. ""'-fII ill a
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I. Introduction

"There must be only one
master in any sJ1item

Driftinc drifti"C driftinr
An engineer attempted to t1ynchronUe an

analog tape deck. sequencer and digital tape deck by
slaving everything to the timeeode coming from the
analog deck. The
sync seemed to

work fine for a

little while. but

after a couple of
minutes. he
noticed mat the

analog deck was drifting out of sync with the rest of
the system. The reason for the drift was that there

must (and can) be onJy one master in any system.

and in this case there was already a master clock in

the digital system-the digital audio clock. When a

computer (or interface) receives timecode, it takes a

stamp or trigger from the first valid timecode it sees.

From that point on. the interface ignores incoming

timecode; it runs its own timecode, locked to the

digital audio clock. The two sources would drift

apart if the source of the incomingtimecode is not

locked to wordclock. In this instance. timecode

This Hlde chapter reveals some previously

untold secrets of bow to maintain and run a digital

audio srudio. including dealing with the vagaries of

timecooe that just won'1 stay stable. how to make

clean AES/EBU connections. advice on bard disk
formatting. and more.

11. TImocodo and Wordclock
in a Digital Systom

CHaPTer 20

Tips And
Tricks



from the analog tape deck is independent. based on
the speed of the tape deck.

One method to synchronize an analog deck with
a digital system is to slave the analog deck; in order
to avoid introducing wow and flutter. a special type

offlywheel synchronizer speeds or slows the analog
deck, holding it within an acceptable margin. The
other method is with a digital clock

generator/timecode regenerator specially designed
to lock to analog-style timecode, that locks to the
analog deck and slowly adapts the master clock to
the rate from the analog deck. The latter method is
likely to cause higher jitter; it is much better (as in
the first method) to have the AID on internal sync.

When locking two digitally- based systems
together via timecode. drihingwill result if one or the
other is set to the wrongtimecode or wordclock rate.
As we mentioned, usually the sequencer triggers to
the first burst of timecode and then runs on

wordclock. To prevent drifting. make sure the
sequencer is set to receive the same wordclock and
timecode as the DAW is transmitting. It would be
nice if all sequencers did this automatically, but this
only happens in a perfect world.

Pull·ups
Things are far simpler without video. At 44.1

kHz SR and 30 (~5) timecode fps. there are exactly
1470 (1764) samples per frame, so just divide the
audio rate by an exact integer to arrive at the
timecode rate. But when NTSC video is involved. the

timecode rate is slower, :l9.97 fps. which yields a
non-integer number of samples per frame.
Normally the wordclock is slaved to the video. so we

Chapter 110 2+6

require a sophisticated wordclock generator which
takes in video and produces wordclock with the
right ratio. called apull-up. by approximately 0.1%.
If not. then the two systems will drift apart and
audio-visual sync (e.g.. lip sync) will be lost.

Wordcloclc VoltQges
The problem with standards is there are so

many oftheml With Johnny-come-Iately digital. no
voltage standard was developed for wordclock. and
this lack of standard has produced a chaotic

situation. Many of the earliest wordclock generators
were based on video sync (blackhurst) generators.

which produce 4 volts peak to peak into a 75 ohm
load (abbreviated", vp-p). This is a fairly expensive
circuit, so soon wordclock generators appeared
based on the video standard of only I v. Other
manufacturers settled on a TIL-level standard.

which iftenninated is ~'5 volts. and unterminated
could be 4-5 volts! Chances are if a device will not
lock to incoming wordclock. either the receiver is

insensitive or the generator is not putting out
enough voltage. At this point, the only way out of
this mess is to insist on wordclock generators that
produce 4 volts and wordclock receivers that can
accept anything between I and 5volts. Impedance
matching is not that critical on low-frequency lines
such as wordclock. so if the cable run is short. you
may be able to make the circuit work by removing
the load termination. or in extreme cases. lowering

the value of the source resistors in the generator
below 75 ohms. If this doesn't work. then you need a
new wordclock generator. An oscilloscope can verify
the amplitude of the wordclock. Caveat emptor.
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For example. getting consumer OAT machines
to record from a digital source used to be a headache

Ill. Debugging AES and S/PDIF
Digital Interfaces

"The first step in fiXIng interface
problems is to separate the
Issues into two parts, hardware
and software...

carry all channels and are used in a chain. each one
locked to the previous. But see Chapter 19 for jitter
and framing considerations when daisy-chaining. I
caution against indiscriminate use of new interfaces
such as usa and Firewire for mullichanneI audio
until we understand the latency issues therein.
When in doubt. insert coherent test signals and test

for phase shift between channels.

When theAES/EBU and S/POIP interfaces

were created. the
use of standard
audio connectors
and oabling
seemed like a
godsend. but
people were
tempted to use regular audio cables. which were
never intended to carry the high frequencies of

digital audio (about 6 MHt bit rate for 48 kHt SR).
So eventually we ended up with special RF·rated
cables attached to our old -fashioned XLR
connectors. This identity problem will likely go away
as we move from 'I-channel to multichannel. which
generally will require specialized connectors. t The
easiest way to debug interface problems is to divide
the issues into two parts: hardware and software.
The hardware includes the cables. connectors. and

signal levels. and the software is the bitstream and
how it is interpreted.

• Tbanb to /\11...... Du.nd <tll ........polld.n••.) for till. pc>d..moo:

t n.. ..ll!t,di&n.Ild WADI IlIndanllnt.rf_ ..- IINC conMt'lon, ",hi.h an!

.already fully· co",pallhl. "'nil .Yld... 'IIItaUanon.

HOllle Video Gnd OARs Sync
Surprisingly, in the year :lOO:l, video and digital

audio interfacing is stiU in a primitive state.' This is
bttause neither wordclock nor video contain

markers as to the beginning of the digital audio
frame or channels. Ifyou use house video directly
you will produce a word clock of the correct
frequency but not the correct phase.' It is highly
likely that two video recorders containing digital
audio will not be phase locked. This will cause

unpredictable phase shift because there is no phase
reference in video sync, so think: twice ifyou are
forttd to lock multiple audio devices via video sync.
'Wordclock has fewer such problems but it still does
Dot define channel beginnings. and this lack can
result in channel reversals. for example. The only
dependable sync reference for multiple devices is
MS-II. also known as OARS (digital audio
reference signal) which is equivalent to AESlEBU
Itith muted (black) audio: it maintains channel
beginning markers (blocks) and channel-to

channel relationships, If a video house reference
must be used, I suggest hoo1cingit to a single distri
bution amplifier that then derives AES-Il sync. At
least from that point on all subsequent devices will
be properly referenced to each other. And in
multichannel work. do nOlsplit channel processing
to multiple devices which only accept wordclock

sync. which can cause latency differences (many
samples of error) or indeterminate sync. a variance

of 1 or more samples between channels. There
should be no intercbannel sync problem if devices
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If there is no lock. or the lock
indicator is intennittent. or the output audio cuts in

and out, then look to the left side of this diagram for

hardware problems (voltage level or cabling
problems). Otherwise. the problem is in software.

either with the flags being transmitted or the way in
which the device interprets the flags (more on flags
in a moment).

Fixinc Interface Hardware Problems
To the outside world. a digital interface either

appears to work or not; we never have much idea

how well it's working unless either it stops or we

stop to measure it. I'd love to see signal-quality
indicators in a receiver; even a green-yellow-red

• lWp1aeedbyhanld.... CDII&Dd[/\l[)-R

lock indicator would be nice. Currently. the only way

to assess a hardware interface is to measure its

objective performance by looking at the width of an

eye pattern on an oscilloscope. Always use matched

impedance cabling. especially for long ruDS (either

75 ohm low-loss coax for the unbalanced interface.

or 110 ohm cable for the balanced). The balanced

signal should measure between 2 and 7volts p-p.

while the unbalanced signal should not be below 0.5

v p-p. into a terminated load (all SIPDlF and

AfSIEBU inputs are terminating).

With the balanced interface. shields are actually

unnecessary. as can be illustraled by the success of

Selden's MediatwistTW • consisting of four bonded

twisted pairs for up to 8 channels. and performing

as well as the highest-grade coax. In fact. standard

Cal5 twisted pair Ethernet cable ma.kes a very good
AES!EBU cable. second only in quality to

Mediatwist. The biggest problem with the hardware
of the unbalanced consumer interface is the low

voltage (0.5 vp-p). which can easily degrade with

lossy coaxial cables or long cable lengths. These

problems could have all been avoided if only the

S/PDlF interface protocol had speCified I volt like

theAES 3-ID standard. which uses a HNC
connector. popular with video houses.

Irnprovingthe stabilityof the unbalanced
inierface. The stability of the unbalanced interface

can be considerably improved by upgrading to

speciallow-)oS8 75 ohm cable, and/or by raising the

output voltage from 0.5 volts to 2.5 volts. easily done
by replacing the voltage divider at the transmitter

with a single 75 ohm resistor, as in this next figure:

Chapier~o :lf8



Impedance Mismatchea. A mismatched
impedance (as well as circuit imbalance) will result
from putting an RCAconnector on ODe end of an
XLR cable without changing the source or load
resistors. However, at short cable lengths and lower
sample rates, impedance mismatches and voltage
variations are far less of a problem than is
commonly thought.~ long as the Signal gets
through with adequate voltage and few reflections

2f9 Tips and Tricb

The.8 kfbAES/E8U i .."rf.... h.u I p.... bitf~...". of 3,07'l MH..
a1t""'i"lIO obout 6 MHL

(probably not a problem with a short cable). the
receiver chip will decode it regardless of the
impedance. albeit at the COSI of jitter and possibly
reduced noise margin. And noise-margin in the
digital circuit does not affect sound quality unless
the digital signal is so low the receiver drops out and
loses sync. There are several proper-impedance
methods ofconnecting a digital balanced source to

unbalanced load or vice-versa. descriptions of
which are beyond the scope of this book.:5

Cable I...engths. The higher the sample roue, the
shorter the tolerable cable length. because of the
possibility of interfering reflections from the
impedances and connectors at each end of the cable.
The AES3 standard specifies usable lengths up to
100 Meters at 48 kMt. which is possible with careful
termination and high-bandwidth. matched
impedance cable. However. 1/4 wavelength is the
critical length where reflections can become their
worst, so impedance and termination errors will be
aggravated with cables that are close to about 20

meters, or 66 feet (48 kHt SR)," or 33 feet at (96 kMt
SR). The critical length issue is one probable reason
why standard-length mike cables make bad digital
audio interlaces. Neither the XLR nor the RCA
connector was designed wilh exacting impedance
specifications. so avoid passive hardware patchbays.
splices. and multiple intermediate connectors
which will tend to exacerbate impedance problems.

Fortunately. cables do not have to be cut to the
same length. since theAESl1 standard permits a
framing tolerance of ~5%. and 25% of a 19:o:kHz
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This modifi·
cation to the
transmission
side worb so

",tU because it raises the noise margin of the
rtteiving circuit at no significant cost or
inltrference with other circuits. Warning, modifrmg
CII'Mts usuallYI10Ldr cMworrnnty. Although theAES
standard is between 2 and 7 volts. note that
commonly the same audio receiver chip is used for

botbAESlEBU and S1PDIF decoding and it can
accept fcom as Iow as 200 mv p-p to as high as 7
l"Ohs. so higher voltages are usually not a problem
with S/PDlF but extreme low source voltages reduce
noise margin and may introduce dropouts or
pilches. Input transformera are almost always used
for both the balanced and unbalanced interface. so
the major difference betweenAES and S1PDIF at the
input is a change of connector and termination
t'tsistor between 75 and 110 obms.



frame is 1.3us. the production of which would
require a cable length difference of over :zoo
meters. In addition, should cable lengths or
equipment delays exceed the :zs% error. the only
signal degradation would be to insert a delay of a
sample to the signal (or more samples for much
larger mismatches)."

Optical Cables and length. Obviously,
electrical impedance is not a consideration when
the interface is optical. The main concerns are bit
integrity and jitter. And as we explained in Chapter
19, as long as the bit integrity is maintained, then
jitter is only a consideration when delivering signal
to a D/Aconverter or sync signal to anA/D. When
usingjitter-susceptible DACs try to avoid Toslink
optical connections because their low bandwidth (3
MHz for the Sharp brand, up to 6 MHz for the
Toshiba) exacerbates interface jitter. But the bit
integrity is perfectly acceptable on a plaStiC Toslink
interface as long as the lengths remain under S
meters (some receiver models support up to 10

meters) beyond which there is unacceptable signal
loss.

Ifyou have to run long optical cable. a perfectly
legitimate test for cleanliness of an optical interface
is margin distance before dropout. While looking at the
lock indicator on an AES receiver, or, simply
listening to the audio. disconnect the cable from the
input and slowly pull it outwards. The amount of
distance you can pull the connector before losing
lock is an indicator of the margin of sensitivity of
the receiver and the strength of the signal at the

llunb la lld.i.an Dunn (in "..l'Tdpo....~""") fordanfyinclhe l.......i"(
;nfonnalion.
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receiving end of the cable. Ifyou cannot pull the
cable out at least I/Bth inch, preferably 1/4" or
more, then there is probably too much loss in your
cable length, or the transmitter is weak. orthe
receiver insensitive. It is possible to get more output
from a Toshiba transmitter by changing some
resistors. which can then give up to 60 meter
transmission, but then a short cable, which has less
loss. will overload the receiver. Glass fiber has much
less loss than plastic. and can transmit for
tho\illands of feet; it also has superior bandwidth
and therefore causes fewer interface jitter
problems. jitter as low as any good copper
connection. Glass fiber connections can have even
lower interface jitter than unbalanced copper
connections because they eliminate ground loops
and EMI sensitivity. I've seen some manufacturers
adapt Toslinkconnectors to glass fiber. but if you
want dependable long-length optical transmission,
the best solution is to change receivers and
transmitters to glass-type, which are electrically
compatible once you have converted from optical.

Fixing Interface Software Problems
If difficulties still remain after eliminating

hardware problems, then software issues are
obviously the cause. and, sadly. these are much less
straightforward to pin down and eradicate. The DAT
machine cited above probably failed to record
because the data stream was copy-protected, or the
machine was expecting a professional channel
status bit when the consumer bit was presented, or
because a sample-rate flag was misrepresented. The
same software considerations apply both to copper
connections or optical. as it is possible to feed the



consumer or professional bitstream down an optical
cable. or multichannel protocols such as the
multichannel MADI or Sony's DSD (multichannel
protocols are beyond the scope of this book).

The nag. are the road signs of the bitstream.
orticiaUy known as chAnneJ-atatw bita. Over the
years. the standard has been abused. evolved.
multiply-interpreted. mutilated. or just plain
forgotten about. like the -detour ahead M sign which
some worker never put away after repairing the
road. This may sound like heresy, but I think the
current implementation of the standard is so poor
that manytiDles it would be best for all receivers and
recorders to ignore the flags and ask for human
help. For example. one common problem is a flag
soaying the sample rate is M unindicated. M which stops
some OATs from recording. lronicalJya receiver
can't read a flagunJess it's already locked to the
soample rate. so it must know what the rate is without
the flag! Therefore. ifs illogical for a machine to
reject a digital audio signal because the sample rate
is not indicated. And with the advent of dual-AfS
connections for double sample rates. each channel
is at half the final rate. so the flag may be wrong
anyway. The human beingshould be the traffic cop
m.th.ng the final decision. not the machine: thus the
smartest DAWs make onJy certain assumptions
about the bitstream. otherwise lening the user make
adjustments from menus and checkboxes. In the
case ()fthe recalcitrant OAT machine. it may be
necessary to insert a channel~status-bit analyzer
and/or modifier. changing flags until the machine
begins to record."

The Critieal Flap

The status of a bit (flag) called the PRO bit distin
guishes the consumer bitstream from the pro.
However. the pro bitstream can run on consumer
connectors and vice-versa, and it's done all the
time. This includes the Toslink optical interface.
XLR. RCA and BNC. any of which can be used to
carry consumer or pro information (by de facto
but not official standards). So. never assume that
the bitstream matches the connector unless you
have investigated the equipment manuals or
menus. or measured the contents of the bitstream
with a tester. Fortunately. the audio itselris in a
common place in both PRO and CONSUMER bit
streams, and with some care. the two bit streams
can be somewhat interchanged.
Although the interface can send full-bandwidth
:ol-channel PCM data. it also has been used to
transmit coded (data-compressed) multi-channel
data such as Dolhy Digital and OTS. The Normal
versU8- Data bit is used to define coded
multichannel data. which cannot be read by an
ordinary DAW or D/A As a precaution. these
decoders will produce no audio unJess the PRO bit
is set (even on an RCA connector). The main

danger is that an ordinary D/A or digital recorder
may ignore the data bit and send full-level noise
over the loudspeakers. For this reason I usually
turn the monitor gain down whenever beginning
to monitor an unknown bitstream!
The three emphasis bits in the professional
stream partially overlap the copy-prohibit bit and
the single emphasis bit in the consumer stream.
Fortunately, professional DAWs ignore the copy
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prohibit bit and most recordings now are made
without emphasis.S In general. the copy
prohibit bit and SCMS bits are only used when
recording to consumer-grade CD and DAT
Reeorders. Future digital interfaces will
encompass far more rigid copy-protection
schemes. which will probably introduce further
complications for audio professionals.
The consumer bitstream can transmit program
10s (for automatic tracking in OATs and CD
Recorders) but the pro bitstream has no such
provision. except that some Sony machines will
interpret program IOs on the pro interface.
The consumer bitstream was originally designed
to carry 20 audio bits. with the remaining-4
auxi.1ia.ry bits available to carry a low-resolution
auxiliary channel (e.g.. talkback). But the
consumer bitstreamcan utilize al124 bits to carry
up to 24-bit audio. and this has become de facto
regardless of how the flags are set. Although the
standards committees spent much time carefully
revising the standard so the consumer bitstream
could flag the use of those 4 bits. currendy most
transmitters and receivers ignore those flags. and
most current receivers default to assume 24-bit
audio. It's up to the user to take appropriate
action: a bitseope (see chapters 2 and 16) may
help sort out the issues. One O/A converter
(Prism) and one console manufacturer (Yamaha)
rigidly follow the standard and automatically
truncate bits beyond 20 on the consumer
connector: pro connectors must be used on those
devices if you want to use all 24 audio bits.
The esoteric consumer flags that govern category
code practically afrect two classes of recording
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equipment: standalone 16-bit COR and OAT
recorders. If the source machine's category code
is set to CD. the recorders interpret user bits as
track 109. and if this category code is wrong. the
recorders may write undesired track IDs. One
DAW (SADiE) is capable of sending OAT and CD
track 108. and thus it must be set to consumer
status and CD category code and there must be no

bitstream modifiers in the line between SADiE
and the recorder in order for automatic tracking
to work.

Two-wire 96K and 192K
Originally. the highest sample rate that could be

carried on an AES/EBU interface was 48 kHl.
(slighdy higher with varispeed). In order to double
the sample rate with recorders that can only handle
48 kHz. a system was invented that places half the
samples on one cable and half on another. each
cable running at half the final rate. One cable
carries all the left channel samples and the other the
right. ICyou plug one oCthese cables into a standard
stereo DAC you will hear a mono signal that sounds a
little strange since the timing between the two ears
is incorrect. The main concern when u.singthe two
wire method is to write impeccable documentation.
since there is no standard flag to indicate the dual.
wire method is beingu.sed. norwbicb channel is
which. At the time of this writing. there is no official.
single-wire interface for 176 and 192 kHl. SR. so at
least 2 cable8 are needed. and often 4< for stereo:
good luck to anyone who scrambles those cables!

Given all these violations and exceptions. it'8
amazing the AES/EBU standard works at all!



IV. How ro Get Good A"dio Ext,action
I rarely recommend brands outright. but in this

case ru make an exception: PleneI'. PleneI' CO

RaM readers have heen specifically designed for
excellenl audio.' Audio extraction (rom CD is Dot as
easyas tbe computer industry has implied: it is not
muame as reading data from CD ROM. which can
M done at high speed. Most drives fail at this chore.
and default to speeds which cause dropouts or
glilches in the audio. In contrast. the Plenor drives
ha,'c available a special protocol which will read and
rtrtad any ponion of a diSC. slowing down when

DeWed. until they get a good read. The audio
program or operating system must be designed to
'Work "'itb the PleneI'. which needs proper
handshaking in order to speed up and slow down. As
aflhis writing. only certain programs on the PC
provide this functionality. ironically. not on the
Macintosh.

V. Compilation CDs/CD·On-Demand
Producing compilation COs is a problem for the

quality-conscious engineer. In an ideal world. the
same mastering engineer who produced the original
discs should produce the compilation, which helps
ensure a unity or sound. In an ideal world,
compilation COs should be made from original or

early-generation sources. not by copying from final
masters or pressed COs. For if a track's level (or EQ)

needs to be adjusted, then the sound quality will
deteriorate when going from 16~bit to 16-bit,

especially when using a highly- processed 16-bit
master as the new source. A final master represents

the end of the line of a processing chain. including
limiting. which cannot be reversed, only the level
can be lowered (yet sound deteriorates because of
additional OSP calculations and the accumulation of
16-bit dithers).

But in the real world. record companies usually
don't want to pay to redo that which they've already

amonited. plus. it's extremely difficult and
expensive to acquire the source masters from many
different places. Nevenheleu. even in the real
world. we can still make some decisions to maximize
quality of the compilation CO. We try to produce bit
for-bit copies (clones) of as many cuts as possible.
the ones which work together level- and sound
wise. For the same reason. if one of the cuts is out of

line and much louder. we try to convince the record
company not to take the least common denominator
approach; that it is better to take the level of the loud
cut down. which avoids using degrading processing
on the majority of cuts.

The phrase good-sounding CD-an-demand is
an oxymoron. As soon as users are given the ability
to create their own COs from previouslrmastered
product. change levels and then (hopefully) redither
to 16~bit, the sound-quality will suffer. There is no
shoncut nor substitute (or a good mastering
engineer working from early- generation
(unmastered) sources.
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VI. CD Text
Mastering engineer Jim Rushy. an expert on CD

text. explains the process:

CDTut is a facility thot provides

titles, Quthors, and even lyrics on the
display of specially-equipped CD

players. Be aware that most of the

replicators (pressing plants) Ofe ready

for CO text, but mony of the CO brokers

ore not, even if they say they ore.

There Ofe two schemes for CO Text. One
(and the most common) places the

text in the lead-in area. The other

extends it into the program zonej this
scheme is olso used for special
applications hlle Kotoolce.

Sony has been freely distributing CO
Text software at their Austria DADC

web site. The mastering engineer
organizes the text using the software

and 0 set of binaries ore generated

thot reside on Q floppy, which is then
sent along with the disc master to the
broker or replicator. Fields are
available for such things as ISRC,
album name, etc. This scheme is used
by many (other than Sony) - the Doug
Carson system supports it, for
example.

There are two general sources of
problems with the process:
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1. Expectations. CD Text is only
guoronteed to work on CO Text
enabled CO Players. Performance of CD
Text on computers (e.g. Windows Media
Player) will vary depending upon the

drive, software, and phose of the moon.
Some clients confuse CD Text with
COOB databases-these are servers
that your computer logs into and gds
info about the disc in your unit.

2. Product 10. In recent years a number
of CD burners began supporting CD
Text. Consequently, the client types in
the information, burns a disc and sends
it in for replication. The pressed discs
come back with no text on them. Be

sure to tell your broker or replicator
that this is a CD Text title. Don't Just
send the disc in expecting all will be
well. Most replicators have product
codes. They will assign a piece number
to your product that may indicate
what's on the disc -and this code may
tell the cutting system what information
needs to be passed along. Many times
there is bogus character information in

the text fields of non-text titles. The
replicator doesn't want to pass along
information that isn't valid, so if they
think it isjust straight audio they will
not activate the text feature. Some
replicators may require that text be
submitted using the floppy method.'



VII. Why do muny mustering engineers
use unbulunced connections between
anulog geur?

My philosophy is: All other things being equal.
unbalanced is better. which boils down to a las is

mort philosophy.

Here are the caveats: In a small room. where all

the po"er is coming from a central80urce, and all
the analog gear is plugged into that power and no
analog audio enters or leaves the room. and you have
yoursignal-to-noise and headroom issues all
straightened out, then unbalanced is almost always
better~8ounding than balanced. Most balanced gear
is created out of unbalanced internal connections by
adding additional stages of amplification. which
often creates a loss of transparency: however. it's
important to study the schematics and determine if
this is the case. In those cases. I may remove the
extra stages. also being aware of the internal gain
structure. headroom. and driving capacity of the
internal parts. which are going to be exposed to the

outside world.

Exceptions: a) Equipment whose balanced
stages are so-weU-designed that it is impossible to
design the same piece of gear with fewer stages
unbalanced than the balanced version. b)

Equipment which uses balanced topology
throughout. with impeccably-designed intemal
components in a mirror-image configuration. But

I'm not so sure it sounds better because it's
balanced or just because it's better!

VIII. Anulog tupe simulution
in the mixing process?

I am concemed about recommending the use of

analog tape simulators in the mixing process unless
you have world-class monitoring which can tell you
unequivocally when (if) you've gone wtoo far. W

There's nothing worse than the sound of oversat
urated analog tape; turn the drive mob on tbe
simulator one step too far and the sound will tum
from wgood W distortion to wbad. W Once any damage

has been done. it cannot be undone without a remix

and it's a lot easier to do altemate mixes at tbe time
of the first one! Furthermore. I've found that after
good mastering. a little bit of analog tape simulation
is enough; so using such a device in the mixing chain
can be a problem. because it's not possible to
anticipate its interaction with the mastering
processors. As usual I recommend that mix engineers
send two versiona of a m.ix to the mastering house.
one with and one without processing. This applies to

any processor(s) on the mix bus. unless the
processor is so adjusted that removing it would
seriously alter the intent of the m.ix.

Speokin, of Flux
For those trying to get tha' sound with analog

tape. personally. I have found that analog tapes
sound too saturnted. undefined. and muddy at ""9. for
9 out of 10 projects in my experience. To be more
explicit. reduce the level tin 0 VU. + 6 dB over 200

nW/M (known colloquially as ""6). which is the same
as 0 VU • +4 dB over 250 nW/M. is the practical
limit for GP9. the hottest tape made by Ampex. It is

better. in my opinion. to run at +6 or lower and use
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the extra as headroom, especially when using VU
meters. (See Appendix 5)

IX. ISRC Codes and UPClEAN
The UPC/EAN code is also called Mode ~ data

and is a barcode that contains information about the
product. Most times the Mode 2: data is added at the
plant. but DAWs include a space for that data to be
added by the mastering engineer. The Interna
tional Standard Recording Code. defined by the
RlAA is a unique code for each track on the CD. This
allows use of automated logging systems to be used
at radio stations to track copyright
ownership/royalties. The system is very popular in
Europe and slowly gaining acceptance in the V.S.
The record label provides the codes to be entered
for each track.

ISRC contains exactly I ~ digits; only the digits
without any dashes should be entered in the DAW.
In the ISRC code: ES-B01-01-10503, the first two
digits are the country code (in this case, ES for
Espai'l.a). the next three digits are the code for the
original issuing record label, which owns the rights.
The next two digits are the year the song was
recorded, and the last five are recordingcodes
designated to the version of the song itself. That is,
Elton]ohn's version of Your Song will have a
different ISRC code from any cover of the same
song.

X. What's special about the PMCD?
The term PMCD was invented by Sonic

Solutions as a method of allowing glass masters to
cut directly from CDRs. However, as of this date I
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doubt there are any plants which continue to cut
glass masters using the PMCD method. since Doug
Carson systems introduced a different system which
allows glass masters to be cut from any standard
pressing or CDR. So there's nothing special
anymore about PMCD and most mastering
engineers who may write "PMCD" on the label are
probably creating standard orange- book CDRs.

XI. The writable DVD confusion
These are relatively new media and there is

much confusion over their capabilities and
distinctions. and the"standards" are in a state of
flux. I advise clients to send mix files on CD-ROM
even though DVD could save a few discs, because CD
ROMs are still the most compatible with typical
readers.

DVD-RAM is a rewritable medium. claiming
100.000 re-write cycles, but most existing DVD
players cannot read DVD-RAM discs. OVD- RW can
be read on more players, and the technology is
limited to 1000 re-write cycles. Look for a player
labeled RW~comparible.The recorders for each
format require specific blanks, which are not
interchangeable. DVD- Rcan be played on most set
top DVD players, yet have difficulty with older
computer drives. DVD-R can only be written once,
not a problem since the costs of blanks have become
affordable.

XII. Mastering for Vinyl or Cassette
The full considerations required for vinyl and

cassette mastering require more space than is
available in this book. These days. most mastering



~ngineers do not have a cutting lathe. and should let
the experts do the final processing for vinyl. which
usually includes narrowing the separation at the
bass end to protect the groove excursion. and some
high-frequency limiting to protect the cutterhead.
Th~ LP cutting engineer will also determine the
level of the record: there is nothing a mastering
engineer making a OAT orCDR can do about the
absolute level of the final vinyl. When making
mast~rs for vinyl. the one thing to be concerned
about is duration. especially when there is a lot of
bass on the record. A ten-minute side is usually no
problem when there is heavy bass. It's technically
po:>sible to put a half an hour on an LP side. but
almost inevitably with loss of level. stereo
separation and/or bass.

The cassette repHeation house may not have a
skilled mastering engineer. so the original digital
engineer sbould make a special premaster for
cassette. foUowingthe processing and level
guidelines in Chapter 15. Try to make Side A the
longer side. otherwise in the car there will be an
irritating pause in the music at the end of side A

XIII. Low Level vs. High Level Ha,d Disc
Fo,matting

Most operating systems and disc utilities
provide an option to fonnat a hard disc. but tbe
engineer should be aware that there are two
different degrees of formatting: low level and high
level. High level formatting is the most common
type. High level fonnatting installs the operating
file system and a new directory. e.g.. Mac HFS. or
FAT 32. and is the most reliable way to initialize

(remove and erase) the directories on a disc. It
should take only a couple of minutes to high-level
format a hard disc ofany size. Note that high level
formatting does not erase the whole disc; your old
files are probably still there and a clever thief can
find traces of them even though the old directory is
gone. as long as the old mea have not been written
over.

Low-lel"e} fonnattingcompletely erases a hard
disc. and thus may take from several minutes to
several hours depending on the size of the disc. Low
level formatting reinitializes the sectors and
compensates for physical changes in the disc as it
ages. and it also maps out bad sectors that have
errors. It's a good way to check out any suspect hard
disc. and a good thing to do to rejuveruue a drive
that's a couple ofyeartl old and in apparently good
shape. Read the error reports afterwards to see how
many sectors or blocks were mapped out. for
anything more than. say. 5 to 10. indicates the disc
is on its way to IBM heaven.

XIV. Digital Monito, Cont,ols vs. Analog
As we learned in Chapter 16. some analog

systems perform better than digital. and vice versa.
Digital monitor level controls used to sound quite
poor. but a few well-designed systems sound as
transparent as their analog counterparts. provided
that we use low amounts of attenuation. Awell
designed high resolution digital level control
correlated with RP :lOO gains (see Chapter 14) will

not require much attenuation to produce a proper
loudness. Prior to purchase. test the proposed
system's distortion using an FIT and also by careful
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listening comparisons to an analog-based system. at
equal loudness. The same goes for DfA converters
with built-in digital monitor level controls: some
sound extremely transparent. and others quite
grainy due to quantization distortion.
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Education,
Education,
Education

What Have We Learned?
As we reach the end of this book. it has become

clear that the crah of Mastcring requires
tremendous attention to detail, technical and
musical knowledge. plus the ability to get alongweU

with a wide range of people from artists to record
company executives. In other words. ab~ &0~p~

tall buildings in a .ingk bound. But since Superman is
Dot available. humans have to substitute, and all we

can do is try to reach an ideal. Nobody's pericet-we
make mistakes all the time. the trick is to get to
correct them before the product goes out. That's
what a system of quality control is about. reducing
the level of mistakes until they're btJowllumdar. All
we can do is try to measure ourselves against the
tough words my Mother taught me, ~Everyday in

every way I'm getting better and better. ~

Another area wc'vestressed is thatgood-qualit:r
mastering requires a dedicated room wilh refmed
acousti.cs and accurate reproduction. But with good
audio equipment and a talented engineer. a typical
project studio can produce a good -sounding master.
although with noisy fans. Iow-resolution monitors.
interfering console and rack surfaces. the work
involves a time-consuming. trial-and-error process.
Check-the material in 3S many alternate environ
ments as possible. Project studios wishing to do

mastering ought to construct a dedicated room for
that purpose and hire an engineer inclined to the
skills of mastering. However. if for economic reasons
you must masteryourown mix: and in a less-than
ideal environment. then use as much of this book's
advice as possible. Also. master with the aid and

Pcrhopo maplded.•i""", ..,It,,,, comc" -' ,.... IN,..befoN p.....""i"(.
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perspective of an experienced producer present, or
an objective professional whose ears you trust.
Another person's opinion will ensure that you aren't
so close to the material that you're missing something
essential, especially if you are the artist. For example,
ifyou know the lyrics by heart, then you are probably
the wrong person to judge the vocal level! This is why
mastering engineers avoid mastering their own
mixes: I try to go to another engineer to master work
that I have mixed-to get their valuable perspective.
Masteringyourown album is like marryingyour first
cousin. You never know how the children will turn out,
or maybe you do!·

Without collaboration the music is

nat being given its full potential. There

is a reason that yau have the talent,

the engineer and the producer because

each one can worry about their own

thing and they can collaborate on the

final outcome. When music is done in a

virtual vacuum it does not sound as

good. t

The Cure for the Ear
Our critical listening audience is diminishing,

because the average hearing acuity of the modern
listener has been getting worse, decade by decade!
Uving and working in the city causes a threshold
shift in our hearing sensitivity, and exposure to
high- level. distorted music in clubs can cause
permanent hearing damage. The ear contains tiny,
delicate parts which can take only so much battering

• One m.u'~tuI(~,,«,Jleerlikentm.u'~tuI(J<"'I''''''''mix '''S'l'I....1''''''"''lfy<>u'
_nhaircu,!
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before they give up. Club owners should be required
to pass out ear plugs to customers walking in the
door, because alcohol dulls all our senses and we
don't notice that our ears are being bombarded. It's
the physical equivalent of sticking thousands of
needles in our arms and legs all night, but ignoring
the pain! Our job as audio professionals is to
educate our audience to these very real dangers.

When clients are going to be driving or flying a
long distance to the mastering session, I advise
them to wear ear plugs, or any ear protection
cotton or tissue is better than nothing. This greatly
reduces the fatigue of traveling. rsuggest they travel
the night before and get a good night's sleep locally
before the session, which reduces their threshold
shift, and improves their perception during the
mastering.

The Cure For Our Art: Thinll: Lonc~Term
We need to educate record companies that a

singles-oriented approach is self-defeating. It looks
good for the quarter's bottom line, but leaves no
equity for the future. Instead, they should cultivate
artists who have staying power, and long-Iastingvalue.

The Cure For Stress: Dynamic Ranee
Not every recording benefits from having

dynamic range, but I feel that recent trends in pop
music recording have taken the fatigue of slamming

it against thewaU all the time to an extreme. So I'd
like to briefly discuss the phenomenon and ways in
which we can educate people to see just what they
have been missing. These days, audio and visual
media are perceived as advertising, continually
trying to get our attention. This bombardment is



~ry stressful. and because of that, we tune it out,
turning it into audio wallpaper, just noise to us,
While Dot aD advertisement, a club where records
ITtspun is singles-oriented, and in that context.
rtlentless, rhythmic sound may work: the dance
exercise is also streN-relieving and very exciting-
though I don't know how single people can meet if
thty can't hear each other over the music! But
btyond the singles and party environments. a
musical record album is not an advertisement for
itseU, it's (hopefully) a work of art. Fortunately
there's a large crossover where music which is
suitable for dancing also makes an enjoyable s~

dmm listening experience. But what enriches the
At-down experience is a well-programmed album
wuhartfully-used dynamiC range, fast and slow
numben, loud and soft pieces, which exercises our
senses and rnay relieve streN more than relentless
banging for an hour.

The problem is that dynamic range in pop
music has become an increasingly rare
phenomenon, due to the fruitless volume wars and
pressure fromA&R to make a record that can get
through the noise-ta-signal ratio of restaurants,
record-slOre kiosks, car-play, etc. Yean ago, music
in cars was heard only from the already-compressed
radio, and at home we listened to recordatbums. But
today's public listens to COs in the noisy car, and at
home does more casual and background listening
than before, so the number of critical listeners is a
smaUerpart of the total audience. Some of the
public has gotten lazy and expects their CD changer
to perform like a radio, keeping a constant loudness
with each CD. This makes some anxious record

producers ask for compression to the extent where
sonic quality is damaged. Ironically, new sound
palettes (such as shred) have been discovered out of
the distorted processes we use to make things
louder, but let's hope not all music has to go this
way! The answer is EDUCATION...

We need to educate producers that fatiguing.
hypercompressed COs will not be auditioned more
than once-the record loses critical word -of- mouth
advertisi.ng. Teach them that a decent amount of
dynamic range helps ma.ke an album more
enjoyable, lively, even clearer in most cases, and
that sound quality suffen as the average level goes
up. Teach them that hypercompression is
incompatible with radio and lossy (MP3) encoding
(see Chapter 10, Appendix I). Ironically, the
~cordingswbich sound loud~~ and most
impacting on the radio are usually the ones which
have the lowest absolute CD loudness.

We m~ed to educate the public that it is normal
to adjust the volume control from CD to CD, and to
turn it up and down in a nOisy car. Teach them to use
the compressor button if they' re annoyed by riding
levels. UnIonunately, the disappearance of the
audio cassette has removed our opportunity to
release in two formats. one with reduced dynamic
range: all the new formats have tremendous
dynamiC range capability. So nowwe have to turn to
solutions in the consumer equipment, including
metadata (Chapter 15), if it ever catches on.

We need to educate car audio equipment
manufacturers that recordings are and should be
variable in their levels, so a compressor should be
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an essential part of every noisy car's system. Some
sophisticated cars have automatic level controls tied
with the speed and ambient level. which is a
tremendous engineering advance. When most cars

have this equipment. there will be less producer
demand to overcompress material.

Actually. the hest way to "win~ the loudness race
is to be far from first place. Be prepared to be at
least 3 dB lower than "the winner~ if you want your

record to even sound acceptable! And conSiderably
lower if you are looking for an open. clear.

dimern:wnal sound.

I have never lost a job by suggesting to a
producer that I have already mastered a record as
hot as it should be; most producers appreciate the
advice of an experienced professional. If he prefers
differently. then of course I turn it up. for the
customer is always right. But mastering engineers
should gain the producer's confidence; it's often

useful to
demonstrate the
sonic deterioration
if a recording is

turned up any
further. Then on the
next record you do

together. he will
(hopefully) accept your word that the record is
mastered as hot as it should he. This bit of education
and effort is one sure way that we can combat the
sound-ruining loudness war.

"Be prepared to be at least 3 dB
lower than the current "winner" if
you want your record to even sound
acceptable!"

We need to educate home audio equipment
manufacturers that all CD and DVD changers
should have compressor buttons. Call it me party
button. As we move into media that accept metadata.
such as DVD and DVD-A, manufacturers should
include ergonomic controls that look at diaInorm
levels (see Chapter 15), perrnittingcasuallisteners
to switch media without
riding the volume
control.

We need to

educate new mastering
engineers by teaching
them to study the great
sounding pop recordings of yesteryear. Many of
today's hypercompressed recordings sound worse
than 60's and 70's analog recordings and have much
less dynamic range. Yet the older pop recordings
play well everywhere. again illustrating that
hypercompression is unnecessary.

The Cure far Hypereampression: Haw Loud Should I
"alee It?

Not all producers and engineers will master the

concepts of the K-System (Chapter 15). but I ask
mastering engineers and producers to please
consider How Loud Should I Make 1l? An acceptable
answer could be: Tum it up until it sounds bad and

then back it offby several dB.

Chapter:tl 266
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At Last
AI last wt come to the cnd. But th13 is not the end, it

is a new beginning. brought to life in this poem on the
nm two pages. My hope is lhat we w~U aU won\: together
to make thi.s vision come IDpass.

AWonderful Musical World
I sec:

taJemed artisl8 making the hits.
30-piece big bands thrilling the kids:
A&R folks nourishing art,

and dynamic leaders lighting the spark.

I see:

popular music that dares to be original.
records which are highly prized;
artists who care to be experimental.
and sound that is not synthesized.

I see:

80ng lyrics that come direct from the heart.
with superb sonic quality. that's the art;
lively music which leaps off the shelves.
and musicians interacting. that's ourselves!

I see,

a world which recognizes craft and training
in audio itself which is not disdaining:
where overall excellence is what we seek

and art comes from long-worked technique.



I hear:
a vibraphone that's not from a patch.

playingensemble with baritone sax:
varieties of classical and jazz.
exciting us all with their pizzau.

I hear:
live music everywhere
and only background sounds compressed:

tonally aware people
make us truly blessed.

I hear:
recordings that inspire.
new music that I admire:
radio that's innovative.

forms of music so creative.

I hear:
full-length albums in my own abode
and only catch singles when on the road:
There's music too in all public schools
nurturing nature's future jewels.

We will all work toward this change:
let's put artists back in charge:
a cordial composition arranged
by creative minds at large.

Bob Katz.lanuary ~OO~
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Radio Ready: The Truth
I. Introduction

Radio, like all technology. is constantly
changing. Digital radio will eventually change the
way that our records sound, and we now have to
contend with low-fidelity Internet radio. But for the
immediate future. most of our recordings will be
reproduced on standard analog FM radio. Have you
ever wondered what happens to your recording
when it is played on the radio? Ever wondered how

to get the most out of radio play? I am pleased to
introduce the guest authors who have largely written
this section - Bob Orban and Frank Foti.· Both of
them afe considered to be the world's authority on
radio processing. Bob is the engineer and designer
of the Optimod line of audio processors. while
Frank. who has an extensive radio engineering

background, is the creator and lead designer of the
Omnia product line. Together, their products are

used by nearly every radio station around the world.

In 'J,ooo. participants in the

Mastering Webboard engaged in a
friendly collaboration to find out
what range of levels we are using.
Engineer Tardon Feathered of San
Francisco put a rock and roll mix on his FTPsite.

• l\ob<n Orban. Orbla In•. (AellCompany). Pnnk Poti. Omnil Andia

which was then downloaded by a great number of
mastering engineers. mastered. and uploaded back
to Tardon. who then made a two-CD collection
called "What Is Hotr The absolute loudness ofthe
cuts on this compilation ranges from extremely hot
and highly distorted (monitor turned down to about

-14 ref. RP 200) to very light (monitor position
about -5), a loudness difference of 9 dB!

After '"What is Hot?" came out. the Webboard
participants felt that it would be important to

demonstrate what happens to these cuts when
passed through radio processing. Enter Bob Orban,
who volunteered to process the music with typical
radio station presets. Tardon then produced a
compilation CD comparing the songs before and

after radio processing.

This next figure, courtesy of Tardon, is a
comparison of several sample mastered cuts before
and afterOrban processing.

'7'

At top, fi.tlllaster~ tub" of the

Jame music• ..,th ,ncrea"tll

loudneu and .'sua/don"t,_ At
bartolll, the lomecuts pIlued

thraufh th. Orban radIO

prouuor, '



Notice that regardless of the original level. after
radio processing every source cut ends up wit..h
similar apparent density, soft passages are raised
radicaUy. and loud passages slammed to a maximum
limit. I've auditioned this revealing comparison CD:
Every track ends up at the same loudness. proving
beyond a shadow of a doubt that there is no
advantage to extreme compression in mastering
when a cut ends up on the radio. I also observed that

the radio processing severely distorted just about all
the originals, except for the softest track, which
came in at about a K-14. The rightmost and most
squashed source track was unlistenable after it was
processed through the Orban. The radio processing
also somewhat randomizes the stereo image and
lowers the high end, but listening revealed that
adding severe highs in mastering only aggravated
the distortion; it did not help the clarity of the final
product. Let's hear what Bob Orban and Frank Foti
have to say about ",hal's insLde the box...

11. What Happens to My Recording When
it's Played on the Radio? by Robert
Orban and Frank Foti

Few people in the record industry reaUy Icnow
how a radio station processes their material before
it hits the FM airwaves. TIlls article's purpose is to
remove the many myths and misconceptions
surrounding this arcane art.

Every radio station uses a transmission audio
processor in front of its transmitter. The
processor's most important function is to control

• E'''led .lId ..upled f",,,u ~OOlAES p.....,..t.u.,n.
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tbe peak modulation of the transmitter to the legal
requirements of the regulatory body in each
station's nation. However. very few stations use a
simple peak limiter for this function. Instead, they
use more complex audio chains. These can
accurately constrain peak modulation while signifi·

cantly decreasing the peak-to-average ratio of the
audio. TIlls makes the station sound louderwithin
the allowable peak modulation.

Ga.rbace In-Garbace Out
Manufacturers have tuned broadcast processors

to process the clean, dynamic program material that
the recording industry has typically released
throughout its history. one only significant
exception that comes to mind is 4s-rpm singles,
which often were overtly distorted.) Because these
processors have to process speecb, commercials.
and oldies in addition to current material, theycan'l
be tuned exclusively for Mbypercompressed. M

distorted COs. Indeed. experience has shown that
there's no way to tune them successfully for material
which has arrived so degraded.

For ~o years. broadcast processor designers
have known tbat achieving highest loudness
consistent with maximum punch and cleanliness
requires extremely clean source material. For more
than ~o years, Orban has published application
notes to help broadcast engineers clean up their

signal paths. These notes emphasize that any
clipping in the path before the processor will cause
subtle degradation that the processor will often
exaggerate severely. The notes promote adequate
headroom and low distortion amplification to



prevent clipping even when an operator drives the
meters into the red.

About 1997. we started to notice COs arriving at
l'lldio stalions that had been pre-distorted in
production or mastering to increase their loudness.
For the first time. we started seeing frequently
recurring fiat topping caused by brute-force
clipping in the production process. Broadcast
processors react to pre-distorted COS exactly the
same way as they have reacted to accidentally
clipped material for more than 20 years-they
exaggerate the distortion. Because of phase rotation.
the source clipping never increases on-air
loudness-it just adds grunge.

The authors understand the reasoning behind
the CD loudness wan. Just as radio stations wish to
oUerthe loudest signal on the dial. it is evident that
recording anists. producers. and even some record
labels want to have a loud product that stands out
against its competition in a CD changer or a music
store's!istening station.

In radio broadcasting this competition has
existed since about 1975.a when radio stations used
simple clipping to get louder. and this technique has
now migrated to the music industry. The figure at
right shows a section of a severely clipped waveform
from a contemporary CD.

The area marked between the two pointers
highlights the clipped portion. This is one of the
roots of the problem as described in this paper; the
other is excessive digital limiting that does not
necessarily cause Oat-topping. but still removes
transient punch and impact from the sound.

The problem today is that we now have sophis
ticated and powerful audio processing for the
broadcast transmission system and this processing
does not coexist well with a signal that hasa1ready
been severely clipped. Unfortunately. with current
pop COs. the example shown above is more the
norm than the exception.

The attack and release characteristics of
broadcast multiband compression were tuned to
sound natural with source material having short
term peak-to-average ratios typical of vinyl or
pre-1990 COs. Excessive digital limiting of tbe
source material radically reduces this short-term
peak"-to-.average ratio and presents the broadcast
processor with a new. synthetic type ofsource that
the broadcast processor handles less gracefully and
naturally than it handles older material. Instead of
being punchy. the on-air sound produced from
these bypercompressed sources is small and flat.
without the dynamic contours that give music its
dramatic impact. The on-airaound resembles
musical wallpaper and makes the listener want to
turn down the volume control to background levels.

Astotrtly-dlpfml ..a",,","

tram /I COllttmptH/lry CO.
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There is a myth that broadcast processing will
affect hypercompressed material less than it will
more naturally produced material. This is true in
only one aspect-if there is no long-term dynamic
range coming in. then the broadcast processor's
AGe' will not further reduce it. However, the
broadcast processor will still operate on the shon
term envelopes ofhypercompressed material and
will funher reduce the peak-to-average ratio.

degrading the sound even more.

Hypercompressed material does not sound
louder on the air. It sounds more distorted. making
the radio sound broken in extreme cases. It sounds

smalL busy. and flat. It does not feel good to the
listener when turned up, so he or she hears it as
background music. Hypercompression, when
combined with ~major-market"levels of broadcast
processing. sucks the drama and life from music. In
more extreme cases, it sounds ovenly distorted and
is likely to cause tune-outs by adults, panicularly
women.

ATypical Processing Chain-What Rea.lly Goes On
When Your Recording is Broadcast

A typical chain consists of the following
elements. in the order that they appear in the chain:

Phase rotator. The phase rotator is a chain of

allpass filters (typically four poles, all at ~ooHz)
whose group delay is very non-constant as a function
of frequency. Many voice waveforms (particularly
male voices) exhibit as much as 6dB asymmetry. The
phase rotator makes voice waveforms more
symmetrical and can sometimes reduce the peak-

• Automatic G.lin (JQntl'Ql. A type of compreuio.. that brill!' up 1_-1"".1 puaagea.
See Chapt.. Il
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to-average ratio of voice by 3-4dB. Because this
processing is linear (it adds no new frequencies to

the spectrum, so it doesn't sound raspy or fuzzy) it's
the closest thing to a "free lunch~ that one gets in

the world of transmission processing.

There are a few prices to pay. In the good old
days when source material wasn't grossly clipped,
the main price was a very subtle reduction in
transparency and definition in music. This was
widely accepted as a valid trade-off to achieve greatly
reduced speech distortion. because the phase
rotator's effects on music are unlikely to be heard on
typical consumer radios, like car radios, boomboxes,
"Walkman" -style portables, and table radios.

However. with the rise ofthe clipped CD, things

have changed. The phase rotator radically changes
the shape of its input waveform without changing its
frequency balance: Ifyou measured the frequency
response of the phase rotator, it would measure
"flat" unless you also measured phase response, in
which case you would say that the -magnitude
response" was flat and the phase response was

highly non-linear with Frequency. The practical
effect of this non-linear phase response is that flat

tops in the original signal can end up anywhere in
the waveform after processing. It's common to see

them go right through a zero crossing. They end up
looking like little smooth sections of the waveForm
where all the detail is missmg-a bit like a scar from a
severe bum. lbis is an apt metaphor for their audible
effect. because they no longer help reduce the peak
to-average ratio of the waveform. Instead, their only

effect is to add unnecessary grungy distortion .



There has been a myth in the recording world
that broadcast processing will modify these clipped.
over-compressed COS less than it will modify clean.
dynamic Co.. Thanks in part to phase rotation. this
contention is absolutely false. In panicular. any
clipping in the source material causes nothing
but added distortion without increasingon-air
loudness at all.

AGe. The next stage is usually an average
responding AGC. By recording studio standards.
thisAGC is required to operate over a very wide
dynamic range-typically in the range of 25dB. Its
function is to compensate for operator errors (in
live production environments) and for varying
average levels (in automated environments).
Average levels vary mainly because the peak to
average ratio ofCOs themselves has varied so much
from about 1990 on. Therefore. normalizing hard
disk recordings (to use all available headroom) has
the undesi.rable side effect of causing gross
variations in average levels. Indeed. 1:1 transfers
(which are also common) will also exhibit this
variation. which can be as large as ISdBl"

The price to be paid is simple: theAGC will
eliminate long-term dynamics in your recording.
Virtually all radio station program directors want
their stations to stay loud always. eliminating the risk
that someone tuning the radio to their station will
either miss tbe station completely or will think tbat
it's weak and can't be received satisfactorily. Radio
people often call this effect H dropping off the dial. H

AGCs can be either single-band or multiband.
Ifthey are multiband. it's rare to use more than

• Mo.-.letCD~""",I~1lt SeeOwopl«'slall

two bands becauseAGCs operate slowly. so HSpectral
gain intermodulationH (such as bass' pumping the
midrange) is not as biga potential problem aa it is
for later compression stages. which operate more
quickly.

AGCs are always gated in competent processors.
This means that their gain essentially freezes if the
input drops below a preset threshold. preventing
noise suck-up despite the large amount o(gain
reduction.

Stereo Enhancement. Not all processors
implement stereo enhancement. and those that do
may implement it somewhere other than after the
AGC. (In fact, stand-alone stereo enhancers are
often placed in the program line in (ront of the
transmission processor.)

The common purpose ofstereo enhancement is
to make the signalsta..nd out dramatically when the
car radio listener punches the tuning button. It's a
technique to make the sound bigger and more
dramatic. Overdone. it can remix the recording.
Assuming that stereo reverb. with considerable L-R
energy. was used in the original mix. stereo
enhancement. (or example. can change the amount
of reverb applied to a center-ch.annel vocalist. The
moral? When mixing for broadcast. eITon the H dryw
side. because some stations' processors will bring
the reverb more to the foreground. 3

Because each manufacturer uses a different
technique for stereo enhancement. it's impossible
to generalize about it. The only universal constraints
are the need for strict mono compatibility {because
FM radio is frequently received in mono. even on
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"stereo~ radios. due to signal-quality-trigged mono
blend circuitry), and the requirement that the

stereo difference signal (L-R) not be enhanced
excessively. Excessive enhancement always
increases multipath distortion (because the part of
the FM stereo signal that carries the L-R
information is more vulnerable to multipath).
Excessive enhancement will also reduce the
loudness of the transmission (because of the
"interleaving" properties of the FM stereo composite
waveform. which we won't further discuss).

These constraints mean that recording-studio
style stereo enhancement is often incompatible with

FM broadcast. particularly if it Significantly
increases average L-R levels. In the days of vinyl. a
similar constraint existed because of the need to
prevent the cutter head from lifting off the lacquer,
but with COs. this constraint no longer exists.
Nevertheless, any mix intended for airplay will yield
the lowest distortion and highest loudness at the

receiver if its L-RlL+R ratio is low. Ironically, mono
is loudest and cleanest!

Equalization. Equalization may be as simple as
a fixed-frequency bass boost, or as complex as a
multi-stage parametric equalizer. EQ has two
purposes in a broadcast processor. The first is to
establish a signature for a given radio station that
brands the station by creating a "house sound." The
second purpose is to compensate for the frequency

contouring caused by the subsequent multiband
dynamiCS processing and high frequency limiting.
These may create an overall spectral coloration that
can be corrected or augmented by carefully chosen
fixed EQ before the multiband dynamics stages.
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MuJtihand Compression and Limiting.
Depending on the manufacturer, this may occur in
one or two stages. If it occurs in two stages. the
multiband compressor and hmiter can have
different crossovers and even different numbers of
bands. If it occurs in one stage, the compressor and
limiter functions can "talk" to each other,

optirnizing their interaction. Both design
approaches can yield good sound and each has its
own set of tradeoffs.

Usually using anywhere between four and six
bands, the multiband compressorllimiter reduces
dynamic range and increases audio density to
achieve competitive loudness and dial impact. It's
common for each band to be gated at low levels to
prevent noise nIsh-up. and manufacturers often

have proprietary algOrithms for doing this while
minimizing the audible side effects of the gating.

An advanced processor may have dozens of

setup controls to tune just the multihand
compressorllimiter. Drive and output gain controls
for the various compressors, attack and release time
controls, thresholds. and sometimes crossover
frequencies are adjustable, depending on the
processor design. Each of these controls has its own
effect on the sound. and an operator needs
extensive experience if he or she is to tune a
broadcast multiband compressor so that it sounds

good on a wide variety of program material without
constant readjustment. Unlike mastering in the
record industry, in broadcast there's no mastering
engineer available to optimize the processing for
each new source!



Pre- Emphasis and El F Limiting. FM radio is

pre-emphasized at 50 microseconds or 75
microseconds. depending on the country in which
thetTansmission occurs. Pre-emphasis is a
6dBloctave high frequency boost that's 3 dB up at

2.1 kHz (75ps) or 3.~ kHz (sops). With 75PS pre
emphasis. 15 kHz is up 17dB!

Depending on the processor's manufacturer.
pre-emphasis may be applied before or after the
n1uhiband compressor/limiter. The important thing
for mixers and mastering engineers to understand
is that putting lots of energy above 5 kHz creates
s~icantproblema for any broadcast processor
because the pre-emphasis will greatly increase this
energy. To prevent loudness loss. the processor
applies high frequency limiting to these boosted
high frequencies. HF limiting may cause the sound
to become dull. distorted. or both. in various
combinations. One of the most important

differences between competing processors is how
effectively a given processor performs HF limiting
to minimite audible side effects. In state-of-the-art
processors. HFlirniting is usually performed
partially by HF gain reduction and partially by
distortion-cancelled clipping.

Clipping. In most processors. the clipping
stage is the primary means of peak limiting. It's
crucial to broadcast processor performance.
Because of the FM preMemphasis. simple clipping
doesn't work well at all.lt produces difference
frequency IM distortion, which the de-emphasis in
the radio then exaggerates. (The de-emphasis is flat
below 2-3 kHz. but rolls off at 6dB/octave

thereafter. effectively exaggerating energy below 2-3
kHz.) The result is particularly offensive on cymbals
and sibilance r essses" become -eHfs").

In the late seventies. one of the authors of this
article (R.O.) invented distortion-cancelled
clipping. This manipulates the distortion spectrum
added by the clipper's action. In FM. it typically
removes the clipper-induced distortion below 2 kHz
(the fiat part of the receiver's frequency response).

This typically adds about IdB to the pea.k: level
emerging from the clipper. but. in exchange. allows
the clipper to be driven much harder than would
otherwise be possible.

Provided that it doesn't introduce audibly
offensive distortion. distortion-cancelled clipping
is a very effective means of peak limiting because it
affects only the peaks that actually exceed the
clipping threshold and not surrounding material.

Accord.ingly. clipping does not cause pumping.
which gain reduction can do. particularly when gain
reduction operates on pre-emphasized material.
Clipping also causes minimal HF loss by
comparison to HF limiting that uses gain reduction.
For these reasons. most FM broadcast processors
use the maximum practical amount of clipping that's
consistent with acceptably low audible distortion.

Real-world clipping systems can get very
complicated because of the requirement to strictly
band-limit the clipped signal to less than 19 kHz
despite the harmonics that clipping adds to the
signal. (Bandlimiting prevents aliasing between the
stereo main and subchannel. protects subcarriers

located above 55 kHz in tbe FM stereo composite
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baseband. and protects the stereo pilot tone at 19

kHz). Linearly filtenngthe cUpped signal to remove
energy above 15 kHz causes large overshoots (up to
6dB in worst case) because of a combination of

spectral truncation and time dispersion in the filter.
Even a phase-linear lowpass £ilter (practical only in
OSP realizations) causes up to 2dB overshoot.
Therefore. state-of-the-art processors u~ complex
overshoot compensation schemes to reduce peaks
without significantly adding out-of-band spectrum.

Some chains also apply composite cUpping or
limiting to the output of the stereo encoder, which

encodes the left and right channels into the
multipia: signal that drives the transmitter. It's
actually the peak level of this signal that government
broadcasting authorities regulate. Composite
clipping or limiting has long been a controversial
technique. but the latest generation ofcomposite
clippers or limiters has greatly reduced interference
problems characteristic of earlier technology.

Conclusions
Broadcast processing is complex and sophis

ticated. and was tuned for the recordings produced

using practices typical of the recording industry
during almost all of its history. In this historical
context, hypercompression is a short-term anomaly
and does not coexist well with the Wcompetitive"

processing that most pop-music radio stations use.
We therefore recommend that record companies
provide broadcasters with radio mixes. These can
have all of the equalization. slow compression. and
other effects that producers and mastering ngineers
use artistically to achieve a desired Wsound." "What
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these radio mixes should not have is fast digital
llmitingand clipping. Leave the short-term

envelopes UlUlquashed. Let the broadcast
proce880rdo its work. The result will bejuat la

loud on-mas bypereompreased material. but
will have far more punch, clarity. and life.

A second recommendation to the record
industry is to employ studio or mastering
processing that provides the desired sonic effect.
but without the undesired extreme distortion from
clipping. The alternative to brute-force clipping is
digital look-ahead limiting. which is already widely

available to the recording industry from a number of
different manufacturers (including the authors'

companies). This processing creates lower
modulation distortion and avoids blatant flat
topping of waveforms. so is substantially more
compatible with broadcast processing.
Nevertheless. even digital limiting can have a

deleterious effect on sound quality by reducing the
peak-to-average ratio of the signal to the point that
the broadcast processor responds to it in an
unnatural way. so it should be used conservatively.
Ultimately. the only way to tell how one's production
processing will interact with a broadcast processor
is to actually apply the processed signal to a real
world broadcast processor and to listen to its output.
preferably through a typical consumer radio.
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The Tower of Babel
Audio File Formats

Platforms, Extensions and Resource
Forks

Macintosh riles are divided into two parts. the
data fork (which is the main part and which is
transferable to a PC), and resource fork. Most
Macintosh programs look (or the rile type in the
resource fork. unique to Macintosh computers. The
resource (ork is the Macintosh way o( telling
programs who created a rile, its rile type, and
additional information proprietary to the particular
me type; it is analogous to the three letter extension
on the PC (e.g..ill, .wav). These were invented to
allow users to double~clickon a rue and automat
ica.lly open a program, an advance over the DOS
command line. I don't lmow wbether the Wmdows
or Mac approach is better. because both can cause
serious headaches when things go wrong. Resource
(orks cannot be transmitted over the Internet
(except with Mac-specific compression utilities).
and can only be transferred between platforms in a
limited manner. So on the Mac. i(the resource fork
is empty (e.g.. if the rile came from a PC) or has an
error in it. then a simple (our-letter variable may be
all that's keeping the audio (rom playing. More
advanced programs, such as Barbabatch and
Soundhack on the Mac. ignore the resource (ork
and look inside the data (ork of the me (or the

header. which contains tar more information.
including the file type. wordlength. and sample
rate. I( a Mac program restricted to reading the
resource (ork does not recognize the file type. try
using a rile-typing program. Replace the incorrect
value with the lettersAlFF. WAY (sometimes
WAVE). or BWF. But turn down your monitor gain
berore playing in case you chose the wrong one!

When transferring files between platforms. the
WAV.AJFFand BWFfiletypes (described helow)
are the most universal, because they do not depend
on resource (orks (or anything except me type. and
the me type is also duplicated within the Header (in
the data (ork) if the resource (ork is missing. We
often receive mes on Macintosh-formatted CD or
DVD- RaMs. and these may be read on a PC using a
simple system addition such as MaeOpen~r.
MacOpener reads the resource (ork on the CO
RaM and uses a table (user-contigurable) that
automatically supplies an appropriate me
extension; you can tell the process is worlci.ng
because Windows will supply the icon (or that file
type. I do not know o( a way to mount a Mac-(ormat
hard disc on Windows and read the resource (ork.
However. it is a blessing that the SADiE (through
ver. 4) proprietary SCSI bus can read and write to
all common audio (ormats as well as Mac (including



resource fork) and PC-formatted hard discs. In fact,
SADiE can freely intermix file formats and
wordJengths within its EDL. also a blessing. Sonic
Solutions has historically been a closed platform.
but Sonic Solutions HO l.7 can readAIFFs, and 16
bit (not '24J WAYs: the only fonnat it can write is
AIFF. This necessitates frequent use of a universal
conversion application such as Barbabatch on the
Mac to exchange files between Sonic and the rest of
the world. Barbabatch also performs excellent
sample rate and wordJength conversion as well as
batch renaming and splitting regions within files if
desired, and acceptable dithering.

SADiE identifies the file type by the file
extension on PC-formatted discs. and the resource
fork on Mac-formatted discs. If a file somehow
arrives on a PC with no extension,' try adding the
extension, but turn down your monitor gain before
playing! When in doubt as to the type. try adding the
extension .raw or.pcm and tell a program which can
read TaW files (such as Wavelab) the suspected
wordJength and sample rate and attempt to play the
raw me. From there it may be transferred via
AES/EBU into SADiE, for example. But, again, watch
out for full scale white noise ifyou guessed wrong!
Conversely, ifyou add an extension to a Mac file
while it is on the Mac (or accidentily use a.
character in any Mac fLIe name). when it evennWly
gets to SADiE it may end up with an extra extension
to its name, or SADiE will get confused as to the file
type, or the PQ list may say Love Me Do.ai/instead of
just Love Me Do. The lesson is not to add extensions
to Mac-formatted discs and let the smart utilities do
theirthing.
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File Formats-non Lossy

There are four popular audio file formats in
current use, AIFF. WAVE. BWF and Sound
Designer 11 (SD~).

AIFF
Audio Intel"Ch.ange File Format supports

standard bit resolutions in multiples of 8, up t03~

bits fixed point, although most AI FFs are 16-:1;4 bits.
While most professional PC programs can read and
writeAIFFs, this fonnat was created for use on
Macintosh computers. A mono or split AIFF
contains one channel. as opposed to interleaved
AIFFs. which can contain multiple channels. We
prefer to receive interleaved files wherever
possible. because it is easier to group them and
prevent interchannel time-slippage. There is
reportedJya (Joating-pointAIFF file type, but as of
this writing. the high-end mastering programs
interch.angingdau insist on rued-point notation.
Sample rates up to 19:1; kMz and beyond are
supported. On the PC, the standard extension is .ail
Data is stored in chunks. and manufacturers can
write proprietary chunks. Byte order is big-Endian
(msb) first, which is the Motorola standard, as
opposed to little-Endian Osb), the Intelstandard.
Ita program misreads the wrong end. the result will
be nearly full-scale white noise, a not uncommon
result when exchanging files between platforms.
Reversing the ends wastes one instmction cycle, 80

manufacturers are often a bit fussy about which file
format they prefer. There is no official provision for
time-stamping except in a proprietary
manufacturer's chunk.



Avariation of AlFF is called Al FC (short for
AlFF-C). which employs optionallossy data
reduction (coding) and can use noatingpoint
notation. I have not seenAIFC supported by a high
end mastering program. but 1have seen theAIFC
me type accidentally applied to a plain AIFF by Mac
programs such as Quicktime.

WAV£
The WAVE file fonnat. developed by Microsoft.

is probably the most popuLu audio fonnat. using a
standard extension of .wav.1t supports a variety of
bit resolut.ions (boLh fixed and floating point).
sample ntes. and channels of audio. As withAIFF.
Wave fLIes can be split or interleaved. There is

provision for time-stamping in one of the standard
SMPTE timecode fonnats. supported by some PC
and Mac programs. but the BWF (see below) is more
reUable in that respect. l recommend saving files as
fued-point (integer) WAVEs. as they are the most
compatible between platforms. Understandably.
many programs have difficulty with the several
esoteric varieties ofnoaling-point WAVEs. Byte
order is little-Endian (lsb) first. most appropriate
for Intel-based processors.

As in theAIFF. data in WAVEs is stored in
chunb, which can also be manufacturer-specific.
The format has grown in a somewhat disorganized
manner, and now supports many variant and
sometimes unstandardized types of chunks. But the
high-end programs Seem to be successful ignoring
the chunks that don't make sense to them! WAVE
data may optionally be coded (psychoacoustic
wordlength reduction. sometimes confusingly

called data compressitm,). tbough mastering
engineers expect that all files sent for mastering are
linear PCM (i.e. uncoded. high-resolution.).

BWF
The Broadcast Wave fonnat is based on the

Microsoft WAVE file fonnat and continues to use the
WAY fLIe name extension. The EDU has added a
~broadcast wave extension M chunk to the basic wave
fonnat. which contains the minimum infonnation
that is considered necessary for all broadcast
applications. such as unique source identifiers.
origination station data. etc. The EBU has legislated
this format to be a standard of interchange. so most
high-end mastering programs will be required to
support it. and its built-in timestamp will be
welcome. Files may be linear or (lossy) coded via
MPEC-I or~.AI. o(this writing. there is no

provision for linear multichannel. so BWF
multichannel (greater tban V files must be lossy
coded. Of course. you can send multiple mono
Unear-signal-format BWFs or stereo pairs.

Sound Desicner 11
SOIl fonnat was invented by Oigidesign for use

on tbe Mac. SO 11 (or SO::/:) files are landmines on
the PC. particularly because o(their reliance on
resource (orks, where file type. sample rate.
wordJength and time-stamp information are kept.
S02S can either be multiple-channel mono. or
dual-channel interleaved stereo. Sample rates up to
48 kHz are officially supported by Oigidesign.
although Mark o(the Unicorn (MOTU) uses SOIl
files exclusively. up to 96 kHz. in tbe Macintosh
program Digital Perfonner3.0. Performer can
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import and export WAY andAlFF but unfortunately
cannot use those file types within an EDL. SD2 can
be written and read fTom within Pro Toola. but only
up to 48 kHz as far as I know. SADiE 4.2 has a bug
which does not permit reading interleaved SD2S.
and since PC-fonnatted backup tapes cannot store
Mac resource forks. there is noway to archive an
SD2 session from within SADiE except by bouncing
first to a new fonnat. So. routinely. 1convert all SD:.I;
CUes toAlFF or WAY using Barbabatch on the Mac,
and move the removable disc over to SADiE for
mastering. Reportedly, SD:.t has been officially
obsoleted by Digidesign. but its memory lingers on!

Lencth Limitations
Amajor problem with both WAVE andAlFF file

fonnats is that the chunk sizes (including the overall
chunk describing the whole CUe) use 32-bit
integers, holding the size in bytes. For a quad :.I;4-bit
file at 96 kHz SR.. the longest possible duration is
some 3728 seconds, so you get only just over an
hour. Go all the way to 5.1 surround at 19:.1;Khz.
~it. and the limit descends to some:.l;o minutes,'
Short of inventing a new CUe fonnat that can support
longer length CUes, the solution is to use split files if
interleaved format proves too long for the length to
be correctly specified.

Metafile Formats
Metafile formats are designed to interchange all

the information needed to reconstruct a project.
Unfortunately, some manufacturers are reluctant to
adopt another's fonnat, so this valuable effort has
not made enough progress,

AES-ll
The AES-31 file Interchange standard was

developed by the SC-06+01 AES standards
committee jointly with several manufacturers. The
goal is to interchange basic projects, timestamp and
crossfade infonnation as well as audio files. There
has been some success but as of this writing the
format is not supported by Digidesign.

OMF
The Open Media Format was produced by

Digidesign to interchange Pro Tools Session and
audio data with other workstations. At this writing,
it is in a primitive state. The last time I tried to
import OMF data into Digital Perfonner I got a fatal
error.

Los5Y File Formats
MP3 andATRAC (used on the Minidisc) are

1088J file formata, that is. some audio information
has been sacrificed in the effort to save space and
increase transmission speed. Once sound has been
encoded into MP3, sound quality can never be
restored, which is why it's alossrforrrw.~!Since these
have become widespread and mislabeled CD Quality
we sometimes get them as original sources! This
violates the source-quality rule. Whenever possible,
we ask to have these replaced with higher-quality,
earlier-generation sources. orthe sound quality will
obviously suffer, especially after mastering
processing,

Richard Doboooll, .. ropo"cd '" tho: SulTOWld Sound ....illloM.
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Preparing Tapes and Files for Mastering

One major theme in tbis book: has been the
m.a.steringengineer's comprehensive attention to

sequencing. spacing (aka lWDnbly-}.leveling. clean
up and processing. The better-prepared your tape
or file. the better we all will look. Make the best mix
you can. then let the mastering engineer do the rest
oCthe magic. including the -heads. tails. fade-ins
and fadeouts.· for if something is cut 0(( or faded
prematurely. it will be lost. Doo't be tempted to fade
even if there is a noise, because we have some tricks
that can create real-sounding endings on tunes that

everyone thought bad to be faded. as described in

Chaptcr1. You can also include a "fade example.
which we can use if this proves to be the best choice.
Given freedom, the mastering engineer can produce
a seamless. flowing record album from the "Ioosc
pans" sent by the mix engineer. Leaving the tunes
loose also permits the mastering house the most
flexibility to change the order of the album (if

necessary). or produce segues in the most artistic
fashion.

In the last century. the most common formats

we received for music mastering were linear. e.g..
analog and digital tape and standalone COR (which
is linear for writing. but random-access for
reading). But now the most popular formats are
completely random access (file-based). Here's how

to make a mastering engineer happy when
submitting finished mixes on the medium ofyour
choice.

Commu.nieation

Mastering is a collaborative process. even ifyou
cannot attend the mastering session; the mastering
engineer's job is to realize your desires and if
possible to go beyond your wildest dreams! Give the
mastering engineer a call to discuss your music and
what you think it needs. Get the mastering engineer

involved early in the mixing process: ifyou work
nearby. bring over a sample to hear on the high
resolution. wide- range mastering monitors. Ask
yourself; Does it sound like music? Does it live and
breathe? Do the climaxes sound somewhat like
climaxes? Do the choruses have a bit more energy
than the verses (the usual natural case)? Is the bass
drum to bass ratio right or do you have doubts? Is
the sound as spacious and deep as you want it to be?
Have you checked the material on several
alternative systems? When it comes time for the

mastering. don't hesitate to provide or suggest a CD
of similar music that appeals to you. yet leave your
mind open to the creativity of the mastering
engineer. After the mastering session is over. you
can listen to a reference (CD) on your own playback
system and if desired. suggest revisions or
improvements.



Logs
The logs that accompany mixes are very

important. Thorough logging is essential: it keeps a
project from being delayed as we don't have to chase
down the catalog number or other essential
infonnation on the mastering day. Some engineers
forget that a CD ROM has no order.' So all logs
should indicate the full title of each song. the
corresponding abbreviated file name on disc. and
the order the song is to appear on the final medium.
plus your comments about fades. noises or anything
that concerns you. Please see the example log in
Appendix 4.

Stems, Splits and Alternate Mixes (e.g. Vocal
Up/Down). By all means provide alternate mixes or
synchronized stems if possible. See Chapter 13.

Linear Media (DAT, Analog tape, Stand-alone CDR)
Don't bother to reorder OAT tapes or CORs by

copying. because the copy process may introduce
more trouble than the time saved at the mastering
house (if any). Leave the tunes out of order, leave
the outtakes and alternate mixes (which may prove
useful), and mark all keeper takes. Don't bother to
space the tunes on linear media other than leaving
enough time to cue and to use leaders or program
IOs to identify the cuts.

When mixing to disc or digital tape. never make
just one. Always record two at once digitally (make
data-identical mixes labeled "A" and "B"), and hold
onto that safety-never send the only copy in the
mail. Record one or two minutes at the head of the
tape with test tones or simply blank audio and begin
the first tune after that with program ID #1. Start IOs
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do not have to be exactly placed, but they guide us to
loading the proper tune. Remember that digital
tapes need time to lock up-start recording on the
mix tape. and for safety's sake wait a full IQ seconds
before running the multitrack (you can use the
lockup time to lay down a verbal slate'). When
writing to standalone CORs, which lockup instantly.
a second's pause before the downbeat should be
enough, but leave those critical breaths and noises
in (see handles. below)!

Tape to Tape Duhbingprocedures. Always
monitor the output of the recorder while copying. If
you must pause a tape-based recorder during the
dubbing process, make sure to roll in record for at
least 10 seconds before the tune begins. to prevent
record glitches. This means that OAT tapes dubbed
from other OATs can never have the short spacing
we like on an album. Learn how absolute time is
used on OATs. and maintain continuous ABS
throughout the various mixing sessions by using
end search before beginning the next session or
after any playback.

Level Check
As described in Chapter 5, mix with conser

vative levels. which is not a problem with ~4-bit

media. Print the mix with levels well under the top
and no OVERs! I recommend - 3 dBFS maximum.
Roger Nichols reminds mix engineers using OAWs
to visit each plug-in. reset the clip indicator and
check the mix, Ifthere's a clip. then redo the mix to
avoid internal clipping. which can cause pops and
snaps that usually aren't heard until mastering.S

• We JIlll.pp...ciote hJviR«YCrbJl d.>tu when dewDfl with ngn·file-l>JJed mod..
AJiaI<' ill • YCrb.ol iMntifieotinll III lh. title Or lab IlUlllher,



"The Source tapes/files for an
album are NOT the Production
MASTER. "

Preserve Data-Integrity
Ingeneral. send the earliest generation.

unprocessed material to the mastering house-avoid
copying or going to second-generation in a DAW. If

you must edit. keep everything at unity gain if at all
possible (do not normalize). even ifthe material is
peaking low. as explained in Chapter S. The same
goes for temptation to equalize. compress. limit or
otherwise process a mix after it has been made. If
you must. please send both versions to the
mastering house. because we may be able to better
the process with our tools. or combine it with other
processes and reduce cumulative distortion.

Maximum CD Program leneth
Every plant specifies a maximum acceptable

length. and some charge more foreDs over approx

imately 77 minutes. The final CD Master tape.
including songs. spaces between songs. and
reverberant decay at the ends of songs. must not
aceed the limit. which at one popular plant is
19:38. The mastering engineer can determine the
oact time after the master is assembled. DVD
program lengths vary because of the data coding and
must be determined at the time of authoring.

Laltelinl' tapes or discs. Which is the Master?
Don't forget to put a name and phone number

on the source media in case it gets separated from
the documentation! A OAT is not a CD master. and

neither is a mix COR submitted for mastering. The
sources for an album are NOT the master: the album
(production) MASTER is the final. PQ·d. equalized.
edited. assembled. and prepared tape or disc that

• MMS .... pt"Od"'" W_r l\erordJ..uc Del.......,. keo_............. Se.
~-.....,.~/,,-,...,~ro'f

needs no further audio work. and is ready for
replication.' Please label the source media:
Su.bmaster or Work Tape. or Mix. or Final Mix. or
Session Tape. or Edited-Mix. or Compiled-mix. or

Equalized Mix. to name several possibilities. This
will avoid confusion in
the future when
looking through the
tape library for the one

and onlyreat
(production) master"

Analor tape Preparation
Begin and end the reel with some "bumper."

followed by leader. If possible. put leader between
songs (except for live concerts and recordings
edited with room tone). Tape should be slow wound.
tails out. Label each reel as recommended in

Appendix 5. Indicate tape speed. record level for 0

VU in nw/M. record EQ (NAB or lEe). track config
uration. whether it is mono. stereo or multichannel.
Indicate if noise reduction is used and include the
noise reduction alignment tone. [nelude alignment
tones 30 scconds (or longer) each. minimum 1kHz.
loldb. 15kHz. and 100Hz plus (highly

recommended) 45Hz and 5kHz at oVU without noise
reduction. Also highly recommended is a tone

sweep (glide) from:</:o Hz through 500 Hz. Needless
to say. the tones must be recorded by the same tape
recorder that recorded the music. and ideally.
recorded through the same console and cables that
were used to make the mix. Many mastering
engineers prefer having the tones at the tail of a reel
oron a separate reel .



"CD-ROM Preparation is a nest of
land mines waiting to explode. "

Many historic analog tapes do not include
proper tones and sometimes it is not possible to put
tones on new masters. If it was not possible to lay
down tones on the session, then we will use
sophisticated methods to guarantee azimuth and
equalization accuracy.

Give HGndles
For live concerts and many other forms of

music. it's useful to include handles. that is raw
footage on either side of the intended music. This
can include out takes. unfaded applause. breaths.
coughs. noises. speech between tracks. etc. Also
include your production notes and desires, such as
.. please leave that ugly laugh in between songs ~ and
3. I think it's funny. ~ Handles are especially needed
when a track might have to be noise reduced. for the
noise sample we need can sometimes only be found
just before the downbeat.

WhGt SGmple RGte?
Until circa ~ooo. I recommended that mix

engineers try to work at 44.1 kHz if possible.
considering the abysmal state of sample rate
converters. This is no longer the best advice; my
current recommendations are for mixers to work at
the highest practical sample rate and longest
available wordlength. However. ifyou are mixing
digitally. do not sample rate convert yourselves.

but remain at the
same sample rate
as the multitrack.
Ifyou are mixing
with an analog
console. there is a
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marginal advantage to using a higher sample rate for
the mixdown recorder than the multitrack. For
example. even if mixing analog with a multitrack at
48 kHz. you will get better results with a mixdown
recorder at 96 kHz.

RGndom Access MediG: PrepGring Files
CD-ROM preparation requires attention to

detail. It's a nest of land mines to navigate which
should not be taken lightly. and experience is Ihe
best teacher. A poorly-prepared CD ROM can waste
a tremendous amount of time at the mastering
house. Make sure the mastering house will accept
the file types you want to send. I recommend you
work around Murphy's law by cutting a test disc and
sending some files ahead of time that we can check
out. Here are some critical do's:

. Leave blan.ksound at the head ofthe file, in
other words. start the first music at least I second
into the file. not at zero time. (This is to prevent
glitches that often occur at the file start).

. For stereo and multichannel, Interleaved flIes are
preferred. AIFF. BWF, or WAY. sorr is also
acceptable (see Appendix~).Ask to avoid costly
conversion time. No MP3's, please! Start and end
with high-resolution. linear-format sound files.

. Try to do a single project at one sample rate. It
involves considerable extra work to deal with
multiple sample rates in a project and often involves
a compromise as we must rate-convert some files to
get a common rate for the project. But if for some
reason your project includes different rates.
carefully mark (Jog) the rate of the files for our
information.



· Give each file a meaningful name related to the
song title, like Love Me Do. not some meaningless
serial number.

· Choose a high-quality name-brand CDRblank. To
my experience. Taiyo Yuden. the oldest CDR
manufacturer. continues to make the most
compatible and reliable CDRs.

· For lowest error rate. obtain 74--minute blanks
from a professional supplier. Avoid the error-prone
80S. which eliminates going into Costco on a Friday
night to seMCb for blanks!

· For lo~-est error rate. cut at 2X to 4X speed. no
faster.

· Write a Fixed disc. i.e. a closed KMion. To verify
the dUe has been fued. pop it into a PC or MacCD
reader (not a writer) and make sure it can read the
file names.

·00 NOT USE PAPER lABELS! Stick-on paper
labels may look impressive. but in my experience
they appear to increase error. perhaps by altering
the rotational speed of the disc. and are especially
problematic at high disc spin speeds.
multichannels. high sample rates and wordlengths.
Paper labels can also become partly or completely
unglued and tear off in the CD reader. which is not a
pretty sight! Also, do not label the disc with a ball
point pen. but with a SOfl marker. on the protected
(overcoated) part of the top surface.3 While I
personally believe that the coating on professionally
over-coated CDRs is sufficient protection from
scratches and organic solvents (as in an aromatic
Sharpie-brand marker). the most conservative

mastering engineers recommend u8ingwater~based

markers for labeling. Perhaps someone will do a
long-tenn study measuring errors on CDRs with a
coated -marked surface.

· Write to fixed-point 24-bit files (also known as
Integer Format). It's unlikelytbat the mastering
house can read any other format. e.g.. do not use
32-bit floating point for files. This situation may
improve in upcomingyean and we are beginning to
have success reading Samplitude-format. one of the
several incompatible 32-bit float file formats.

· Use any standard sample rate up to 96 kHt.. Verify
the mastering house can use fiJes with a higher rate
before cutting.

· File names should not include hyphens (-). use an
underline instead. Do not use the I or\ character.
For best muhi-platfonn compatibility. stay away
from spaces and use alphas. numerics and
underlines only.• SADiE v. 4.2 has a strong aversion
to accent marks and non- English characters.
keeping it from generatingwaveforDl8. archiving
and other essentials. something which we hope they
will change. Macs are far more forgiving in this
regard than Pes.

· We love receivingf'Ue8 that include the intended
track number in their name. One trick for naming
files is to include the intended track number at the
beginning (using two digits). which makes it much
easier to assemble them in the intended order. For
example: 01 I Need Somebody. 09 l Cot Rhythm,
10 She's So Fine.

· Avoid periods (dots) in Mac me names on Mac
discs because they might be transferred to PC and
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be confused with extensions; use one and only one
dot on PC discs in front of the 3-letterextension.

. Verify the mastering house can read DVD-ROMs
before choosing that medium.

Split Files
Interleaved files are less subject to accidents

since all the channels are guaranteed to start at the
same point. For multichannel. include a note
indicating the channel order used, e.g.. I.. R, C. LFE,
SI.. SR or I.. R. SI.. SR. C, LFE. Ifyou must send split
mes, use a standard nomenclature to distinguisb the
channels, e.g. Do ILL. Do ILB. Do ILSL, Do ILSR...
Do ILC, Do IUFE. Letter abbreviations are
preferable to ambiguous channel numbers.

When You Get Your Master Back
If the CD master is sent back: to you instead of

directly to the CD plant, don't handle it or play it.

Play the ref. not the master!S

'n..re .. DOlI'GdofIIWI_. DOn ~. fiIe-t.-..t...m-. Olten.cl.>eB....
_. -pullIx _eron the order if. nn the CD !\OM.- bolt they fotpl the only
......... lIx CD !\OW • tho olphabeueal d1rec:In.,. of fiIeo.

l AtIclre s..t>oo on lhe W erulfl"Tebhoard ,., that tlM:re ....,. be ..... roI
tnl< W ob of -"'ob _ clearly label. '.1 uetiun M_r fur
e-tle, M_er for fordp> <OWltrid, ek.

3Thaw to am Ilour.nd Mw Mcl.IJ1I&n on tbe U....nnc T.bboard for
mnfiea',g... on tbae poi....

~ Thonu to a<le IloteroD tbo Mu..ri"' ....bboord for ,.,ntittd,D( .... of thia
eMend.1!

SThow to 1IotI<. Ni.bol. for 'bo t1u<f«e to put tbae .....mm.ndoho",ltI the
Appeod",.
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Logs and Labels for
Tapes, Discs and Boxes

LUelinC Those Tapes
I don't dare put an un.labeJed DATorCDR

down on my mastering desk. for it will
immediately be lost in a crowd! Please do put the
following minimal information on every piece of
source media, in case it gets separated from the box,

· Artist
· Album Title [or working title]

Contact Name. phone number
· Tape or red number
• Date [important to help separate out revisions]
Lobeline Those Boxes

The box label contains much more infOn:na.tiOD

than what's written on the reel or disc itself.

Analoc Tape Boxes: An example label
Some studios have preprinted labels with

cbeckboxcs ror each option.

Mix tap., Unedited, lonfS head leadered [or other
descriptive]
Artist: _

Album Title: _

Record lobel: _

Reel number: of _

Calolag Number: _

Studio, Address, Contact Phone a: _
Engineer: _

Assistant: _

Producer: _

Oate: _

Format, EQ, Speed, level: [e.g. 112" 2·track AES
stereo, no noise reduction, 301PS, 0 VU :- J20 nW/M,
orO VU .. 250 nW/M .. 2 dB]

Test Tones • Head et Toil_ consisting
of HzatOVU

Name of Son, or trade.
lenrth
Comments [e.g. "vocal up" or "needs fadeout" or
"leave countoff at the beginning"

Name of neJCt song, dc.



Further comments can be written in a letter that
accompanies all the media.

Discs: Example Label
There is not enough room on a CDR or DVD- R

surface to write everything we want to know. Some
studios have prescreened discs with checkboxes. At
minimum. the top surface of the disc itself should
include,

Mixes, Unedited [or submaster or other descflptive]
Artist: _

Album title:

Record label: _

Disc and File Format: [e.g. /50-9660 or HF5, or
Master/ink, Stereo A/FF Files, dltHz/2.f Bit]
Disc· __ of Date: _

[date is very critical]

Plus, if possible:

Contact nome and Phone .: _

Cotolog Number:

Since there is not enough room to list all
information on the disc itself, be sure to include the
remaining information on the box. jewel box,
and/or printed log (pictured opposite page) which
accompanies the media. If possible. the log can be
duplicated in a READ~E.doc file which resides on
the disc, so it will never be lost.

Discs, Jewel Box or PGper c.over lobel
Instead of using up several jewel boxes, some

studios cleverly put CDRe inside a taped and folded
printout of the disc's directory, which covers all the
names of the tunes inside the disc. When shipping.
put these paper-covered discs in a foam-lined

hard· box to prevent scratching or breakage. AJJ
described in Appendix 3, the title names can also
include their eventual sequence order. if this is
known at the time of disc creation.

Printed Lac/letter
Accompany the discs or tapes with a printed

log/letter to the mastering engineer. This is where
you can also include all your comments and
thoughts on the eventual mastering. You can put this
in the form ofa letter, which includes your story and
feelings about the album and its sound. Some
comments (especially the need for a fade!) may be:
superfluous but put down anythingyou are
concerned about.

Don't forget to include:
Artist: _

Album title:

Record lobel: _

Disc, File Format, Sample Rate, Wordlength: [e.g.
/50-9660 or HFS, or Master/inlt, Stereo A/FF Files, 41
ItHz/24 Bit]

Contact name and Phone .:

Contact Address: _

Catalog Number:



29' Lop and l.abds

ThIs song needs a
fadeout. Try start
Ing CIrca 3:45 and
be out by 4:00 from
the downbeat so as
not to hear the
snickering! Please
include the sticks
at the beginning.

ThIs IS an obVIOUS
tnbtite to the
Beatles. Tbe more
Beatle-lIke you can
make the master
109, the happier I
will be!

This is the only bal
lad on the album.
The artist IS nat
happy wIth her
Intonation entering
the last chorus Is
there anythIng you
can do about thiS?

E56010132802

ES6080132804

lOft Me Dol 2

"-,-"",, ...

Why Me?/ 4

...........
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Decibels

MClrkinc Anolor Tapes
I once received a 1/4" tape in the mail marked

.. the level is +4 dBm." But dBm and dBu do Dot

travel from house to house. dBu is a measurement
of a voltage expressed in decibels and there is no
voltage on an analog tape. only magnetic flux in
nanowebers per meter. The 1/4" tape doesn't have
any idea whether it was made with a semi-pro level

of 0 VU ... -10 dBu or a professional level of +4.

Instead. just indicate the magnetic flux level which
was used to coordinate with 0 VU. For example.
label it 0 VU''400 nWIM at 1kHz. 400 nW/M is 6 dB
over ::'=00 nW/M. and engineers often abbreviate
this on the tape box as +6dB/200. as you can see
from this convenient chart.

Chart 1:

Tape Fluxivity in dB and nanowebers per meter (nW/M)

Level dB Reference 185 Reference 200 Reference 250 Reference 320 Reference 400

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
o

521
465
414
370
329
293
261
233
208
185

564
502
448
400
356
317
283
252
224
200

705
628
560
500
445
396
353
315
281
250

902
804
716
640
569
507
452
403
359
320

ll27
1005
895
800
7ll
634
565
504
449
400

Find the actual nanowebers per meter of flux for 0 given reference flux. For example, a tape which is -4 dB hotter than 250 nW is
396, or rounded up to abaut -400. This is the same fluxivity os 0 tape which is 6 dB hotter than 200.
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Qto Bandwidth Conversions

0.01 72.1'3 0.50 2.54
0.01 48.09 0.55 2.35
0.04 16.07 0.60 2.19
0.05 28.85 0.65 2.04
0.06 24.04 0.70 2.00
0.07 20.61 0.75 1.80
0.08 18.01 0.80 1.70
0.09 16.01 0.85 1.61
0.10 14.42 0.90 1.53
0.20 7.21 0.95 1.46
0.30 4.80 l.00 1.39
0.40 3.60 LlO 1.27
0.50 2.87 1.20 1.17
0.60 2.39 1.30 !.G8
0.70 2.04 1.40 1.01
0.80 1.78 LSO 0.94
0.90 1.58 1.60 0.89
l.00 1.41 1.70 0.84
1.20 1.17 1.80 0.79 Use this chart for on

1.40 0.99 1.90 0.75 equolizer whose contlols

1.60 0.86 2.00 0.71 afe marked in bandwidth

1.80 0.75 3.00 0.48 but when you wish to think!

1.90 0.71 4.00 0.36 in 0, or ~ice ~ersa.

2.00 0.67 5.00 0.29 Bandwidth is npressed in

2.20 0.60 6.00 0.24 acta~es, at the 3dB down I

2.40 0.54 8.00 0.18 point. The formula to

2.60 0.49 10.00 0.14 con~ert bandwidth ta 0 is '

2.80 0.44 20.00 0.07 o:Squore Root(2H BW) I

3.00 0.'10 30.00 0.05 (2"[8.-1]).

Chart -2:
dbu (r@f@r@nc@ 0.775 volts) conv@rtdtovoltag@

dBu Volts

40 77.500

15 41.581

14 11.181

10 7.750

18 6.156

16 4.890

14 1.884

11 1.085

8 1. 947

6 1.546

4 1.118

1 1.095

1 0.976

1 0.870

0 0.775

-10 0.145

-10 0.078

-60 0.001

8tH Q Q 8tH
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I Feel The Need For Speed

MedIum Sped Spud MB/mm Spud MS/sec Speed Mb/Slc Ho",", to 'I,ln "',nutn to run Seconds to facts
MB/hour one CD one CO Run or copy

one CO

CD Plllyer 635.0.( lG.SH 0.1764 1.4112 1.00 60.0 3600.0 CD total bytes in one hour- 635,040,000
About the some os 0 T1link

DSl314 kbp. 113 2.88 a.DU O.3H H8 m.s 13230.0 Assuming Internet running at
maximum effiCiency

10 aaser 4,500 75 US la 0.14 '.5 508.0 CD speed. Bytes per minute -IO,5U,OOO

100 IaseT 45,000 150 12.5 100 0.01 a.• 50.8 co totol MB 635_04

1000 'lIMY 450,000 7500 115 1000 0.0014 a.l 5.1 This is theoretical point to point with no
(Glpbit Etll,m.t) collisions. Hhernet mileage will be much

slower on 0 busy networlc. Use on Hhemet
Switch il'lSteod of 0 Router to maximit.
speed ond minimile collisions.

USll.O Ilow 675 11.25 0.1875 1.5 0.94 5&.4 3386.9

use 1.0 tan 5,-400 .. L5 12 0.12 7.1 -423.-4

use 2.0 216,000 3600 60 .IQ 0.0029 0.1 10.6

fire"i... UD,OOO 3000 50 .00 0.0035 0.1 12.7 This is the maximl.lm speed of the interface.
IndividUlll drives are much slower

SeQ(UU: lllil 10B,000 1800 " ,.. 0.01 a.• 21.2 Typicol internlll tronder rllte llf II mlldern
Ultrra SCSI 160 lVD drive

Ultrll ATAI" 147,600 2-460 " '" 0.0043 a.3 15.5
10,000 RPM

Ultra 2 SCSI 576,000 9600 l6a 1280 0.0011 a.l •.a This is the interface, indiVidual drives ml.lch
UOMII. LW slower. RAID Clln reach this speed.

Abbrnilltions: MB· Megabytes, Mb.Megllbih (8 bits/byte) All times normoliud to CllpllCity of one hllur long sterell audio CD.
Mego is ddined as 1 million, Kilo is I thousand. Some of these
figures would chllnge slightly if ~ila is defined as 102-4.
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I Feel The Need For Capacity

I'ID Data General 297 0.297 m,ooo SUS sm,ooo 0.5 NIA NIA NIA Size: 2 feet l 3 feet
~ 3-1/2 feet high!

1990 SCSI Hard 600 0.60 $150 S1.25 51,250 D.H 0.1 0.1 0.012 CD one hour
DISC 635,0.0,000 bytes

2002 IOE Hard Disc 80,000 .. $137 sO.om SUI 125.98 28.0 12.9 1.608 Street price

'l0l0 RQid? 800,000 !OO "6 50.0000 $O.Ol 1259.16 279.9 128.6 16.015 PraJectd cost, as per
Opticol? Qrchivebuiiders.com

/.t>br..,at;on" M& • Mo",byt••, GB • Gil.byt•• (1~OO .liB)

Prior to 1990, I was making CD masters with
linear editing using the Sony 3/4 ~ editing systems.
In 1990 I set up my first nonlinear mastering
workstation, purchasing the highest capacity hard
discs available, a pair of 600 MB SCSI bard discs,

that cost $1500 retaiL or $1.~5 per MB. Fortunately.
as our needs have gone up in 10 years, capacity has
increased geometrically and cost has gone down.
Thus it's not out ofline to expect typical storage
capacity to tentuple in IQ years.
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Footnotes on The K-System

The vu Meter's Attual Ballistics
The VU meter's actual ballistics were analyzed

as early as 1940. According to A New Standard
Volume Indicator and Reference Level.
Proceedings of the LR.E., January. 1940, the

mechanical VU meter used a

copper-oxide full-wave rectifier
which, combined with electrical

damping, hod a defined Qveraging

response according to the formula i =k

* e to the p equivalent to the actual
performance of the instrument for

normal deflections. (In the equation i
is the instantaneous current in the
instrument coif and e is the instan

taneous potential applied to the

volume indicator) .... a number of the
new volume indicators were found to

have exponents of about 1.2.

Therefore, their characteristics ore

intermediate between linear (p = 1)

and square-law or root-mean-square

(p~2) c:haracteristic:.

History and Development of the SMPTE Standard,
from Errors to Knowledge

The theatre standard. Proposed SMPfE
Recommended Practice: Relative and Absolute
Sound Pressure Levels for Motion- Picture
Multichannel Sound Systems, SMPTE Document

RP ~oo. defines the calibration method in detaiL In
the 1970's the value had been quoted as 85 at 0 VU

but as the measurement methods became more
sophisticated, this value proved to be in error. It has
now been proved to be 8sal -,8 dBFS RMSwith 0 VU
remaining at -~o dBFS (sine wave). The history of
this metamorphosis is interesting. A VU meter was
originally used to do the calibration. and with the
advent of digital audio, the VU meter was calibrated
with a sine wave to -20 dBFS. However. it was

forgotten that a VU meter does not average by the
RMS method, which resulted in an error between

the RMS electrical value of the pink noise and the
sine wave level. While 1 dB is the theoretical

difference, in practice I've seen as much as a ~ dB
discrepancy between certain VU meters and the true
RMS pink noise level.

The other problem is the measurement
bandwidth: a wide bandwidth voltmeter will show
attenuation of the source pink noise signal on a long
distance analog cable due to capacitive losses. The



solution is to define a specific measurement

bandwidth (20 kHt). By the time all these errors
were tracked down, it was discovered that the
historical calibration was in error by 2 dB. Using
pink noise at an RMS level of -20 dBFS RMS must
correctly result in an SPL level of only 83 dB. In
order to retain the magic 85 number, the SMPTE
decided to raise the specified level of the calibrating
pink noise to -t8 dBFS RMS. but tbe result is the
identical monitor gain. One channel is measured at

a time, the SPLmeter set to Cweighting, slow. and
uexplained in Chapter 14, a more accurate
measurement can be obtained via 1/3 octave
analys.is. The K-System is consistent with RP 200
only at K-20. I feel it will be simpler in the long run
to calibrate to 83 dB SPLat the K-Sys.tem meter's 0
dB rather than confuse future users with a non
standard +2 dB calibration point.

It is critical that the thousands ofstumos with

legacy systems that incorporate VU meters should
adjust the electrical relationship of the VU meter
and digital level via a sine wave test tone. then
ignore the VU meter and align the SPL with an RMS
calibrated digital pink noise source:

Detailed Specifica.tions of the K-System Meters
General: All meters bave three switcbable

scales: K-20 with 20 dB headroom above 0 dB. K-14
with '4 dB, and K-12 with 12 dB. The KJRMS meter
version (flat response) is the only required meter
to allow RMS noise measurements. system
calibration, and program measurement with an
averaging meter that closely resembles a slow VU
meter. The other K-System versions measure

•Thaw to T""'h....... Hoh..." (l" COm!lpooocl.t.....) fu, aplaininc th.o hialol"ical
-... .. tbo~l>l tn"On••"" '-85 btumt 13 aftt,. 10"(hottlt

loudness by various known psycboacoustic methods
(e.g., LEQ and Zwicker).

Seales and frequeneyresponse: A tri-color
scale has green below 0 dB. amber to +4 dB. and red
above that to the top of scale. The peak: section of the
meters always has a flat frequency response. while
the averaging section varies depending on which
version is loaded. For example: Regardless of the
sampling rale. meler version K-20/RMS is band

limited as per SM PTE RP 200. with a flat frequency
response from 20-20 kHt +1- 0.1 dB, the averaging

section uses an RMS detector. and 0 dB is 20 dB
below full scale. To maintain pink noise calibration
compatibility with SMPTE proposal RP 200. the
meter's bandpass will be 22 kHt marimum
regardless of sample rate.

Other loudneu-determining methods are
optional. The suggested average section of Meter K
20/LEQA has a non-flat (A-weighted) frequency
response. and response time with an equal

weighted time average of 3 seconds. Since loudness
is generally an overaU sensation, a case can he made

for a monophonic loudness meter. Expert psychoa
cousticians designing a true loudness K-System
meter must resolve that discrepancy. permit
production engineers to retain the desirable
individual channel meters. They will calculate the
proportion of the total loudness in each channel.
The average section of Meter K-20l'lwicker
corresponds with Zwicker's recommendations for

loudness measurement. Regardless of the frequency
response or methodology of the loudness method.
reference 0 dB of all meters is calibrated such that
20-20 kHz pink noise at 0 dB reads 83 dB SPLon
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each channel. C weighted, slow. Psychoacousticians

designing loudness algorithms recognize that the
two measurements. SPL and loudness are not

interchangeable and take the appropriate steps to

calibrate the K-system loudness meter °dB so that
it equates with a standard SPL meter at that one
critical point with the standard pink noise signal.

Scale gradations: The scale is linear-decibel
from the top of scale to at least -:<t4 dB. with marks at
I dB increments except the top 2; decibels have

additional marks at 1/:<t dB intervals. Below -:<t4 dB.
the scale is non-linear to accommodate required
marks at -30, -40, -50, -60. Optional additional

marks through and beyond -70. Both the peak and
averaging sections are calibrated with sine wave to
ride on the same numeric scale. Optional
(recommended): A laX expanded scale mode, 0.1 dB
per step. for calibration with test tone.

Peak section of the meter: The peak section
represents the true. flat (I sample) peak leveL

regardless of which averaging meter is used. An
additional pointer above the moving peak:
represents the highest peak in the previous 10
seconds. Designers can add an oversamplingpeak
movement as long as it is clearly marked and
identified, especially since all our emphasis on
loudness judgment is based on the averaging section
and its scale. A peak: hold/release button on the
meter changes this pointer to an infinite high peak:
hold until released. The meter has a fast rise time
(aka integratwn time) of one digital sample. and a

slow fall time. -3 seconds to fall 2;6 dB. An
adjustable and resettable OVER counter is highly
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recommended. counting the number of contiguous
samples that reach full scale.

Averaging section: An additional pointer above
the moving average level represents the highest
average level in the last ten seconds. An average
hold/release button on the meter changes this
pointer to an infinite highest average hold until
released. The RMS calculation should average at
least 102;4 samples to avoid an oscillating RMS
readout with low frequency sine waves, but keep a
reasonable latency time. If it is desired to measure
extreme low frequency tones with this meter. the
RMS calculation can optionally be increased to
include more samples. but at the expense of latency.

Ballistica: This is only relevant to the RMS
meter, as the ~ballistics~ of the true loudness

versions will be determined by the algorithm. After
RMS calculation. the meter ballistics are calculated,

with a specified integration time of 600 ms to reach
99% of final reading (this is half as fast as a VU
meter). The fall time is identical to the integration
time. Rise and fall times should be exponential
(log).
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Recommended Reading,
COs for Equipment Testing and Ear Training

Boob
Burroughs. l...ou (1914) Microphonu: Des~ and

Application. Sagamore Publishing Company.
Inc. Out of Print. A classic audio work. the first
book to publish the 3 to 1 rule with frequency
measurements of the anomalies.

Holman. Tomlinson (~ooo) 5.' Surround Sound, Up
and Running. Focal Press. Also includes guides
on the problems of locating speakers near
cODsoles.

Howard. David M. & Angus, James (:,zool)Acoustics
and Psrchoacoustics. Focal Press. Includes good
discussion of the time/frequency relationship
of filtering.

Kefauver. Alan P. (1999) Fu.ndamrntoll a/Digital
Audio. A-R Editions. Madison, W1

wk. Ro.. & Hunt. Andy ('999) lJ1Bol4lSound
proctUingfor Musi.c and MultilMdi.a. Focal Press.
&8100.

Nisbett. Alee (:.z003) The Sound Studio: audio
ltchniquufor mdw. 'elevision. film and recording.
7lh Edition. Focal Press. A classic work with
practical techniques which will never go out of
style. I started with the 196~ edition!

Owsinsk:i. Bobby (~ooo) Mastering Engineer's
Handbook.ISBN# o-87=~88-741-3.A coUection
of interviews with mastering engineers.

Pohlman. Ken (2000) Prin.cipla ofDigital Audio.
McGraw Hill.

Watkinson. John (1988. regularly revised) TheArt of
Digi'alAudio. Focal Press. ISBN 0 240 513~07.
The definitive industrybibte. This is where you
must first go for in-depth information on how
digital audio works and the specifications of
much of today's digital audio equipment and
interlaces.

Mapzinel
One To One Magazine. United Business Media

International Ltd. Leics, United I(jngdom.
http://www.cmpinformation.com.

Articles in Print
Blesser. A & Locanthi, B.. (1986) TheApplicationof

Narrow·Band Di'huOp6uhnga' tM Nrqui,s,
Frtqumcy in Digi'al Systems to~ improved
Signal-ro·Nou Ratio OPerCon~honol Dithmng.
AES 81St Convention. Preprint 2416.

Cabot, Richard C. (1989) MemunngAES EBU Digital
Audio Interfaet$, AES 87th Convention Preprint
,8'90-8).

Gerzon. MA. Craven, P.G., Stuart. J.R.. &Wilson.
R.j. (1993) Psychoacousti.c Noi.se-Shaped
improvements to CD and other Linear Digilal
Media. AES 94-th Convention, Preprint #3501.

Lipshitz. S.P. & Vanderkooy. J. (1989) Digilal Dither,
Signal Processing with Resolution Far Below lhe
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Least Signif~nt Bit. AES ph International
Conference-Audio In Digital Times. Toronto,
87-96.

Muney, NeiJ. Wbitlock. Bill et a1 (1995) Collection of
defmitive a.rticles on grounding. shielding.
power supply. EMI, RFL Journal of the AES Vo!.
43 Number 6. a special excerpt printing.

Nielsen. Soren & Lund. Thomas (~ooo) 0 dBFS+
Levels in Digital Mastering. AES lo9th
Convention. Preprint .5251.

Stua.n. J.R. & WiIson. R.J. (1991) A Search for
EUicient Dither for DSP Applications. AES
92nd Convention. Preprint '3334'

Stuart. J.R. (191)3) NoLM.: Method.! for Estimating
Deteaabilitrand Thruhold. 94thAES
Convention Preprint '3477'

Compact Discs
Auralia. Complete Ear Training softwarefor mw:&ciana.

Rising Software. Australia. http:.l/www.rising
software.com

Grimm. Edco, (2001) aeckpointAudio Professional
Audio Test Referern:e. Contelest Publishers.
Netherlands. ISBN 90-806111-1-5. Test and
listening CD including J-Test. Banger Test. and
unique distortion and listening tests. Written in
Dutch with no English translation (as of 2002).

Moulton. David. David Moulton's Audio Lecture Series.
Golden Ears audio ear-training selJ-s!udy course.
KIQ Productions (Golden Ears). or
http://www.moultonlabs.com

Various compilation and test CDs. Chesky Records.
http://www.chesky.com.
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Articles On the Internet
Duno. Julian.AES3 and JEC609S8. item '26 written

for Audio Precision. http://www.audiopre
cision.comlpuhlicationaltechnoteslindex.htm

Dunn. Julian, various articles onjitterand othtraudio
10pics. at Nanophon,
http://www.nanophon.com.

Lavry. Dan. various articks on sampling. ovmampJing.
puer. de.. http://www.laVl).engineering.coml
in the Product Suppon area.

Story. Mike. various articks on highsampllngrolts.
PUD'. de. DCS.lnc.
http://www.dcaltd.co.uklpapen/

SMPTE RP200 proposed standard. SMPTE
http://www.8rnpte.orglstdal.

TC Electronic. anicles on jitter. 5.1 surround. 0
dBFS+ levels. etc.
http://www.sJstem60oo.comlsJsten160oo.aap
?Section- 19
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Eric James Biography

Eric lames is an Englishman. in his mid
forries. inordinately fond of chamber music and
acoustic jazz. wbo has been a university teacher (of
the history and philosophy of science and medicine)
in Hong Kong for twelve years. He has decided. after
giving the matter much thought. that these four facts
probably have nothing very much to do with the
tremendous satisfaction be derived from working.
as editor. with Bob on this book. On the other hand.
although Eric has been an academic for fifteen
years. before he staned his graduate studies (late. at
Oxford. in the history and philosophy of
mathematics) he spent a large part of his working
life as a professional musician. and he has very
recendy resigned his academic tenure in order to
return to the UK to develop the music recording and
editing company - URM Audio - which he had been
running on a part-time basis since 1998.

In 2001 Eric became a father. and he would like
to thank his daughter- lamie Martha Perry- and
her mother. Sally. for putting just about everything
else into its proper perspective.
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Robert A. Katz Biography

From his earliest years. Bob has been as curious
as a Kotz. He voraciously reads audio books. service
manu.als. product spec sheets. license plates. and
bumper stickers. But his favorite reads are Science
Fiction writers Spider Robinson and Frederick
Pobl. whicb may explain Bob's punny personality.
In his teens be dabbled in hypnotism and magic. but

was a bit ldutzy to turn that into a career. Bob is an
animal lover-all dogs and cats love him back..

Coming from a family of medical doctors.

musicians and composers, Bob gravitated to the 8
Oat clarinet at tbe age of ten; his aunt. a viola
teacher. gave Bob his first lesson in solfege and
transposition. At the age of 13. he rebuilt his first
tape recorder. Mter wiring the house for sound, be
was forced by his parents to remove the
microphones be had secreted throughout tbe bouse.
Clearly destined for a career in audio, by high school
be bad begun an amateur recording career. plus
studying the sciences and linguistics, practicing
French and Spanish and looking for female pen pals
on three continents. Perhaps out of default he was
voted most versatile in his class. Eventually his

language skills would reach the point where he can
give seminars in any of three languages.

An enthusiastic young man with a passion for
good sound, Bob developed a reputation as an



audiophile around Hartford, Connecticut town. The
loeal audio stores regularly invited him over, for Bob
is never short of opinions. One day he was invited to
audition a new pair of speakers with the designer
present. Mer hearinga few notes, Bob ran out of
the store covering his ears! Over the years. he has
learned to be more diplomatic, but his opinions
continue to be defined by a love for the an of audio.

In college he played in an od hoc Dixieland
ensemble, and the treat of his performance life was
soloingSwut Gw'PJ Brown before the homecoming
football crowd. Two years at Wesleyan University
were followed by two more at the University of
Hartford. studying Communication and Theatre. but
he spent less time in the classroom and more at the
college radio station. where he became recording
director. A fan of the Firesign Theatre. Bob used to
write and edit humorous radio ads, and he became a
DJ. manning a free~form-progreS8ive rock radio
show titled The Kab: Meow. and doing a stint on the
commercial rock station

Bob taught himself analog and digital
electronics, and was influenced by a number of
creative designers. In Hartford. Bob's mentor was
Steve Washburn, an EE who invented a way to nearly
double the power-handling of a Hartley 24~ woofer
and also constructed Bob's first custom-built
portable audio console. Just out of college. Bob
became (19't~) Audio Supervisor of tbe Connecticul
Public TelevisionNetwork. producing every type of
program from game shows to documentaries. music
and sports. and be learned to mix all kinds of music
live. When be wasn't working television. he was on
location recording music groups direct to 2-track.

In 197~, Bob wrote his first article for dB
magazine, describing a set of mike heaters he
developed to warm his MC microphones and keep
them (rom sputtering due to changes in bumidity.
This spiked a heaud controversy as Stephen
Temmer of Gotham Audio wrote a response stating
that ~Neumannmicrophones are never affected by
humidity~ but Bob's experience was supported by
some others and in those pre·lnternet times the
controversy remained of modest proportiOIl.8.
Hooked by the writing bug, Bob is. natural-born
teacherwbo puts himself in the mind of the learner.
He has written over a hundred articles and reviews
in publications such as dB. RElP. Mi:ll:.AudioMedia,
JAES. PAR. and Stereophile.

In 1971 he moved from Connecticut to New
York City, and began a recordinge.ueer in records.
radio,1V, and film as well as building and desi.gning
recording studios and custom recording equipment.
Long before the advent of the borne PC, Bob taught
himseIr several computer languages, and sold one
assembly-language program used in an embedded
system at a brokerage firm. During the primitive
time before cell phones, the voice ofMarild4 became
well known. Matilda answered Bob's phone and
forwarded calls to any place Bob happened to be.
Visitors to Bob's house were dismayed to discover
that sultry-voiced Matilda was not flesh and blood
but rather a 6so2-based controller, DTMF
encoders, decoders and otber gear. Matilda's true
identity remains a mystery today.

From 1918-79, be taught at the Institute of
Audio Research, supervised the rebuild of their
audio console and studios and began a friendship
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with lAR's founder AI Gnmdy, mentor and
influence. Other New York era influences include
Ray Rayburn and acousticians Francis Daniel and
DougJones. In the 80'8, one of his clients was the
spoken-word label. Caedmon Records, where he
recorded actors including Lillian Gish, Ben
Kingsley, Lynn Redgrave and Christopher Plummer.

An active member of the New York Audio Society,
Bob was the ultimate audiophile. This led to a full
page interview/article in the Village Voice called Sex
With The ProperStereo, a story about Bob's railroad
apartment on East 90th with the empty refrigerator
in the kitchen and mysterious monoliths in the
living room.

But the refrigerator was not empty for long. In
1984, Bob was doing sound for a motion picture in
Venezuela and met multi -lingual Mary Kent,
production assistant. After the filming, Bob invited
Mary to come to New York for a vacation that became
a permanent engagement! One day new girlfriend
Mal)' came home and turned on the stereo system in
the wrong order, blowing up the Krell amplifier and
one of the Symdex woofers producing sparks and
blue smoke, When Bob arrived home, he calmed her
down- "Don't worry, Mary, your love for me means
more than any stereo system. ~ Bob and Mary have
been together ever since (Mal)' jokes that she's
really in love with the stereo system).

One day Bob received a call from musician
David Chesky, who had read the Vo~ce article and was
looking for an audiophile recording engineer. In
1988 this led to a long and pleasant association with
Chesky Records, which became the premiere
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audiophile record label. Bob specializes in
minimaIist miking techniques (no overdubs) for
capturing jazz and other music that commonly is
multimiked, His recordings are musically balanced,
exciting and intimate while retaining dynamics,
depth and space, In 1989 he built the first working
model of the DBXlUltraAnaIog 128x oversampling
AID converter, and produced the world's first
oversampled commercial recordings. Over the
years, the converter was refined, until by 1996 Bob
found a commercial model that performed slightly
better. Bob has recorded about 1$0 records for
Chesky, including his second Grammy-winner, and
in 1997 the world's first commercial 96 kHzl24 bit
audio DVD (on DVD-Video).

This obsession with good sound has developed
into Bob's passion: Mastenngwith a CapitatM. Every
day, he applies his specialized techniques to bring
the exciting sound qualities of live music to every
form recorded today. In 1990 he founded Digital
Domain, which masters music from pop, rock and
rap to audiophile classical. Besides mastering,
Digital Domain provides complete services to
independent labels and clients, graphic design and
replication. Mary, who became Bob's wife, is an
accomplished photographer and graphic artist. the
visual half of the Digital Domain team and more
than two-thirds of the charm. In 1996, Bob and
Mal)' moved the company from New York to
Orlando, adding numerous Florida-based artists
and labels to the international clientele,

In the 9°'8, Bob invented three commercial
products, found in mastering rooms around the



world. The first product. tbe FCN·, Format Converter.
was dubbed by Roger Nichols the Swiss-Anny kn.ife of
digitaloudio. Then came the VSPmodd PondS

Digital Audio Control Centers. which received a
Class A rating in Stereophile Magazine. These devices
perform. jitter reduction. routing. and sample rate
conversion.

Bob has delivered lectUres and seminars to the
Audio Engineering Society at the conventions and
sections and chaired AFS workshops. He has been
Convention Workshops Chairman. Facilities
Chairman and served as Chainnan oCtheAFS New
York Section. In 1991. Bob began the Digido
website. the second audio URL to make the World
Wide Web. an educationally-oriented site which has
grown to be a premium source Cor audio
information. Over 1000 pages around the globe have
linked to www.digido.com.

Bob's ttrst ~1st century invention is patent
pending. He designed and introduced an entire new
category oC audio processor. the Ambience
Recovery Proce880r. which uses psychoacousties to
extract and enhance the existing depth. space. and
definition of recordings. Z-Systems of florida and
Weiss Audio of Switzerland have licensed Bob's K
StereoTW and K·SurroundTt.I processes.

Bob has mastered COs for labels including EML
BMC. Virgin. Warner (WEA). Sony Music. Walt
Disney. Boa. Arbors. Apple Jazz. Laser's Edge. and
Sage Arts. He enjoys the Celtic music oCScotland.
Ireland. Spain and North America. Latin and other
world-music. Jazz. Folk. Bluegrass. Progressive
Rock/Fusion. Classical. A1ternative- Rock. and many

other forms. Clients include a performance artist
and poet from Iceland: several Celtic and rock
groups from Spain: the popular music of India: top
rock groups from Mexico and New Zealand:
progressive rock and fusion artists from North
America. France. Switzerland. Sweden and Portugal:
Latin-Jau. Merengue and Salsa from the U.S.. Cuba.
and Puerto Rico: Samba/pop from Brazil: tango and
pop music from Argentina and Colombia.
classical/pop from China. and a Moroccan group
called Mo' Rockln·.

Bob mastered Olgo Yiwr.. YiPO Olga. by the
charismatic Olga Tailon. which received the
Grammy for BeSt MerengueAlbum. ~ooo. Portraits
ofCuba. by virtuoso Paquito O·Rivera. received the
Grammy for Best Latin Jazz Performance. 1996. The
Words ofGandhi. by Ben Kingsley. with music by Ravi
Shankar. received the Cram.my for Best spoken
word. 198.... In 2;001 and 2;002;. the Parents' Choice
Foundation bestowed its highest honor twice on
albums Bob mastered. giving the Cold Award to
children's COs.Anu In My Panu. and Old Mr. Maekle
Hackk by inventive artist Cunnar Madsen. The Fox
Family's album reached'l on the Bluegrass charts.
African drummer Babatunde Olatunji'sL01le Drum
Talk. 1997. was Crammy-nominated.

Bob's recordings have received d~c ofthe mon.th
inStereophile and other magazines numerous times.
Reviews include: "best audiophile album ever
made" (McCoy Tyner: New York Reunion reviewed in
Slereophile). ,or fyou care about recorded sound as r
do. you care about the engineers who get sound
recorded right. Especially you appreciate a man like
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Bob Katz who captures jazz as it should be caught.~

(Bucky Pizzarelli, My Blue Heaven reviewed in the
San Diego Voice & Viewpoint). MDisc of the month.
Performance 10, Sound 10~ (David Chesky, New York
Chorinhos, in CD Review). "'The best modem
instrument orchestral recording I have heard. and I
don't know of many that really come close." (Bob's
remastering of Dvorak: Symphony 9. reviewed in
Stereophile) .

Some of the great artists Bob is privileged to
have recorded and/or mastered include: Afro
CubanAli Stars. Monty Alexander. Carl Alien. Jay
Anderson. Lenny Andrade, MichaelAndrew.
Lucecita Benitez, Berkshire String Quartet. Gordon
Bok. Luis Bonfa. Boys of the Lough. Bill Bruford.
Ron Carter. Cyrus Chestnut, George Coleman. Larry
Coryell, Eddie Daniels. Los Dan Den. Dave Dobbyn.
Paquito D'Rivera. Arturo Delmoni. Carry Dial. Dr.
John, Toulouse Engelhardt Robin Eubanks. George
Faher. John Faddis. David Finck, Tommy FIanagan.
Foghat, Fox Family. Johnny Frigo. lan Cillan. Dizzy
Cillespie. Whoopi Goldberg. Bill Goodwin. ArIo
Cuthrie, Steve Hackett. Lionel Hampton. Emmy Lou
Harris. Tom Harrell, Hartford Symphony. Jimmy
Heath. Vincent Herring. Conrad Herwig. Jon Hicks.
Billy Higgins, Milt Hinton. Fred Hirsch, Freddie
Hubbard. David Hykes Harmonic Choir, Dick
Hyman. Ahmad Jamal. Antonio CarlosJobim.
Clifford Jordan. Sara K.• Connie Kay. Kentucky
Colonels. Lee Konitz. Peggy Lee. Chuck Loeb, Joe
Lovano. Patti Lupone. Cunnar Madsen. Jimmy
Madison. Taj Mahal. Sean Malone. Manhattan
String Quartet. Herbie Mann. Michael Manring.
Marley's Chost. Winton Marsalis, Dave McKenna.
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jackie McLean, jim McNeely. Milladoiro,
Mississippi Charles Bevels. Max Morath, Paul
Motian. New England Conservatory Ragtime
Ensemble. New York Renaissance Band. Gene
Parsons, Cram Parsons, Danilo Perez. ltzhak
Perlman. Billy Peterson, Ricky Peterson. Bucky
Pizzarelli. John Pizzarelli. Chris Potter. Kenny
Rankin. Mike Renzi, Rincon Ramblers. Sam Rivers.
Red Rodney, Rodrigo Romani, Phil Rosenthal,
Mongo Santamaria. Horace Silver. Lew Soloff.
George 'Harmonica' Smith. Janos Starker, Olga
Tailon. Livingston Taylor. ClarkTerry. Thad
Jones/Mel Lewis Big Band. Steve Turre. StanIey
Turrentine. McCoy Tyner.jay Ungar. U.S. Coast
Guard Band. 0.5. Marine Band.Amadito Valdez.
Kenny Washington. Peter Washington, Doe Watson
and Son. Clarence White. Widespread Jazz
Orchestra, Robert Pete Williams, Larry Willis. and
Phil Woods.

-by Mal)' Kent (who knows him best)
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Glossary

•
AIISOlUTE LOUD"1£5S, A term 1_when OIllnpannc tbe apparent

Ioud.-ofd.ffereollOllKel WIthout monnc the mo01l(lr OIlntrol

AESlEBU, The name of a d.gital audio interface jointly conceIved by the

Audto Eng:".~nncSociety and the Ellrope.on BroadculU'C U010n. See
Chapler ~O.

AGe, Al1tomatic Ca.in Control. Comprellion that brillp up low-level

paaup. See Chapler ".

A1FF, (a.loncwlth WAVE, BWf'. SIh. MP3), A type of audio file format.

SeeAppendl."C3.

AUASINC, An a.I .... u; a heal note ord.ffere~rrequency between Ihe

anebo contenl and Ihe -.unple nte. a form of Il\tennoduJauoo

diltonton. Proper ruterul( ahould elww:>ale a.I'ilRI. bul we Chapten

,6 and 18. Note Il\il!1AfDcoU1'lener. the bJ«:bcr the umple nle. the Jell
ch.ance ofw-.nc prodllCll bei-nc crul"" the normal audio

eomeJII. bal aIlu'ncdWlortlOJII couJd .wJ from RP mterference.

ASlIl A.yad>ro_..-pk nte OIlU1'lener A to......ner fro. 0...,

-Pe ..le to another wb>eh o;a.D work With a WlIk: re!a11O,*"P of UIJlUl
IOWIpUI frtq"llt:DC'f. and thtao;a.D dealWlIh~nte.. filter

_fr>ae_ are oonll-.IynriabH:. COlllpUled MW ftJ'. See OuIpu:r

'.A ftICHTIlooCo See "eiptin(

(

COMPACT Disc. A .6~bil ...ereo S· dqc ltand.ard )OlDtIy d~lopcd by
Sooy and Phll,pt 'D '9Bo. It o;a.D carry dlgital aoolO (Red Book atandanl)

or au.oda.nI compuler mea (Ydlow Book). and otber formall H _n.

COMPRESSION RATIO, The ralio belWeeo inpul and OIltputlevel ofl

tomPrellOrat the threahold poWI. See Chapter '0.

D

OAT, Digital Audio Tape Reconler. Shon for ROAT. which nlndl for

DigItal AudiO tape reeorder with rotatUl( heada There Will ao SOAT

(ItatioPilry head) modanl. but thiI Wail never releaaed

OAT', OlJltal ADdIO Worbuuon. U-ny a oomplltt::r W\th ck1I.c:a.1ed
ha.rdw&re aDd"'(twilf'e for editiD@;a.ndp'-lD!dJ«ltal_ho

DB, D«1bda. A lopnthlWC~ of audIo lewl. Stteb.apters·

Dill'S, Thel~mderfOIl dIgital eqwpmellt a.lI read III dBFS. decibl:la.

below Mlllelk Fullllel1e il the higbat l<gna.l which ea.n be r«<,lnled

PoIilive lO'nc lignall with a va.ll1e of3~ or negatIve with a ""Iue of 
3~68 (It ,6· bit) are at Ihe muimWll. ~IIbelow thOle Ire tral1llaled

to dedbela., with odRFS beinc fulllc.1k For uample. '10 dRFS ila
level 10 dR below fullllel1e. 0 OBFS meana ~o dR ufeunce fulllUle,~

Hooa digiw meter. FulIlIel1e i. 0 dRUId the meter readl negal1vdy

belowlhal.

Dlnl ER, A procetl thallineariul digJ.w audio by addul! a ra.ndom

ooiae a.isna.J at the poiot of the circuit jIoIt before wonIJencth tru.~ation.

Dither it abIolutdy reqlmed for deil!1 digital wdto reconliJ:lf a.nd

Pf'O<::aWll. After dithenns. thewonlle~ea.n be wdylnlDClted or
ahDrteDed. but trunea.tton withow: ditberin& ruull:I iD quantlSilllOll

dWortlOn. Stt a.apter 4

DSD (dIn:d ItJUZD cbptal) iI the weho fonJlllllMd on the SACD
(Sapcr AadIOCompa.cl [Me), a nnl fonBa.! 10 tbe DW-A. DSD....
oppoIed to multlbll POl. fM1'1eI a.ud>o informatIOn -.me ODe - bll

e~ See Chapter .8.
m'D-A, Dl-DonpWJylUlOd forDlpcal VwlePo.. but JI __ been

clubbed Dlpcal V-we~... it o;a.D -.ppor1 OIlmpvc'!r. wdto. and
-...deo fonDilll. ll>e -A ..or.. dd"..- tbe -.ltadwuIoel ndlO dlK

.ca.nda.nI thal ....pportl a WIde razl8'l' of I"CM N ...lea a.nd
wonlleJl!lhl. and hlll.lted ("ill) KRpbJCI.

DVD-V, A Vldeo aod audiO duoe Ra.Dda.rd that alto wpporu

muluchaonel d",w audio SI\I up 10 48 k}llla+-blt, and a-chaond

disita.l audio It 96 kHI SRand '9a kH.SR. buttheu illllua.lly not

eoough room 00 the diK 10 fit high-quali!), Vldeoand high retOlutioo
audio at the lime lIme. Wheo MPEG video t.aku up much of the lpace

on the diac, 111l1illlycoded (data·uduced) formataluch ill D1'Sor Dolby

Dtgtw carry the mulliclwmd 111dio track..



DYNAMIC RANG£, The range in decibels between the highest level
which can be enroded ;tnd the lowest level which can be heard. Sinoe
this is a perceptual. or ear-buf,d detenmnation. it is an approrimate
number. In a properly dithered Iy"em. available dynamic range can he
greater than ill measured signal-to-noise ratio. See Chapters 4 and 5.

,
EDL Edit decision list. Also !mown as Playlist. Instead ofeuttingthe
actual audio. an EOL iSllist of instrnctions of where Ind how to cut Ind

.eproduoe the audio when played hack. Thus. many different versions
or playbacks of the ....me audio can be reproduCf:d from the audio files.
An [OLis to audiou a Word Proceuor ia IOwo.tll.

E-E: PronounCf:d -E 10 E," Electronics tod~ronics. For enmple.
when a tape recorder is PUI into record, its oUlput monilOrs its input
directly.1bis mode is!mownu [-E.

EM PHASIS, In an effort to improve the already-uoellent signal-to
noise ratio of the Compact disc. COs (u well u digital tapes) can be
recorded withemphaaia.1f it is decided to use emphHis. the recording
ism.ode with I ealibrated high fre<[uency boorst (called Emphasis). and
duringplayhack, I corresponding high frequency roUoff (called
D«mphasis) is applied. Thus, in theory, signal-to-noise is improved.
though in practice the la.s ofhigh frcquency headroom m.oy reduce any
audible improvement. Moat COS mode tooaydo not use emphasis.

F

FIR VS. IIR, FIR stands for finite impulse response and IIR for infinite
impulse response. These are types offiltera whichean be implemented
in equ.alizers. All analogequ.aliura behave like lIR filtera, in that there
are no unnatural delayJ. just phase shift when the equali%lltion is
changed. In contrast. an FIR equalizer can only be implemented in
digital cir<;Uitry. and has only been implemented in a few user-operated
designs beealISe of it, cost. An FIR equalizer can be made linear phao.e.
that is, with no change in time delay as the equ.aliz.ation is raio.ed or
lowered. But this is done at the price ofyielding a pre-echo, atime delay
before the aound occurs, Something which cannot oecur in n.ature and
so perhaF"' the ear nuy never get used to this if the echo i' spaeed lar
enough away from the original signal. See Appendix '0.

FI REWIRE, The n.ame of a high-apeed hi-directional serial interface
originally developed by Apple computer, but then officially adopted aa
lIandard IEEE ,394. foruse with digital audio, video. hard drive"
controllers, ete. See Appendix 7.

FlXF.D-POINTVS. FLOATING POINT, Fixed-point is the bnguage of
the AESlEBU interface, ao all devices mu.t .peak Fixed-Point On their
inputs Ind outputs. ThUl, ifa proceat<lr uses flO.ltingpoint, it mUlt
convert to and from Fixed. The Motorola-based DSP proceat<lro use
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Fixed-point D1Ith, and Teuo. Instrnmentnnd AT&T proceat<lro use
F1oa.ting-point, Fixed -point .rithmetic can only represent a dynom'c
range equal to the wordlength. e.g. -q-hit fixed point can only repre.ent
'44 dB or range and 48-bit (double precision) yields a88 dB. But
F1oatingpoint proceuorscan representthous.ands ofdB. The dOWI1llide
of noating point i.thal the noise noorchanges with the preci.ion,
which can cause noi.e modulation.

All other things being equ.al. 3a;-bit noating point is roughly equivalent
in abaolute sigrur,l-to-noise ratio to a4-bit fixed, but in general, 3a-bit
noat outperfolTlll""4 bit fixed. This i. because a4-hit fixed only hH 1;4

bilt of precision when the aboolute level of the .'gna! i. odBPS. Ao tbe
level of the signal decreues the precision decrease•. For eacb 6dB. you
lose one hit. In contrast. 3",,-hit float provides -q-bits ofp~ision
independently of the abaolute level of the .ignal (until the level is
extremely low or high.

Assuming equally skilled designera. 48-hit fixed point is probably
better (cleaner) than 3",,-bit float, but 4o-hit noatand 64-hit flo.at
trump them .lI!

FRAMES, There are two commonly used 'frame" standards in CD

work, with different lengths, 75 CD Frameo ina .econd, aaopposed 10 30
SMPTE frameo per second. Modem PQ litts auu.uallyerpre..ed in CD
Frames. but the older ,63o oyateIlll used SMPTE frameo. which have
le.. timing reoolution.

,
GAlN, LOUDNESS. VOWMEAND LEVEL Di.tinctive termoeach
with their own meaning. carefully distinguished in Chapter '4.

GlASS MASTER, Gla.. Mastering i. the proce.. of transferring the CD
Ill.Ister(eitberon PCM-,630 tape. recordable CD. or Eubytetape) to.
pbyJical image ofthe pits on I coated glass substrate. See Chapter,.

ISRC, International Standard RecordingCode. defined by the RlAAaoa
unique rode for each track on the CD. SeeChaptera;o.

JIITER, Timing variations in the digital audio clock, producing
distortions. Su Chapter '9.

,
KlIZ, Abbreviation for kiloHertz, meaning audio frequency in
thouund. of cycles per second. Commonly this usage also applies to
umplingfrequency. To avoid confusion. in thi. book, we oomellmeo
.dd thelettero SR to help di.tinguiab umple rate, foreumple, H.' 10Hz
SR from audiO frequency. for eumple 5kH•.



K-S'I'STEM, An Int~J"ted .,..t~mof met~nnsand monitoring devited
by~.uthor(Ot.IS>.

"~STEfI[O"",K SURRQUl\O"', Pat~nH'~ndul(.tilI..ohooV
pl'OONle& for atn.ctins and ~nbaocinsthe a1rudyaq~ .mb,ence of
rec:orchnp See Chapter 13,

•
MLP, Wendl&ll '-1etI Pao::klll(,' d.u~redlltt>(ln ted.mql'ewhtcb
made 11 .-.thle 10 fit .. ID&D, .. 6 hi&b quahl)' cbanaeb of dTtal &1>dto
• t 96 klb SR on. DVD·Adtae.

,
NQllMAlJlATlO,", An .uto....mp~ ana1able lA _t CAW..

whereby the pill 01 an prv&J'lIJIl .....ten&! IS adJlated ao the peak Ic:n:I.
wtllJIW &n'n'ealodBF$ There are aanyettheuc: and teduticaI~..
10 avotd ~tion. See ehapterS.

,
PLUG-I,". Anean p~whtcbt:allbe ...-ned l.l1Io. MW. Some

plac.... Illlhu the power 01 an aterDal OSP eard, while otbe.... eaIJed
N.live~-I... unllK the ClOIllpu.ter·.CPU.

PQ COOI'C. The CoIII~ d1aceoDW". nwaberoIaubeodelt'eM,
UlChItU .. named With • letter. from P 10 W.....th mfu.......l1Onon tnd<
-..ober. WDiIll.•1ld lOOn. SeeOtapter I.

,
IlID BOOK derl..lleS the IWldartl.. for ~.lIIboCD.. defined by Soil}'
and A:l.ilipt. No onhlW)' Ind'Yldlolll has. eop)' of the Red IlooIt. The real
Red book t:aIl only be fWlld ",utbo~Com~ DIK replication
pbnt:l. The Blue book d~r,nesenhan.eedCD.Wlth .ud'oand ROM
....Ierial. YeUow Bookdefines CD ROWI. Creen Bookdefineseompact
d1ac Inlen.ctrn WhIte book defines the Video CD. Oranse Book CD- R
Or ~rdableCD..

R-\lS, Root-Mun-SqUlre. A method ol.veraglll( leYell which
<:ompul~ the equivalent power of the material. for all o.atunlly
oec:urring musiC,.n RMS- rnpond,ng meter will rud several dB below
the actual pe.k leYel of the mUlic lI.n, momentln tllne.

S

SACD, See DSD.

SOIF-I' $ony Di!'tallnterfl«"~,The ttereo veraion ulel3 cablel. one
ror uch ch.mndlnd olle {or worddoek. thm Ivoiding the interaction
betwun doek Ind dlta that causel int~rf.cc jittcr in the competing
AESlEBU or S1PDlf int~rf.cu

SEGUE. Acrouf.de belwffo nro dlf{~rt:llttypes of mUlIC, proooWlCed
ses-way. from the ltalll.ll"fU"Y mean1ll(",~.

SNR.. The ahbl'f:YLluon we use 10 thu book ror SipaJ 10 Nolle R.alio
SNR ora dJ~wsr-t~m it the decibel ntlo belWffQ the htgbesllevel
which can heeneoded (0 dBFS).nd thedllher nOl.,se, Stnee the 00_

t:aIl be measured With dt{fu!'nt wellbt1np. S"<R is &imply a number we
t:aIl '*' to com""re, butlU)' bave Imle relatlonahJp 10 the amW nnre
the Ut bears. Dynam.tc range reprt::leol8 more doMoly wh.al the Ut

bean. built" dJIJicuh 10 defioe preaaely the abeolllte Ioweat 1eve1a we
can bear m any pamcuIar d'lltal sr-t~.. See Otapten +&Dd 5.

SlPDlF, Shorthand forSolll! Ptoili.. Dic'ital [nlerl'aee Standard IEe
958 and IEC-60958 derl..lleS t1uI inltrlaee.1IIUaily t-DcI OD an RCA
(eouW) ccmneclor, SeeOtapttr:lO.

SIL The abbl'f:YLlUOU we IIIe m Uus book for s...pk Ra.... .ab

Samplt.ng FI'f'lI"e""'.

SRC (Abo ahbt'e'Olled SfC) Sample n ... CODverler. or Sample
Freq.>t:...,.Convencr. See Chapkra18l19· ASyIlChro_SRC_
rWld fih~r eoeff'>c>eDll. can onlyCODven betwftll oert.aul fued nu.,..
e.«. oH·I, +8, 88.-a aDd 96 kH... and~ aooept wanspeeded--.::a,

STATE MACHIXE. Asate mIdune .. 6efined ...ny type 01p.........r
whKh prod_ tdeml(;li 0I1lpu.1 ror the tame Illput data, aDd wbx::h
does DOl look 11 dau WlWl( or .pe<'d, hut only 'I the lUte or recent

hiatory of the dau. Mc.! diFtaI p.........ra are lUte madu..- and duos
are completely i_unetoJUler. (SeeOlapler '9)'

T

TJl.UNCATlON, Redue:tlon of wordJeoctb by CUIt'-"( off the lower hll8. Ir
dithering'_ 1101: performed rtrlt. then IImple wordJeoctb tnlnCItion
call1el dlI.lnrtion.

'C'EICItTINC, Wb~nmeasunng 00_. wet«htl"l!.pph~.non-n..1
frequency rt:apollM curve in In.llempt to w,,",late better 10 what the
ur h~.,..A ·lI!tlfMlIIf il one or the DMIIt pnIDillve eu1VQ. based on I
'imple model tbattheelf hunlow freCjUf'nci~and hip frequencIes
11:11 than mid frequendes. Oth~r types of weightllll' !Delude CCIIl or lEe.
1110 outdaled by the latest psyeboaC'OUltic rt::Ie.rcb. TIle mOltlCCl1fltc

e:tlfYe it c:all~d F·lVr~,,,,.but eYen 10.•pplYIll(1 Ilnglewelghted
number to the m~lIured noise nonrof.n amplifier il Itlll d~c~iving.A
lingle number hallittle rt:llliomhip to the mort: complel' way in which
thc elf really works. Ultimat~ly. the implCl of noise should be
interpreled based on individual tllne .nd levellllll,..il or elch crineal
band or the ear,
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Afterward

How Thil Boole Was Written Qnd Edited
This book was collaboratively produced by two individuals (writer and editor) located on opposite sides

of the globe. Computer technology and the Internet have advanced the non~linear procesa ofwriting and
editing a book~proo(reader·. marks and symbols have become obsolete. Instead. we have Microsoft to
thank (or providing two little-known features in Word called, Track Cha,np and Commenu. Through

these features. Eric and I were able to interact. exchange document revisions. annotate and comment the
text. and view each others' changes.

I created a system (or all the author's output to be odd-numbered revisions. and the editor to respond
with even-numbers. Each revision was in its own document (we did not use version-tracking. which has

limitations). So as each chapter progressed. it would be incrementally numbered. and it was easy to see its
status and who had produced the last revision.

When it came tUne (or (act-checking. JimJohnston added his comments and Word correctly identified
11 asl.heir origin. I worked on a Macintosh and Eric and 1Un on a PC. but (ortunately Microso(t Word
transcends operating systems.

I think it most appropriate that my interior graphic designers Toni and Thuan have chosen to set this
book in a typeface named FUo!ofia.

Bob Kat7.. Orlando '200'2
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